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' . 

In the samefold, Abacha's · regiine which ernerged from the crisis of 

domestic .Jegitimation fmind it credibl_e ta re-sponsor and si1pp01ied ECOMOG ta 

restore a democratic regime in Sierra Leone as a means ta establish cre_dibily for 

himself and regime in Nigeria. Though hailed by the international community on 

the interest shown in using ECOMOG restore democracy in Sierra Leone, he 

suffered domestic legitirnacy. Invariably the inteivention in S'ierra Leone ~vas 

intended ta seek endorsernent f?.r his regime; s engendered transition programme. 

' On the basis on the above, this thesis posits that when a regime begins ta be 

conscious of its security and stability-rathér than national and regional security and 

stability, there is bound to be clashes of interest between the constituent values of 

national and regional objectives; and the interest of the regime in power. Thus, 

once the national interest of a country fa ils ta be· cotenninous with the interest of 

the regime's leadership, conflict îs bound ta occur as the regime may seek 

legitimacy by use of force. This may generate protracted conflict that may not 

trnly tlu·eaten international peace and security, but. domestic and regional peace. 
. . . '. 

It is on the basis of this that the research developed a mode! of regime 

interest, using Nigeria under Babangida and Abacha ta demonstrate how the quest 

for regime interest, secùrity and stability by these leaders bas affected Nigerian 

national security interest · as well ,. as regional security m West Africa. The 

implications of this i11clude: 

(i) ill - feelings among member states of EC(t)WAS as ta Nigeria's 

intention in the regime. . . 
. I ·, . ,, . 

(ii) · weaken of domestic èohesiveness in Nigeria · · 

(iii) fear of an emerging authoritarian hegemony in West Africa. 

SI 
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' . 
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CHAPTERONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

There has been a radical depaiiure from the variables, which had hitherto 

characterised the pursuit of Nigerian defence and foreign policy issues since 

independence. This departure coincided with some encircled scenarios, which took place 

in Nigeria from three levels. The first was the political transition to democratic mie, 

which rendered and diversified political alliances without reinforcing dominant elite 
• 1 

consciousness. Secondly, the introdt;ction of the Stnïctural À.djustment Programme as 

packaged with severe austerity, though seen as the most sweeping macro-economic 

policy in Nigeria's post independent history, (Biersteker, 1993:180). The effect of the 

above two factors influenced the third factor, which is the reshaping of Nigeria' s foreign 

policy to en han ce regime-security interest un der the guise of Nigeria' s regional interest 

in West Africa. These scenarios informed the conception· of the political transition as a 

graduai, measured and supe1vised leaming process, meant to change elite behavioural 

and attitudinal dispositions from prebendal politics to conse1\sual politics (Omoruyi, 

1992 (a); 1992(b); and 1993). 

As sound as this position may be, however, several doubts leading to sceptical 

thoughts faulted the transition-·process (see Osaghae, 1993; Gana, 1992; Osaghae, 1993; 

Ake, 1993; Akindele, 1994). The manipulations of the political process by the 

govemment set the political actors against each other. The political manipulation 

entrapped and scuffled the transition pro.gramme. Professor Claude Ake clarified this 

picture when he noted that 

··rnilitary produced the politics and the politichrns, cultiYated" polilics disassociatcd from issues. 
ideology and social forces. lt created political parties abstracted from social realities. parties 
belonging to everyone in general and to no one in particul;ir and thus constituted anarchy of 
ambition. It orchestrnted a campaign·agaipst politics. it is difficulI to think o.f anything tha"t the 

1 
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military can usefully do to promote democrncy or dcvelopmcnt cxccpt lo discngage from politics" 
(Ake, 1993; 32-33). 

Hitherto, Alhaji Mohammed Gamba, the National Security Adviser to the 

President, General Ibrahim Babangida, in an exclusive policy orientation at the Centre 

for Democratic Studies, advises that given the trend in the transition programme if 

political power is limited to a particular dorminant interest, be it an entrepreneurial elite, 

the military high-ranking officers or ethnie, religions or Iinguistic minority, it "can 

cause severe deterioration in the iphysiological qu_?Iity of. life and promote civil 

disorder" (Gamba, 1991 ;5). The inability of the regime to heed this advice resulted to 

various political threats to national security;.as human rights activists and opponents of 

the regime began to protest calling for Sovereign National Conference (SNC) to resolve 
. ' 1 

contentious political issues at stake. 

The structural adjustment programme also created its own variant of threats to 

national security. The harsh economic measures led to the devaluation of national 

currency, !rade liberalisation, de-regulation of interest rates, privatisation and 

commercialisation, elimination of :subsidies·, retren_ç;hment . of the working class, -
restraining of various physical and monetary activities in the economy among others. 

The privatisation and commercialisation other uses which were meant to enforce moral 
.. ,. 

economy ended in the expansion of elite interest in Nigeria (Agbese; 1992). While the 

citizens were left to try their hands on multiple means of survival/livelihood, the 

situation got deteriorated and subsequently worsened the social relations in the families 

(Mustapha, 1992; 197). The economic restmcturing process retarded growth, dislocated 

the fabric of the indigenous economic development, and promoted extreme inequalities 

in the distribution of wealth by marginalising the majority of the producing population 

who have to confront hyper-inflatibnary économie Jrends. Yet the Nigerian ruling 

classes wasted resources and mismanaged the economy to the extent that the World 
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Bank/IMF and extemal creditors relaxed their initial support for the Babangida's 

economic progrmmne (Biersteker, 1993). 

In the sphere of defence and foreign policy, the Babm1gida regime made attempts 
. ! . . 

' ::. • 1 , ' • 

to stabilise the domestic terrain through an ambitions peace initiative under the guise the 

demonstrating Nigeria's regional hegernony in ECOWAS, for the maintenance of 

international peace and secuf'lty. Equally tao, the regime became disturbed when the 

main rebel leader of the Liberian conflict; Mr. Charles Taylor of the NPLF (National 

Patriotic Front of Liberia), announced that a revolution had started in West Africa, 

beginning frorn Liberia. Firstly, the regime felt threaterted because of the potential 

danger such extemal threat would be internally perceived by the emerging dornestic 

restless and radical forces opposed to the regime. Moreso, the 1990 abmied bloody 

coup d'e tat did nofonly fundamen\ally sha,ke the re~jme but_made _her to re-define its 

legitimacy, as sorne Nigerians who were sympathetic to the Course of the 1990 abortive 

coup were found to be either in training camps of Taylor and fighting together with 

NPFL forces (Tell, 1992). The anticipation of these opposing forces was that when 

Liberia had been won over (to Taylm'), attention would be tumed elsewhere in the .-
region, including Nigeria where Taylor's support would readily make this fighting 

forces available. 

Secondly, given the econornic and political crises that have bedevilled Nigeria, 

the regirne cannot cape with the up,surge of the influx of refugees resulting from the 
' ; . ' 

Liberia crises and the possibility of fuelling the existing interna! crisis and the tensed 

social disorder. Thirdly, it may seems the intimacy established between the Nigerian 

President, General Ibrahim Babangida and the Liberia Leader, President Samuel Doe, 

rnakes it possible for the security-interest of Babangida's regime to be cotenninous with 

Doe' s desire to stay-put in power. Président Babangida became morally ëJbligated to 
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protect and rescue Doe from the Liberian crisis. The Jingering question is whether the 

regime used Nigeria' s regional power as a 1neans to enforce national "interest in the light 

of its regime-security interest? 

In a similar pattern General Sani _Abacha assumed power at a critical moment of 

Nigeria' s political development following the fallout of June 12, 1993 presidential 

election. The inconclusive nature of the election brought _about political imbroglio and 

forced exit of General Ibrahim Babangida from power and the subsequent installation of 

Chief Ernest Shonekan-led Interim National Government (ING). The government of 

Chief Shonekan did not last long as General Abacha took-over the mantle of leadership 

. in a palace coup; stage-managed ''by Abàcha himself, which forced · Shonekan to 

handover. However, within the short period of its existence, Shonekan' s administration 

promised the nation to withçjraw Nigeria's troops from Liberia. This promise was 

interjected by General Abacha's take-over of power and his subsequent decline to 

implement the decision taken by Shonekan. Shonekan's eff01t, however, was meant to 
• • 1 , • 

create basis for domestic support for his government which. had suffered serious crisis of 

legitirnacy, as Nigerians wanted the actualisation of June 12 rather than an interini -
arrangement. Nigeria' s troops un der General Abacha' s leadership did not only remain in 

ECOMOG but more than ever before he supported and sustained ECOMOG materially 
. I : . , 

and financially in Liberia. The Abaclia's regime èven ëxtended ECOMOG's mandate to 

intervene in the SieITa Leone civil war. Fmthennore, General Abacha, unlike 

Babangida, took effective occupation of the Bakassi Peninsular and · confronted 

Camerounian claim to the teITitory. This was done not only to recrnit domestic support 

which was highly polarised as a result of the contradictions brought about .by the June 

12 political crisis but also over the effect of Nigeria's adventure in Liberia and Sierra 

Leone. 
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On assumption of power,. General Abacha tried to mobilise support for his 
( ' :: . . ' 

embryonic regime from human rights activists and opposition groups who were critical 

of the fonner regimes of General Ibrahim Babangida and Chief Ernest Shonekan. 

However, be fell out with tlië opposition groups, especially the National Democratic 

Coalition (NADECO) made up of prominent civilian statesmen and retired military 

generals. And with the detention of the leading figure of the opposition groups, Chief 

MKO Abiola; subsequent arTest and imprisonment of others, either under the guise of an 

alleged coup plot (General Olusegun Obasanjo, General Yara'dua, among others) _or for 

acts subterranean to the survival of the regime, were ;nade. Titis ~as to dci away with 

strong and irresistible oppositions jn orde,r. to pave way for Ab_acha' s clandestine 
' . ~ . 

manoeuvre without a major and bold challenge which Obasanjo and Yar'adua would 

have provided fiercelessly. Though bath had been accused for supporting the non

revisit of the annulled June f2 election, they never expected the outcome that brought 

Abacha to power. Increasingly, the hrnnan rights abuses of General Abacha's regime 

reached some intolerable measures, leading to wild imposition of sanctions·by Western 

European nations and the· USA. The attempt was to force the regime to open UJ? 

Nigeria's democratic space and demilitarise the political terrain. H_owever, the regime's 

human rights record was further worsened with the execution of the 'Ogoni Nine'. 

Ethno-enviromnental · 1n1111an rights çictivists., · inclucling Ken Saro Wiwa. In order to 
' ~ . . 

divert attention away from the domestic contradictions, · the regime, like that of 

Babangida, became engrossed in regional security and peace-building in West Africa 

and elsewhere. It is on the sfrength of this that this research is conducted to ascertain 

the incompatibility or otherwise of the· policies these regimes to national and regional 

interest. 
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1.2. STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEl\1 

This study attempts to delineate and analyse the factors that led to Nigeria's 

intervention Îli Liberia and Sierra Leone and the impact it has on regional security and 

conflict resolution in West Africa. It also intends to understand the interconnectedness 

of Nigeria's national interest to regime security interest. If the national intetest is 

equated with regime interest, is the Nigerian State not under siege of the regime in 

power? 

The ability to delin~~te the above interconnectedness is relevant to our 

understanding of how regime perception vis-a-vis national security interest influence 

international events and situations. We nre here confronted with the following 

problematics: · 

(i) How is the Nigerian led ECOMOG inte1vention in Liberian and Sierra 
Leone based on the principles and objectives ofher foreign policy? 

(ii) How does ECOWAS security regimes encourage or discourage the 
emergence ofregime:,eoprity in Nigeria? .' 

(iii) What lesson does the practice of persona! rnle els~where influence the 
emergence of regime interest in N igeria'l 

(iv) In what ways is the perception of national and regionjll interests encircled 
by regime interest in Nigeria? 

(v) What impact. does the pursuit and defence of regime interest has on 
national and regional security interests? 

(vi) How did Nigeria's involvernent and deployment of ECOMOG for peace 
enforcement tumed out to enhance regime interest more than national and 
regional interest? 

(vii) What are the consequences for Nigeria in the future of conflict resolution in 
West Africa, if authoritarian maintain their regime interests under the cover 
of national and regional security'interests? 
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1.3 PROPOSITION 
It is on the basis of this problematic that the following research proposition is 

made; that: 

1. Regime interest under authoritarian rule does infonn the operat'ional 
fonctions and direction of national and regional security interest. 

2. West Africa regional security regimes are designed to perfect àuthoritarian 
regime interests rather than meeting national and regional security interests. 

3. The practice of persona] rule elsewhere may have inform_pd the emergence 
of regime interest in Nigeria. 

4. The regime interests of( Babangida and ~hacha leaderships. encircled the 
perception of national and regional sect1rity interests in Nigerian foreign 
policy objectives. 

5. The pursuit and·"defence of regime interest has• tremendous. impact on 
national and regional security interests. 

6. The involvement of Nigeria in fashioning and deploying ECOMOG forces 
to Liberia and Sierra Leone was ab initio, towards enhancing regime 
interest than national and regional interests. 

7. The pursuit of regime security interest has implications and consequences 
for Nigeria's ability to inte,vene and resolve future 'contlicts in the sub
reg10n. 

1.4 OBJECTIVE 
To examine how regime interest can affect national and regional security interest. 

To evaluate the conti:adictions in the West African security regime which likely 
influenced the emergence of regime security. 

To evaluate and analyse the pnictices of persona] rule elsewhere which influence 
the rise of regime intèrest in Nigeria. 

To delineate how national and regional interests were encircled by reg,me 
interests. 
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To understand how authoritarian regimes in Nigeria fashiohed policies under thè 
cover of national and regional security interests to enhance their regime survival 
strategies. 

To clarify whether Nigerfa-led ECOMOG inte1vention in the West African 
regional conflicts was to serve national and regional intetests or regime interest. 

To identify factors that may serve as -obstacles to Nigeria' s ability to effectively 
influence subsequent events in West Africa if regime interest overrides national 
and regîonal security interests. 

1.5 METHOD OF RESEARCH 
The research was conducted from two major means of data method: that is, 

primaiy and secondary sources. The secondmy sources include library research-, 
collation and analysis of policy documents, hard-outs, press releases, persona! notes and 
other printed materials from individuals, libraries and organizations. 

The second .sources of materi,als wer.e · doue through primary_ gathering of data. 
Titis includes interviews and focused group discussioils with key personalities, groups 
and institutions. I was assisted by Research Assistants in Nigeria, West African Sub
region and in overseas who conducted interviews and discussions with policy players, 
force commanders, policy -makers a·nd cither individuals connected to Nigeria's 
involvement in ECOMOG. I also personally had extensive inte1views and discussions 
with Force Commanders and other researchers in ECOWAS. I attended ECOWAS 
Smmnit in 1993, 1994, 1996, 1997 and 1998 where I interacted frequently with 
diplomats, Defence Community and Officiais ofvarious countries from West Africa. 

The important thing about these interviews is that they were weighed on three 
level of analyses: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Opinionated statem\:nts which . are either based on value judgment 
probabilities or sentiments.' Fmiher.i interviews · and· discussions 
authenticated this, especially when statements raise contentious issues that 
affect policy. 

Hanging statements, which needs to be corroborated or verified from other 
sources in the course of further discussions and intei;vie'Y. 

Factnal statements buttressed by facts and data . m the course of the 
interview or discussion. 
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It was the course of this that the thesis arrived at the following analysis of the 
proposition: 

1. Conceptualizing the basis on which authoritarian regimes emerge as 
dominant fact0rs, /oreclo!,ing the relevance of na_tional and regional 
interest. ' ;.. · · 

2. To ascertaining whether ECOWAS - security regimes are designed 
to enhance .. regime security. 

3. Understanding the nâture, character and practices of regime security 
interest in other authoritarian state other than Nigeria. 

4. Assessing the perception of national ai1d regional security interest, 
which infonned or led to the emergence of regime interest. · 

5. Analysing how the pursuit and defence of regime interest may alter 
the principal o~jectives of national and regional interest. 

6. Detennining whether Nigeria's led ECOMOG intervention was to 
protect regime interest or national and regional security interest 

7. Identifyin1i"the implications of regime interest for conflict resolution 
in West Africa and recommending future policy options. 

1.6 RATIONALE/.JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

There are five major justifications for this study. The first is that since I 960~ 

when African States emerged from the shackles of colonialism their marginalisation 
. ' , 

from effective participation in the sustenance of international peace and security have 

been peripheral. The superpower conllict overshadowe_çl the significance of Africa in the 

international system. With the end of the cold war, regional powers are emerging to 

define their mie within the context of the Nçw World order. It is therefore, important to 

research into this new development as it affects African regional hegemons, which are 
• • 

emerging to test their capability as new peace managers in the chan'ging world order. 

And to ascertain whether these hegenions are genuinely pursuing 'goals of regional 
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cooperation or creating basis through regional security organ to effect the survival and 

stability of their regimes. 

Secondly, the outcome of the Liberian conflict, more than the initial position of 

the Babangida's regime, has expanded Nigeria's security space and empirically defines 

ber capability in shaping West African Security system. The rationale is to inquire into 

the implications of this for Nigeria's national interest vis-a-vis the survival/stability of 

dictatorial regime in Nigeria. 

Thirdly, research into the linkage between regime and security (national and/or 
,.,. 

regional) studies is relative_ly new in Africa. Previous research had only rehashed the 

weakness of 0.A.U or African role ii1 the maintenance of international peace and 

security. Much emphasis have been placed on the activities of the U.N, the sÏ1perpowers, 

other great powers and the developed regional organisations like the European Union 

which bas been involved in the creation of security, confidence-building and 

cooperation in Europe. This work examines how the contradictions that brought about 

ECOMOG have been able to br"ing( Africa ,i,ito limelight of conflict management ·and •... ' ..... 

resolution. Thus, the research will not only complement existing literature on conflict 

resolution it will also provided a comparative researcl1 input for scholars within Africa 

and elsewhere to comprehend the nature and character of African regional security 

system and the impact on the new constrnction of world peace and security. 

Fourthly, from the background of evolving a regional security regime in West 

Africa the research ascertains the regional instrumentalities and capabilities for conflict 

resolution, given the contradiction and Jack of high level of confidence in one another's 

political intentions in the region. ·· 
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Lastly, the research will fill a yawning gap by making useful inquiry, providing 

relevant data and information"' ~hich will help to analyse the ration,ale of differentiating 

between the pursuit of national security interest from persona) survival and stability of 

leaders and their regime. 

1.7. SCOPE AND LIJVIITATIONS 

It is not easy to ascertain the overall framework of Nigeria's perception of 

national and regional security. Vârio~1s regimés have different perceptions, And this can .. . 

affect the nature of state policy in the direction of national and regional security interest. 

Regime interest is used here to explain and analyse the use of the apparatus of the state 

by a regime in authority to perpetuate itself in power. 

A cursory insight into the operation of the Regime State will show that 

personality or persona! rule is a predominant phenomenon. But persona! rule cannot 

survive on its own without the apparatus (i.e. regime interest) around it. It -is the 

apparatus that provide the fertility for the operational fonctions. of persona! rule. Both 

persorial rule and regime interest is cbtenninoùs. Though perso.naliry mie is a dependent 

variable yet it is only fonnidable in sustaining the system. But because regime interest is 

an independent variable, it provides the channels for the operationalistion of persona! 

rule. It is in the ljght of this, that the scope of the research will focus on regime interest 

rather than persona! rule. However, the two concepts may be used interchangeably. 

Sometimes too, regime security interest is also take to mean regime interest. This also 

applies to national and regional interest and national and regional security interests. 

The study is being limited to Generals Ibrahim Babangida and Sani Abacha 

because it was withîn the perioéi of their Ieadership.ithat the crisis, which started in 

Liberia, extended to SieITa Leone m tenns of ECOMOG mandate. And despite 
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Babangida's effo1i towards ___ . using the conflict to stabilise his regnne he was 

subsequently eased out of office at the peak of the crisis with Abacha taking over after 

an interim Govemment of Chief Ernest Shonekan. However, the research is limited by 

· Jack of accessibility to some primmy sources, especially interviews sought with key 

figures were not granted. Nevertheless, this was supplemented by content analyses of 

various reports and interviews such personalities had with editors of newspapei-s and 

magazmes. 

1.8. DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 

The following concep~§. are very central to the research. Their definition~ are 

hereby made in order to provide meaningful understanding of the research. 

1. National Interest: means the irreducible minimum. which holds the population, 

resources and teITitorial integrity of a nation-staie together, a{1d by guiding policy 

makers in their interactions with both domestic and extemal forces. It involves 

tangible and non-tangible factors depending on what the goals and orientation of 
, • • •. I : ' . • . 

such a given nation-state is constituted and the objectives·inte~1ded to achieve. 

11. Regime Interest: refers to the · inter'est of the governrng authority of a given 

country within a given space and tirne whose action and perfonnance is not 

necessarily based on national interest but on its interest and the dir~ction of its 

government. 

111. Persona! interest: refers to the individual istic interest of the regime - leader. In 

most cases it is cotenninous with regime interest. .. . ' 
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1v. Security Regime: refers to the "principles, mies and norms that permitted 

nations to be restrained in their behaviour m the belief that others will 

reciprocate"(Jervis, 1982:357) ( 

v. Regime Security: refers to the security of the regnne m power other than 

national interest. 

VI. Military Interest: means the corporate · interest of the military. as an institution, 

which is assumed to be maintaining the security and defence of a country at large. 

vu. Security Community: like security regime, this is referred, to as an integrated 

group of people and/or states which have assured themselves that none of them 

will resort ta tïghting each.ot11er phyii~ally when ther_e are other ways or mèans 

of settling their disputes (see Deutsch et al, 1956:5). 

Vlll. Regime Stability: refërs to the various measures taken and adopted by the 

goveming authority to remain aiid consolidate its stay in power without much 

ado, against the interests and threats', whether real or imagined, of ïiitemal and 

extemal forces. 

1x. Elite Interest: refers to the various interest groups in the society whose actions 

and interactive activities 1ecide the direction of govemment policies towards 
~ . .. . . . 

achieving their objectives and goals. Their interèst at times may be at variant with 

· the interest of the regime in power but the regime can hardly do without them. 

Elite interest hardly suffers erosion of power but instead it is transformed from 

one regime to anothei. It can outlive regimes . 

. x. Dominant Interest: is the interést that is central to the smvival & stability of the 

regnne m power. 
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1.9. SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 
I : • 

The research is presented in eight chapters. Chàpter Orie introduces the research 

by bringing out the main research problem, identifying the direction towards a working 

theoretical mode!, outlining the research proposition, spelling out the objectives and 

.rationality of the study, and explaining .among others the method of data collation and 

analysis. Chapter two attempts two major issues. One is to review related literature, 

and two, is to develop a relevant theory of regime interest. This is to help us level the 

gaps found in the literature in order to validate the analysis of the data collated for thè 

study. Chapter Three attempts an analysis of how security regimes in West Africa could 

serve the purpose, which the theoretical framework in Chapter Two attempts to build. 
• I : • , , 

Accordingly, Chapter Three argues that the conti-adictfons in outlining regional security 

regimes provide the loopholes for the emergence of regime interest rather than national 

and/or regional interest. Chapter Foui· looks at some empirical experience in global 

perspective as a benclunarkfor understanding how the regimes ofBabngida and Abacha 

fall in Iine with the perception in the .case studies. In Chapters Five and Six efforts is 

made to look into encircled scenarios that led to the emergence and the pursuit as well 

as the 'defence of regime security interest in Nigeria. Chapter Seven identifies the nature .- . 
of foreign policy administration under Babangida and Abacha, which was at variance to 

the nonns as regime interest, _superseded .national interest. Chapter Eight, which 
• I : . 

concludes the study, gives a summary of the res~arch,~highligl;ts its findi1i'gs and makes 

recommendations. 
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. 2. o 

2.1. 

CHAPTER T\VO 

LITERA TURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 
FRAMEWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

With the increase of authoritarian r~gnnes in the Third World, national and 
~ p 

regional secürity systems have become effective instruments for maintaining regime-

stability to the detriment of national and regional interest. This dimension has 

demystified the general and"'long-held views that regional integration and security 

provide the: prospects for enhancing only regional peace, security and development 

(Abangwu, 1975: 126-140; Edozien, 1982: Renninger 1982; Okolo, 1983: 177-184; and 

Ezenwa, 1983). Thus, the highly contraclictory nature of political systems in developin~ 

countries, particularly Africa, has made it difficult to accept the fac~ that 

interdependence and cooperation provide the bases for development, mutual gains and 

mutual sanctions (Keohane and Nye, / 981 ). 

'rt also makes it more difficult to del ineate the differences, bet)Veen regime interest 

and national interest. · As miiëh as this research does not concede to neo-functionalist 

thought, it ~ould not likewise be drawi1 into the realist position that nation-states anci 

their ability to use force helps to sustaïn international peace and security. · Rather, the 

major factor involved in evolving regional integration and regional security is not just t9 

bring about regional cooperation, peace and devel opment but also to secure 

authoritarian regimes in power. 

Before going further, it is important to, first of ail, rèview the literature on the 

nature and character of regime security in A,frica. The second segment of this chapter 
'••· 

will focus on dominant theoretica! models advanced to comprehend the operational 
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basis of foreign policy. The inadequ;icies of these models have left a very senous 

lacuna in the study of foreign polic:y. This lacuna will, however, bè overcome, 

particularly in this Chapter, by building a fünctional theoretical construct ta explain an~ 

analyse the nature and character of regime interest in Nigeria. 

2.2 PROBLEMITIZING SEC::URITY REGll\'IE INTEREST 
' .";. . 

Several scholarly works exist on Nigeria' s. defe1ice, an,d forei1,,JJ1 policies. 

However, only very few of them have at_tempted ta examine regime perception of 

national and regional security and its implications in the creation, management and 

resolution of conflict. On.ly very few of the authors also used linkage politics to 

understand how domestic contrridicticins affect the formulation of foieign policy 

(Phillips, 1964; Jdang, 1973; Akinyemi, 1974; Gambari, 1980; Aluko, 1981; Ogwu, 

1986; Izah, 1985). Others focussed on Nigeria 's capability of playing leadership raie in 

Africa (Aluko, 1973; Herskovits 1975, Herskovits 1997; Mazrui, 1975; Aluko, 1978; 

Ogunbadejo, 1980;.0gunsanwo, J-98Q. Wayas 1982). 1:,his has,.indeed crea,ted a problem 

in the literature, especially in delineating the variance of security interests in Africa. 

Efforts by these authors Jack rigorous analyses of how regime perception affect national -
security interest. Much more worrisome is the fact that the Adebayo Adedeji Committee 

on the Review of Nigeria's Foreign Policy in 1976 succeeded in providing modus 

opera11di which did not adequately · delineate the requirements of national interest 

(Nweke; 1985; 17b). 

In the end, most of the literatnre on Nigeria 's defence and security studies only 

maintain the realist·or neo0 realist position as espoused py Mongenthau (1978), E. H. Car 

(1939); Inis Claude (1962), Hedley Bull (1978), Waltz (1959, 1979), Wolfer 1962, 

Barry Buzan (1991, 1993) among others. . Even when attempts were made to apply 

fünctionalist approach to th~ understanding of economic, political and military aspect of 
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foreign po!icy, as demonstrated m the works of Zartman (1973); Deutsch (1975); 

Ezenwa (1985), Asante (1985), Okolo. (1984 ), Oche (1994) and others, no concrete 

attention is made ta discem the interests that chara~teristised su'ccessive · regimes m 

foreign policy fonnulation; namely, those interests that are basically aimed at 

supporting the survival of regimes in power. As such one is left with how ta discem, 

deduce and delineate the percep~ion and the ü1terest of the regime in power from the 
I • • 

way it manipulates and display the 
0

institutional meclianis111. of nati~nal rnterest in the 

pursuit of its interest in power. 

Though a few of the àuthors attempted ta a given extent, ta focus some aspects of 

their works on the conceptualization of regime security interest but they rather end up 

analyzing the constituent variables of national interest in Third World countries. For 

instance Mohammed Ayoob (1986, 1989, 1991) explains that the concept of national 

security in the Third World is different from its understanding in the developed world. 

Accordingly, unlike the develop\!d world wbere national security is part of national 
' . ~ ·: ' - . . . 

logic of statecraft, in the Third World on the other haiié!, it is- intended ta repulse threats 

pose, not only ta the State boundaries and institutions but also ta the maintenance of -
regime survival (Ayoob; 199-1:259) Ayoob is of the view that a fonnation of strong 

State mergihg into membèrship of community of states is central to the common 

security of the states in question (Ayoob: 1989:262). However, Ayoob's analysis is not 

tao rigorous as it failed ta· anchor a forceful argument in favour of the trends towards 

regirne survival in the Third World. 

In the light .of this. shortcomiryg, he s,e.ems ta revise ta a c01~mon position _that 

national security in the third world i~ a process · of st~te buildilig. 'This ;osition is not 

unco1mnon with the earlier position maintained by Deutsch et al (1975), Pentland 

(197 5) among others. Acéôrding ta Deutsch and his colleagues, the creation of 
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security community is not only depe11dent Oli the outcome of the integration process' but 

the integrative capabilities, which cannot be sustained in the case of Third World 

countries. Rather, it provide_~. the springboards for the emergence of strong regimes 

seeking their survival through State apparatus and regional security organs. But the 

originality of the contents of the work clone by Deutsch, Ayoob, Krause (1994) and 

others have ho theoretical linkage with the conceptual understanding that, under 

authoritarian regimes or weak democracies of the Third World, the stability of the 

regime(s) supercedes national and regional security interests. Indeed, the literatùre on 

the linkage between national/regional security and regime interest is lacking. But if one 

is to consider related literatur~ dne wo'uld ·be able to ·discerh what constitute 

national/regional interest in order to delineate the constituent variables of regime 

interest. It is within this perspectives that the literature review will be broken into two; 

namely, the nationalist/pan-Africanist school and the radical approach. 

The nationalist/pan-Africanist position is reflected in _the works of Nweke (1985 a 

& b ), Imobighe, (1980); Oyovbaire, (1980); Vogt, ( 1986); Akinyemi, ( 1981); Aluko~ 

(1978), Amoda, (1988); Adisa, (1988); Gambari, ( 1986); and Ogm~sanwo (1988).· The 

school, in essence, maintains the realist trends in their analyses. It is also built on the 

conception that leadership transc;nds narro\.V. interest ·bf regime. Hôwe~er, the radical 

school as reflected in the works of Ihonvbere, (1991 ); Lancaster, 1992; Bangura, (1989); 

and Baia Usman, (1979) opQpses the position of the nationalist school on the ground 

that regime.'s perception of security undermines the primaiy factor of Nigeria's 

existence as a nation-state. The deflation of the economy, com1ption, injustice, flagrant 

floatirtg of the mie of law and the expansion of priv.ate economy cannot create 

conclusive atmosphere for Nigeria to play the raie expected of ber in Africaù 

international relations. 
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In a National Seminar on "Nigeria's National Interest and Values" organised in Nigeria 

by the Office of Joint Chief of Staff in 1988, most of the participants argue that 

economic interests primarily infonn the pursuit of national security interests. Amoda 

(1988) argues that no countir._.that is under -the shadow of imperialism can maintain its 

sovereignty. He then posits .that a state can only attain and maintain its sovereignty if the 

State wages war against imperialism. Ogunsanwo (1988) believes that one of the 

attributes of Nigeria's national interest is the defence and protection of the blackman in 

the world. This, he maintains, can be achieved through the consolidation of national 

power as a vital aspect of national interest. Adisa (1988). Fmiher posits that the 

preservation of the political unit called Nigeria is imperative for national survival. 

Koinyan conceptualizes tlie state ·as h persoh~lity and,,argues that "like a ·human beïng, 

the distinct personality of a riation-state moulds the type of desires the nation-state 

would have and detennines -~.he quantity of power it would want to have as well as 

conscripts the actual power it eau wield" (Koinyan: 1986:14). 

. . 
In conci-etizing the concept of national personality, Nweke (1985(a)) sees foreign 

policy as action-goal of Nigerian State, which helps it to attain the irreducible minimum 
' .~, . 

ofNigeria's national interest. It sustains national unity and security, provide the bàseline 

capability for nation~! integration, national prese1vation and te1Titorial integrity when 

threatened from within and witl~out through. the applicati01r of the use of "military 

strength and economic power, and. to influence the shaping of international political and 

economic relations within whj_çh this highly ·valued interest must be achieved" (Nweke, 

1985a, 13). In this regard, he believes pan-Africanism provides the common ideological 

instnnnent for the advancement of Nigeria's national interest through African collective 

security. African security, according to pan-Àfricauist approach, is therefore 

coterminous with national security because threat to African security represents a direct 
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or indirect threat to the survival ·of ~he of Nigerian siate (Nweke, 1985a: 20 See also 

Aluko, 1978). 

Nweke (1985b) further expands the concept of African security. African security, 

accordingly, centres on and revolves arciund the protection, defence and development in 

Africa as specified in Article 2 of the OAU Charter. He characterises Afri'can security 

into three dimensions: (i) ability to perceive and utilise the foundations which provide 

support and shape the means to achieve African unity; (ii) ,abiljty to influenee the 

shaping of the international system within which African security must be achieved; and 

(iii) the actual provision· of Africai~ security througJ1 rational choice of appropriate 

socio-economic, political and military policies and strategies (Nweke, 1985b: 5). He, 

however, identifies economic and military dependence, internai conflict, inter-state 

antagonism and conflicts, and external intervention in African affairs as problems and 

threats to African security. these problems and threats places Africa in a weaker 
.. 

position to confront the nuclear superîority of the developed countries. Therefore, the 

involvement of Africa in the promotion of disarmament programme of the UN, the 

creaticin of pan-Africanist identity, and participation in non-aligned movement would -
help to reduce African isolation, marginalisation and weak position in the international 

system, and, therefore, promote Arricau security .. 

Furthennore, Nweke maintains that for Africa to overcome the problems of, and 

threats to its security, then, it must first, organically link its security with its 

developmental objectives and goals as contained in the 1980 Lagos Plans of Action. 

He also identifies options that are 'available for· African countries to adopt in the 

promotion of an inward oriented policy with strong economic nationalism and a neo

mercantilist diplomacy. first, pursue regionalism, that is, the developmènt of 

multilateral and/or unilateral integration of African States where African Defence Force 
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·-·· 
is collectively utilized to defend extemal aggression and provide peacekeeping within 

Africa. Here, Africa is divided into :five strategic regions for this purpose with the 

suggestion that the coordinating command Headquarters of the sub-regional defence 

force will be in Nigeria. These five regions are Central Africa, West Africa, East 

Africa, North Africa and Southern Africa. These sub-regional defence forces will serve 

as sub-comrnittees of the envisaged African High Comrnand. Second, ensure globalism, 

which refers to global interdepenâençe and uùiversal foreign policy coordination based 

on equality and justice, and on strong ecumenical and pan-African desirata (Ibid, 

1985b: 89). TI1ough these options have their peculiar dimension and limitations for 

Africa, he, neve1iheless, advocates a combination of measures that will strengthen 

African political strategies and doctrines for collective defence and security. These 

measures are· (i) integration of Afrîcan military expenditures, (ii) establislunent of 

African High Command, and (iii) development of a nuclear capacity, using the nuclear · 

threshold States as main pillars for evolving African collective security network. 

Invariably, Nweke is hopeful that regional organisations like ECOW AS can, apart from 

achieving economic integration, éo011dinate pcilicies and/or institute comrilon bargaining 

position for mutual defence and security. 

Mazuri (1995) went further to advocates that the current African conflict could be 

resolved through two measures: One, a Trusteeship System; "Iike that of the United 

Nations over the Congo in 1960, · could be established that is more genuinely 

international and Jess Western than under the old guise" (Mazrui; 1995). And two-, 

through the creation of regional hegemons in Africa. In the Iight of the later; each 

African sub-region should be led by a hegemon to regulate or contrai the evaporation of 

conflicts in the c011tinent He suggesfs that Nigeria shoüld lead in W,est Africa, Ethiopia 

in East Africa, Egypt in North Africa and South ".'frica in Southern Africa. These 

hegemons will become penn~1_1ent members· of an envisaged African Security Council. 
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But for Aluko (1978: 10), only Nigeria has the potential and enonnous capability of 

wielding Africa together in the resolutïon of its internai and inter-states conflicts. With 

this projects, it is expected that the developed countries will only serve as facilitators in 

the resolution of African conflicts. (Rothchild, 1991 ). · 

Between the respective positidns of varions scholars, Okolo (: 1984) takes a step 

further to assess Nigeria's rnilitaty capability as a regional hegemon. The dynamics of 

this growing responsibility -~evolves around first and foremost, Nigeria's national 

interest with her aggressive neighbours, two, the problern of engaging in military 

partnership with ECOWAS member states and Iastly, the combat-readiness of Nigerian 

military in thè face of threats. Okolo caution againsf the use of Nigeria's military force 

in any extemal venture and wams that "a nation . in a state of deplorable military 

preparedness that plunges into an armed conflict where peaceful diplomacy sti11 bas 

even some minimal chances of succeeding, will not only endanger further the very 
. . 

national security it desires to protect but 'intematiorial peace and· security as well" 
• • 1 , • 

(Okolo: 1984: 82). He posits further that "it would be a tactical delusion to assume that 

because ECOWAS mutual defence pact has been created, Nigeria' s partners would be ~·· ~ 

readily drawn into every contlict in which she is involved militarily ... (Hence) many 

ECOWAS states are worse off in military capabilities tlrnn Nigeria and their weight 

behind the latter may only make little difference in the outconie of a battle" (Okolo, 

1984:82). Therefore, if Nigeria is to play any meaningful leadership raie in African 

security and conflict resolution, he advises, she has to improve and expand its amis and 

ammunition, acquire sophisticated weaponry and electronic surveillance and detective 

devices. Above ail, emphasis sh~uld be plac~d ·on m<litary research and· developrnent. 

But Bassey (1987) and James (1991) foresee some problems here; namely, Nigeria's 

dependence on imperialism, i.t~ military ineffectiveness and weak economic bases. Ail 

the same, in comparative tenns, Nigerja is generally believed to be more capable of 
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promoting an integral force of ail the West African states under ECOWAS mutual 

defence pact than any member State in the Sub-region. 

Okolo's position correlates with an earlier treatise by Akinyemi who strongly 

believes in Nigeria's military capability in the event of a the collective military 
.. ' : . . 

agreement with Brazil and Angola mîder a zone of peiÏce in ·the' Sm'ith Atlantic to check 

the excesses of the South Africa then under Apartheid regime. He maintains that we live 

in a World that is characterized by power. We live in the World of competing interests. 

Whatever interests triumph; are not detennined alone by the goodness or otherwise of 

these policies, they must be backed up by a power capability that is sufficient to 

guarantee success" (Akinyemi: 1984: 24). Like others, he also believes that Nigeria bas 

the capability to defend its security and tlrnt of Africa much more in the African 

collective security network. The first· step is for Nigeria to improve on its military 

preparedness by being at "parity with French militmy forces as a condition of minimum .. .{ ... . ' 

deterrence'.' (Akinyemi: 1981:750). 

Akinyemi's position came at a period when Libya and Fra.nce. intervene in the 

Civil Warin Chad (see Joffe, 1981 and 1982). The implication of Libyan and French 

stmggle over Chad received prompt attention and, indeed, created a new defence foreign 

policy consciousness in Nigeria among the political class; the intelligentsia, the press, 

interested public and policy makers. The issue that generated a heated public debates 

and drew significant intellectual discourse (Oyovbaire, 1980: 16-21; and Imobighe, 

1980:235). Oyovbaire, in his col)tribution to . the clebate, observer that in the Atlantic 
. ( ' . . . . 

Ocean, apartheid South Africa had gone into a con'éeived, alliance with NATO and 

Brazil to contrai the Atlantic trade routes. The Atlantic Ocean, he points out, is 

strategically important to Nigeria beca11se tluough it Nigeria exports ber crude oil to 

Europe, North America and Brazil. Hence, it will be naturally suicidai to openly allow 
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the smveillance of our regions and closed stn1tegic locations to be accessed by NATO 

and Apartheid South Africa. Th~ n/ilitmy Î11terventiof1 of Chad by· Frnn'ce and Libya 

poses similar threat. Imobighe ( 1980) was, in fact, more emphatic than Oyovbaire on 

Libyan military adventurism . ...in Africa. Accordi11g to him Nigeria should treat the 

presence of.Libya in Chad·with ail the.seriousness it deserves and, in fact, be combat 

ready to repel Libya in the event of any eventual surprise attack. 

It is in the light of the foregoing that Vogt (1981) assesses Nigeria's defencè 

capability in comparative perspective. She concludes that Nigeria's militmy capabilities 

are not in doubt. But, like Akinyemi, she maintains that for Nigeria to maintain its .. . 
, I ~ , • 

leadership raie in ECOWAS and in Âfrica, it has 'to be·'alert qn ·keeping watch on French 

activities on the continent. (Also see, Otuhanjo a11d Davies, 1987). Later Vogt (1986: 

473 - 474) periscopes 011 hnw national i1iterest ca11 be intluenced by the economy, 

military power, nature of neighborliness. and relations with extra-teTTitorial powers. She 

further calls for the prioritization of goals that will define and shape the thrust of 
.. . . 

Nigeria's defence and foreign policy interests. She favours. a realistic concentric foreign 

policy'that will enable Nigeria's national interest to dictate the füsio,n ,of interests of thè 
.;, .'· 

African countries so that functionally inte.[,.1rnted union may be created to serve the 

mutual interest of all states c1s a ve_hicle for the promotion of Nigeria's 1rntional interest. 

Therefore, the creation of ECOWAS is seen principally as an effective national 

interest strategy to break foreign sphere· of iritluence in Africa (Vogt: 1991 ). Apart from 

the economic significance, ïts security .instruments can be used to strengthen internai 

security cohesion against subversion and extenrnl nggression (lmobighe, 19.81: 147-154; 

and Vogt, 1991 a: 13-18). The end of the Cold War opened this tloodgc1te for Nigeria to 

evolve a collective Rapid Deployment Force in which ECOMOG is seen as an 

experiment of Nigeria's regional hegemonic power (Vogt 199 IA: 16; Ayam, 1992:3-32; 
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and Vogt and Ekoko, 1990). ECOMOG therefore seems to have fülfilled Nigeria's long 

sought ambition which in 1987 it attempted to create a global Concert of Medium 

(Regional) powers capable of inte1vei1ing with credibility in crisis involving great and 

superpowers (see Akinyemi, 1986). The measure was to mitigate the problem of 

international peace and security, as the concert was to be a bridge buildet (see 

Akinyemi, 1986; Nwosu 1987; and Yoroms, 1988; and 1993). In confonnity with this 

zeal, ECOMOG is seen as indig~ndus peaéekeeping,instnunent (see Vogt, 1990, and 

1992). 

The desire for Pan-Africanist approach to African security and conflict resolution 

bas increasingly become a source of concem for African leaders and policy makers. In 
. -

fact; their major concem is not really on how much human and etonomic ·destruction 

civil wars have caused Africa but the "inconclusive ends" of these wars. (Nyogoro; 

1993: 171 ). Similar views have been expressed in various ways by Africanisfs and 

African scholars (see Obasanjo and Mosha, 1993). At the end of a Conference in 

Kampala in 1991 on confiicts in .AfrÎca, sch'olars and -policy makers; recognise that the 

securify and stability of each African country inseparably linked with the security of ail 

African countries and that "Africa cannot make any significant progress on any other 

front without creating collectively a lasting solution to its problems of security and 

stability" (The Kampala Document, 1991 ). The document la ter became a r~ferral point 

at the O.A.U Summit in Abuja in 1991 and Dakar 1992. This finally culminated, for the 

first titne, in the establislunent of the "0.A.U Conflict Mechanism for Conflict 

Resolution", and a peace Fund to finance it. And sin ce 1993, after the · Cairn 

Declaration, OAU established a mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and 
. , I . 

Resolution at its Headquarters in Addis-Ababa. 
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Efforts have also been made to establish O.A.U "Early Waming System" in 

conflict management. This position is now finding acceptability in the Western World. 

This acceptability is infonned by the fact that with 

" ... the assurnption of responsibility, by Africans, for peace-keeping in Africa 
would have the advantage of granting Africans not only ownership of the 
problerns but also of the solution. The exclusion of outside powers and the 
Africanisation of peace-keeping-·foryes migh\ help to avert future instances where 
it could be inferred from the action of peace-keeping f6rces, tl)ai black Africa'ns' 
lives were ofless value !han white European ones" (Cleaver & May 1995:485). 

This partly infonn the reason-.. why the U.S. ts now sponsoring African Crisis Response 

Initiatives in which only Africans are. brought together with the support of US to 

manage their own conflicts. 

The position of the Nationalist/pan-Africanist scholars can be summarised as 

follows, that: 

a) 

b) 

Nigeria's national interest, like the interest of other African States, 
• •' ! l .' M O • • 

Consist of certain irreducible minimum tha·t is 11011-negotiable, 

Pan-Africanism is an ideological concept for enhancing collective security 

and defence agaiAst internai insurrection and global threats, 

c) A strong and virile African.security regime is dependent on the creation of 

five geopolitical zones in Africa to tame èonflicts and to maintain peace. 

(While some suggested that Nigeria should be the coordinating 

Headquarters of the sub-regional security organs others prefer that each 

sub-regional security organ should be placed under a sub-regional 

hegemon. The sub-r~gional hegemons can meet together under the banner 
. ( ' 

of African Collective Security Council), 

d) Nigeria has the military and economic capabilities to comrnand the security 

and economic leadership of African States, 
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e) Nigeria's effort füwards the fonnation of ECOWAS as an economic and 

security integration instrument is also important for ber national security 

a11d defence interest, 

f) Conflict Resolution is dependent on the capâbility of regional hegemons, 

and 

g) The end of the cold war has signaled that Africa should exclusively find 

inclusive ·solution to confl,icts and wars in the continent. 
' . ~ . 

Significant as the position advanced by t!1e Pan Africanist school, particularly its 

advocating of an exclusivëly inclusive African solution to conflict prevention, 

management and resolution it has, · nevertheless, come under severe criticism. 

Ihonvbere for instance, opines that Nigeria's capability as a regional hègemon is 

increasingly declining 1naking it impossible for Eco·w AS to attain its major 

objectives of integrating of West Africa. At the core of the declining status of 

Nigeria is the worsening crisis of its political economy. Ihonvbere did, in fact, 

points this out when he states ·tha,t the "Nigerian state is still weak, un stable and 
' . ~ . . 

enjoys limited legitimacy" (Ihonvbere: 1991 ) .. It Jacks thè politica].and economic 
, i, 

where withal to influence and direct the New World Order towards African 
·-·· 

continental interest. Besicles, within the continent itself, Nigeria's dominant 

position is increasingly being challeiiged. Countries like Egypt, Zaïre, Ghana, 

Cote d'Ivore, Zimbabwe and, now; South Africa .will continve t9 assert.influence 

and challenge Nigeria's claims to the leadership position in Africa (Ihonvbere, 

1994:63-66). 

Ihonvbere, and Lancastef' pC\>sitions ;a·gree witJ1 Myer~ (1991) hypothesis of 

using threat perception to meet the strength of regional hegemons in the World. In 

the case of Nigeria, he concludes that . it has ranked low behind other world 
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regional hegemons like India in South Asia and Brazil in Latin America. Adibe 

(1994), however, questions the rationale for testing the hypothesis without any 

considcration oftime and space. 

He points out that in the aJ);ennath of the·Liberian crisis which resulted in Nigeria 

led ÉCOWAS intervention, it cannot be possible for Nigeria to remain at the low 

level of rating (Ibid: 190 - 197) Notwithstancling this positivist view of P..dibe, the 

fact remains that the .sharpening political tension c:jeepe1iing economic, and 

worsening social relations in Nigeria is increasingly decreasing its status in world 

affairs, including the regional level (see Bangura, I 989 -: 130 - 152). The point 

here is that if African States are in tango over leadership it becomes difficult to 
' • I : • • • 

accept the ideology of Pan-Africanism as a· secunty oc,tcipus becaus'e it would 

suffer "Jack of precision, resulting as is often the case, in abuse. Its mythicism, 

therefore derives from the .. fact that it lias hardly ever been a clearly defined, 

precise or rational concept" (Adibe ançl Ofori-Yeboah, I 992:8). 

Give~ the-criticism against pan-Africanism Ù is equally dc.it1btfül whether the 

Tmsteeship System and/or the creation of the sub-regional security organisation 

under regional hegemons would succeecl. Incleed Mafeje (1995:17-20 and Bangura 

(1995:18-23) are critical of this position because of the way the perceived African 
•' . . 

• • • I : . ' 

regional hegemons are resented a11d treated with s'uspici01i. Any attempt to give 

them relevance is in a way anning African clictators who "lacked the vision for 

and commitments towards .. a truly · sustàinable pai1-African integration system" 

(Bangura, 1995:23). Sin'1ilarly, the position has been resented because of the 

tendency of empowering African St)b,imperialists as regional powers (see Cleaver 

and May, l 995485-497). 
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The following positions are discemible from the scholarship of the radical 

school of thought: 

(i) The ideology of pan-Africanism cannot 111 a way help to resolve 

African conflict because African regnnes are cormpt and 

authoritarian. And except they are eased out, conflicts will remain; 

(ii) the ·contradictions leatling td the various conflict cannot be resolved 
. ' ' 

by benign imperialist approach of the tmsteeship system or the 

creation of s1!_b.-regional security organisation but by a fondamental 

restmcturing of the economy from its neo-colonial orientation which 

will lead to mass production, creation of employment opportunity 

· poverty .alleviation and elimination, the redistribution of wealth and 

administration of mie of law; and 

(iii) Above ail, the failure to recognise autonomous existence of etlinic 

groups will remain the tone of contention in African internai conflicts 

as léadersliip of African States ~urvives 6n such eonflicts. 

Indeed, the criticisn°!.~. against the Pan-Africanist school fo some extent are 

credible. Hence Pan-Africanist thought fails to understand how the highly 

contradictmy and antagonistic relations, whether on class, ethnie, regional and 

religious bâsis, generate and promote crisis and ccintlicts. For instance; while civil 

and democratic mie, no matter their limitations, subject policies and issues to 

debate, in the case of the military regimes, the affairs of the military regimes, · the 

affairs of the State are personlised and privatised. The end result is authoritarian 

and commandist' mie ~hich, is intdnded to ;naintaÎl1·ithe di_ctators in p~Wer than ta 
promote national security and development and, therefore, national interest. 
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Important .as the .criticisms ~f the radical schroI are, particl!larly. their focus 

on the internai contradictions in Africa, it equally bas its own limitations. For 

instance, no differentiation is made between the regime in power and the existence 

of dominant (elite) interest""in the decision rnaking process. Regime can rise and 

fall from power. The manner of its failure is much more destabilising; 

psychologically, to the leading figure in the regime than hangers-011, otherwise 

known as elites. While the leaders of the authoritarian regimes try by all means to 

sustain they in power elite interest may differ. The interest of either the mling e!ite 

is not superior to the interest of the Ieader-elite. The elite could always co exist 

with the leader-elite when the ·optjrnal benéfits are J1igh. They may also abandon 

the leader when the benefits are diminishing. They eau realign their .interest. The 

elite collective interest is relative as it can.be transfonned but not eroded. Whereas 

the interest of the leadini figure of the regime (leader-elite) could also be eroded 

without being transfonned. 

ln ~he light of the above, most of the literature Jack the v1gorous and pungent 

analyses of how authoritarian and one-paiiy state system sustain the crisis of 

govemance in Africa. Under the guise of national interest ·autlloritarian· regimes 

attempt to main tain their regirrre interest. . And ., this invariably leads to the 

dimensions which conflict occur and are equally resolved or sustained in Africa. 

As Laswell observes:" at the epi-centre of the regime is a psychopath which 

displaces his private mqtives into püblic abject and actualizes it in the public 

interest" (cited in Ajene, 1987:8). On the basis of tl_1is, David (1991 :239) advances 

the tbesis of omnibalancing to explaïn the foreign policies of third World countries. 

According to him the State is only an arena of interest of "a group that holds power 

in the capital". Unlike Zaiiman (1966), Migd_al (1974:519:520), Jackson and 

Rosberg (1982), Ayoob (1983:41-52), Gur (1991:153-189) among others, who 
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concentrate their analyses on the i11temal contradict~.pns of tl.1e domestic. policies of 

Third World States which influence foreign policy behaviours, David provides a 

further insight to the fact that: "it is the. leadership of the state itself that is the 

proper unit of analysis for understanding third World foreign policy alignment" 

(David: 1991: 243). 

David rejects the application and involvement of Third World countries in 

the balance of power poli tics because the theory is concemed with the anarchy that 

exists at the international system where there is Jack of a central authority to 

maintain order. In this type of'sittiation, 'fbalance qf power. plays .a central role in 

ensuring the survival of States agninst the aggressive designs of others. But it is 

less important in domestic politics where. the central government ensures that the 

smvival of losers in domestic struggle is not tlu·eatened ... " (David: 1991:242). This 

position is applicable in developed World where central govenunent regulates 

conflict by creating basis for consensus. But in the Third World coun~ries 
. 1 ' 

lnstead of sharply differentiating what occurs on the international scene from 
what occurs within states, it is more accurate to consider Third World domestic 
politics as a microcosm of international politics. As a result, balancing to ensure 
survival is as c'ritical. for groups V;ithin stat,es as it is between states (lbi~: 243 ). 

' . ~ . . 

Accordingly, because of the prevalence of threats, leaders place premium 

not on expanding their po~er base but on their persona! survival. Leaders would 

prefer to align with external powers or States that would ensure their hold on 

power rather than allowing their State to increase its power at th~ risk of 

endangering their survival (Ibid: 244). So, by rational calculation Third World 

regimes either align with îhemselves or with external powers that is most likely to 

do what is necessary to keep them m power. Thus, order is common between 
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regunes III Third World countries than within social forces and individuals in 

various States where these regime are in power. Examples of this include the 

decisions of Ethiopia's Mengestus Haile Meriam to align with the Soviet Union 

while Egypt's Anwar Sadat aligned with the United States. Within West Afiica, 

Samuel Doe aligned with Nigeria's Babm1gida to defend his regime against anned 

domestic forces. This argmneri"t is expm1èled from :the lucid · ana'lysis provided hy 
Jackson and Rosberg (1982). Though they use the concept of State instead of 

regime, their analysis is c011;patible with the focus in this work 

It is as a result of survival strategy that third World regimes are appalled by 

the current world opinion that sovereignty is no longer sacrosànct (Boutrous Ghali, 

1992; and Weiss and Chopra, 1992:95-117). The world opinion is based on the fact 

that to save humanity caught in the fire of conflicts is more sacrosanct than 

defending a regime or State. This position has been challenged by the leaders of 

the Third World counfries in ·the\r non-alih'Iled m€ieting. in Jakarta, indonesia in 

1992, and also in varions debates at the United Nations General Assembly (see 
' . 

Krause, 1994: 17). This cl.1.allenge, however, concretises the position that Third 

World regimes value their stability and survival !han any efforts towards salvaging 

citizens from a conflict which may turn against the leaders. They prefer t_o survive 

at the peril of the very people they preside their leadership. 

An empirical application of the concept (regime iinterest and security) to 

elaborate the policies of a specific counhy or region is still lacking in Nigerian 

scholarship. An. attempt mad; by Ajené :( I 987: I 7°33) en·ded iri usirig political 

economy approach to explain the character of Nigerian state in the international 

system. Regimes are treate.d. on the basis of their neocolonial consolidation and not 

on the basis of regime-stability and _interest. Other than that, no effort has been 
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niade to exhume the factors that enhance the security o.f regimes in power. Other 

attempts by Hinjari (1984), Imobighe (1987), Ukpabi (1987), Okolo (1988), 

Asobie (1988) among others similarly failed to analyse the intent of regimes in 

power. They end up agreeing with Holsti's (1970:245-6) conception of national 

role performance, whi~h is p;edôminant' in the pèrceptimi of policy. makers as 

detenninants of Nigeria's extemal behaviour at anytime (Hinjari, 1984:426). They 

end their analyses mostly ,_.by concentrahng on the influence and attitude or the 

idiosyncrasies of elites in order to understand the action of the state in foreign 

relations. They tend to focus on the manifest rather than the latent behaviour of the 

régime in power. And regime interest can best be understood by focusing on the 

latent idiosyncrasies of the leadership of the regime in power. 

Given the above perspectives, this thesis provides a path-breaking approach 
, . .. ' ·: _: . . 

in identifying the proble1n of regürie security ii1 Afrfoa by dèmonstrating tlrnt it has 

little to do with its orthodox conception of what constitute national security interest 

of the state. Rather, the mo.tivation of Afrïcan State security action is to protect and 

sustain the regime in power. As Krause (1994: 10) points out, "fhe maintenance of 

the regirnes in power is the central value being protected rather than any larger 

image of core values that reflect the desire and aspiration of citizens" (1994: 10). 

Before highlighting the theoretical constmct of regime interest it is important to 

ascertain how existing models have equally failed to explain State policies on the 

basis of regime interest. 

2.3. DOMINANT THEORETICAL l\10DELS IN FOREIGN POLICY 
ANALYSES 
The application of several theoretical strands to the analysis and 

understanding of Nigerian defence ai1d foreign policy issues have been critiqued 
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for Jack of vigor because the authors have not. been sufficiently exposed to 

vigorous theoretical training (Nweke, · 1987; and Asobie, 1990:3-5). However, this 

is not only- conunon to Nigeria. This phenomenon is already embedded in the 

analysis of world politics where various theories have been used and challenged. 

For instance, the dominance of the realist theory is increasingly been challenged by 

spurious penetration of behaviouralism into the scholarship of international 

relations and politics. 

Realism itself is anchored on four main characteristics. One, that State as a 

political unit is the only çlominant actor in the international system. Two, that the 

use of force itself or the threat ta use it is central in international politics; statesmen 

use the means of coercion to contrai and regulate each other's behaviour. Three, 

that there exists a hierarchical order in the iùternational System which is 

represented by 'high politics' with its primary focus on security and military issues, 

and 'low politics' which is mainly social and economic affairs. Four, that the 

stability of the· inteniational ·· system is maintai11ed only tlrrough · balance of 

power/military capabilities (deterrence), arms contrai (strategic'management) and 

balance of terror (nuclear deterrence). International organisations and international 

laws are merely seen as regulative mechanisms between states. They are not seen 

as forces standing above the State (see Morgenthau, 1978; and Watts, 1959). The 

merit of realism in explaining international relations lies in its emphasis on the raie 

of the major actor, the State, in world affairs. This apart, it has serions limitations. 

The decision making approach itself an outgrowth of behaviouralism 

attempts to overéome the limit~tio11s of re~Üsm. This approach maintains that if the 

iron curtain of the State, held so sacrosanct by the realists is not forced open, then, 

those Human beings who.}nake and take decisions for the State cam10t be seen; 
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talle Jess of disceming their interests .. Hence, it is highly necessary and extremely 

important to study decision-makers .rather than merely focusing on au abstract 

entity called state. Thus; according to Synder, et.al (1967:202) state action is the 

action of th ose acting in the name of the state. Hence they advocate that to focus on 

the individual(s) who are the state's decision-makers, and to reconstruct the 

situation would require "that. a central place be given to the analysis of the 
. .{ ~ .. . .. ' . 

behaviour of these officiais" (sic) (Ibid; 202). Tf1ese decision-inakers, without 

doubt, react to both internai and extemal settings · on their' attifudes, perception, 

judgment and their predispositions. Therefore, a proper grasp of the international 

system must be dependei1t on "process analysis" of the decision, which informed 

the basis for actions, and reactions, evaluation of interactive processes .by which 
. .. ' . . 

decisions are reached (Asobie, 1990:25). 

Apart from the clecision making approach, other similar paradigms have 

continuecl to emerge bath at 1uicro and macro-levels. For instance, Bureaucratie 
. ~ : . 

Poli.tics ( or Organisational Process Mode]) as propàimded · by AJ!ison (1971) states 

that govermnental policies are not actually ca!'ried out by only a rational 

calculating decision maker··but a givèn coùglomeration of a larger organisation and 

political actors who hold substantially different position aboi;i't what their 

govemment. should do on any paiii.cular issue. They do compete id attempting to 

influence govenunental ·decision and the actions of their govern.inent. Foreign 

policy is thus seen as a bargaining process which at the end, the outcome ~f a 

State's policies might not be as a result of carefully planned eff01i; though it might 

be detennined by it, to. influence jts extepial environment. Hence, "problems are 
. ' . .";. . ' 

eut up and parceled out to various organisations... each organisation perceives 

problems, processes infonnation .and perfonns a range of actions in quasi

independent (within the ofôad guidelines of National Policy)" (Ibid: 80). The 
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essence of this is to let factored problem? be resolved through fractionated power 

structures within the organisation (Ibid: 32). But the question, in the final analysis, 

is whose interest do these bureaucratie institutions serve? In other words, who 

stand to gain from the policies and activities of these bureaucratie institutions? 

In the light of the ab ove the political economy approach seeks to answer· the 

question who stands to gain from the policies and activities of the State, whether 

in national or international affairsi It posits that previous theories. of International .,.. . 

Relations have only treated social conflict in abstraction, independent of the 

dynamics of accumulation which provides the basis for (the) conflict in the first 

instance (Olusanya and ,Olukoshi, 1988:5-6). This mode! argues that a proper 

conceptualisation of foreign policy lies at the fabric of the economic structure of 
.. 

the society: Hence "men enter iüto definite relations of production (that are 
, 

indispensable and independent of their will) which constitute the economic 

structure of the society: real foundation on which rises a legal and. political 

superstructure" (Marx, 1972:5). It identifies correlation of forces and objectives on 

which contradictions exist in tlie capitalist Society b.etween the 6ppressors and the 

oppressed. From the political economy perspective, the state is said to mirror the 

interest of the dominant class and "what therefore, policy makers and state officiais 
' 1 • 

project as. national interest is in actual fact the interest of the dominant class in the 

society" (Olukoshi, 1989:8). In this vein, the pattern of accumulation affects 
·'' 

foreign policy as the State and the business class depend on the world market for 

the most important inputs in production viz. raw materials, spare parts and capital 

goods" (Bangura, 1989: 132). The application of political economy to ·the 
/ 

development in the international system transcends ·Marxist political economy, 

dating from classical w'orks o(Ad'am Smrt!\ and David Ricardo. And. the· primary 
. ' 

concem of the approach has been the· cost of production in which labour is central 
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in tenns of accumulation in either\ internai ·dominatiim or. imperialism 1n the world 

for the accumulation of capital from the periphery through the alliances between 

the multinational corporati.9.ns, the local · bourgeoisie, and state officiais of both 

advanced.and less developed countri~s (see Turner, 1981; Lenin, 1984: Beck.man, 

1984) 

These theories (Realist, Decision making, Bureaucratie politics and political 

economy) are very important in foreign policy analyses but they suffer a màjor 

problem for their ümbility to be wholesale in application to the study of the Third 
• . • •• I ·, : • • • • 

World fordgn policy issues. They ate tao sophistiëated!n·providing ihdependent 

variables in the interpretation of foreign policy actions that are gennane to the 

course and direction of Tliird World politics. The meaning of the concepts or 

models exhibits differènt perceptipn and application. The Third world 

enviromnent exhibit instability and suffer some 'cultural fixation' beçause the 

environment lack regulatory mechanism for stability-enhancing measures as 

viol.eut tradition has been implanted in the African state-craft. Violence has been 

and is increasingly been generalised in a manner that is unknown in human history. 

The "traditional role of the militaiy is altered in Africa, the value of human life is 
' •• I ·t : • , • , 

downgraded to a level where âeath no longer .;shocks" , (Elœh, 1985: 15-17). 

Therefore, where political power is dictated by violence rather than by consent, the 

mie of law is flagrantly floated. Violence is held in high esteem, celebrated and 

glorified by those who cohtrol state power. 

Further, the above theoretical positions were borne and took root in Western 

Europe and in the United States where practices and procedures are highly 

bureaucratized, democratic and complex. Decision-making is by incremental 

process through friction and mutually exclusive claims, sometimes tense and 
•. I .• , . 
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explosive "without necessarily destabilizing the institutional stmctures of the 

society" (Otubal)jo, 1989:226}: 1t beco1nes difficult to transpo~e these models 
·, .';.. . ' 

wholesale to Third World where the population is disenfranchised and alienated 

from decision making process. Decision _making, whether in respect to domestic 

and foreign issues, are ovërwhelmingly coloured by psychological factors - the 

personality of the leaders and the self-interest of the mling oligarchy rather than 

the rationaLcalculation of the complex interest of the larger popujation (Iqid, 230). 

Thus under rigid regimes the component interests of the military and indeed the 

military leadership prevail in policy process and policy actions. 

The interests of the vast majority of the peopl_~ remain marginal and isolated. 

As long as the military remains in power governmental policies and activities 

would be infonned, dictated and directed by its interest. Here, national interest 

becomes ambiguous as th~i:è is a shift from what the larger population view it (as 

social and economic welfare ), to how the mling oligarchy manipulate it as national 

security (see Wolfer 1962: 150). National security thus becomes 'regimè·-security, 
' ' 

and regime interest is equally equated and propagated as nationa1 interest. For the 

interest and the concem of the regime is to stay and remain in power by book or 

crook. In this circumstance, therefore, the stability of the nation, the welfare of its 

people and the survival· of the Stat(l: becomes secondary to the inter.est, s.ecurity and 
. .~ . 

survival of the regime. 

Based on the foregoing, therefore, this thesis attempts to explore regnne 

perception as a means to understanding foreign policy issues in the Third World. 
' -

In this case; foreign roiicy goals are conceptualized on the basis of "perception of 
' ' 

events and interpretation of stimuli emanating from bath the internai and external 

envirorunents" (Asobie, 1990:35). However, the frequency and intensity with 
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' ' which the State or its decision-makers respond and interpret the stimuli 1s 

dependent not only on their perception but majorly on the nature and character of 

the regime in power. Between the stimuli and responses, there is an interval, which 

is conditioned by .the cognitive, effective and evaluative or ethical orientation of 
~· I ·: • • 

the regime interest. The belie:r system o( the 'regime ·creates imàges which 

reorientate the perception of the decision process to establish goals and to order 

preferences "on strong pi:edispositibns for and against certain explanation" or 

behaviour (Taber, 1994:7). 

Thus decision-makers are involved in selective perception and distortion of 

incoming infonnation to confonn to their preconcei_ved view. This helps them to 

develop "rigid belief systems containing highly simplified images that restrict 

flexibility in the diagnosis of .. world events and in the choice among perceived 

alternatives" (T~ber, j 992:889). 
1 

This' pro~ides ·'basis. for th~ em~rgence of 

'dominant interest' (Taber, 1994:14), an interest which is central to the survival of 

the . regime in power. Cognitive mode!, Iike other models, is applicable to the 

understanding of foreign policy in ail types of political systeins. However, as 

argued earlier, it also suffers some _shortcomings when applied wholesale to Third 

World foreign policy issues. This is because African political envirorunent is 

perverse with militaiy dictatorship, this study is intended to unravel the nature and 

character of authoritarian state' s perception and the pursuit of state poli ci es where 

the general principles of the ru!(; of Iaw is rampantly defiled. 
' ' • 1 ·, . . . ., ' ~~: 

Here, the perception of leaders on international conflict situation is presented 

as mirror image to validate their· conceptual disposition for explaining the 

behaviour of others in ti1e international system: 'I am essentially good but I · ain 

occasionallr forced by circi.nnstanc~s to behave badly, whereas you are bad but are 
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occasionally forced by circumstances to behave well" ( Johnson: 1992: 13 ). The 

perception .of threats by a dictatorial-regime defines its conception of events 

differently from the perception of a given circumstancè. Decision-making is not 

only centralised but militarized and towards measures of protecting the security 

interest of the leader. This is unlike a democratic society where "the underlying 

motivation for collective behaviour are fmi11d. neith~r in the. simple aggregation of 

the attributes of the individual mem bers of the groups ( deèision makers) nor in the 

group as an autonomous entity but rather in the confluence of the two" 

(Vertzerberger, 1994:2). Thus, authoritarian leaders found commonality in 

alliance to reinforce their security. 

The peculiar nature of alliance in Third World countries, according to David 

(1991:230) is not to reinforce a tlu·eat against the preponderant power of another 

State by means of balance power. Rather, such aligmnent results from the rational 

calculation of the leaders on tlie basis of power c011figuration and .the pendulum of 

forqes or contradiction in the international scene, which necessit;i.te their influence 

or support as a means of enhancing their survival power. David's mode! of 
J ••• 

'omnibalancing' pmtly explains the attitudinal behaviours and disposition of Third 

World leaders who acquire power illegitimately or misuse power to the extent that 
.. 

they are faced with sharp domestic politics that threaten their political and physical 

survival this mode) is a departure from realism and behaviouralism. But as a neo

behaviouralism it argues that the leader rather than the actor-state (realism) or 

decision-maker (behaviouralism) is the high level of analysis. Hence, the major 

concern of the leader is how does (policy 61; action &ffects the probabilit:y of him to 

remain in power? Or which outside power or foreign policy issue is most likely to 

protect him from the internai and/or a given extemal threats? The leader is not 

concerned with how does a policy or his action affe.cts the power of the State? Or 
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which outside power is most likely to pr?tect his State from the threats posed by 

other states (David, 1991:238). Decision making is not perceived on a regular 

pattern of input - output but on leadership survival. Therefore, ail other processes 

of decision. making are dictated, directed and executed according to the regime 

interest and not on the basis of national interest. 

In summary the omni-balancing mode! posits that: 

a) the analysis of the policjes and activities :.of Third World co4ntries must 

begin, not with the actor-state or with its decision-makers but, most 

importantly, with the regime; 

b) the regime, in its relations with domestic opponents, only tries to 

appease and settle them btit not addressing the fu1.1dm11ental is.sues that 

call these forces into existe1Ïce; 

c) the regime go into ail sorts of alliances as a power-survival strategy to 

balance and/or counter bath domestic and extemal threats; 

d) domestic threat more than foreign threat constitute the most serious 

and most <langerons tlu·(J.at that ,1riust be .eliminated by .whatever means .. . 

that challenge the regime survival; and 

e) The primaty concem of the. regime is to remain, stabilise and consolidate 

its power at ~hatever expenses, even at the expenses of "national 

security", "national interest", "national development" and the survival of 

the countty. 

Given the above, alliances or cooperation are fonned to maintain the efforts 

of the regime to survive in power. The leader may address or appease Jess pressing 

threats in order ·to counter thé mbre. immédiate a11d dangerous domèstic threats. 

For instance, a regime faced with domestic instability would pursue adventurous 
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' ' •• J • 

foreign policy that will draw the i'ntematfonal a!lenfion awa:y fron1 doniestic crisis 

and to make contradictions more pronounced. lndeed, in the international system 

ail nation-states have a singular objective· to maintain their national interest which 

majorly include, national sovereignty, territorial integrity and to deter threats to 

both internai and external aggression.. To achieve this. they 'punlue· poli~y of geo

strategic interest through alliances, bilateral agreements or collective security 

regimes to ensure that their national security interests are sustained against any 

lhreats. Morgenthau argues: 

I , • 
Alliances are a necessary funcîion of the balance·'of po»-e'r operating 
within a multiple-state system ... Whether or not a nation shall pursue a 
policy of alliances is, then, a malter no! of principles but of expediency. 
Nation will shun alliance if it believes that it is strong enough to hold its 
own unaided or that tli:ë burden of the commitments resulting from the 
alliance is likely to out wéigh the advantages to be expected. lt is for me 
or the other or both to reason tha·1, throughout the better part of their 
history, Great Britain and the Unite.d States have refrained from entering 
into peace time alliance with other·hations. (Morgenthau: 1978: 181 ). 

On the basis of the foregoing, it is important to ascertain the nature and 

character of relationship and alliances that exist in the sub-region, which 

necessitates the pattern of the approach towards conflict resolution. 
, . I ~ . • ., . .";. . 

2.4 TOWARDS A THEORY OF REGI1\1E INTEREST 

Although social scientists are highly divided on the meanmg of national 

interest, they, nevertheless, agree that there are three things, which constitute part 

of national .interest of any nation. The first is the .security of the nation, that is the 

defence of its tén-itorial' integrity, whether from internai or extemal forces. The 

second is the protection and development of the resources on which the cou~try 

survives from extemal and internai threats. And the thircl is the socio-political 
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culture of the state including the prc;itection of citizen and their properties, In fact, 
. . . . 

any value which a nation is prepare to defend, even ·if it means'going to war 

constitute part of its national interest. (Wright: 1978:95) 

The concept of _national. inferest r~mams pr~blematic especially in deeply 

divided plural societies. Various forces tend to defüi~ national interest from narrow 

perspectives and on the basis of group's background. It is difficult to have a 

perceive definition of natidtlal interest. Ail the same whenever national interest is 

mentioned it is assumed to be the set of goals, objectives and aspirations which 

fonn the bedrock that bakes the existence of a nation-state. I-lowever, the 

instrnment that inaintairis the continuity of national interest is national security. 
' ' 

National security is thus conceptualisecl as national security interest, which 

provides the cover on which national interest per se is defended. Therefore, 

national interest. is the .economic, ,social, ,political and military factors, which a~e 
. ., ,":.· . . . 

essential for the maintenance of the corporate existence ànd survival of a nation

state as well as its people. In the words of Walter Lipman it is better defined as: 

A nation is secured to the extent to · which it is not in danger of having to 
. sacrifice core values if it wishes, to avoid war and is able if challenged, to 

maintain them by victory in such a -wàr (in Buzan: 1991: 16). 

Though Lipman captures the meaning of national (security) interest, it 

remains an inte!lectual headache in a conglomerate society fith an unstable 

political culture (Adisa: 1990: _25). In this _society, individuals and groups as well 
/ : . . . 

as the state are competing for ~alues, swvï"val af1d self-prese~atim;. Both the 

variables and irreducible elements of national interest are mixed up because 

nothing is concretely established to identify it. Thus national interest is reduced to 

minimal (micro) and maximal (macro) national interest. The minimal i11terest takes 
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care of individuals and groups within the state struggling to defence their persona! 

or &rroup interest. Whereas the maximal national interest is the interest which the 

state tries to appropriate and maximise admits ·competing interests in order to 

maintain its self-preservation. It is as a result of these competing interests that 

Waltz sets to examine causes ofwar based on contending interests (Waltz: 1959:). 

In the ligh't of this, Josepl1 P.rankel s(/es natimfal interest as "the ·sum total of 

ail the national values" defines as the product of a nation's culture and the 

expression of its sense of __ ~ohesion through a defined national ideology (Frankel: 

1979:92-94). However the authority of legitimacy superintends the detennination 

and function of national interest. The basic issue involved is how legitimate is the 
. .. 

régime entfosted with the power to detennine the fonction · of national interest. 

How can wé asce1iain its legitimacy? Legitimacy of a regime is detennined by 

popular choice of the people in a pmiicipatory democratic system based· on 

consensus, to mie. There are set rules governing the process of democratic 

succession and power ti-ansfer.- Ahything;t~ the cmitrmy js ·illegitiinat~:- A reginie 

that cornes to power without the consent of the people is illegitünate and cannot be 

seen to detennine the fünçt_ional operaticrn of national interest of a given nation

state. What it does is · on the basis of its regnne interest rather than national 

interest. 

Therefore, any regime whose policy is at variant with national interest has 

taken the path of persona! mie. By blending charisma with authorisationisn.i., it 

does not establish. the basis of its Iegitimacy. Such a leader may even achieve 

certain national' goals: . but suc!\ goals' aré minÎmal . ç;cimpared to"· a regime 

established on legitimacy. In fact, persona! rule uses the state apparatus tci achieve 

persona! interest rather tha.11 national intei·est. At the end of it either the state is 
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thrown into anarchy, leading to people's revoit, revolution or creating the 

dynamics that could reorder and reshape the process towards qualitative 

development of the state. Even if a regime ascends to power through constitutional 
' . 

means but strays out of its constitütional 1n;mdate, ifs Iegitiniacy can be· questioned 

and eroded. Therefore legitimacy is only conferTed on a regime that cornes to 

power not only by cons.titutional means but a regime that must be found 

functioning orderly accol"ding to the .constitutional mandate based on the general 

will of the people that brought it to power. 

ln the course of defending one's national interest there is often the tendency 

to demonstrate one's power capability, which the realist school of thought believes 

that: 

"International politics, like ail polities is a struggle for power. Whatever 
the ultimate aim, statesmen and people may ultimately seek freedom 
security, prosperity and._power itself. They may define their goals in term 
of religious, philosophie, economic or socia I ideals. But whenever they 
strive to realise their· goal by means of international politics they do by 
striving for power (Morgenthau: 1978:22). 

In otherwords despite the weakness of a nation; when its vital interest is 

questioned it rises to its defence. Hence, power is necessaiy, though not suffic!ent 

condition for preserving territorial integrity c1nd national independence, and a state 

which i1,'1lores this condition_ cannot only compcte effectively in international 
~ : . 

politics, but also nms the risk of disintegrntion oi· complete extinction (Nweke: 

I 985: 12). There are two ways of understanding the use of power. lt can either be 

seen, firstly, as a means ·of achieving prestige, eventhough its internai cohesion 

may be weak. Secondly, it could be a useful instnunent for achieving national 

unity, survival and independence when propcrly utilised. But when power is used 

purely to contrai the niinds and actions of others it ·is most likely to weaken 
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national cohesion. It is possible, however, for a nation with power to exhibit 
' 

international prestige though plagued with domestic àisis and contràdiction. 

In most of the developed democracîes of the West attempt is made to merge 

national prestige with national cohesion. In Africa, on the other hand, the focus is 

mainly on the search for internatiorn1l prestige of theirs especially their leaders 

while their domestic scene suffers social disorientation, economy disarticulation 

and political conflict. How then can a nation pursue, preserve, defe'nd and sustain 

her national interest when national unity is disjointed, patriotism turns felonious 

and nationalism retreats back t9 segmental cleavages? How much sacrifice can the 
1 

population make in terms of effecting vitai natitnal interest · during wartime? 

These questions are impo1iant because affirmative answers will help our 

understanding of the delimitation that exists between national interest and regime 

interest. 

However, in ahswering these questions one has to understand who defines 

national interest. As early argued, national interest in the advanced democratic 

countries is pursued as foreign policy with the intention to promote both 

international prestige and natignal cohesion. ln the developing' world, which is 

infested with repressive regimes, the pursuit of nati~nal int~rest is to promote the 

persona! prestige of the leader. National interest is equated with regime interest. 

When the pursuit of national intèrest (policies) Jack national character and 

acceptability, regime interest and persom1l actions of the leader is taken to be 

cotenninous with national interest. Regimc interest is built around 11c1tional interest 

in such a way that it is difficult to delimit whcn the -regime carries the people 

along. But when there is a strnctural disarticulation the interest of the regime is 

apparent. 
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The delimitation and distinction between national interest and reg1me 

interest can better be illlagined through a highly sophisticated political mïcroscope 

(logical reasoning) because it is not clear and specific under normal assumption. A 

critical examination of the national security politics of Third World states show 

that thcy portray cxtcrnal gcopoli11cal cvcnls as lhrcal lo 11al1011al sccurity. This is 

so even when such cvents do· no( involvc any thrcat of 111ilit;iry expm1s1on. This 

observation is wcll captured as thus: 

''Rcgimcs lry and liTqucntly sucœcd 111 p1ese11li11g tlicir ow11 rcg1111c 
l1•p,ili111nc.y p111ldc·111!: 11•: 1111lin11nl n11d ·:1111,· •:r·1111il\' p111ld1·111•: 111 !llll'h 

cases, regime survival otlcn dictates the ollicial perceplion and detinition 
of whnt cnnslif11tcs n thrrnt tn nntionnl scrnrity 111 tl1c lngic 11/" 1111tio1111I 
security, acts by neighbours or extra-regional power are deemed national 
s1·c111ily lhr<•:11:: i/'~;1fl'li :11'1 111i::1·~; 1lw p111::p1·cr 11/"11iilila1y ar11wk." (i\dn11a 

1992: 145 --146). 

One basic point that llows frorn the abovc observ;1tio11 is that the for111c1tion 

of sub regional and regional bodies in lllost Thini World countries, especially those 

of Africa, is infonned and aillled al protecti_ng and prollloting the survival and 
1 ' 

intercsl of the regi111es of lllClllbcr· - States. This howcvcr, dues not mèan lhat the 

regimes are not interested in promoting human, cconomic and éultural integration 

of their countries. Whal it .means is llrnt lhcse noble objectives and goals must not 

be achieved at the expense of the survival and intcrest of the regilllcs of member -

States. Where the policies and progrn111111es of such bodies threat'en the survival 
. ' 

and interest of any regime, such regime, in most cases, suspend :or withdraw the 

membership of its country from such a body. Thus, viewed critically, most regimes 

maintain the membership of their respective countries in organisation, not 

primarily to promote the noble ob_jcclives and gm1ls or such bodies, nor even to 
1 

promote the m1tional inferest of t'hcir co11nfrics h1iÏ, nrnst i111portm1tly~ to cnsure 

lheir stability and smvival. This, they dn hv e11smi11g fhal pnlii:ics ;111cl prngrnmmcs 

injurious ln thcir securifv -~ll"C nof l,ikcn in the lirsl instant. /\nd where thcv nre 
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considered, such policies and programmes are subverted by the regnnes from 

within. Regime interests and s'ecttrity, and' not national interest, national security 

and regional integration, greatly explain the slow growth and development of such 

bodies Iike ECOWAS and the Organisation of Afriéan Unit y (OA U) and, in fact, in 
• ~.- 1 . 

the collapse of the East African Economie Community (EAEC). Thus: 

"Narrowly-based and insecure Third· World regimes, particularly those 
under· increasing challenge domestically and regionally, use the idea of 
regional security to form cooperative arrangements with similar regim~s in 
their region to defence themselves as well as to justify their strategic ·illhd 
political links with external powers whose interests converge with the 
interest ofthese regimes" (Ayoob: .J 986:20). ' '. 

Convergence of interest couic!· be at national regional or international levels. 
• • • J : ' • 

At the national level the leacler~hip may work &n the. psychology of varions 

interests or capitalize on the pull and push within the system to fashion out its own 

regime interest. Therefore; whethei- the political and socio-economic system is 

collapsing or not, it matters only when the interest and security of the regime is 

affected. Just Iike using interlocking forces. at the national level to achieve regime 

intel"est, at the international ( or regional) level varions interests are mobilized, 

using regional defence and security as yard stick for cooperative a1Tange1p~nt. 

Leaders that succeecl in this develop certain charismatic mechanism, which worsen 

and deepen prebendalism. 

Max Weber identifies three types of leadership that affect policy orientation, 

namely (a) traditional Jead_~rship; (b) legal/rational leadership; and (c) charismatic 

leadership. In traditional authority the rights to exercise authority are recognized 

by customs and nonns institutionalized ove11ime while the legal/rational authority 

depends on· the Jegality of mies anct' in the rights of th ose who give command based 

on tlie authorities confer by constitution upon cluly electecl officers. In the case of 
. ' r 

charismatic leadership, the qualities of the leader are what counts and matters 
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most. Here, authority is easily proue to fascism as the ability and the "capacity of 

the leader to arouse and maintain belief in himself or herself as the only source of 

legitimacy"· (Willner: 1984: 4). The charisma with some unusual qualities is 

distinct from other leadership style in four respects. The first respect is the Leader

image. The followers have high opinion about the leader and they also believe that 

he/she has the power skills, and qualities necessmy to Iead and achieve what the 

followers cherished. The leader ï:s seen 'as an embodiment of their culture and 

stmggle and, thus, having wisdom, foresight, finnness, benevolence, and strength 

of character. The secon?. .. respect . is the idea-acceptance dime11sio11 of the 

charismatic leader. The ideas of the le;ider form the belief for the followers who 

intemalize the leader's definition and ideas as sacrosanct. The leader would always 

tell them what would conform to tl1eir knowledge· and their experiences, given the 

leader's status and prestige. The third area of difference between the charismatic 
1 

leader and the others is the Compliance di111e11sio11. The followers comply with'the 

directives of the leader, either out of respect, persuasion, fear, threat or coercion or 

even a combination or some ~r ~11 of tlie~e. · The .fourth aspect îs the emotionàl 

di111e11sio11. This relates to the type and intensity of psychologicaT attachment of the 

follower to the leader. Th~_.!eader, in most cases raise fanatical the followers, often 

eliciting their affection, • admiration, tmst, and love of the followers. (Willner: 

1984, 5 - 7). These qualities of the charismatic leader make it extre1:nely very . . 
difficult foi his authority and power to be clrnllenged .. And in a situation where 

there is no separation between the priv;ite and public sphere, the tendency, in most 

cases, is the personalization of State power and the privatization of public wealth 

(See Weber, 1978: 1023 - 24). A ve1y good example of one of African most 

charismatic leader is Francisco lvl.acias Nguema, President of Equatorial Guinea 

who, appointed himself as: 
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'President for Jife, Major-General of the Army, Chief Educator of the 
Nation, Supreme Scientist, Master of Traditional Culture, Chairman of 
Parti Unique National des Tr,availleurs,: (and) the Only Miracle .that 
Equatorial Guinea ever produced' (Cited in Yusuf, 1994: 25 !).' 

Thus, Charismatic leadership ends up promoting and consolidating 

patrimonialism. Patrimoniahsm it must be emplrnsised is characterised by persona] 

power. And in the context of Africa, the distinctive institutional hallmark of 

African regime is · (neo) patrimon(alism, where the "chie( exrcutive maintains 

authority through persona] patronage rather than th rougir ideology or law ... leaders 

occupy bureaucratie offices Jess to perform public service than to acquire persc:mal 

wealth and status. The distinction between private and public interests is purposely 

blurred" (Bratton and. Van de yvalle 1,9..94: 458, and Eistenstadt .1972). The 
., ·, ' ;:.. . ' 

patrimonial State does not see tlie need to promote the ·common good of ail and 

though being prebendal in character it tries to reduce access of the people to power 

wielders (Joseph: 1986, and Ibrahim 1997) . 

. In the Jight of the above, therefore political psychologists have rai.sed some 

fondamental questions such as: what are the circumstances unde1~ which the actions 

of single individuals are likely to have a greater or lesser effect on the course of 

events (i.e. action dispensability)? How can we explain the action in tenns o( the 

actor's persona! characteristics, that is actor indispensability? (Gr!!enstein: 1987: 
,. · ' •. I i : . • • · 

41 - 42) .. The actor's persona] characteristics·are tlierefor.e 'informed by the nature 

of the system as demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Where national interest is loose, the 

tendency for an authoritarian leadership t6 emerge becomes ve1y high. But where 

varions interests are overlapping anq reinforcing each other the national interest 

could be stronger and defendable by the component interests. 
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Fig. 2. l 

A 

Al. 

Emerging Authoritarian Rcgime Interest 

B 

A2 Bi B2 

A. Represent the state with strong 11atio11al i11terest (A J). 11,e thick outer circle 
represe11ti11g the state i11dica/e.1· the sfre11gfh of the state to 111ield various interests 
together. 171ere are overlapping domestics illferest.1· represented hy A2 as the 
state 111ai11tai11s ifs 11atio11a/ illferest O\'(!I' them. 771ese overlappillK i11/~rests have 
some corre111;euce 1•a/11es ll'hich are h11ildi11,f! 011 them. · 

B. Represents the sfafe with .1·tm111; 11atio11al i11terest (R /) h01Pever. mrio11s inferests 
ll'ithin (B2) tend to he stronger a11d independent of each other, with variant 
a11thorifies over Bi. 771e p/11ra/ities are shmp and make the state 1111govemah/e 
and d!ffic11/t.for develop111e11t to take place. 

, 1 ' . 
C. . Represenfs a stàfe with loo.i·e 11atio11al inlerest. ''Any i11te1'est cm1 emergefrom C2 to 

e1!force itse(f 011 Cl. 771e emff1;i11g pmces.1· co11/d either /Je democratic or 
a11thoritaria11. 771is is the ()7Je 11•/1<•n' m11ps are co111111011 a.1· co11tset .for power is 
more pro11mmced than de1·elopi111;, the socie()' . . 

In a loose political environment like C above, authoritarian regimes could 

support a cavet authoritarian poplllism. In Table 2.2 attempt is made to 
. . 

demonstrate how this is attained. Populism is the weapon use by some 

authoritarian leaders; and, to some extent, fascists to gain support of the people 

through populist policies, pronouncements, propaganda, commitment and 

promises. In the event of this _the authoritarian populist draws enormous support 

and strength which enhances th~ process for autf1oritariai1 empowet:ment. This 

empowennent equally provides the enabling envirunment for authoritarian 
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regime-buildup. It is in this process that an m1thoritarian populist can becôme 

authoritarian despot and begin to live in fear of the civil society that it had initially 

drawn supports.· Being threat~netl by thé reactive:.strength of the civil society it 

tries to maintain its survivability and security. The Authoritarian Regime State 

(ARS) is hereby sandwich.~çl between its · security operatives. Given the fact that 

the ARS has withdrawn itself from the populace the society has also become 

reactive by taking any available means to express its resistance such ~-s strikes, 

protest, riais, supporting coup plots, lockouts, clemon~tratioiis and revolutionary 

pressures. 

In response .to this, ARS also becomes repressive, creating its circular flow 

of power to weaken. oppositio1is by instifutionrilizing despotism àgainst the 
' 1 

unanned civil forces (Area boys, labour activists and proletariats). This 1s 

sustained through the theory of regin\e perpetuation by the elimination of 

opposition. Meanwhile · bath the authoritarian State and the civil populace, m 

desperate search for support seek International Support System (ISS). While the 
' 

civil society may seek assistance from global de;nocratic reginfos, which may or 

may not be effective, the Authoritarian Regime State (ARS) seeks assistance from 

similar authoritarian regimes, which is always reaclily available. However, some 

clemocratic regimes may also _give support to the Authoritarian State because of 
I • • , 

sheer economic benefits. Withdrawing a°ny pÜblic · conclemnatioii, veto or 

opposition against the Authoritarian Regime State in international fora cloes this. 
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Figure 2.2 Emerging Nature of Authoritarian Regime StlÎte 

!SS 

.. 
( .. .. 

CS Al c:;J A2 

LJ 
A3 AD . 

~ 
~ BI • 

~ 2 

82 BJ + Tl .... 

Cl 

~·2--·--- ARS 
1·.~ 

!SS C3 
.. - --------

C4 

Key 
- -CS Civil Society mass population, electorntc, et.c 

APS Authoritarian populist state 
AE Authoritarian Empowerment 
AD Authoritarian Despofism/,Dictatorship 
ARS Authoritarian Regime State 
!SS International Support System 

Exulanation 

A: popufisf policie.1· inifiated hy the aut!mrifarian regi111e are intended fo gain 
support of the civil socie()" (A!, A 2), hy A 11/horitarian E111p01!!ermenf (A E). 
The policies hecome weakened ll'he11 the a11fhorifaria11 stafe hecomes 

.. despofic (AD) and 110 longe,· req11ire the support <!f the civil socie(i; as 
show11 h)' the dotfed fines i.e. hroken refafio11ship is sfro11g (A 3). 

B. . 771e support give11 a11d received hy the civil sociefy for the regi111e 's 
popu!isf poficies is stro11g (Bi, B2) h111 is fafer 1Veake11ed as sho\V/1 hy the 
dotted fines (B3); beca11se of the regime 's i11creasi11g repressio11. 

C. The civil society withdraws ifs support for the aut/10rifaria11 regi111e and 
begi11s-fo seek a/temafive mea11s /o defhro11e the ARS. 77,is i11cludes goi11g 
a/011g or sec!king exté111af s11pporr./,·0111 /SS. ::77,e s11pport.fi·o111 /SS cmdd 
either he sfrrmg (CJ) or ll'eak (C'./) j11sf as the i11femaf sfmgile cm,ld 

eifher he sfro11g (Cl) or \l'eak (C2) ll'ifh° the s11pp1Jrf f!f !SS. 7he 
Aufhorifaria,1 Regime Sfate may seek exfemaf mpport.fi"o111 the !SS, which 
are al.m aufhoritr;,ria11 hy nature. Even .wme democrafic sfates that stand 
fo he11ejif hy s11pporfi11g such a11fhoritaria,1 regime (e.g. oil and other 
reso11rces posùss hy such aufhorifaria11 sfate) impife of the repressive 
nature of the regime. 
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CONCLUSION 

The chapter has revîsited dominant theoretical models of forei1:,1J1 policy 

analysis. ln doing so, it found ouf that the existing mod!!lS 11re inadequate in 

explaining the concept of regime intel'est and its contending issues. At thé end, the 

chapter succeeded in establishing a useful · mode! for exjJlaining and validating the 

patterns and practices of regime interest that have emerged both in historical 

perspectives and in the case of Nigeria's experiment in ECOMOG. Before we 

look at the histor.ical perspective/>, lets .first. of al) under~tand the dynamics of 

regional security regimes that might have necessitated tlie emergence of regime 

interest in the region 

.' 
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' . 
CHAPTER THREE 

. 3-0 WEST African SECURITY REGIMES AND THE DILEMMAS OF 
REGIONAL SECURITY BUILDING 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

At the signing of the treaty establishing ECOWAS on May 28 1975 the late 

Ghanaian Head of state, General lgnatius Achempong said: 

"By this single act more than 120 million people of West Africa through 
their representatives. who "i1ssembled in ' Lagos r.pt a seal on their · 
determination ta end the centuries of division or artificial barriers imposed 
on them from the outside ta recreate together the kind of homogenous 
society which existed before colonialists invaded our shore" ( cited in 
Adedeji: 1983; xxi-xxii) .. ,. 

The formation of ECOWAS indeed was a watershed ushering in a new l10pe 
. -

and aspiration, a bridge over barriers created by colonial divide and a new sense of 

political consciousness for an economic union intended to inte6'Tate discrete but 

weak instrnments of integration in the region. The significance of ECOWAS is 

underscored by its main objective which is aimed at "promoting cooperation and 

development in al! fields of eéonomic activities, iqcrease and maintain economic 

stability, foster closer relations among member states and contribute to the 

progress and development of the African continent (see ECOWAS Treaty 1975 

and the revised Treaty 1993). Like other economic unions, the purpose of~ 

ECOWAS is primarily to evolve a functionalist . approacl) to~ards promoting 

economic, social and political coopérations. On the onset it had 'little or 110 regard 

for security factors" (Bennett: 1995:236). However, in 1977 the Francophone led 

Cmmnunaute Economique de L'Afrique (CEAO) found it necessity to establish 

security enhancing regional economic integration: "L' Accord de Non Aggression 

ET d'Assistance· Matiei·e de Dejënse" (citlie1wise known as Agreement on Nort-
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Aggression and Assistance in Defence) ANAD. This motivated ECOWAS to in 

1978 and 1981, equally establish t)1e protocol on Non-Aggression .(PON A) and the 
' ~ . . 

protocol on Mutual Assistance in Defence (POMAD) respectively. This 

development further kept the sub-region far apart than closing up their ranks. 

Our major concem in this chapter is first and foremost delineating security 

regime from regime security. Already' we have analysed regime gecurity in chapter 

two. Understanding the nature and character of evolving regional security regimes 

or security complexes will follow this. On the basis of this understanding,. the 

chapter attempts to sort out their differences and impacts on regime security 

interest. The chapter concludes th\lt such .. impact wi_tl create. a dilemmajn regional 

security building in West Africa, especially given the experience in Liberia and 

Siena Leone. 

3.2. TOWARDS REGIONALL SÉCURITY COl\'IPLEXES 

The . search for global peaëe creating . mechanisms started with the 

intensification of the cold war in 1970s. In a bid to resolve éontending issues, 

regime-creating scenario became the basic canopy for security and confidence 

building. They are seen as acceptable micldle grounds for reconciling the idealist 

and realist schools by . maintain\ng that : cer1<1i11 _;'pattern. of state · actions are 

influenced by nonns and such norm governecl behaviours are consistent with the 

pursuit of national interest" (Haggards and Simmon 1987:493). Therefore, trends 

towards regime fonnation become foremost at the time international orders, 

authorities and organisations were themselves becoming moribund and "the sharp 

contrast between the competitive, zero-sum anmchy of interstate relations and the 

authority of clomestic politics seem overclrawn in explaining cooperation between 

and among the advanced industrial states" (Haggards & Simmon 1987: 493). 
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Moreso, the field of regional intègrntion, though ge11erated rich theoretical 

discourse i11 the 1960s, it remained tiecl to the study of i11ternational orgm1izations. 
1 . 

This made it possible for us to mistake certain state behaviours, which appear 

regular and regulated to mean institutionalising the international behaviour of 

states. lt is given this positiowthat Haggard and Simon attempt to fill .the lacuna; ' ;;_ . . 

by defining a focus that was neither as broad as inteniational strncture nor as 

narrow as the study of formai international.organisations. (Ibid: 491) 

The concept of regime has Geen g1ven clifferent intellectw1J approaches 

either as institution or nonn governi,ig system. Regimes are seen as frameworks 

concemed with principles, nom1s, rules and decision-making procedures goveming 

behaviours and interactions among individm1ls and states. Regimes eau also. be 

seen in the context of what Oran Young notes as. "social institutions governing 

actions of those interested in speçific c1ctivities (or:acceptc1ble sets of.activities)" ... . 

(Young: 1983:93). As social institutions, regimes are expected to evolve over time 

thrqugh practices and patterns of behaviour, which has been conventionalised and 
'••. 

recognised as norms. They are, in the light of the foregoi1fg discussion, not 

tempora1y measures of solving conllict or mere agreement of understanding. They 

are not instant creation but processes that nc1ture overtime, longer periocl of time. 

According to Keohane, agreement can be ad hoc and often one short 

arrangement but regimes are basic institutions, which help to facilitate agreement. 

(Keothane: 1983: 141 '- 17 ]). "This point \vas strepgthened by Jervis who added 

that the concept of regime implies not only "nonns and expectations but a fonn of 

cooperation that is more than ... short run self i11terest"(Je1vis:' 1983:173 - 194) We 

may add too, that regime.s are more than imposition of sanctions on the belligerent 
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state or an ad hoc security arrangements because such · do not, m the interim, 

provide regime creating measures. 

In inaking a distinction between regimes and agreements ( ad hoc types) it 

should be understood that principles and nonns are inherent characteristics of 

regime creation. Once a:Itered it may Iead to the recreation or replacement of an 

existing regime. But mies and procedures of any given regime can be alt~red 

without a significant effect on its norms and principles. This is because rules and 

procedures are only actions and prevailing ,behaviours, which although under pine 
. ., . ; . . 

the basis of a given regime may not necessarily be weakened or replaced. 

It is on the basis of above that Kraser spells out that regimes can be defined 

as "set of implicit or explicit principles, norms, ru les and decision-making around 

which actors' expectations converge in c1 given area of international lelations" 

(Kraser: 1983:2). This ·definition finds acceptability among other schofars like 

Keohane and Nye (1977: 19), Haas (1980:553) and Büll ( 1977:'54).' 

It is in this light .also that Jyrvis' application of the concept to security relm 
' ; . ' 

is very relevant here. According to .lervis, security regimè, other than other usage 

of the concept, it involves principles, rulcs and nonns that permit nations to be 

restrained in their behaviotir in the belief that others will reciprocate (Jervis: 

1983: 173). Jervis modeled the co11cept of security regime on the theory of 

prisoner's dilemma "in which the· rational pursuit of self interest lèads to a 

solution that is not parèto-optimal .... States will benefit by setting up mies and 

institutions to contra] the competition among them" (Jervis: 1983: 174). 
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ln presenting a pungent argument in favour of security regimes, JeIVis notes 

that ît is not only valuable but also difficult to achieve because individualistic 

actions are not only costly but also dangerously difficult to achieve. This is 

because the fear. that the other is violating or will violate the common 
• .1 ·' • ' 

understanding is a patent incentive' for each state to ·~trike oùt on its owi1, even if it 

will prefer the regime to prosper. (.Te1vis: I 980: 174). To this ;,xtent, be clearly 

delineates how security regime is seen different from others: (i) Security issues are 

too competitive. For instance, under security dilemma conflicts between states over 

security is more inherent and apparent than economic regimes where ev.en if one 

state is better off does not make the others worse off; (ii) States in competition get 

involve in offensive and defensive security operatives. This is either to alter the 

status quo or change it to their favour. This is possible by seeking arms that would 

threaten others. Whereas in ~ther security areas a state can take advantage of 
' l . ~ . ' . 

another state's restraint over a danger without autàinatically impinging on others; 

and (iii) the operation of the prisoners' dilemma is higher under security regime 

than non-security regime. 

Therefore, under security, it i_s .difficult to detect what others are doing as a 

means to measuring one'·s own security. lt is easy ànd more apparent to detect non

security operatives Iike tariff increase, monetary manipulations and illegal fishing 

than are military laboratories for producing chemical weapons. The non-security 

operatives may not be clear ~.t a. point in. lime but it is more obsequies in the 
. . ~ : . . .: . . . 

security area: In many cases the state does not know in advance who its allies and 

enemies will be. Even if it does not know this, il can rarely predict with confidence 

the out came ofwar" (Jervis·J 983:175). 
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In sununary Jervis opines that "[T] he primacy of security, the competitive 
. ' , . 

nature of the arena, and the uncertainty of how much security the state needs bas, 

all compound the prisoners' dilemma and makes it sharper than the problems that 

arise in most other areas" (.Tervis 1983: 175) ln the light of this, .Tetvis gave three 

conditions for the formation and mai11tenance of security regime. These are: 

(i) Ali member states under a security regime must be reasonably 

satisfied with the status quo and whatever alterations can be gained 

without resort to the use or threat of war. For instance, it was 

impbssibleto fom1 a l.securit§ ·;.egime \vith Hitler's Germà11y, a state 

that sought objectives incompatible with those of the other important 

states; 

(ii) The actors or members must also believe that others share the value 

they place on mutual security and cooperation. Where major actors 

· prefer status quo, sect;rity regime caimot be possible if one or more 

actors believe that security is best provided for by expansion; and 

(iii) War and the individualistic pursuit of security must be seen as costly. 

Given this' set of orders ÎJrdvided b'y. Jervis if. will be expected ihat security 

regimes have successfully become pathfinders to resolution of conflicts in anarchie 

world. But there are issues of security clilemnrn which security regimes cannot be 

taken as wholistic, especially as it relates to the thircl wàrlcl . .letvis conceptualised 

security dilemma as problematic of nation-states. States under condition of anarchy 

sèek to advance their inclividual national securities through policies of anning, 

deterrence and alliance and creating sustainable · intematibnal' enviromnent of 

decreased relative security threats (Job: 1992: 17). The thircl world sectirity 

environment suffe~s from some peculiar premises that make it clifficult for security 

regime to operatè; this i;1èludes: - !. 
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(a) · internai security 1s disoriented by variety of communal groups 

contending for their own securities, security space and supremacy 

over their conipetitors, 

(b) the regime in power Jacks legitimacy and the support of significant 

. population, as it represent only its interest, or narrow segmented 

interest, 

( c) the state Jacks effective institutional capacities to provide peace fmd 

order as well as creating conditions for satisfactory physical existence, 

( d) More often the sense pf threa,t that prevails is of internai threats to and 
. ; .":. . . . 

from the regime in power, rather than extemally motivated threats to 

the existence of the nation state unit. (Job: 1992: 17). 

Within the framework of sècurity or insecurity dilemma, Buzan has 

stretched the spectmm to what he ,càlls security complexes. According ·to Buzan 
. ' ' 

security complexes are ii1terlocked by amity and enmity° among states: "By enrnity 

I mean relationship set by suspicion and fear. .. patterns of amity/enmity arise from 

a variety of issues that could not be preclictecl from a simple céinsicleration of the 

distribution of power.".(Buzan- 19p2: 189 • 1_90). 1-s definecl by .Buzan "security 

complex is a group of states whose primary security · concerns link together 

sufficiently closely that their national securities cannot realistically be considered 

apait from one another... s'êcurity complexes emphasis the interdependence both of 

rivalry and of shared interest" (Buza'n 1992: 189) But when applied to third world 

country rivahy of interests overshadow slrnred values and interest whiëh Buzan 

himself noted that in practice, most security complexes· are still found at the level 

of conflict fonnation. They are action-reaction phenomena process fonnations, 

which detennine the basis of contractions in a given system. 
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3.3 CONTENDING ISSUES IN \VEST AFRICAN REGIONAL 
SECURITY REGil\1ES 

It is an accepted fact that West Africa is noted for being one of the most 

unstable regions in Africa, given the political crises and military upheavals 
•• I ' : , 

experienced so far (Bennett 1995 :236). Never thé Jess;. the creation of several 

economic organisations, bilateral and multilateral, with their security enhancing 

regimes is supposed to obfoscate the perception that the region thrive on political 

and militaiy tunnoil. Hmvever, whether threat to regional stability is exogenous or 

endogenous, the initial formation o.f purely Francophone West African .economic 

intégration, Communaute Economique de /'Afi·iqite de. l'quest (CEAO) in 1971, 
' ' 

signaled the difference that exist in the region. CEAO evolved from the.Bamako 

protocol of May 1970, treatised in Abidjan on April 17, .1973 and made operational 

by January, 1974, mainly for the Francophone states in a region made up of other 
• • •. .~ : • w • • ' 

post colonial entities (Anglophone and Lusophorie). lri. a reaction, the fonner 

Nigerian Head of State Yakubu Gowon (rtd) acknowledged that it was a signal for 

more competition between-·advocates of the rivahy schemes (Gowon: 1984:230). 

Even when ECOWAS was finally established in 1975, it was prêiblematic defining 

geographical spread of what constitute \Vest Africa. ln order to accommodate both 

the interest of France and Francophone West African states, Francophone member 

states, like Senegal and Cote d 'Ivoire, pressed for the inclusion of Zaïre and 

Cameroon in ECOWAS (Welch: 1990). While Cameroon and Zaire (now The 

Democratic Republic of Congp) were reje.cted by various countries working for 
• , I ·: • . . 

' 
ECOW AS fonnations, a concession was made inÏplicitly in the framing of the 

treaty which deliberately failed to clefine the geographical constituents of the West 

African sub-region. The treaty was· not only blank in defining what constitute 

ECOWAS region but also merely listed contiguous countries that ha.ve endorsed 
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the instrument of ECOWAS that are members of the. organisâtion. This g1ves 

room for possible enlargement in füture. 

The quest for enlargement was as a result of the perception and fear of 
•• 1 

Nigeria' s hegemonic leadership and economic encir~lemeilt of other meinber states 

in the region. This tend to support an issue raised by Hurrell that the existence of 

powerful hegemon within ··a region inay undermine efforts to construct inclusive 

regional arrangements i11volving ail or most of the states within a region, even 

though hegernony can as well be . powerful stimulus to regionalism. (Hurrell: 

1995:343). Hurrèll gave reasons for the resurgence of regionalism such as: 

(i) a response to the existence of acttml hegemonic power, 

(ii) an attempt to restrict the free exercise of hegemonic power, through 

the creation of regi_onal institutions, and 
. . 1 ' . . 

(iii) A result of the tende1;cy of weal~ stat;; to seek accommodation with 

the local hegemons in the hope of receiving special rewards (band 

wagoning), alld regional hegemon may seek to become involved in 

the construction of common regional institutions (hegemonist 

stability). 

ln other words the presence or influence of a hegemon would direct the 

region towards pareto-optiJÎiality by producing public goods, a system of order for 

the society (Keolüme 1980: 131 (- 162,. Keohane .. 984, Aning 1997). The fear 

and/or support by small states to hegemon(s) in the formation 1of regionalism is 

dependent on whether they were coerced or defer their support in the hope of a 

benevolent manifest of power by the hegemon(s). ln the light of this we can 

categorisè hegemony into coercive (malevolent) and benevolent hegemony. In the 

benevolent )1egemony the ''greater absolute size of the largest actor means it has a 
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greater interest in providing the (public) good "by assuming a selfless disposition 

within the group. Conseqt(~ntly the maintenance or growth of the largest actor is 

the key (stabilising) factor... absolute decline is the source of decay" (Adibe and 

Ofori-Yeboah; 1992:4: Snidal; 1985:589). 

Coercive hegemony is determined by the ability and willingness of the 

hegemon to "force subordinating states to make contribution which mostly beriefit 

the preponderant state actor" (Adibe and Ofori-Yeboah: 1992: 4). The exercise of 

power by the hegemonic state ~itlhn the regional framework, therèfore, determinès 

whether the regional organisation is stabilised by benevolence or coercion. The 

benevolent hegemon acts as facilitator in ·providing a multilateral consensus-based 

approach in a Gramscian consensual interpretation of hegemony. However, in 

contrast, the coercive hegemon opts for unilateral position to the use of force. ln a 
' 

nianner refè1Ted by Gramci as domination (Howes, 19_90:2,7). The use of force 

may not necessarily militaristic but moral and economic sanctions or political 

withdrawal of supports. Whatever it means, to achieve the same purpose the use of 

force may be applied, in order to create a hegemonic dominance. ·· 

It might be argued that French economic interest in Nigeria is greater than 
' 1 

ber economic interest in F.r.ancophone wést Africa put together, nevertheless the 

political ties with these Francophone countries cannot be severed because of 

French economic interest in Nigeria, Thus, it is easier for France to 9eal with 

Frnncophon·e West African states, both econoni'ically. and politically than with 

Nigeria which an economic deal nrny be very precarious, given the undulating 

nature of economic policies and unstable political system. Therefore at any critical 

moment of achieving long tenn national interest, France would prefer to strengthen 
1 . 

the political, economic and military' base of the Franc-bphonf;! states. 
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It is in the light of this, tlrnt France 1111rtured CEAO. lt staiied in 1971 in a 

new strange relationship that developed between Iwo rivalty Francophone states, 

Senegal and Cote d' .Ivoire, ·dming an. unpreced~nted visit by the _Senegalese 

president Sedar Senghor to I-louphuet-Boigny of Cote d' Ivoire in Abidjan. 

According to the position of the founding members of CEAO, it would be a 

stepping stone for ail encompassing West African economic organisation. ln this 

regard, the chainnan of the organisation, Hamani Diori of Niger, began a state visit 

to Nigeria, Togo and Benin in 1973; · exploring measures towards the enlargement 

of the organisation. If this was the case, why should Nigeria and Togo evolve a 

similar initiative like ECOWAS, which overlapped CEAO. 

Similarly, just as· an ECO'N(AS formiltion wa~ inflict"d by the intra-regional 

impossibilities, the fonnation of regional security regimes followed almost the 

same pattern. The member states of CEA.O, meeting in Abidjan, Cote d' Ivoire in 

1977 decided to establish a security framework, Accord de Non Aggression et d' 

Assistance en Matiere de Defenc~ (ANAD). Surprisingly "ït was Togo, a 

traditionally pro-West African integrntion was instrumental (together witlÏ Nigeria) 

to the fonnation of ECOWAS. It teamed up with Senegal, an archy-type 

Francophone state, a skeptic of ECOW AS creation ( and a proponent of Zaïre and 

Cameroon inclusion in ECOW AS) to canvass for the fonnation of ANAD within 

the CEAO. Seven countries (Bùrkitia Faso; Cote d' !,voire~ Mali, Mauritania, Niger, 

Senegal and Togo) endorsed in 1977 the instrument establishing ANAD. At the 

end the Chainnan, President Magouya Ould Sid Ahmed Taya of Mauritania noted 
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that: 

This agreement is the consecration of the friendship and -the cooperation 
existing between our countries, and of the responsibilities that are ours in 
order to maintain peace according to the principles of the ,chaqer of 
African Unity (cited in Garnis: 1997:6) 

With such. a security measu~e in ANAD, Ecqw AS resolved also to endorse 

her own security instmment, pro!ocol on Non Aggressioi1 pact, in Lagos, 1978. 

The protocol overlooked two fondamental security related issues: (i) incidence of 

extemal aggression and (ii) extemally supported or sponsored domestic 

insrnTection and revoit within ECOWAS. Togo and Senegal, independent of each 

other, made proposais for a well-sti-uctured regional security organ i,i view of 

increasing security dilemma in the region. At the summit of !-leads of state and 

govemment held in Dakar 1979, president Eyadema of Togo, made the point that 

for ECOWAS to achieve economic integration and cooperation there was need for 

defence and security aiTangenient( Presideilt Senghor who. concwTed · that agreed .. ·~ 

this upon: 

There is hardly any need for me to demonstrate that the faGt that 
development cannot be secured in a dilemma of insecurity. This being so, 
we must among ourselves, establish a genuine West African solidarity 
pact to guàrd against external aggression (Senghor 1979). 

An eight nation ministerial committee backed by the ECOWAS Executive 

Secretariat was set up to formulate the modalities for a common security policy. In 

1980 ECOW AS summit was convened in Lome, Togo, to consider the proposai 

which nearly set members divi9ed. Senghor argued that member states tlrnt are not 
0 ' ,( ~ • • M • • ' 

prepared to join the defence pact should be permitted to be excluded. This was 

fnrther strengthened by Eyadema who noted that the proposed protocol on mutual 

defence was a "logical follow up to the· signing of the non~aggression protocol" 

(African Research Bulletin: 17 February, 1980:5664 ). 
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' ' Finally member states, except the Lusoplfbne states (Cape Verde and 

Guinea-Bissau, and one Francophone States, Mali), ratified the Protocol of Mutual 

Assistance on Defence (POMAD). Though the position of the Lusophone states 

was not clearly defined; Mali argued that ECOW AS inclusion of any security 

protocol was reopening the region to "coloninl reco.nquest" (West Africa 9th June, 
' 

1980:103; see also Aning 1997). Mm1ritm1ia on her part expressed rese1vation on 

the possibility of the institution to function according to expectation. One can 

understand the position of Mali and Mauritania for being mentors of ANAD where 

they can fall on,. but for C_ape Verde and Guinea-Bissau: it is difficult to 
~ - . . . 

understand. There is no wonder therefore, that Càpe Verde had to depend on 

Angola in 1985 when there was an internai insurrection leading to coup and 

counter coup in that country-while Gùinea. I3issau had to fall back on ECOW AS for 

ECOMOG troops to inter·vene in the i11ternal crises in I 998. 

Critiques such as Aning have questioned· the rationale for Francophone 

states (Togo and Senegal) raising issue for regional seçuriÎ~ pact: _Whether 

Francophone West African countries intend to regulate and control Nigeria's 

supposed hegemony? (Aning:_ 1990). ln any case how are member states of 
• 1 

' - . . 
ECOWAS sure that the protocol will not be used by Nigerian authoritarian regime 

to achieve certain authoritarian ambitions? This was fmiher concurred by a 

skeptical thought punctured by Johi1 Ravenhill who tries to dismiss the entire 

security 1i1echanism as a complicatio11 which will at the end serve only the long 

standing interest of some ambitious heads of state. (Ravenhill: 1985:215-216). 

Meanwhile ANAD has demonstrated its ability to inte1vene m resolving 

cns1s among it member states. In 1985, Mali (which was initially resentfül of 
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POMAD) was in a border dispute with Burkina Faso in the Agacher region as each 

side found themselves in armed c01iflict. ANAD intervened instead of ECOWAS. 

A cease-fire was proclaimed and member states of ANAD did not only send 

observer mission but was involved in supervising the freeing of ail the prisoners. 

By Febrnary I, 1986 ANAD had accompli shed ils mission in the Agacher zone and 

pulled out accordingly. · At the ·initfol stage ·of the crisis Nigeria and Libya offered 

to intervene in the resolution of the crisis but were rebuffed on the pretext that the 

conflict was an internai affairs of ANAD members. 

Similarly in 1986, some mercenanes attacked the presidential palace in 

Lome. The· president, Eyadema alleged complicity by Ghanaian authority. Both 

Togo and Ghana are members of the ECOW AS .and havv b(jen signatories to 

POMAD. While realising the ineffectiveness of ECOWAS without · an 

institutionalised POMAD, Eyadema decided to invoke its defence agreement with 

France. France sent in '200 troops, to dis1'n~ntle the.isiege. The third c·ase was the 

Senegal and Mauritania conflict over water rights. Because the incumbent 

president of one of the paJ!ies in the. conflict was the chairman of ANAD, ANAD 

was cautions in getting involve. 

ANAD's success, however small, rendered POMAD impotent; except the 

skepticism that it may tum out to sustain self vested interest. This interest can only 

be built from within the institutional security framework. This framework will 
define the nature and character of such security coniplexes in the context of amity 

and enmity. Thé application ~f ËCOW As· securiti network in the résolution of 

Liberian and Sierra Leonean crises brought out this connection. For instance, we 

have Nigeria versus Cote cf. Ivoire and Burkina Faso in the case of Liberian crisis; 

and Nigeria versus Liberia, Libya and Burkina Faso in the case of Sien-a Leonean 
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crisis. Before we i.mderstand howi this an,iity and e_;nnity w_as eff~cted. in building 

regime interest, Jets understand the clifficultics in the operability of POMAD vis a 

vis the modicum success of ANAD. 

3.4. STRUCTURE AND NATURE OF WEST AFRICAN SECURITY 
REGIMES 

The creation of security regimes 111 any reg10n of the UN member states 

must fall in line with the articles of the UN Charter. Accorcling to the UN Charte~: 

Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements 
or agencie~ for dealing with 1such Mµtters relating to the mairitenance of 
international peace and security ., as are appro1iriate fur regional action, provided 
that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are consistent with the 
purposes and principles of the United Nations. (Article 52: UN Charter). 

On the strength of this, the superpowers during the cold war years established 

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and Warsaw pact. The OAU Charter 

in article 3' also endorses the prinéiple of the UN Chmter. On the basis of this, 

some contradictions emerged in West Africa as member states of the sub-region 

duplicated their efforts in bath economic and security establishment. This 'has 

implications for the poor level of organising economic and security networks. We 

have CEOA agai'nst ECOWAS ·and ANAD ~ontencli,~g with PONA ·and POMAD. 

(i) The Accord 011 Non- Aggres~io11 and Defe11ce 

ANAD was establislïëd in I 977 as a security organ of Francophone (CEAO). 

The possibility for ANAD arose after the I 974 border clashes between Mali 

and Burkina Faso when membèr states realisecl that their individual defence . 

pact with France does not hinder them to cooperate at the regional level in 

the area of defence and security. 
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ANAD is a separate organ from CEAO now known as, Union 

Monetaire ET Economique Que.1·1 Afi"icaine.1· (UEMOA). lts main objectives 

are to pursue Non-Aggression ab>reement and offer assistance in defence to 

member states. Under threat, ANAD is structured into 

• The conference of Heads of.state and Government 
( 

• The Minister' s council, and 

.. The General Secretariat 

Thé conference of the Heads· of stales and Government is the supreme 

decision making and approving authority in matters of security. The conference 

has a general and particular powers in case of threat· against the security of a 

member states. It also deals with unresolved issues at the Jevel of Council of 

ministers on ail subjects regarding the documents of ANAD. lt also defines the 

policy of Non Aggressi.on and .ass/stance .in matter ~f defence, and dec_ïdes on the 

measures to be taken including the use of armed forces ·to forestall peace among 

hostile member states (Massina: 1997:44) The council of ministers is next to the 

conference of Heads of statë and govemment. It performs the rofe assigned to it by 

the conference. Its decision is subject to the conference of the Heads of states and 

government., 

The General Secretariat is headed by the Secretary General who is 
' , 

responsible to follow-up decisions made by the conference of Head of state and 

govemment. The essential role 
I 

of the : General_, Secretariat is to .. ensure the 

implementation of the decision of the conference. The Seèretary General does not 

have executive power. But he is inclrnrge of the management and the 

administration of the secréfariat in the area of the preparation and management of 
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the ANAD budget. The appointment of the Secretary-General is made by the 
• •• I : ; • 

conference of Heads of state and govemment for a period _of three years and could 

be renewed. Under the general secretaiy office tliere are departmental units Iike 

administrative section, fina.ncial contrai section, Board of Legal Affairs and Board 

of general structures consisting of a logistics and operntional Divisions, among 

others. 

According to Jean Gomis, a one time Secretary- General of ANAD, the 

organisation is sustained by a number of forty personnel staff up of the secretary 

general supported by civilian and service men. The finances are allocated through a 
· ' •• 1 'l • • • 

budget voted eve1y year and finariced by merilber States.- The security ·mechanism 

for ANAD inte1vention in a conflict is set in motion by a given state under threats 

or a victim of aggression. Ihe chairman àf the conference is fonnally informed by 

such a state. The counèil of ministers is manclated to assess the situation and 
. 1 

submit findings appropriately to the conference of Heads of state and government 
. . 

who decides on the measures to be taken (Massina 1997:44). 

11. Protocol re/ating to Non Aggression and protocol relating to Mutual 
Assistance 011 Defence. (PONA and POIVIAD) 

On· April 22 1978, ECOWAS member states met in Lagos, Nigeria and 

adopted a protocol on Non-Aggression with the main objective of ensuring "an 

atmosphere, free of any féâi· of attack or aggression of state by another" (Aning: 

1999). In the light of this Okolo sees the protocol equally as a demonstration of 

good will among the ECOWAS leadérs and their ."willingness and conuriitment to 

restrict their sovereignty tn a new era" (Okolo: 1983). 
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Under the protocol on Non Aggression (PONA) member states resolved in 

Article I to· refrain from threat or use of force or aggression in their relations with 

one another. In article 2, they also decided to refrain from co1mnitting, encouraging 

or condoning acts of subversion against the territorial ,inte1,rrity or . political 

independence of other states. While miicles 3&4 of the pact deny foreign residents 

the use of a member's territ6ry (as a lallnch pac[; for subversive of. ag1:,rressive 

activities against another member state in region. In the spirit of regional 

cooperation member states under article 5. pledge to resort to ail peaceful means in 

the settlement of disputes,arising among themselves. 

Thrée years later the protocol on Non · Aggression was enhanced by 

ECOWAS' protocol relating to Mutual Assistance on Defence (POMAD) signed in 

Freetown Sierra Leone in May 1981. POMAD in. its preamble reinforced ·the 

commitment of ECOWAS to PONA and declared in article 2 that "any armed 

threat or aggression diI'ected agai1\st any i1iember state shall constitutè·. a threat or 

aggression against the comrnunity". The protocol further resolves in article 3 and 4 

that members will give mutual assistance -for defence against aniied am,rression, by 

committing themselves to place at the disposai of the community units from the 

existing national anned forces which shall be refeITed to as the Allied Anned 

Forces of the Community (AAFC). 

The AAFC if properly placed is supposed to intervene in (i) exteilial 

aggression ·against member state (ii) armed conflict between two or several 

member states where 'peaceful settlemeiit: has become difficult,' and· in an (iii) 

internai anned conflict within a member state which is either sponsored or 

supported from outside the region,. especially wherè such conflict is likely to ~.. . ' 
endanger security and peace of the community. Therefore, under article 17 where 
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two member states are in co.nflict the Authority shall meet urgently and tak_e 
. ,{ : 

appropriate action for mediation" and if need be, tl1è authority shall decide only to 

interpose the AAFC between the troops engaged in the conflicts. 

Meanwhile to enhance the capability of the security regnne under 

POMAD, the protocol made provision for a Defence Council made up ofMinisters 

of Defence and Foreign Affairs of member states under the chairmanship of the 

Authority of the Heads of state and govcmment. Whereas the Defe_nce 

Commission is made up of Chiefs of Defence Staff of each member state. The 

Executive Secretar'y fo~ militacy affairs is, also required in the tre~ty to coordinate 
1 ;;. • ' 

and control movement of troops and logistics, launching collective military 

manoeuvre, fonnulating and administering the military budget of the secretariat. 

The Allied Armed Forces of the community (AAFC) is placecl under a community 

Force Commander who is responsible ta the Deputy Executive Secretary, Military 

Affairs. The date of application of POMAD was 1986. As at 1986 no structure was 

put in place, before the outburst of the Liberian cri sis. Table 3: 1 is the strncture of 

security cooperation in ECOW AS. 
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Table 3. 1 STRUCTURE OF ECO"' AS SECURITY COOPERATION 

T.he Authority "" 

Defence Council 

Defence C9111111ission 
.. 

Deputy Executive 

"""Secretaiy (Minist1y Affairs) 

"" 

Joint Chiefs of Staff • 

' ., 

Chief of Defence •" 
! 

AAFC Conpnander 
' 

Staff of Assisted States 
.. 

' . ' . ' . ' . ·-·· 
1 2 D D 

NOTES: 1· - 4 represent Units of contrÎbuted troops including those of the assited country. 
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3.5 DILEMMAS OF REGrONA.L SECURITY-BUILDING IN \VE-ST 
AFRICA 

The multiple security regimes ANAD, POND and POMAD have created 

some dilemmas in West Africa regional security building. As noted by Olu 

Adeniyi the instruments "unforttlnately; are. not .,uncoordinated; they have no 

contact whatsoever with each other. This conspiracy of silence and mutual 

contempt if not ratified, will continue. to hamper the prospect of ·effective 

subregional action based on consensus and pulling together of subregional 

resources" (Adeniji 1997:3 ). It is worthy to note that ANAD had pride itself in 
. . 

resolving some of the crises am011g member states. lts structures are solidly on 

ground. Member states seem to trust themselves and are faithful to each other more 

·than whatever raie they play in ECOW AS. Abdul Diouf of Senegal who was 

doubtful ofmerger between CEAO and ECOWAS reflects this. 

It is· in every body's interest that if ECOWAS reacl~es its ·cruising speed 
the CEAO should norrnally melt into the structures of ECOW AS, if it 
reaches its cruising speed and overcomes its present difliculties. What we 
do not want, we mernbexs of CEAO is tci be asked ta elirninate sornething 
that works well, that produces brilliant results ... while ECOWAS has not 
reached cruising speed (West Africa:.October 1983) 

At its smrunit meeting held in Nouakchott, the conference of Heads of state 

of ANAD in a communique expressed the desire to éxtend ANAD mandate to 

other states in the subregion. To this extent, the chainnan at the Summit was 

mandated to undertake nècessary steps. This desire by ANAD however genuine 

ignored the existence . of ECOW,AS which a planned working relationship or 
1 ; • • 

merger could have proceeded. From indication, ANAD is not interested to work 

towards fusion. Hence, given its exclusive linguistic identity, it finds cooperation 

and collaboration in the. a"rèa of peace and security more comfortable than in a 

multilingual organisation like ECOWAS. Another wprrying aspect is the clause in 
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POMAD, which kick against collaborntio,~ with foreign countries in the area of 
1 ' 

defence and security. They feared being· taggèd impèrialist stooges. Their 

involvement in ECOW AS - PO MAD is therefore weak as they find more 

reliability in ANAD. However, the révised ECOWAS treaty treatised that 

ECOWAS will work toWards hannonization of similar treaties within the region. It 

further called on members to remove ail provisions from their prior treaties, which 

are incomparable with ECOWAS treaty. This might also infonned the creation of a 

new ECOWAS Mechanism for Conflict Prevention Management Resolution 

Peacekeeping and Security (MCPMRPS). But as credible as ECOWAS treaty is, it 

should not be expected that ÇEAO - ANA,D might be erased easily without the 
!, : ' ~ . . 

right climate provided by ECOWAS to member states of. CEAO; that it could be 

better in ECOWAS. It may rather meet John Ravenhill' s position that the 

unnecessary complication -by ECOWAS in adopting PONA and POMAD might 

serve and appease the long standing ambition of certain leader in the reg10n 

(Ravenhill 1985 :215-216). 

This position was strengthened by the observation made by Olu Adeniji that 

the non implementation of POMAD in fact makes ANAD members in POMAD 

not to be seriously inclined tqwards any obligations order by POMAD, and are . ( .• . . . 

therefore, not always too willing to cany out the bu~den of ECOWAS. Thus, to an 

extent that it seems that any conflict in an English speaking cpunt,ry in West Africa 

is seen as ECOWAS probiem while a conflict in Francophone sphere is seen as 

CEAO/ANAD problem. ·This is one· of the contradictions in creating inte,b'Tation 

functfonal ~rogramme in Africa. Th.e estc1blishment of POMAD by ECOWAS was 

indeed based on the position maintained by Senegal and· Togo. However, PO MAD 

in its instrument did not make reference to ANAD, which existed before it. At l~ast 

such a reference may provide a psychological contact and thus remove anrnity that 
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exist between the two regional organisations. ECOWAS case was worsened by the 
. 

fact that non-of the instruments establishing POMAD were in operation before the 
' .. 

start of the Liberian crisis. Therefore it is possible to bel.ieve Emmanuel Aning that 

"while Senegal and Togo saw the inclusion of security ( organ) in the context of 

conununity goals and interests some countries saw this differently from the sum 

total of their national interest" (Aning: 1999). Though both ANAD and POMAD 
1 . ' 

may be duplicating themselves, they equally have cbntradictory clause 'that makes 

a combined regional security difficult. For instance, ANAD makes provision for 

extra-regional defence pac.t by member" states, probably for fear of Nigeria's 

hegemonic influence in the region. Whereas POMAD totally forbids the presence 

of foreign intervention in the region .. As much as the Francophone states will not 

oppose the ·exercise of hegemony by a strong regi~nal power, however, the fear of 

it, paradoxically, is often cited as the reason for the reluctanc(: by, smaller ~ountries 

to support any action taken by Nigerian in the event of any regional crisis. The 

Liberian situation has shown that hegemony works best in a situation of stmctural 
• #. ; • 

security vacuum. (Adeniyi 1997:36} 

Therefore, the contradictions ii1 the regional security administration provide 

the basis for the emerge1ice of regime interest in the light of national and regional 

security interests. In the light of this, a renowned Nigerian critic, Dr. Yusuf Baia 

Usman wamed that "we· have to be very careful that no treaty is made to empower 

other countries army to intervene in the internai affairs of another country to 

preserve a govemment (Tribune :27 May; 1980 ; 16). It is on the basis of this also 

that we might understand ho'Y the author.itarian 
( 

regional insecurity in the light of regime interests. 
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3.6 AUTHORITARIANISM, SECURITY AND REGIME INTEREST 

The changing perceptioii of Nigeria's regional sect\rity interest therefore, 

becomes paramount with the increasing influence and contrai of the political 

power by the military. Thus, the search. for extra-tetTitorial market for Nigeria's 

growing economic production in ECOWAS is being used in tum, covertly or 

otherwise, to work out a security-mechanism to protect the interest of the military 

in power. This, by implication sécure Nigeria's sub-regional influence against 

threats from neighbouring countries. This is possible because as oil wealth swells 

up, the military finds it diffrcult to leave power. The wealth does not only help to 

strengthen militaty mie economically but create the·means for acJtive and ·effective 

policy towards · Africa· and trie .world to' the ad.:yantage. of the nùlitary as a 

revolutionary force. Increasingly too, the political class beéomes too weak in the 

art of govemance. When the militmy was force to return power to civil mie in 

1979 it found it difficu]t to immediately stay long out of power. By the end 1983 

the military had retumed to power through a coup. Again the deliberate and refusai 

to hand over power to civil mie in 1993 following the annulment of the 

presidential election later swung the nation back to full militaiy mie until May 

1999. In the process, the militmy gradually perfected itself in the art of governance 

as it equally weakened the institutional bases for the political class to imbibe the 

art of democratic goven·iance. (See!.Ake: 1993: 32 - 33). 

Given this develol?.!nent, the concept of national security interest 1s 

becoming contenninous. with regime-interest. The Nigerian rnling military 

regimes began to take special interest in the "internai affairs of her neighbours and 

the entire West African region aftér the civil war in otder tb ensure that hostile 

forces did not replace government friendly to it''. (Aluko, 1977: 165; Ojo, I 980). 

Though Nigeria bas experienced only ten years of civilian mie since independe"nce 
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the dominance of the military in the corridor of power has emphatically. built the 

instruments of Nigerian national security into the process of maintaining Niger1a's 

hegemony in ECOW AS as a means to check internai subversion through extra

territorial influence in the region'. Earlie'r while in office; Babaiigida States his 

concept of regional security thus: 

... when certain events __ 9ccur in this süb-region rlepending upon their 
intensity and magnitude, which are bound to affect Nigeria's politico
military and socioecànomic environment, we should not standby as a 
helpless and hapless spectator. We believe that if the events are of such a 
level that has the potential of thr~atening the stability, peace and security 
of thé sub-region, Nigeria in collaboration with others, in this sùb-region 
is duty bound to reaèt or respond in appropriate manner or take adequate 
measures to ensure peace and tranquillity and harmony (Babangida, 
199] :272). 

Indeed the defence of 11ational interest means the need to create enabling 

environment to e1ù1ance collective security of al( the sta.te. In this direction, 

collective interest of states must transcend their sovereign territorial boundaries. 

And states that are vulnerable to threats bècome security conscious to protect their 

interest Therefore, peripheral values (like regime-interest) relating to the internai 

affairs of such leaders that are insecure pursue a sovereign nation beyond a 

nation's boundary. Hete we apply the concept of "maximal themy of national 

interest' (Akinyemi and Ogwu, 1981: 125) to indicate how regimes can go bey~nd 

any measures to protect their interest. In the developing world, national interest is 

first and foremost defined as .. re~ime-in~erest. And in the context of Nigeria, 
. ' . 

peripherahnterest of the mling military regime is tr;nsforined into national interest 

to the extent that regime-interest and national interest are l)ardly d~lineated. 

According to General lbrâliim Babangida enlivened the significance of regime

security as national interest. According to General Babangida "in government 

parlance, what security means is any measure, offensive or defensive;· taken to 
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protect the state from acts ... to annoy th~ head of govemment. You can take any 

measure to stop the cmmtry from being subjected to acts of sabotage or terrorism. 

You can take any measure to make sure that the Head of Govemment, or state or 

the President does not get annoy. lt is· ail part of security" (Tell, 1995:20). 

This has raised the question as to whether if-it were a democratic regime in 

power it will have pursue national interest more than regime-interest? To some 

extent the answer may . be Üf affinnative: because, democratic regimes are Jess .. . 

autocratie. (Schweller, 1992:238). This tends to support the hypothesis of Rummel 

that "the more freedom ( democratic) a. state the Jess its internai and foreign 

violence" sic (Rummel, 1983 :34 ). Unlike a democratic regime, under an 

authoritarian mie national objectives, principles and policies are always in conflict 
.. 

with the interest of the authoritarian· leadership. In the light of this, policy makers, 

actors and facilitators help to fashion policies that are intended to stabilise the 

interest of the regime in power rather than sustaining national interest. The 

bureaucrats, intellectuals and politicians who seek benefits from the regime 

establish patro11°client relationship. There'fore, in .;the name of national security 
' 1 ' 

interest the regime is helped to its stability by state apparatus like the bureaucracy, 

the Judiciary, its intellectual gurus, the militaiy institutions and political hangers 

011. 

At the end national interest" is ;i[rnnclonecl· for regime· interest or the line 

between the two becomes hardly noticeable. The fact that majority of countries in 

West Africa have been at one time or the other autocratie confinns the direction in 

which regional security has been pursued to sustain regime-stability in the region. 

Therefore, the àbsencè of co11tiguous d'einocratic., state,s and/or· regimes in the 

region explains Jack of peace in West Africa. Hence, democracies rarely clash 
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with one another and hardly fight one another in war (Levy, 1988:662; Rummel, 

1995:3-26). ln dernocracies there are several exhaustive chmmels before a nation 

resorts to war. Accordingly, "democracy leaves_ no room for conspiracy in the 

general matters of state" (and) "where political and military responsibility have 

not been clear!y separated the great makers of war (Louis XIV, Fredrick the Gr_eat, 

Napoleon 1, Hitler (Babangida and Ahacha) have been able t? h~ld swaylt (cited in 

Schweller, 1992:245) (: addition ni1ine ). A,.nd as in the words of King .Louise XIV 
. -, . .~ . . 

of France· 1715-1774, the rigid regimes or leaders often believe that sovereign 

power exist in the persan of the leader," "the rights and interest of the nation are 

necessarily one with mind àiid repose in my hands alone" (cited in Held, 1990:39). 

Nigeria is singled out as a case study in !lie experimentalion of ECOMOG 

because of its cliaracteristic disposition exhibited by two· strong reasons concerning 

her involvement in the conflict. The first was a general position that the Nige,ian 

state has been influential in the formation of ECOW AS as a stable ground for 

accomplishing its hegemonic interyst, not ,only within the region bµt in an eventual . ., ' .":.- . . 
contentimi with France in the region. The second factor is' emergent, and is 

concretely related to the short circuiting procedure which Babangida and Abacha 

got Nigeria involved in tiîè Liberian and Sierra Leonean conflicts; as a means 

towards the stability of their regiii1es. The conflict in Liberia provided a 

coincidental approach for Nigeria' s-·règional security interest to be smem'ed by the 

regime interest of Generals Babangida and Abacha. Wliat helped them to record a 

momentary success is the post cold war context in which the super powers and. the 

great powers relaxed from policing the world peace and security. 

This relaxation created room for the emergence of règional hegemons whose 

authoritarian leaders have found an easy means to effect and anchor the stability of 
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their regimes, to avoid or confront any tlu-eat or conflict escalating at both national 

and regional levels. The relaxation of interest by world powers in regional conflict 

is an indication that peripheral state:s are no longer allies for security but liabilities. 

How did Babangida and Abacha utilise this opportunity? What effect did it have on 

Babangida's regime stability as well as national interest? What lessons can · we 

draw from this?. How can we assess the initial rèsponse of ECOW AS· member 

states to Babangida's backed · EQ:OMOG Ïnterven_tion in Liberia. How has the 

regime of General Sani Abacha built on the ground work of Babangida' s regime? 

These and more of these issues would be. explored and analysed in the subsequent 

chapter. The intention is to understand the perception of Babangida and Abacha 

regune vis-a- Vis national interest in the pursuit of regional security in West 

Africa. 

It is on the basis of the ab ove that the fundamental issue is, why and how· the 

military regime of General Ibrahim Babangida decided to sponsor ECOMOG as a 

peace-building mechaiiism foî- tli'e res0Ii1tion of.; Liberian conflicC Titis is 

important because two scenarios are pecul iar to understand e1~ergence of regime 

interest in Nigeria. In the first scenario, what actually made Nigeria not to retaliate 

when ber soldiers, five in number, were killed in 1981 by Cameroon Gendarmes 

over border dispute in the Bakassi Peninsula? The second scenario is: what 

changed the inodality of the pérception, whièh led to Nigerian's effective 

invoJvement in the resolution of Liberian contlict? The first scenario occurrecl 

under a civilian democratic regime while the second happened under military 

regune. 

' . . .. 

The applications of the same foreign policy principles and objectives in the 

two scenario have differen!_goals, complete different approaches and explanations. 
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The responses to the stimùli differ, the regimes are differept apd the output bas 

different outcome. The first scenahos received weak response even though 

Cameroon as one of Nigeria's immediate neighbour falls within the epfcenter or 

the ring countries in N'igeria's concentric foreign policy circles, foreign policy 

principle and objectives, whereby any crisis or conflict Iikely to have a spill over 

effect on Nigeria's teITitorial integrity ought to be effectively checked. The border 

area in question ,is· strategic and itifalls within the core-value of Nigeria's National 
' ' ;; . . 

security i1iterest. Whereas, Liberia, which falls into the third category of the West 

African sub-region in Nigeria's concentric foreign policy, circles, received quicker 

and immediate response. 'fbere must therefore, be a dominant interest involved in 

the second scenario that triggered the militmy regime to perceive the Liberian 

conflict equally as a threat to its security and survivaL 

Indeed, Nigeria bas a long concern for regional security in West African. 

But what is the nature of these (Liberian and Sierra Leone)) conflicts that is likely 

to tln-eaten Nigeria' s national security interést and tl1e regioqal security?, What type 

of threats · to regional security that could make Nigeria to· wavê" its foreign policy 

principles and objectives ( concentric policy) in order to address a peripheral 

"regional conflict"? How could regional conflict be characterized? The regional 

conflict question might be relative and may be seen as an imagination of the 

militmy regimes for tuming a give1i crisis-situation into a means of achieving 

regime interests and not necessarily national security interest of the Nigerian state 

and its people. In the same vein, one can also question, what are the constitutive 
' ' 1 

instruments of regional security? How did Liberian conflict, within four months of 

its occunence, tum out to be ·a threat to; r·egional §ecurity?. How have Liberians 

proved within these four months (December 1989 - April 1990) that the crisis was 
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beyond their capacity to handle to warrant regional enforcement of peace? These 

questions are also applicable to the crisis sitm1tion in Sierra Leone. 

3.7 CONCLUSION 

We have been able to establish that_ despite the relevance of security regimes 

in forging regional security .. cooperation, however, ove11ly this tends to serves the 

purpose of regime interest. This is in.ore experienced in unstable societies where 

security alliances are actually intended to defend the interest of the Jendership than 
. . 

the nation-state. Indeed whatever action a regime undertakes it is rationalized on 

national security interest and defence of regional security. So, overtly national 

interest and regional security are used as staging plank for sustaining regime 

interest. In the .Jight of this ECOWAS ti:eàty. and ~t suppoi:ting security protocols 

provide the basic for Babangida and Abacha to link their security to regional 

security under the caver of administcring national interest. This is empirically 

demonstrated in the process towards the formulation and execution of ECOMOG 

mandates in the Liberian and Sierra Leonean crisis. We realised that ECOWAS 

may not be a good starting point· as there are -_empirical eviêience in ·historical 

perspectives. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4- D PATTERNS AND PRACTICES OF PERSONAL RULE AND 
NATIONAL INTEREST IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The patterns and practices of persona! mie vis-a-vis national interest in any 

given milieu are detennined ~y the dome_stic interplay within the fabric of the 
• I ·: 

society. In short, the type of a 'given society defermines · the nàture · of security 

interest that can be evolved and pursued. The indices for detennining the nature of 

security interest in question are dependènt on the dimension which a nation's 

foreign policy and security issues are. formulated and handled. St11r raises a critical 

issue while looking at the idiosyncratic or psychological approach to the. study of 
' 

foreign policy: He tries -to understand how individuals count, and the differences 

they make: Is there .... actor indispensability (as opposed to action 

indispensability)? (Starr: 1989: I 82). Where actor's interest supercedes national 

interest there is the tendency for personal rule or regime intei:est to pre-occupy 
, . .. ! : : ' . . ' . ' 

state policies. But where the action of the leader rà1her than his personality tends 

towards national interest, personal mie is de-emphasised. But the problem is 

delineating the thin ·line between actor and action indispensabilities. 

Constituionally it is possible but the politcal reality makes it difficult to ascertain. 

However, this chapter attempts to examme the empirical relevance of 

national interest in democratic settings and to find out whether any trace of regime 

interest or persona! interest is cotenninous with national interest. Secondly it 

focuses on how Adolph Hitt~r of Ge1111a1.1y overtumed democratic process and 
, • I ·: . . • . . 

• 1 ' ' • • ' 

commandeered state apparatus to attain the perso1ial objectives he set forth as 
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measures to sustain his regime and persona] interest. The other case studies are 

first Mummer Ghadafi of Libya who metamorphosed from military rule to one 

party state where his personality became a central figure. His interest and 

personality are taken as laws govdrning nàt1onal interest. The second and third are 

Stalin of the fonner Soviet Union and the late Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaïre 

respectively. 

There are tlu-ee factors for understanding the pattern of political behaviours 

of the leadership, such as; wbether 'it pursues national security interest or persona) 

interest. These are first, the aggravating indiosyncracies of the personality in 

question. Secondly, ideological disposition as a legitimizing process, and lastly, 

the political institutions available for actualising this. These provide the basis for 

policy actions 01· reactions th~t idform eftl;er· the JJ°attern of regÎl'ne behaviour or 

national aspiration. In the course of the discourse in this chapter effort will be 

made to identify and isola!~, where necessaiy, these factors and their relevance to 

the . research focus. In. short the chapter intends to give some empirical 

understanding of how policies are evolved in bath democratié and authoritarian 

states. Thèse comparative perspectives provide iiecessary tools for understanding 

how regime interest emerges. 

4.2 NATIONAL INTEB,EST IN DEIVIOCRACIES 

In democratic settings every ann of government has a constitutional role to 

play. Each role is played with the purpose of achieving national interest __ above all 

other interests and considerations. If one ann te1ids to pbuse · its power legislative 
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oversight or judicial counter weight either checks it. Though at discreet levels 

where policies are being fomrnlated vari_ous interests tend to bear. But as these 

policies pass through many processes, the irreducible minimunf becomes what is 

assumed as national interest. Each arm of government must be cautions in 
' -

enforcing personality interest as against the emerging national interest. Therefore, 

"responsiveness to change circumstance, the perception of gradation and an ability 

to manage the conflict of values inherent in every foreign policy issue are crnc·ial" 

(Rogers: 1981; 478). 

In the United States where democracy has taken roots for over 200 years, it 

is a policy that every foreign policy issue .is considered by the congress because of 

its democratic credentials, being "the most democratic and most representative of 

the three branches of government, to check the chief executive (Rogers: I 981:476). 

The US constitution promulgated' in I 787 clearly delineated the power and. 

authority to fonnulate foreign policy from the power and authority to make and or 

declare war; that is, foreign policy powers and war power. The constitution 

recognised the president as being the Commander-in-Chief where military officers . . 

are answerable tb him, 'yet the ·co,~gress hàs the powers to declare war.· · In spelling 

out this constitutional objective, one of the makers of the US constitution, James 

Madison wrote after the adoption of the constitution. that the "Necessity of a rigid 
·-·. 1 ' • 

adherence to the simple ..... Fundamental doctrine of the constitution that the power 

of judging the cause ofwar, is fully and exclusively rested in. the legislature" (cited 

in Barret: 1990: 66). 

In tenu of foreign policy the president appoints ambassadors and màkes 

treaties with the consent of the congress especially the Senate. Indeed for most 

past of 19th and ·early 20111 centuries the c6,;gress refained. the power of-war, to the 
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extent that President· Thomas Jefferson ( 1801-1909) acknowledged his 

constitutional inappropriate action when Tripoli clec]ared war on the United States 

by attacking US Naval vessels in the Bay of Tripolis. President Jefferson retaliated 

without seeking the consent_ of the senate. Jefferson however, admitted his 
. , I. ·: . . ' ·. 

inappropriate and impennissible action taken withoutcongres.sional appr~val. 

With d~velopments ···in the intenrntional scene there have been growmg 

challenges to this constiti,tional provisions by subsequent presidents of the United 

State. President Theodore Roosev.elt ( 1901-1907) and Woodrow Wilson (1913-

1921) represent the new thinking about America's government and foreign policy. 

As against previous advise of George Washington for America to avoid being 

entanglecl in alliances with other countries, President Wilson reacted "I cleclined to 

adopt the view thàt what was .. imperative!y. necessary for the action cou Id not be 
' • !, • ."; • ' •• 

clone by the president unless °lie could find some specific authorisation to do so" 

(Ban-et: 68). President Wilson's reaction came at the wake of his hope that the 

presidency was uniquely '·ëndowed to represent the democratic values of the 

American people. His hope was ·betrayed when he could 'not persuade the 

necessary 2_/3 of the senate to approve US membership of the League of Nations. 

After the World War · !, the United States had · pushed ,for ,the principle of 

isolationism from participating in World events as president Wan-en G Harqing 

pledged to retum America to the normal state of affairs without an interest in 

European affairs. · In. 1936 Pre~ident I;rnnklin Roosevelt reluçtantly endorsed 
. ,, ' .-; . . ' 

Con!,'fessiê:mal Neutrality Act which isolates US from any ïntemational issue. The 

Act also was an attempt to frustrate the presiclent's effort to go into alliance with 

Britain against Gennany âf the time of hostility that was leading to the. Second 

World War II. 
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However, with the attack on US pacifie oceail Naval base at Pearl Harbour, 

December 1941; by Japan, the US congress needed no pressure from the president 

to declare war on Japan and Germany. Thus, events after World War II, especially 

with the emergence of the cold \Var led ·tb the transfonnation of the Tale of the 

president in declaring war. President Truman seized upon the new development to 

declare war on communist North Korea, without congressional authorisation . .. ,. 
However, it is also constitutionally acceptable that at any critical situation a 

democratic government can declare war pending subsequent approval by the 

parliament. · 

This was strengthened when in the case of U .S., the Congress established· the 

1947 Act on National Security Council in coordinating foreign policy issues. The 
. ' ' 

new challenge arase with the· ge'neral c6,;ception .iof America's · rise as a super 

power. As the Americans begun to share this new thinking with their president it 

becomes imperative for !!.1.e congress to equally create a middle ground for 

reconciling constitutional. misunderstanding. It is on this ground that one agrees 

that foreign policy behaviour and the independent factors are 1inked by various 

variables tliat shape the behaviorn: of the state ·and p_olicy ·matters. This include 

issues such as the international systematic environment, existing social context, 

state policy, individual characteristics of policy makers and factors relating to · the 

mies perform by decision makers (Dumbrell; 1990:39). 

The United States provides an example of a country that enforces democratic 

channels of decision makjpg. Prior to ·194 7, the US President' could exercise 

tremendous influence in ·national security decision making process. This changed 

following the enactment of the National Security Act of 1947. The Act .. spelt out 

pèrsonalities that the president should consul( with, and the nature of the 
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consultation. In the light of this, inspite of the deft of political and diplomatie 

skills, President JF Kennedy had to work closely with, and entirely depended on, 

the council to work out options towards resolving the Cuban Missile Crisis in 

1962. During the Cuban Missile Crisis,President JF Kennedy did not, inspite of 
. • I : . ·. ' • 

bis political skill, take a unilatera
0

l decision based ·~n few ·select kitcl;en cabinet. 

Rather than flexing American nuclear superiority to counterbalance the Soviet 

nuclear power, the presiélënt brought to bear the US strategic superiority to 

demonstràte its determination for the -removal of the missile; while Moscow had 

the time and room to retreat without humiliation (Allison: 1971:57). The··first step 
. . . 

was for the président ·io assemble the Execudve Committee of the National 

Security Council charged to "set aside ail other tasks to make a prompt and 

intensive survey of the dangers and ail possible courses of action" (Allison; 1971 

57). The Committee _had a thor,ough, I1eii1ed and·. rational, disr;;ourse leading to 
' .. ' ;:: . . 

different approaches to address the problem, without playil1g politics with an issue 

affecting national security interest. At the end, the following options were 

presented to the President (Nash; 1985: 14 7): 

1. To do nothing and simply · adapt to the presence of Soviet Missile in 

Cuba. 

11. To initiale diplomatie action in the fonn of meeting with Soviet offic:;ials 

and appeals through the UN Security Council and the Organisation of 

Americ:;ari States (OAS). 1 _, 
. . 

iii. îo initiale secret approach to Castro, urging hi111 to separate Cuba from 

Soviet communism. 

iv. To prevent ship1nent of Soviet Missile to Cuba by establishing a low 

level of military action in the form of a naval blockage. 

v. To initiate air strikes againsfmilitary targets in Cuba .. 
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vi. To initia te an airbome and amphihious invasion of Cuba. 

Though at the end of the discussion Naval Blockage was favoured, each 

point was marshalled with its advantages and disadvantages · which were equally 

powerful and convinci11g. The preside11t' s credibility and power was at stake as 

mishandling Cuba crisis could lead to: (Allison: 1971; 194). 

• undermining th.e confidence of the members of his administration, 
• 1 ... 

' especially those 'who had so firrnl§ defended h!s policy- towards 

Cuba. 

1!11 convincing--- his cabi1iet members that the administration had no 

leader to cultivate their willingness to challenge ail ofhis policies. 

11 destroying his reputc,1tion with ail but a few members of congress. 

• èreatîng public dis trust of his word ·and his will. 

Il encouraging friends and foes of the United States abroad to d<?ubt 

his courage and commitrnents. 

• inviting a 'sec.ond
1 

Bay pf pigs; thereby sealit1~ the. fate of his 
. . 

administration; a short chapter in the· histmy books entitled 

'crucified over cuba', and 

• feeding doübts in his own mind about himself. 

Given these anay of contradictions he clic! not place himself in a µosition of 

an authoritarian.· Rather· he saw his administration in ·mortal danger of how to 

deliver the US as a state and its people from nuclear holocaust and not the. US 

being in mortal danger seeking to cleliver it's President from being clisgraced out of 

office. Authorit9-ria11 regimes iu qitical n11tional cri~is sacrifice na.tional interest to 
. ., . ; . ' 

their aclvàntage, rather than using their disadvantage position at any critical 
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moment to the advantage l!_f the 11alio11. l le11ce IJcing clcctcd inlo oflïce is also a 

call to service, sacrifice m1d the guarding of the rampmi r.ither tlrnn creating 

persona! cuit and authoritarianism as a means to sustain regime interest. 
. , ' 

In 1973, to further restrict the power of the President to act arbitrarily, the 

congress enacted the War Power Act to regulate the future use of the US Military 

forces by the President in a given war situation where the congress is yet to deelare 

its intention: 

This way, congress attempted to curb the power of the President to wage 
war on the basis of his power as co·111111a1ider-in-chief and his authority to 
conduct foreign affairs. The war power imposes a duty on the president 
to ·consul! with the congress before American Militaiy forces are 
introduced to hostile situations. and to continue this consultation as long 
as the president's use of American ·military forces. by requiring _that the 
President must send a written report to congress within fqrty-eight hours 
after American soldiers or sailors lrnve been sent into threatened or actual 
war situations, in the absence of a declaration of war by congress 
(Zabadi: 1987:7). 

ln the light .of the above, whcre any US/\ prcsident acted contrary to the 
. . . .. 1 ' : . •. . . . 

constitutional or congressional provision, support lof his action will be 'determined 

by congressional budgetary approval or not by his unilateral deployment of 

troops and engaging in war campaign. But in must cases, except in rare ones the , 

president most seek the consent of the senate. Thus Carter' s dispatch of troops to 

Iran in 1980 on rescue mission, President Ronald Reagan's sending of th.e marines 

to Lebanon in 1982 and. President Bill Clitton 's deployment of troops to Bosnia in 

1996 .and Yugoslavia (1999) in support of NATO against Molesovic intransigent 

position over Kosovo, were ail with congressional consent and approval. 

1 r. . . 
In Nigeria, despite long p

0

eriods of a·uthorihrian. ri.ile, under democratic 

regimes cautious attempts have been made not to deploy troops beyond Nigeria's 
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territorial sovereignty without the approval of the National Assembly. The 1979 

constitution in section 3 (a) and (b) as maintained by the 1999 constitution (section 

and ) states that 

a. The President" shall n~t d~clare a state of ,~ar between the Federation and 

another country except with the sanction of a resolution of bath Houses 

of the National A~_sembly sitting in a joint session, and 

b. except with the prior approval of the senate, no member of the armed 

forces of the federation shall be deployed on combat duty outside 

Nigeria. 

The 1999 constitution like the 1979 established two Councils, Natiànal 

Defence Council and National Security CoL111cil to address defence and security 

issues affecting Nigeria· respective/y. The' ~fational Defence· Council is imide up of 

military Se1vice Chiefs with the purpose of advising the President on matters 

relating to the defence of füe sovereignty· and territorial integrity of Nigeria. The 

National Security Council made up of mostly civitian office hcJlders inolude the 

President, as the Chairman, Vice President as Deputy Chainiian, the. Chief of 

Defence Staff, the Minister of Internai Affairs, thè Defi'<nce Minister, the Minister 

of External Affairs, the Head of Nigerim1 Security Agency(ies), the Inspector 

General of Police, and other persons the President might decide to be members of 

the Council at his own discretion. 

The National Security Colmcil advices the presiclent on issues relating to 

public security, and any .. other organis,1ûo11 established by law to ensure the 

security of the federation. 1-lowever, a major weakness of the constitution on 

security issue is the separation of clefence from security operatives. In s9 doing it 
. . 

gives the military an upper-hand as the sole defender of Nigerian sovereign 
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integrity. Thereby it failed to provide an interactive mode! for mutual 

understanding and leaming process on issues of defeÎ1ce and security between 

civil and military officeholders. · This, on the surface, could explain the occurrence 

of militmy intervention m Nigerian polity and the tendency towards reg1me 

security interest. 

4.3 HITLER, NAZISJ\1 AND REGIJ\1E INTEREST IN GERJ\IIANY 

Hitler emerged into political limelight from the background of poverty and 

fu1stration. This backh>tound pt·ovlded ch~1Ù1els for J1im to develop a lürtred for the 

bourgeoisie and non-Gennans, especially the Jews. He joined the German anny 

and fought in the First World War. At the end of the war he ea!·ned honours and .... 
respect. The military training and bis involvement in the First World War made 

him to corne out of solitmy and aimless civil life as he found comradeship, 

discipline ahd participation in "conflict intensely satisfying" ai1d "confinned in his 

belief in authoritarianism, inequality and the hernie virtues of the war". 

(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1995:960) Hitler joined the German Workers Party in 

1919 and by 1920 resigned from his militmy career having found out that he could 

achieve bis amoition through political pr66ess. H~ personally büilt the party by 

fashioning an ideology of nationalist socialism, which drew dedicated members 

into the political party. 

Hitler's success is based on his firm grasp of mass psycholOh'Y· .. This is 

captured by his ability t.o acknowledge "that prirnitive _emotiàns lie very close to 

the surface of ordinary people, and that these instincts can be most effectively 

manipulated at a mass meetings held in the evening when mental resistance is low 

(Can: 1978:4). And indeed he found support among the lower middle class, some 

business men aiid minot offi;ials. He ,vas able t-6 make · them . beliéve in faitli 
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moving mountain. This is possible ifthey could reject the reality of exteri1al world 

and disregard the proof of their own eyes. They are to be engrossed in a dream 

world which would become a reality through their faith in Hitlef and also in their 

own strong will to victory (Hitler 1935, Cmr lhid: 6). The middle class was 

convinced of fascism taking them to their,dremn hokne; They were fearful for their 

economic future and social status threatened powerful labour unions which have 

widespread workers membership and as ..yell as growing strength of affluent upper 
·-·· 

middle class controlling strong industrial base. Thus the lower middle class 

succumb to fascism in Germany then · any advanced inclustrial countries because of 

his anti-Marxist stand which had become the icleology of the proletariat, .. and anti

Semitic, because they contrai the inclustrial economy and above ail Hitler 

expansionist ambition. He is seen as "a conning as fox, a willing intrigue of 

machiavellian proportion, extra ordinarily adapt at_ weaving and threatening his 

way through labyrinths; ski lied· at idelaying:difficult .decisions and .playing for time .. . 

until he discovered an appropriate formula for avoicling unwelcome 

confrontation ... " (CaJT 1978: 13 ). 

Severa! factors combined to establish a favourable condition for Hitler and 

Gennan workers party, which was renamed National Sozialistische Deutsche 

Arberterparties that is National Socialism, (commonly known as NAZI). The 

First World War ended with Germany woundecl as the victim. There were social 

tensions and economic crisis, which affectecl the fabric of the society. Thus, the 

political system became unstable a:s the raté of une1nployment was· on the increase. 

This was worsened by the term of the Versailles Treaty that did not favour 

Gennany. There was mass disconte11t. The NAZI party seized the opportunity to 

fill the yawning gap provided by the discontentment. Disgnmtled elements 

especially the ex-se1viceme11 and members of the Freikorps, a group of German 
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anny unwilling ta retum · ta civil Iife and others who wei·e against the republic life, 

found comfort in the philosophy of national socialism. 

Hitler became the rallying point of;the NAZI, as members ,realised that the 
~ ~ . ' 

future of the party depended on him, when he threatened ta resign over party 

frictions it was resisted. Hitler was not only allowed ta assume contrai of the 

party, given his power to ... organised publicity and to raise fonds but he had an 

unlimited power as the President of the party. He successfully developed effective 

propaganda. mechanisms that magnatës the masses to himself. and the party. The 

party newspaper Volkisèher Beobachter (Realist Observer) was the organ of this 

propaganda. He was often organizing series of meetings in which, while 

interacting with the audience he was able ta develop and enhance the advancement 

of his unique latent for magnetisrn ~nd mass -Iea.dershjp. 

However, his ambition to use the. mass support and followership to seize 

power in N ovember 1923 pt;tschism was crushecl. He hacl intended to use the mass 

opposition to the Wiemer Republic to proclaim a national revolution for the 

clefence of German interest. When the attempt failecl Hitler was tried and 

sentenced to imprisonment for 5 years, but servecl for only 9 months. It was cluring 

the periocl ofhis imprisomnent that he wrote 111ei11 J(empf(My Struggle). 

. 1 . 

In Mein Kemp( he. was ab lei to aiiicülate N}\ZI icleol.ogy. Some. of the key 

issues addressed include Volk Community. lt holds the position that inequality 

bëtween races and even among inclividuals is a natural phenomenon, however, the 

Gennan race is seen as a superior race, the nucleus of mankincl. Therefore, the 

National Socialism ideology was based not on nationalism and statism but on 
.. 

racism (Brooker: 1995:37). In rhe Iight of this he clevelopecl a worldview 
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(Weltanschaung) which set the Gennan Aryan race in perpetual conflict with the 

parasitic but cunning race Jike the Jews. lt also hated Marxism with its insistence 

on intemationalism and class conflict. 

Secondly, he developed a leadership principle Fuhrerprinzip which 

endowed the leader with absolute authority. Accordingly, he sought to end 

collective (committees and parliaments) mie and rule governing (bureaucratie) 

fonns of authority by replacing them with individual leadership (Brooker; 

1995:39). Under Hitler, effort was made to confonn to tlie NAZI leadership 

principles. He never entrusted responsibility to one persan while those responsible 

to him were made not to trust himself except him, Hitler. 

The third· aspect of NAtI ideôlogy 1s füe concept bf !~ebensrauni; 

Gennany' s need for living space in the east, the terri tories inhabited by the Slavs. 

This ideology was not cl_<::.ar!y presented to the German peonle as aq official 

ideology but it was closed to Hitler' s heart as he began a war of conquest against 

Eastern Europeans and the Soviet Union during the Second World \Var. To 

achieve bis ·regime interest and persona! rule he pcirtrayed himself as seeking to use 

peaceful means to attain Gennany's nationalist, not imperialist, foreign policy 

goals: "Even the reannament policy that would culminate in the autarkic four year 

plan of 1936 wa~ pmirayed as helping to attain German' s international goals 

peacefully, by 'aliowirig Gen~ai/y to ,îe~otiate from a · position ~f strengtl1" 

(Brooker: 1995:3). However the Volsgemeinschaft ideology was played up to 

becloud the concept of L.c:;bensraum with which Hitler sought to achieve his 

persona! ambition. Of ail the parties that existed in Germany the NAZI was the 

only Party that claimed to exhibit the yawning asjJiration of the pepple: NAZI 

programme· promised the realisation of the sentinients that were most vital and at 
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the same tiine threatened the least number of persona! and social values held by the 

Gennan people (Abel: 1972:287). 

Duri~g bis absence while Ill pnson after the 1923 putschism, NAZI was 

placed under restriction and interest shown by the public to the party waned. The 

NAZI secret force, a fighting ann of the NAZI made up of ex-soldier called Sport 

Division or SA later became Stunnabteihong (Storm Baltallion) without changing 

its SA initiais. Howevt",r Ernst .Ro\nn, one; of Hitler's henchmen, continued secretly 
. ., . . :~ . . 

the recmitment and training of anned men in the name of Fro11tbm111. The force 

grew up to 30,000 from the initial 2,000. At the time Hitler was released he had no 

contrai over the SA. He."'detached from Rohm 's SA and established Stosstrup 

Adolf Hitler. This second organ wàs loyal to Hitler and fonned the core of SS 

(Schutzsta.ffel) or Guard Detachmeut: It gave th(, NAZI its indoctrination and at 

the time Hitler came to power it eventually took charge of state security. 

Hitler painstakingly built the party after his release from prison, based on the 

principles stated.iri his autobiogra11hy, Mi,en Kemp/. In the parlif111.1entary elections . -, . .';. . . 
of Septeni.ber 1930 and January I 933 no party emergèd as a majority party. 

Though 111 the January 1933 elections the NAZI made a tremendous progress, 

making it possible for ilïe party to form a coalition government with the 

conservative National Party headed liy Tranz Von Papen. Papen had decided to 

step clown. as Chancellor prior to 'the 1933 election to become Hitler's vice 

Chancellor while Hitler was to assume the position of Gennan Chancellor without 

the endorsement of the President, Hindenberg. Though he (the President) initially 

hesitated ratifying the coalition between the NAZI and the National Party but later 

assented after .due c01,1sultation~ and especially.i with General Werner Von 
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Blomberg, then Chief of General Staff who Iatei· · became 'the 'Defence · Minister 

under Hitler. 

General Blo1nberg consented to the coalition, being also convinced that the . . { ',• . . . . . ,, ;;. . . 
Centre Party would join the coalition as a measure to check the excesses of the 

other two (NAZI and National Party). However, on assuming power Hitler and 

the NAZI celebrated with fo"uch-light parade, and in order to concretize his hold on 

power, he sabotaged any negotiation that would allow the Center Party to join the 

coalition. At the end the Centre Party declined it_s interest from the coalition, and 

he immediately èalled for election which he had hoped \vould secure his party the 

majority in the parliament (Reic:htag) on March 5, 1933. He disclaimed 

parliamentary contrai of the executive and together with his vice chancellor sought 

presidential appr_oval to. mie by ergergency ,decree. _This became possible after the 
. ., . . ... : . . 

tire incideilt that bumt the parliament. The buming of thé parliament was blamed 

on the c01mnunist party. 

He· seized the oppmtunity to get the endorsement of the president to rule 

through em.ergency Iaw. By this, ,Hitler was able to accomplish his cl'andestine 

design against Gennany and fülfilled his ambition ·to tum Gennany into a 

totalitarian state. The constitution was suspended and state of emergency was 

declared, leading to the arrest and detention of political opponents. The elections 

of March 5, 1933 were equally pr,eceded ,by a brutal and violent c;ampaign against ., . ..... ' . 

opponents·. After the elections, the parliament (Reich.frat) was placed under 

pressure from the SA (Storm Troopers ~r Battalion) and Heinrich Himmler's SS 

(Schutzstaffel: that is Protective Echelon) to vote in favour of an enabling Act 

winch gave Hitler power to ignore the.constitution and to mie by decree_s. 
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The power to rnle by decrees became the pseudo-legal instnnnents with 

which Hitler implemented __ ,the NAZI objectives. Immediately lie was given this 

power the federal stàtes were brought under his authority and later abolished. The 

bureaucracy, universities and labour unions were .purged of socialists, democrats 

and Jews. "The regime _set up sec;.et political police (Ç}estapo) to implement the 

course of NAZI ideology. By June 30, 1934 that came to be known as the "Night 

of Long Ki1ives," he confronted those that couic! challenge his authority. · He 

ordered the murder of the SA leadership that he had used to endorse the Enabling 

Act to rnl_e by decrees: · His i~ability to 'c~ntrol thè SA, _which liad came solidly 

under Rohm, needed immediate pre-empting before a mastennind to overthrow 

him. To achieve this, Himmler and his SS (protective Echelon) were used to purge 

the SA of its top leaders including Ernst Rohm. Thus Himmler's SS became 

Hitler's persona! instrument of oppression, the secret behind his dom~stic mie, 

foreign conquestand international genocide. 

Hitler gained further in his political ambition when on August 2, 1934 · the 

aging president Hindenburg <lied. Hitler appropriated for himseff the power of the 
' I ·•• , 

presidency alongside his positioü as a Chrincellcir. By · this he assumed the 

conunander of the German Anned Forces. Having acquired the office and powers 

of the Head of State as theEuhrer and Reich, Chancellor; or as it was referred to as 

Fuhrerstaat (leader statè or Hitler State ). He established a degree of persona! 

authority with strict contrai over the military arm of the state. The memb.~rs of the 

aimed forces were made to swear a persona] oath of loyalty, allegiance and 

obedience to him instead of the constitution: 

I swear by Gad this holy oath, that I will render to Adolf Hitler leader of 
the German nation and people' s supreme commander of the armed forces, 
unconditional obedience, and I am ready as a brave soldi.er to risk my life. 
at any time for this ciath (Len·: l 9'79:43). ' · . ., . · · 
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In fact the military sw.ore to carry oilt any action - criminal or otherwise -that 

Hitler ordered. While concemed . with the broad policy of the state and 

programming the institution of teITor to uphold the Hitler State, he "lef:l: detailed . 
administration to bis subordinates. Each of them exercised arbitrary power in his 

own sphere, but, he deliberately created offices and organisations with overlapping 

authority which effectively prevented any one of his subordinates "from ever 

becoming sufficiently strong to challenge his own absolute authority" 
•. 1 

(Encyclopedia Britannica; 1995: 626). 

4.3.1 HITLER AND THE.LIVING SPÀCE FOR GERI\1ANS 

Having taking grip of the domestic affairs in Gennany, Hitler pursued a 
1 

foreign policy to achieve bis goals in .the name of Gennan nationalism, seeking for 

living space for Gennans. He demanded the lifting of Versailles treaty which 

heavily weighed against Gennany. While withdrawing from the Disannament 

Conference and the League of Nations in October 1933, he covered it up with the 

signing of a 11011-aggression treaty with Poland in January 1934, as an indication 
. . .. ,( : . ~ . . . ' 

that he was a peace laureate. As it turned out, eveiy replldiation of the Versailles 

Treaty was equally followed by an offer to negotiate a fresh agreement with 

insistence on pursuing GeHnany's ambition. Thus he negotiated a naval treaty 

with Britain in I 935 which allowed her to re-ann, re-militarise the Rhine land in 

1936 on the pretext of the pact between the Soviet Union and France. 1-Ie .also went 

into alliance with Italy, and by 193 7 signed the anti~commintem pact with Japan. 

With this progress, he turned homeward to dispense with bis military 

officers who have not suppmie,d his concept of living space. By 1938 he annexed 
. . . ,{ '/ . . .: . . ·• . 

Austria as pmi of Gennan national self-deter111i1iation . without any repudiation 
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from France and Britain. He further triggered off a crisis with Czechoslovakia on 
' . . !, : . ' .~· . ' ·. . 

the pretext that Czechoslovakia maltreated the Gennan minority in Sudetenland. 

In a surprised reaction Britain, France and Jtaly caved in to Hitler's demand by 

appealing to Czechoslovakia to hand over Sudetenland to Hitler. Seing assured of 

the behaviours of the three ~uropean powers he launched his attack towards the 

East in 1934, seizing what was meant for Germany despite the post war conditions 

following the Versailles Treaty which ended the First World War with strains on 

Gennany. 

He believed tha.t engag1~g
1 

111 wqr: would end the humiliations Gennan 
. ., . •.. . 

received at the Treaty of Versailles, especially, the payment of reparations, 

demilitarization of RJ1ineland and the embargo on Gennan annaments. Above ail, 

the concept of living space'ïs impmiant if German frontier was extended to the east 

to secure Ukraine at the expense of the USSR, which he considered the vanguard 

of the world Jewish conspiracy .. The eastward expansion would also renew 

Gennan's historie conflict with the Slav people whcim he had considered an 

inferior and subordinate race. Britain and Italy were considered possible allies 

provided they respectively limit themselves to overseas and end the rivalry with 

German over Central Europe. -Ba~ically F,rance was the natural eqemy that should 
' ~ . . 

be subdued. 

In order to facilitate'"'ihis, Hitler posed as a champion of Europe against the 

spectre of Czechoslovakia and annex'ed the surrounding cities including Litlmania 

that Gennany lost out as a result, of the Versailles treaty .. The attaèk against 

Poland, following the p·act with the Soviet Union in August 1939, for dividing 

Eastern Europe between Gennan and Soviet spheres of influence, drew Britain and 

France to declare war against Gennan. Then the Second World War started with 
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' Gennany, Italy and Japan to -·fac;e the overwhelming military might. of France, 
,, : . . 

Britain and the USSR, and that of the US which joined thé war in 1944. Hitler, as 

at 1941 had taken contrai of Eastern Eur~pe especially the Ukraine region, and his 

forces already stationed ai" the outskirts of Leningrad and Moscow to over-run 

USSR. Many Jews were killed in these areas to pave way for Gennan settlements. 

He maintained control up to early · 1943 until when the Allied powers ··began to 

overturn his pirate victories through bombings of German war frontiers. By 1945 

he saw the impossibilities of winning the war and withdrew to his bunker in Berlin 

where he committed suicide on April 30, 1945; and died. 

Tliere is no doubt, Hitler may have the genuine interest of the Germans at 

heart, but the pursuit of those interests following the scheming and the 

contradictions that emerg_ed tended towards actor indispensability rather that action 

indispensability, of Gennan nationai interest. Actor-indispensability tends more 

toward regime interest than national· i11terest. German national interest was smeared 

by Hitler's persona! ambition. 

4.4 GHADAFI AND THE ~EGI1\1E SECURITY QUESTION 
1 . 

Col: (then Capt.) Muammar Glrndafi was the leadîng figure of the twelve 

young officers that overthrew the monarchical rei!,'11 of Mohammed Idris Mahdi al

Sanusi who assumed powéi'" at independence in 1952 after the defeat of Italy in the 

Second World War. The territ01y came under the UN mandate after the war and 

1951 grnntçd it indcpendence. 13efot·e oil w;1s struck in 1951, Libya Was a very 

poor count1y. Only 8% of the total la11d111ass wcrc irrigatablc for farming, leaving 

a large portion to deserti!ication. Libya was hcavily dependcnt on western world 

especially US, Britain and France for hcr eco1101111c development. During the 
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Second World War, m 1943, Britain, France and US, stationed their forces in 

Libya as a strategic outpost to safeguard the Mediterranean Sea down to East 

Africa, lndian Ocean a:nd to the Far East. The independence gained under the 

constitutional monarchy was a fragile product of bargains and comprom!ses 

between internai and external interests. Hence the monarch was pro-west 

depending on the it for milita1y and e~onomic support. Ironically under the 
!, . ~ . ·• 

monarchy; Libya dealt with issues from a dista;;ce and kept away from the 

radicalism of Abdel Nasser of Egypt that was sweeping the Arab world. The 

discovery of oil provided 'ë·nonnous wealth tlrnt built up an economic class with 

strong pro-western ideals than the anti-western-pan Arab cause exhibited by Abdel 

Nasser. Nevertheless the oil wealth also bred a corrupt class of ruling and 

bureaucratie elitè. In tlie end the poor people who had hoped the oil resources 

would elevate them from the rndimentary irrigation system, and poor de.sert 

economic life Iost out. In spite of the oil economy, the country lacked any 

industrial base as there were no-ch~mical o,r .petrochemical industri,es. 
' : 

Therefore, any revolution that could rekindle hope was welcomed. Ghadafi 

and bis young revolutionariès were anned with (i) the poverty of the mass of the 

population inspite of the oil wealth," (ii) growing range of corruption among the 

rnling and .bureaucratie elites and ,(i"ii) gradtrnl withdrawal of Libya from other 

Arab and Islamic revolution. These factors were enough to mobilize the masses to 

topple the Libyan monarchy. 

When eventùally .the coup of Septel)lber I, 1969 occurred th!:! twelve officers 
' ~ . : . . ' 

constituted a Revolutionary Command Council (RCC), under Ghadafi. The major 

task was the expulsion of British and American military bases at Tohrnk and Al-. . 

Adam, and at Wheelus FÎ°eld respectively. Equally, the government seized the 
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fertile farmland which had been under the contrai of the Italians since the colonial 

mie and expelled them from Libya. The gove1'nment established Libyan Land 

Reclamation and Reform Organisation to regulate the ownership of land. One of 

the major projects embarked upon by the military leadership ,was1 the establisluùent 

of the petroleum industry which became the key to the recreation of national 

wealth. The govemmènt mad~ iti a delil5e~ate policy for acquiring shares in ail 

foreign oil companies based in Libya and through its National Oil Corporation it 

took over the impmis, distributions and sales of ail petroleum products, an activity 
, .... 

that had before the revolution been under the contrai of a few foreign oil 

compames. 

In addition, the govenunent embarked upon the policy of indigenisation of 

the economy which, rather than eliminating or reducing foreign contrai over · the 

economy, transfen-ed economic power from the exploiting ruling classes in Libya 

to th ose who hàve been expl~ited and op~ressed.:. Beginning from i 976 capital 

intensive Agricultural Projects were discouraged and such fannlands were 

distributed to peasants un.cJer cooperative schemes. Likewise·· private enterprise 

was not allowed as attention was paid to pub_lic ownership of enterprise. The 

people's committee was placed in charge of ail public utilities. The cmmnittee was 

iri turn made responsible to Basic People's Congiesses .(BPC) whose membership 

were mostly vocational associations, controlling large and medium public 

industries in the area of petroleum, gas, agricultural processing and construction 

industries. 

From the political arena, the Revolutionaiy Council established the General 

People' s Congress (GPC) ... where the niasses participated , in pecision . making, 

especially approving national budgets and setting national economic priorities. The 
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·, 
• 

GPC is tasked with ensuring economic prudence and efficiency through economic 

policy fonriulation. !n the ligbt of improved economic situation the main focus 

was on the improvement of the exploited class under the ancient regirne. Apart 

from increase in the earning of workers and reduction in rents, the rural dwelfers, 

especially the fanners had access to free housing, extension services, financial 

assistance, purchase of sttrplus.prdducts to keep priees falling bekiw co·sts (Asisibi 

1998:102). The attention paid to human development was celebrated by 

govemment policies again~.t illegal exploitation of labour of the underprivileged. 

The elimination of exploitation and inequality made one to believe that "tbere is 

probably more social equality in Liby.a than any where else in the world,)ncluding 
' 

China" (Cited in Asisibi Ibid p. J 02). 

These developments in the econo1111c sphere also transverse the po!it"ical 

tenain as power became transferrecl to the lower class like farmers, labourers, 
. . . / ' . . . . 

artisans and professionals (Enginèers, medical personnels leachers etc.). Along 

with these categories were solidarity alliance with the petite - bourgeoisie within 

the military, the bureaucrac.y. and the ·intelligentsia as mastennincfecl and ordered by 

the Revolutionaiy Commimd Council (RCC). 

. . 
By I 973 the Libyan Arab Socialist Union (ASU} which the RCC relied on 

for most of its radical policies was rendered ineffective by other radical and 

popular professional committees such as Teachers, Fanne.r, <;ngineers. medical 

personnel. However in order to evolve a mass participat01y democracy 
• • .. I ' : • • •• 

government decided to proclaim i11 1977 the ·era ol Jamalùnya - the 'mie of the 

masses under direct democracy. By this proclamation govemmental policy is 

detennined by peoples fora or congresses such as the Basic People's Congress 

(BPC) and the General Pèople's Congress (GPC). 
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These congresses are categorised in: such a way that ail citizens whatever 
' ~ . . 

their statuses, professional organisations and/or unions· are 'members of BPC. Each 

municipal district has its BPC profession?! with a people's cornmitt~e or working 

committee made up of ten members, serving as its Executive Council. The 

people's committees from the varioùs BPCs constitute the Municipal Congress 

which fonn the local administration.· Meanwhile the General People's 'congress 

(GPC) is made up of the people's comrnittee from ail the Municipal Congress as 

well as representatives of professional organisation and vocational unions like 

fanners, Journalists, teachers, doctors etc. The General Peoples Committee (GPC) 

serves as the parliamentaiy fonim withih the QPC. Membership · of General 

People's Committee (GPC) is elective and form what could be taken as national 

cabinet made up of secretaries (ministers_) with each charged with supervising the 

bureaucracy and the activ.ities of the populc1r committees at the municipal councils. 

" 

1ndeed the emergence of th'e Revolutionary Command Council drew the 

count1y out of the con11pt, exploitative and the repressive monarchical regimes of 

the pre-1969. It nevertheless left the remnant of the ancient regime who had · no 

option than to build up opposition. The classes of aristocracy, the landed gentry 

(foreign and indigenous) and tlie b'ourgeois · (also fQreign .and indigenolts) who had 

earlier wielded state power through the National Congress Party, the cabinet and 

parliament of the ancient regime had the. tendency to react to wealth transfer. It 

could be recalled that th,ese classes had even abandoned the National Congress 

Party and were building a power base around the military under the Anny 

commander, Colonel Abdul Azziz 'Shalhi and, a ·few political elite Ied by Omar 

Shalhi, a relation of the Army Commander and other petit-bourgeoisie in the 

bureaucracy and intelligence. (Mazrui and Tidy: 1984:248-249). 
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The Ghadafi's revolution d~pended on the oil wealth. Through the oil 

wealth Libya e1ribarked on an ambitious foreign policy. · Ghadafi prided himself as 

founder a revolution designed for export. He was found to have sponsored 

ten-orism around the world against U.S. and her western allies and had also 

suppmted not only revolutiqns and natural liberation movements but also 
. . ! .. . .: . . ' 

opposition groups against legitimate governments i'i1 Africa.' These gove1mnents 

are either opposed to his style of leadership or his singular attempt to 

institutionalise Islam or defend the Arab cause. 

The root of Ghadafi's policies could be extracted from the series of his three 

volumes of book titled "The Green Book", which see Islam as the Third way, an 

alternative for Libya and the Moslem world. Though he had introduced . the 

Islamic Sharia law in 1970s this was later playecl clown after the launching of the 

Green Book. The Hool~ sets aside, the tra9itional interpretations of Islamic law and 
. ., • .7. • • • ' 

built up Ghadafi's persona! ideological statement as the Third international 

Theory. By the philosophy recorded in the book, "The Libya Arab Republic 

became the Socialist Peop"Jes Libya Arab Jamahiriya (Rule ofïhe Masses) with 

Qaddafi's philosophy as its phospher-ideology guiding a decentralised populist 

government_ of revolutionary people' s committees that contrai government offices, 

schools, the media and niany corporations. 

Qaddafi' s radical socialist re-definition of Islam and its cultural revolution 

alienated landed. and business- seç:tors as, well as traditional religious authorities 
. ,, . ;;. . ' 

(Ulema), who have condemned his radical interpretation àf Islam and its socialist 

policies (Esposito: 1986:55). The Green ~ook (and Concept of Third International 

Theory espoused therein) ·was published in 1972. Tt promotes Islamic socialism 

which allows for some private ownership of property proclaiming a cultural 
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revolution against foreign capi!_alist and communist ideas. In the light of this the 
1 . . . 

regime combined rule by both clecree and · popuiar participation. Despite the 

transfer of wealth Ghadafi increasingly became concemed with maintaining his 

regime (security) interest. ... Hence the .Jamahiriya system which is people oriented· 

is not really the key policy making organ as Ghadafi noted: "The political reality 

in the Jamahiriya does not attach any. significant to the existence of a gm;emment, 

a minister or a parliatnent. I am not a president. ... In my own country ... nor am I 

the head of state ... I am the leader of the revolution and a true revolutionary" 

(Cited in Asobie: 1989: I 04). Contra1y to this theoretical position the reality is that 

"the important decisions are made by Qadlrnfi and a close coteries of trusted aides" 
. •. 1 ' : . . . . 

as the revolutionmy co1m.nittee "f~;nction as both politicàl party and tl;e eyes and 

ears of the regime" (George: 1987:30). 

The political party system under the revolutionmy committee had direct 

access to Ghadafi to ensure that no fifth column exist within the system. Thus as it 

is rightly noted "Qadhafi and his aides do indeed set the pace of and direct the 
' 1 . 

revolution; they do not merely guide, instigate the masses; they'lead in the act of 

govemance" (Asobie 1987: 104). The monopoly of the act of governance by 

Ghadafi and his closed aides without a tolerant attitude for opposing views tend to 
' • I ~ • . ' . 

' . ., . - . ' 

create problem within the system. For instance, six'"years· after the revolution there 

was a crack among the groups that brought about the revolution. Major Muhaishi 

was dismissed in I 976. He··escaped to Egypt but was later convicted of joining the 

197 5 coup plot to over threw Ghadafi. III the process 22 officers including Major 

Muhaishi were executed in 1977. Since then the _state of Libya came under siege 

and as from 1980 oriwards there were repo1ied cove1i ·cases of dissident tortures 

and executions. 
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In Febmary and March 1980 2,000 politic.al opponents were mrested and 

tried even though the govemment alleged com1pt practices. In late April of I 977 a 

fanerai of a political opponent, in Tobruk, who died in police custody led to 

disturbances during which several people died. This wave of state repression 

triggered some untest lèading t'o c6ntinuoüs militmy.:mutinies and coup· attempts às 

from the 1980s as it were in the previous decades. In 1984 a group identified itself 

with the exiled opposition, ___ the National Front for the Salvation of Libya (NFSL) 

attempted to attack the barracks where Ghadafi was staying and by the spring of 

1985 two attempts were made on Ghadafi's life. As a result of the failed attempt 

75 militmy ·officers were executed. The opposition· exten?ed their'attack against the 

regime defeùders in the society by murdering and mutilating their bodies. It is 

expected that several of anti-Ghadafi opponents operate in exile but have b'een 

institutionally fragmented and ideologically divided competing for support among 

Ghadafi's foes (Anderson: 1987:65, Ande\·son: 1984). Ghadafi pùrsued them with 

hired assassins where rnany were murdered in Athens, Rome, Monni, Egypt and 

Colarado (USA). He thre~~.ened exiled opponents to return or else they could also 

be murdered. This action by the govemrnent makes it possible for the international 

community to accuse Ghadafi for sponsoring terrorism. For instance the hijacking . -
of TWA pàssenger plane in Beirut June, 1985 ,vhere a U .S. citizen died and 39 

others held hostages was attributed to Libya. The recent release of two Libyans, 

involved the lockerbie bombing where the 200 passengers died, for trials is· an 

indication ofLibya's terrorist actions in the world. 

The growmg opposition has made the original surv1vmg comrades of 

Ghadafi to be marginalis~p_, as Ghadafi's Kinsmen and supporters have taken 

over. He. distrusts the rnilitary and in order to contrai the military he has fixed his 

ethnie Kinsmen in sensitive positions. His Cousin Khalifa Hnaish was _placed in 
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charge of his persona! .security w/1ile two :brothers., Said ai!d Ahrnad Ghadafdam, 

also his Cousins serve as his persona! envoys in covert 1nissions. Apart from his 

kinsmen Ghadafi successfully built revolutionary committee towards the late 

1970's to provide domestiè intelligence and security and to mobilise popular 

enthusiasm by force, where necessm:y, to appreciate the institutions of the Third 

International Theory. The revolutionmy committees have become a pai=a-military 

force of 4-5000 enthusiasts and thugs (Anderson 1987;67). The committees are 

responsible for the liquidation of the enemies of the revolution abroad. They have 

the advantage over internai security and over the regular militaiy as they guard the 

ammunition in the am1y bases· in 1,Tripoli .:aild Tabr~fk. Thi~ has provo)œd emnity 

with the regular army which led to the execution of over 60 militaiy officers in 

1985 who were not comfortable with the internai security a1,-angement. According 

to Aderson 

The growing importance of the revolutiona,y committees disturbed the 
regular military and the Qadadfa, .and it appears to have been Hasan 
Ishqali's willingness to voice their dismay directly· to Qaddafi that led to 
his murder ii1 November, 1985. ( 1987; 67). 

4.4.1. GHADAFI, 1SLAl\11C CULTURAL REVOLUTION AND SECURITY 
IN AFRIÇA 

Ghadafi' s has not limited his quest for security within Libya. In order to 

facilitate the experimentation of his Green Book he embarked on Islamic 

intemationalism. Ghadafi has intervenecl in virtually all, internai politics of 

countries in Africa, and other parts of the worlcl sponsoring or causing insurrection, 

rebellion, liberation, revolution, cmlp, subversion and anarchy either in support of 

a legitimate govemments, liberation movements, political opponents of detested 

regimes or anti-imperialist confrontation. His ardent c01runitm~nt to fight 
' imperialism has remained a mere caver up as his major task instead, is to embark 

1 ];I : 
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on Islamic cultural revolution m Africa. For instance, while claiming to fight 

imperialism_ in Africa he contradicted himself b~ becoming closer to imperialist 

stooges like Emperor Bokassa of Central Africa Republic, Mobutu of Zaïre and 

Idi A.min of U ganda. 

In 1976 he celebrated .. the conversion of the self-procl_aimed Emperor 
i 

Bokassa iilto Islam as a watershed in lslrnnic cultur~-1 revolution in Africa. ln other 

words Ghadafi hides under anti-colonial and anti-imperialist pronouncement to 

intervene or cause crisis i1Y various countries in Africa. Like Hitler, Ghadafi has a 

consummate ambition of building a· consciousness that would undennine and 

overtum the interest of western irnperialism in Africa. At the initial ·· stage be 

embarked on constrncting A.rab unity in the Arab world, beginning with the 

Maghreb and enlarging into the middle East as stepping ground for launcl)ing 

Islamic revolution in Africa. Unfortunately all his efforis failed to yield the 

expectation he çlesired. His -·plqnned f~deration of A.rab Rept!blic comprising 
., . .'';: . ' 

Libya, Egypt and Syria in 1972 did not work while the merg~r w~th Egypt_ in 1973, 

Tunisia in 1974, Syria in 1980 and Chad 1981 were abortéd as a result of 

Ghadafi's persona! ambitiéiii to dictate and indoctrinate these countries with the 

theory espoused in his Green book. 

-
In 1973 Libya fcircefülly took possession of the strategic ouzou strip 111 

northern Chad as pari Libyan territory where uranium deposits are claimed to be 

found there. Libya under Ghadafi has interest in developing nuclear capability as a 

basis for establishtng political ·po':"er in Africa and_, the World at .large (lmobighe 

1980: I 28). Ghadafi realised that the only way he could · effectively flex muscles 

with the imperialist powers is to acquire similar nuclear reactors. It is therefore a 

WeaknesS that be bas resoiied to "tetTOr(ism) as a püor man's atomic bomb" 
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(Hunter: 1987:52). Though comparatively Libya might be more sophisticated in 

military equipment thmi any otÏ;er lcountry' South of.the Sahara except south Africa 

it " Jacks the fighting men to opernte and make full use of her sophisticated 

military hardwares. It is .. !lot surprising ·that a lot of her military hardware are · 

stored up. This might explained why Libya's attack on Tunisia failed as a result of 
. . ' 1 

the inability of the Libyan military fighting force, which is limited" (Imobighe 

1980:29). . 

However, the regime has traï'ned and equipped the elite special Ja111hirij1alt 

guard more than the regular anny. It becomes impossible for Libya to develop a 

strong regular · military to c~nfrtrnt any ·threats !o the nation. · Thérefore, the 

concentration of security interest to maintaining the elite anny was equally 

intended to sustain Ghadc1[1's persona] rlile and regime interest. As such were 

acquisition of nuclear èapability which couic! invariably be placed uncler the 

powerfül presiclential guards amounting to fortifying Ghadafi's persona,I security 

and regime· rather than Libya national interest. The need to weaken the regular 

nûlitary is based on the conception that the same instrument which macle him to 

power should not be a means for anyone to take similar action against him. 

However, · Libya !s ann ôuijd and ,ahn. acquisition is to win new friends, ... . 

retain old ones as well as equipping opposition against cletestecl regimes. Libya has 

providecl weapons and war equipment to ,the Arabs especially Palestinians but bas 

never sent her soldiers t? fight the Israelis. It has also provided training grounds 

for the rebels wishing to overthrow regimes he detestecl in Africa. For instémce, 
,. .. 

recent example was Charles Taylcir's National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) 

and Fordeh Sanko's Revolution United Front (RUF) in Sie1Ta Leone which have 

benefited immensely from the training and weapons supplied by Libya to fight 
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President Samuel Doe and the. erstwhile 1nÙitary regimes. ?f Sierrà Leone as well 

as President Aluned Kabah 's government in Sierra Lone respectively. 

The only war adventtire Libya has unde1iaken in Africa was in Chad partly 

to contrai the Uranium rich Ouzou strip, partly to merge with Chad and acquire 

large frontier of expansion in Africa: Ghadafi sees Nigeria as an obstaële to her 

expansionist ambition in Africa which he intends to stretch from Chad to port 

Sudan. This wonld provide a decisive advantage over his enemies and rivais and 

also e1ù1ance the effective utilisation of Libya's power to achieve its goals 

(Imobighe: 1980:25) E.qually: a1, one timé, . Nig~,rien Fo~eign Affair.s Minister, 

Dawda Diallo had accnsed Libya for using the flag of Àrabism and Islamism to 

destabilise Africa. Indeed Libya's approaçh to destabilisation in Africa are in three 

ways. These are Pan-Arabism, Pan-Islamism and Pan-Africanism . Through Pan 

Arabism be tries to forge a unity between the Maghreb and the A rab W orld in 

order to achieve Arab cause in Africa~ The policy, of pan-Islamism is an attempt to 

reach out to countries with a large population of Moslems or countries with 

Moslems as Head of state. In drawing their sympathy for the course of Islam and 

Islamisation of the continent they would equally be defending the course of the 

Arabs against western imperialîsmi Whereàs Pan-Africanism is purposely focused 

on African states that do not have enough Moslems as a linkage. Libya attempts to 

capture their interest by the concept_ of ".we are all African" suffering un der neo

colonial rule and exploitation as experienced through economic stagnation, 

environmental degradation and political imbroglio. Libya is therefore championing 

the course of Pan Africanism through the support ·and sponsorship of revolutionary 

nressmes in countries 11nder dictatorial regimes or those he detests. As pointed out 

he has not only provided resources to countries in the region and trained also·the 

liberation fighters in South Africa then under apartheid, as well as rebel groups in 
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the continent not merely for African liberation from neo-colonization but in order 

to attain the persona! ambition of Ghadafi. Figure 4. 1 clearly delineate the 

dimension ofGhadafi's int'ërest in Africa. 

Table 4.1 

IMPACT OF GHADAFI'S REGll\tIE POLICY IN AFRICA 

Ideology Instrument Outcome 

Arabism Maghreb North African Weak 

Region 

Pan Africanism Solidarity witli ·, 
Afric;a · Strong i2fluence on repr;essive regimes like 

South of Sahara. !di-Amin (Uganda), Bokassa (Central 

African Republic). Mobutu Seseseko 

..... (Zaire). Sani Abacha (NIGERIA) . 
' 1 . 

lslamism Africati states with Internai threats to African solidarity, 

Moslems predominant and domestic destabilization in various countries 
Maghreb States 

.. 

Thini Worldism Non-Aligned members Anti-imperialism 

countries. 

From the pursuit o_f his policy in Africa, Ghadafi's personality is seen as unce1iain 

as the con-ect spelling. of his ;~an~e. And" because vf the difforent world view of 

most African countries it is even more difficul! for African countries to team up 

against Ghadafi. As much ___ as Africa .is divided it is difficult for any given political 

configuration of Africa to become a staging ground against his interest. Thus he 

takes pride in seeing crisis in occurring in Africa. By proxy he causes unrest and 
. -

ilistability ii1 various .countries through dissident elements within such countries as 

indicatecl in Table 4.2. 

. ... .. 
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Recently Ghadafi drt.;w attention o[ the world to himself when he drove by 

road to Lome, Togo, July 2000, to attend the OAU Summit. At the Summit, 

Ghaclafi aclvocatecl for African Union and the abolishing of African Sta_tes. The 

Summit was clivicled as .Mbeki of South Africa leacling a group believecl that time 

was not yet ripe for African Union. However, in October 2ooq, several black 

African especially Nigerians, were expellecl from Libya. Ghaclafi was to blame 

this on Libyan nationals and not himself or the government. The question that is 
. . I : : . ' I ' . 

relevant here is, if Ghaclafi couic! allow Libyaniï to se.nd out Nigerians out of 

Libya without any reaction from himslef or his government, how authentic is his 

pursuit of the concept Afr.ican Union "tmcler his icleology of Pan-Africanism? 

Until Gbaclafi pro vides àn answer to. this question his interest in black Africa can 

not be genuine. In fact the Maghreb nationals of Arab stock in Nort11 Africa 
,. 

bac! never seen · themselves as African but only as Arabs. Only the leaders 

iclentify with Africa if only for achieiving political motives. 
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Table 4.2. 

GHADAFI'S INTERVENTION IN AFRICA 

S/No Countrr 
.. 

! _ Nature or Jntcr;cntion ' 
(a) 

1. 

2. 

,], 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

{b) (C) 

Central Africa Republic Economie and military aid to Bokass,i to sprcad lsl:un: Inter aidcd 
Hnd abcttcd studcnt disturbé111ccs ag;:1inst Bok:iss~i"'s mie . 

... 
Aidcd Muslim nationalist factions: occupation of Ouzou strip a 

Chad border region in CJ1ad: direct mi1itary intervention in the civil war. 

.. 

Egypt. Tr:iin'ing rn1d aidi1ig ,rnti-Sndnl clc1ï1c11ts. 

Gambia. Mililary trnining to >;-onng Gmnbi:rns 
m1d :iiding sub\'crsi\'c and cJ.111dcstinc groups within Gambia 

Mali Military and financial aid to Malian dissidents based in Tripoli led 
by Didi Medhrn Soumbounou. 

Morocco •' 
( Ant i-nl01i,1 rcl.1 icn I pr'lnouncemc1~1s. ·. 

L,iying ch1ims and occ11pying
0

i1 border post (Uranium zone); anti-
Niger Niger go\'crnmcnt broadcasts. inciting the Toubou and Tuareg 

pop11l:1!ion in Niger. 

'••' 
Encournging !hc formation of lslmnic f11ndm11cn1,1lisl politicnl party 

Senegal.. callcd the Hizhoul;ihi (God's pm"ly) aimed at turning Senegal into a 
M11sli111 slate: 1r.1i11ing fondamental gucrrillé1s. 

Tunisia Training and armi_ng of opposition el.i,ments for fhe overthrow of 
Bourgibba · s go,·crn111cnt. 

Uganda. Aided Idi Amin wilh an11s and money ;md sent military personnel 
in the late pcriod of the \l'ar in \l'hich ldi Amin was overthrown. 

S11da11 Training nud nrming of opposition clemcnts to topple Nimmeiry's 
gm·crnmcnt. 

.. 
1 Offcred training ancl.,wpply of anns to ClrnrlcsTnylors WPFC to Liberia ., 

light agninst presidcnt Samuél Doc. 

Sierra Lane Offcring trnining ;111d .inns lo Fordeh Sankoh's RUF to overthrow 
erstwhile milit:u,- regimes as well as the democratic government of 

,.,. Ah111ed T~jan Knbbnh. 

Nigeria · ~rononnce111e11t in farnur ofbalkanization of Nigeria. He maintains 
the position lhat Moslcm north should break out of Nigeria . 

. Votes: (cl). This table excludes L1by:1n 111terYcnl1on. 111 llbcr:111011 mirs agamst forces of 11npcrmhsn1, colonrnlrsm 
m1d racism in Western Sahara m1d South· Arrica. 
(b). Libya·s intcr\'Cl1tio11 also incluclc arms suppl)' to IRA in Northern lrcland. Basgue scparntisl 
guerrillas in Spain and to the Nation of Islam in the USA. 

Source: Updated from !hase earlier prol'ided by lmobighe TA ( 19811. p.33) 
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Ghadafi has always seen Nigeria as an obstacle to achieving his ambition in 

Africa. The first signal of confrontation with Libya was in 1981 when Nigeria felt 

threatened over the merger plan Libya had .with Chad. Nigeria intervened against 
. • I .• . . , 

. ' .-:. . ' 

the merger, offering Chad whatever it. required to back out of the merger with 

Libya. Ghadafi went ahead m another dimension without infonning host 

countries where her embas'!;ies were established to rena111e them 'peoples Bureau. 

Nigerian government decided to close down the Libya e111bassy in Nigeria. The 

relationship_ was fürther strained in. 1983 when the Shagari govemment .. accused 

Ghadafi of sponsoring· eight Nigerians to topple his government. The eight 

persans were subsequently mraigned for a treasonable felony to mobilize trade 

unionists in Nigeria for mass overthrow of the Shagari regime. Earleir on m 

1980 Libya infil.tràted the state of Bornq .with her personnel to yurchase large 
. ·, . .:: . . . 

quantities · of food without Nigeria's knowledge. In November of 1980 two 

Libyan fighter-aircrafts violated Nigeria' s a1rspace. The Aircrafts were 

intercepted at Maiduguri âil'd were only released when the Nigerian govemment 
' was satisfied they were not canying a'ny offensive weapons (Briggs: 1988:38). 

Ghadafi has shown great interest in the balkanization of Nigeria; to this 

extent he has sponsored and has been in support of moslem fundamentalists 

pressure for the entrenchrnent of Sharia criminal code and practices in the 

Nigerian constiti1tion. Given · thf incre:;ising is~Jation of Nig\:rian from the 

internatimial con1111unity, General Sani Abacha got clàser to similar dictators 

around the world. Thus, in May, 1999 Abacha invited Ghadafi to Nigeria. 

Ghadafi who was under ÙN sanction on air flight contravened the sanction and 

flew to Malam Aminu Kano International Airport, Kano with a fleet of aircrafts 

and more . than 700 security agents. 1-le was accompanied by Ibrahim Bare 

Mainasara, the military dictator of Niger. Ghadafi uséd the occasion to call on 
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Nigerian Moslems in the North to breakout from the Nigerian state and declare 

itself a moslem country. This was indeed a threal to Nigeria's sovereignty, and 

national security. which-the govenJ!nent did:not botl1er to challenge. In.fact Libya 

was used as a training ground for Abacha' s security men. 

,.,. 

4.5.0. STALIN, STALINISM AND REGll\1E lNTEREST IN THE SOVIET 
UNION . 

4:5. l. The Rise of Stalin 

Lenin, before his death had established a pattern of collective leadership. 

It was therefore, expected that any member of the politburo that emerge wciuld 

take after Lenin. Despite rivarly over leadership it was expected that it would 

have no. impact Oil ~bllecti~e feadersh'i~. · Unfoi'tunately the èhoci6e · of Josef 

Stalin tumed out to be the opposite of Lenin. Though least among the contending 

forces, he held the positi.on of the pmiy' s adminsitrative apparatus, serving as 

member of the organisational Bureap (Orgburo), the party' s organisational or 

adminsitrative equivalent of the politburo. As an unofficial h~ad and \:Xpert m 

party organiation, he was known as its spokeman. B.y viiiue of this, he was 

responsible for directing the work at the secretariat of the Central Committee. 

By 1922 he. be came officially recognised as the General Secretary of the •. . 
• 1 . . 

Central Committee and head of the Ce11tral :-Commifree of the party's 

administrative appm'atus. At this time the party structure had become very strong. 

Thus, pmiy secretaries at .the regional and destrict levels and pmiy delegates to 

the annual party congress had equally become a force to be reckoned with. 

Because these secretaries could bec.orne delegate for the nomination of.a success 
' 

or · to Lenin, Stalin was well placed above other contenders. In fact there were 
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infonnal agreements with these party secretaries to support Stalin in any eventual 

contlicts arising among the party leaders. 

They were also to elect a central committee that would give support to 

Stalin. Accordingly, this process by which Stalin's adminsitrative subordinates 

provided him with overwhelming support in the party congress and central 

conunittee has been described as a circular flow of power', "flowing down 

through the hierarchical administrâtive apparatus and back thorough the elected 

party congress and central committee" (Brooker: 1995 : 70, Hough and Fau sod 

1979: 144-6). With the monopoly of pmiy hierarchy, the party officiais had 

emotional attachrnent which warmed party members towards the personlity of 

Stalin. Already ·Stalin's. positfon !. on the·' debate Oil pmiy ideology ànd style of ,. 
leadership were made attractive. Given his strong position as Geiieral Secretary, 

Stalin succeeded in defeating and eliminating other prominent political contenders 

like Trosky, the Commissar for War who founded the Red Army .. · 

In 1925, a year after ascencling power Stalin defeated th~ left opposition 

fonned by Zinoviev and Kamenev in alliance with Trosky by dropping them 

(Zinovier, Kamenev and Trosky) from the politburo. Other pmiy leaders 

grouped under "Right oppostion," who were against Stalin's left wmg 

econornic policy were· ·· equally ieliinimit~d politically. . This shake · up in the 

politburo succeeded in placing the politburo in the hands of Stalin and his cohorts 
. 1 

like Molotov and General y_orolulov, beginning from 1930s. 

4.5.2. Stalinsm and Regime Interest 

Stalüi gradually neutralised tl;e collective leadership of the politburo by first 

building his persona! leadership as the pm1y's Voz/u/ (leader). Though from the 
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public view the linage of th~. collective l_eadership was overtly maintained, but 
,! . .. . ' . 

covèrtly he was known as the boss or Vozltd. As .. the party's General Secretary 

he acquired enormous party 110111e11klat11ra power, that is power of personnel 

juridiction. At the natiGnal level, he had the power to rnake and veto 

appointments of over 5,000 to positions of leadership in the party, state apparatus 

and public organisations. Also at r~gional and district levels party secretaries had 

similar power to rilake or veto appointments. · This· 110111enklat11ra power, 

enabled Stalin to build his persona! power by recrniting new supports and 

maintaining existing ones. By this only, his cronies could be appointed into 

imp01ia11t posts in the farms, factories, sch,aols among others by Stalin. He was 
, • I ' • • , • • • 

henceforth called the G;eat and {vise Teachei Co1~rade ·st~Iin. Therefore, every 

initiative and policy were attributed to his wisdom especially press report of the 

unity that exist in the party and the· country. By 1934 Stali11 was acknoledged by 

the party congress not only as the Communist Vozhd but the greatest Leader 

of Ali Ages and Ail Land (Wolfe; ~41 Brooks: 1995:73). 

Stalin deliberately allowed this psychophancy as a meaiis to caver up his 

weaknesses by generating mass popular support. This was to revive bis 

popularity in the ·wake of forced collectivization progranune in the. countryside 
, , I ' • • , • • 

• 1 • - • • 

which caused famine that affected 3.5 ml. lives i1i the 1:ural areas. Through his 

personality cuit, Stalin withdrew from being reclusive to meeting with the people 

during ceremonies at the Kremlin. The picture of Stalinist cuit was painted by 

Krnschev in 1956 when he succeeded Stalin. According Kruschev, while 

denouncing_ Stalin's personality cuit in 1955, noted it was _contrary to--Marxism 

- Lenism philosophy which is based on class and party rather than on individual 

leaders. 
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Stalin established a small department, call ed secretriat' s special section as 

the head of the party Secretriat to coordinate his operation. It tumed ou,t that this 

special sec1:etariat was known infonnerly as St;ii'in's special section or Comrade 

Stalin's secretarit or Stalin's cabinet. The secretariat monitor and keep watch 

over particular area of state policy or party depariment. Sorne of the Secretariat 

staff were also placed to assist .. Stalin in the_ exercise of 110111e11/datura powers and 
1 ,• . ' 

making contracts with the regional and district pa:Ïiy secrétariat. They also had 

links with the police on behalf of the party leader, Stalin and oreating basis for 

power multipliers. In light.of the above,' by 1930s Stalin had built a Stalinist cuit 

which was marked differently from Lenin cuit. The Lenin cuit had lived 

posthumously but was turned over to legitimised the Stalin cuit and came to be 
' 

known as Lenin - Stalin- cuit. The image of Lenin: was.shaped not only to fit the 

requirements but to give legitimacy and credibility to Stalin Cult. Thus the 

sixteen party congress of 1930 showered praises on Stalin and further named 

several villages after him. St~lin 's leadership disposition by 1937 to 1938 had 
1 

been transformed into an absolute' persona! rtiles ti'irough some ~ioleni measures, 

shake-up and purge in the party hierarchy. There was no opposition for fear that 

such reaction might not rnceive popular mass support. The purge turned the 

party into persona! instrument for. self perpetuation in power. Unlike the 

previous purge of the pre-1937 which maintained the party elite status, the 
. ' . . 

aftermath of the 1937 - 38 purge strengthened Stalin's power and authority on the 

basis of the circular flow of power around him. After his death in 1953 Stalin's 

personality cuit crumbled as Kruschev his successor decided to revisit Lenin' s 

collective leadership. 
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4.6. MOBUTU AND REGI1\1E SECURITY INTEREST IN ZAIRE 

The cold war provided s9me c91Jtradictory features fo~ Africa politics. . ., ' ;... . . 

While Afrïcan nationalities were strnggling to join the global democratic societies, 

their struggles were confused and frusln1ted by the politics of the Cold war. 

Thus, even when the Euro:Americans sow the genuiness of the liberation stmggle 

against decolonisation and for democratic rule, they could not afford to support a 

stmggle that would eventually turned in favour of communism. So, befween the 

strnggle for democracy and the structure of repression and tyranny in Africa, 

the Euro-Americans prefered the later. 

Like elsewliere .in Afriea, Zaïre e;.;hibited a .clear and deep injury suffered 
. ,, ' ...... . . ' . 

in the cmirse of independence through the influence and inflitration of the Euro-

Americans in the decolonisation process towards dernocratic rule. The 

fonnation of the Belgiurn __:-·sponsored Parti national du Progre's (PNP), according 

Crowford Young was an effort' with the unofficial blessing of colonial 

administration, "lo create a "manclafe" national movement, clisposed tmvard close 
. . 

cooperation with Belgium after inclependence." (Young I 993 :200). 

In deed, the American Ambassador in Leopoldville at the tiine 9f the struggle for 

decolonisation openly saie! 

I don't believe there is a single Co!1golesse who has more than a 
theoretical notion even Qf the most · basic principles of democracy. They 
certainly canna! practice something that they canna! understand. This 
does not insult the many well intentioned Congolese, but rules out their 
ability ta produce something resembling democratic government before 
they a_re taught (cited in Kalb l 982aï1d Wamba-dia-Wamba: 1998:46) 
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These sorts of stateinents succeedèd in creating a basis for dysfünctional 

politics in the Congo-Lecipoldville (later Zaire under Mobutu and now Democratic 

Republic of Congo) The fire bran? nationalism Ied by Patrice Emery Lumumba's 

Movemen/ National Congolaise (MNCR) was clieckmated by various resistance 

with overlapping uprisings, insurgencies, fractionalisations and subsequent 

fu1strations which attended the struggle for liberation and independence. The 

demand for democracy and h_pman rights _by the Congolese was set aside by the 
. . I : . • . 

Euro-Americans on the pretext tl;at the com;mmit~ts wère· absolutely · seeking to 

establish a base in Central Africa. (Wamba-dia Wamba 1998:46; Schatzberg: 

I 99 I ). 

It was on the pretext of Sov.iet phobia that fonner Sergent Joseph Desire 

Mobutu (later Sèse seku Kuku Ngbendo wa Zaboiiga Mobutu) was sponsored to 

ensure that the Congo and the Central Africa region were kept within the 

ideological sphere of the Euro-Americans. Accordingly, Mobutu was first used 

by the Belgium police as an informer Oil the Congolese com,Junity .in Belgium. 
. . !, : ' . .: . ··, . 

Later he was recruited by the Centra.! lntellegence Agenèy (CIA) and the financial 

conglomerates operating in the mining of diamonds among others in the region for 

vanous covert assignments·." 

Mobutu was therefore used. · to resist the rise of Patrice Lumumba as the 

Prime Minister. of èongo. There were several sponscired subversive activities, 

insmTegencies, rebellion and violence against Lumumba. Lumumba was seen by 

the CIA as a persan like Castro or worse than him and should be eliminated. 

With the effo1is made and sustainfd by t)1e Cl A it _tas lefr for Mobutu to crea(e 

the necessary conditions for the assasination of LumtUnba and his fellowers 

through a coup d'etat on September 14, 1960. ln the wake of the crises in the 
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Congo the national anny was demoralised as several wl}ite ;nercenaries were 

reinforced together with additional Belgian and US logistics suppo11 ""."'hich no 

longer left groups with the choice between collahoration and resistance on their 

own resources". (Young 1983:210) The Binza group, a political mafia, was 

fonned to usurp the sovereignty of the Congo. To effect this a lot of money was 

parcelled into Congo for the purpose of eliminating Lumumba and his colleagues. 

This was coordinated by Law;·enôe Delvit\ the GIA agent among others. The 

assasination of Lumumba through the Binsa group had Mobutu as a central and 

powerfül figure, heading t!.1.e Anny. · As the heacl of the Army, authorised by the 

Euro-American dominated UN Mission in Congo, Mobotu was properly placed to 

eliminate Lumumba. The aITival of Oie UN Mission and the subsequent death of 

Li.unumba in the course. of the operation served to ·cernent the collective interest 

of the Binza group, Belgium mining companies and the CIA. The aftermath was 

the emergence of Joseph Mobutu as the President of the Congo which he later 

renamed Zaire. 

4.6. l. J\1obutu and Personality Cult 

On assumption of power, Mobutu "pursued a regime of a centralised state 

which is conunon to aIJ· personalised dictators. First he reduced the number of 

provinces from twenty-one to eight for easy management. Pronvincial Assemblies 

were abolished · as the pronvinces became mere · administrative creations. The 

president had his appointees in the provinces who were responsible to him. Ail 

other paities were dissolved as Zaïre became a one paity state, moveme11t 
. ' 1 

populace de la Revolution. The party and the state administration were fused with 
. •' 1 . . . . . 

local administrative offi~ials with' serving ex· - officia as· local p'arty heads. 

According to Young the first national election was only organised in 1970 with a 

nommee for each constitutuency; sc1:eened by local party branches but 
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' ' 
approved by the national political Bureau. ln 1968 ethnie association were 

outlawed, thus eliminating ail organisational Structures through which etlmic 

mobilisation could occur. (Young 1983 :211) 

Political opponents with autonomous power bases were gradually isolated 
. •' i . 

and eventually disgraced; Thus: ' 

"(T)he personal.-patronage· of the presidcnt was the si11e-q11r1-11011 
of ranking position, held at the pleasure of the presidency. 
Nothing was more .risky than even the appearance of consituting 
a political network which did not emanate from the top . 

. Organisations such as trade ünions were unified and brought under 
the aegies of the party. Spheres of aui°ononJy such as the 
universities and churches, were likewise brought to heel" (Young 
1983 : 212) . 

With the elimination of ethnie associations and trade unions Mobutu could 

deal with elites 611 an iüdiviudal bnsis, pcihticaJ oponents. that remainèd powerful 

were eliminated through assasination by poisoning. 

Meaywhile Mobutu equally, for the sake regnne security, ensured that 

sensitive security posts and appointments were occupied by his cronies either 

through tiës ~r persona! depend~nce. This was to the disadvantage of other 

ethnie and social forces in Zaire. Like colonial Congo which was governed as a 

private realm of King Leopold 11, Mobutu saw himself in the same light in'the 

' neo-colonial Congo (Zaire ). Any opposition against his rule and authority were 

eliminated with the venom .of '.the vipe;·s ·of Idjui Islm1d (a. slow poison) ·

assasination by slow poisoning. Another area of the authoritarian ideology is a 

strongly established propagf!nda. Mobutu himself as the supreme leader was 

rated by the Colby, one of the foundi_ng members of the Binza Group, as a middle 
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solution to the Congcilese pro~lems (Schatzberge 1991, Wamba-dia Wamba 

1998:47). The Church (Catholic and Protestant leaders) and even intellectuals like 

Mabika Kalanda rated Mo_~utu as a .strongrnan to resolve the Cogoloese crisis, an 

irreplaceable solution to chaos. As at 1962 a vigorous campaign had been put up 

by Frances Monheim in his writings emphasising that Mobutu was the only person 
. . 

capable of saving the country · from chaos (which was · a gold mine for 

· communists) and balkanisation (Wamba - dia Wamba: I 998:47) The concept of 

the strongman as noted by Wamba-dia-Wamba is an American political thèory 

conceptualised to maintain political stability in the Congo (Zaïre) and thus keep it 

in the proper orbît of thé US hegeniony. 

l-!owever by the I 98.,0s the myth surrpu11di11g Mobutu began to shatter. 

period witnessed rising opposition to bis regime. Some 13 members , 

The 

of 

parliament sent a 52 page memorandum to him by December 1980 d_emanding 

political rèfonns. They were jail, tmtured and banishe_d to a detention camp. On 

their release in l 982 they fonned a party "U11io11 Pour la Democratic et le 

Progress Social" (UDPS). As an illegal party it becmne thé basis for political 

mobilisation. The marking of Patrice Lumumba memoria which was Jed by 

Bishop Etiemie Tshisèkedi Iatlnched a· pro·ôemocracy démonstrations m 

Kinshasa. This pressure got some extemal suppo1ts which forced Mobutu to 

establish a popular cons11J.tation to de'cide the future of the country. The 

consultation led to over 6,000 memorandum which blamed him for the problems 

of the country, and therefore demand_ed he shoulcl leave power in order __ to en able 

the establishment of multiparty system. 
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. - 1 
As Ntalaja-Nzongola noted: , 

Were Mobutu a patriot who loved his country and a dignified ruler who 
respected himself. he would have resigned. We are dealing here not 
with a normal type .Qf political · regiine but a Kleptocracy bent on 
promoting its narrow group interest to the detriment of the general 
general welfare... Tlie nature of the system as a Kleptocracy based on 
state sponsored banditry was evident whenever Mobutu sent tanks to 
encircle the· Central Bank, the . Customs Headquarters and the general 
tax office to_ ensure that things remain his privaie cash boxes (Ntalaja 
- Nzongola: 1999:306). · 

Susequently pressures continued to mount so much that Mobutu was forced 

to initial the convening of sovereign national conference however, with ail its 
• •. I . , , • . . 

tricks. Despite this, the· mass st1pport demcinstrafions and extemal pressures Ied 

Mobutu to flee out of Kinshasa as Larent Kabila ·led his r~vo!{1tionary groups in 

pursuit to capture him. His- exit Ied to thé assumption of power by Kabila a one 

tÎ!ne associate of Patrice Lumumba.. Thus ended almost four decades of the 

repressive regime of Mobutu. 

4.7. CONLUSION 
-

The patterns and practices of persona! and national security interest are not 

the same. This depends on tl!e nature, str.ucture and character of govemment in ' ,• . . . 

operation. A democratic regime 'would tend towatds national interest~ inspite of 

intennittent puff up of regime interest. Wh ile in authoritarian regime, personnel 

and regime interest of the leaders· would prevail inspite of some intennittent 

populist ·actions against it. Though- in democracies regimes may fine! common 

ground for alliances certain economic interest would make them to concede to 
~ . . 
the interests of·authoritarian regnnes, especially· when an authoritarian state is 

ready to spread its resources beyond its boundaries only to gain support of a 
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weak (or even strong) 11011-authoritarian states. Here, the concept "no permanent 

friend and permallent enèmy", applies. 

It is possible, therefore, to posit here that the patterns and practices of 

personal rules might have providfd the ,basis for the emergenc~ of. the rule of 

regime interest in Nigeria. ln the subsequent chapters attempt would made to 
. ' r . . 

demonstrate how authoritarian regimes in Nigeria triecl, inspite of sanctions, to 

maintain and enhance thcfr rcla!ionship wi!h o!hcr authoritarian states and as 

well crcnlcd favmrrnhlc sit11atio11 lo é11s11rc llinl nll1cr dc111ocrnlic counlrics do not 

severe their diplomatie relntionship,abrnplly . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

_;. O PERCEPTIONS OF NATIONAL/REGIONAL SECURITY 
INT.ERESTS l!N NIGERIA AND Ti-IE ENCIRCLED SCENARIOS 

FOR REGIME INTEREST 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

For us to comprehend the context of operationalising the concept of regime 

security interest it is a!so important to understand the perception of Nigeria's 

national interest in the pursuit of its regional security objectives. This will help us 
.. 

to closely assess the _perception of Nigeria's regional security by the managers of 

the state system as weil as ascertaining the permeat ion of this perception by regime 

interest in the cause of attaining Nigeria's national objectives. Here, attention will 

be principally focused on the regimes of General Ibrahim Babangida and General 

Sani Abacha. 

5.2 PERCEPTION OF NATIONAL INTEREST AND REGIONAL 
SECURITY IN NIGtrRIA 

The 1979 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria clearly states that 

sovereignty· belongs to the people of Nigeria from whom goxrernlnent drives ail its 

powers and authority, "and that the security and welfare of the people shall be the 

primary purpose of government" (A1ticle: l 4:2a-b). This Constitution, thot1gh 

repealed by the military, remains the most credible Constitution in tenus of 

popular pmticipation ïn its J.'orlnulatio,i · and e\/en in content dèspite othér 

constitutions that have emerged in the process of fashioning new political 
; 

development. Basically, ce!;_ain clauses of the 1979 constitution are still retained in 

the later constitutions that have been fashioned especially the 1989, 1995 and the 
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1999 constitutions. For instance the functions of the Anned Forces of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria: 

"(a) defending Nigeria from extemal aggression; 

(b) . maintaining its territoriàl integrity and securmg its borders from 

violation on land, sea or air; 

(c) suppressing insurrection and acting in aid of civil authorities ro restore 

order when called upon to do so by the President, but subject to such 

conditions· as may be prescribed by a11 Act of tbe National Assembly; and 

(d) perfonning such other fonctions as may be prescribed by an Act of the 

National Assembly ..... 

It is on the basis of the above that Nigeria has been pursuing ambitions 

foreign policy objectives-which since independence in 1960 have rernained to 

• Defend and promote of Nigeria's sovereignty, territorial integrity and 

national independenc~_; -
.( -~ . 

Il Create necessary econo1mc and politiÈal conditions to secure the 

goverrnnent, territorial integrity and national independence of other 

African countries-·and their total liberation from the ecl:mornic, political, 

social and cultural development of Africa; 

• Promote of the rights of ~Il. black and oppressed peoples throughout the 
. . . 

world; · 

• Promote of African unity; 

• Promote of world peace built on freedom, mutual respect and equality of 

ail peoples of the wor!d; 
, • I 

• Respect for the tenitorial' integrity of ail nations; and 
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• Non participation· in East-West ideological disputes and freedom of 

association and ·action in the-international system. 

These pririciples which were stated by the Pi·itne Minister in 1960 have been 

restated by ail regimes that have corne to power. Though other aspects of the 

objectives Iike the Iiberation strnggle, political independence and East-West cold 

war politics have been concluded, the essence of the principles remain as relevance 
' . . . !. ',• . ' .;;.: . . . ·', . 

as before which were refocussed by the Adedeji Foreign Policy Review Panel set 

up by the government of General Murtala Mohammed in 1976. Since 
• ' J . 

independence, Africa mail)tained a central position in the pursuit of Nigeria's 
' 

foreign · policy. It became combative as the regune of Murtala 

Mohamrned/Olusegun Obàsanjo obviously declared that Africa was the 'Centre 

piece' of Nigerià's foreign policy. This was only ·restating the position maintained 

at independence that "Africa is Nigeria's natural sphere of confluence. To shnmk 

this manifest destiny is not to head to logic of hist01y" (Stremlau: 1977). 

- ,! i : 

According to Okolo, (1988), the Nigeria's foreign po1icy objectives 1s 

detennined by the fact that the Nigerian State cannot feel secure if any part of 

Africa or, for that matter, 'iiny part of the international system is burning. By this 

measure, It shows that "unless a state "is secure it cannot be sure that it will survive, 

and if it do.es not survive, it will not be able to ft1lfil any other goals favburing its 

citizens". (Okolo; Ibid.) On the basis of this Nigeria's· foreign policy is wrapped 

up on the position of Africa beina the Centre Piece ofNigerian foreign policy. 

Nigeria's .assumption as·· th~ defençler of Afi:ica's interest .is based on the . ' . . ... : . ' 

strategic position she occupied in Africa. It has a population of about 120 million 

people. The importance of this is that out of six black persan in the wor!d, one is a 
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Nigerian (Young 1993 ). Nigeria equally has enonnous resources that are yet td be 

tapped. It has been sustained since the late 1970s with oil revenue which is eamed 

through foreign èxchange. Despite the cuhent economic crisis in Africa, Nigeria's 

economy is at Ieast still buoyant enough to ·sustain vari@us policy goals 

administrations of the (~reign policy · goals. Inspite of Nigeria's strategic 

importance, . its first and only Prime Minister Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa 

observes: 

"We in Nigeria appreciate the advantages which the size oi' our country and 
its population give us. But we have absolutely no aggressive intentions. 
We shall never. impose ourse!ves on any other country and shall treat every 
African territory big or small, as our egual because we honestly feel that it 
is only on that basis of equality that peace can be maintained m our 
continent" (cited in Otubartjo~ 1989: 52). . 

. ~ ' . 

This was expatiated by the First Republic Foreign Affairs Minister, Chief 

Jaja Wachukwu who says. .. "Nigeria is an African State and a member of the 

African Community", 'Nigeria must therefore, be "vety closely and very 

intimately connected with ail things pertaining to the African continent. Charity 
' 

begins at home and therefore any Nigerian foreign poli.cy thàt does not take into 

consideration the peculiar position of Africa is unrealistic".(cited in Gambari 

1986). This was further reechoed by General Yakubu Gowon in 1970 at the OAU 

Summit in Addis Ababa that: "the survival, security and independence of Nigeria 
' . " 1 ' : . . • . . . 

ca1111ot be.assured as long as any t'lart of Africa renfains under colonial 'mies or an 

apartheid regime" (cited in Bassey: 1987: 90). Through these broad policy 

objectives Nigeria has nm from pillar to p'ost in Africa, trying to salve one problem 

or the other either yielding diminishing or effective returns as resources are 

lavished without dictating the outcome. Though some Africa States have.benefited 
' 

tram Nigeri~ generosity,.Nigeria and, indeed Nige~ians have 11evt;r been respected. 

Nigeria is seen in the eyes of other African countries as a rich country which 
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could be milked and abadorred with scorn.In fact Stephen Wright rightly noted that 

it may be more "accurate however, to see the achievements in the sphere of 

foreign pol~cy in the 1970s and eé)rl'y 1980s as separate and sporadic successes 

rather than as linked events in a constant chain of political powaer. These 

successes were also parti a li y assisted by favourable external factors" ( cite~ m 

Ihonvbere: 1994;46). 

It is under this favourable external enviroment that ·the concept of "Africa as 

the center piece" of Nigeria's Foreign policy found acceptability as the main tenor 

of Nigeria's international relations since independence. Though the concept was 

coined by the Adedeji Committee on Foreign Relations which was set up by the 

govemment. of Murtala/Obasaqjo, i.t · further gave impetus to the struggle for the 

national liberatlon · màvement in Southern Africa; especially in Angola, 

Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia and South Africa. Neve1iheless, the conceP.t is 

too broad, as supports have been given to various policy projects and interests in 

Africa without focüs, c.oordinatioq and direction as .to what shoul~ be Nigeria's . ., . .":: . ' 

gain in thé process. Even right in the First Republic the pùrsuit of the concept was 

criticised for lack of dynamism by the Acting Leader of Opposition, Chief 

Anthony Enahoro. How'ëver, _ whatever should constitute, dypamism must be 

detennined by what is clearly defiiied concretely as national interests and not 

necessarily .by the pursuit of motion br shadow oyer substance in deteniiining the 

nation 's foreign policy. · Nigeria hardi y needs a foreig1i policy which is "full of 

sound and funy, signifying nothing ... ln general, our foreign policy was percei.ved 

as vague, poorly articulated and lacking vigour and direction" (Gambari 1986: 74 -

75). 
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There is the need for a new approach to Nigeria's foreign policy. The new 

concept may not necessarily discard the old approach but it should provide for the 

prioritisation of policy rather than a broad · and adhoc (foreign) policy of 

diminishing· returns (See Fig. 5 .1 ). ' Therefore, in developing the new concept of 

concentric circles, it is argued that though Africa is to continue as an area of 

primaiy concern, Nigeria's national security and economic well-being should 

constitute the new axis around which revolves Nigeria's foreign policy. According 

to General Muha1mnadü-Buhari, Nigeria's' Head of .State,. (31'1 December, 1983 to 

29th August, 1985), the: 

Pattern of concentric circles may be {iiscernible in our attitude and 
responses of foreign po1Ity issues within the African continent and in the 
wodd at large. At the epicenfre of these ci rel es are the national economic 
and security interest of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, which are 
inextricably tied up with the security., stability and the economic and social 
well-being of our immediate neiglibours. One of our principal priorities is 
to put on more ·constructive footing relations with our neighbours with 
whom we share identical goals of regional stability and peace (Buhari: 
1984). 

Figure 5 .1. Trends in Nigeria's Foreign Policy Approac/1 

• . 1 

A. Aü·ica as Centre Piece [rom'' 1960 -

\-"'1-- Aji-ica 
- Afi·ica, global Issues. 

Nigeria operatù1g a plain-field joreign policy wiÛ1out dynamism: (Foreign policy 
with a Diminishing Returns.) 

' .:.: .. 
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B. Concentric Circle 1984 - 1995 

--+--+--.-... 'i·overeiin National lnterest. 
--- LCOT11A/i ·' . · 

'Afi·ica, Global Issues. 

Nigeria operafing focused foreign policy but incoherent and contradictory in 
implementation. · 

.. 
Betw'een Buhari and the Babangida reg11ne wh_ich Abacha transfonned 

himself out of, there are different interpretations and approaches to the concept of 

concentric circle. The regimes epicentre of the concentic circle starts fÎ·om 

economic and security issues as agree that the defence of Nigerian soveregnity 
. . . 1 ; .. : . • . . . 

economic and security issues are Nigeria's vital inferest.· .B'abangida and Abacha 

place the immediate neigbours and ECOW AS as the second and third most vital 

interest concentric circle objectives Buhàri failed to recognise them as such. And 

this explains how each régime handle. the affairs in ECOW AS. ~s shown in Figure 

5.1 the practice became incoherent _and contradictory. For instance unc!.er Buhari 
. . . 

regune ECOW AS was. second most in the concentric circles yet ECOWAS 

member states suffered more in terms relating with Nigeria. Whereas ECOWAS 

which was a third in the cadre of the circles became fertile ground for rnurturing 

regime security under Babangida and Abacha. It thus shows that though the 
. . •. I : : ' .. 

prioritization of issues in the conêenfric circ] es art not strïct but the approach to 

vital issues through the emotion of the leadership portents danger to the general 

administration of policy. 
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The concept of concentric cit:cle was intellectualised in 1981 but found entry 

into the the tenplate of government policy in 1984 during the:, Buhari . Regime. 

Howevcr, it was only applicable by the regimes of General Babangida and Aba:cha 

as it helps to perfect the concept of regime interest more than national interest. 

The concept can·be clèarly de!Îneàted froîn· different perception. According to the 

Foreign Minister of General Mohammadu Buhari, Professor Ibrahim Gambari: 

While Africa remains the centre piece of our foreign policy, we cannot but 
operate within a series of concentric circles which now effectively guides 
our behaviour on the African and world scene. The innermost of the 
circles of national interest involves Nigeria's security - territorial. integrity 
and political independence - and that of the neighbours of Nigeria... The 
second circle involves our relations with the ECOW AS sub-region where 
we intend to take more active interests in development of social, economic 
and political nature. Nigeria is not a global power, therefore, our 
commitments, preoccupations and expenditure of our resolves must be 
made to reflec,t our capabilities and interests. lt is for this reason that our 
primary focus. is on. the West AJ;rican sub-region sinc.e an event occu,ring · 
in this area has an impact directly on Nigeria's.interdts ... Thè third circle 
of national interest involves supporting self-determination and dealing 
with larger African issues .. (cited in Akinrinade 1992: 51, See also West 
Africa October 22, 198\p. 2118) .. 

From a different approacli General Babangida (1990) explains the concept to 

(i) include the defence a1)d protection of Nigeria's territorial threshold, 

that is, the territorial integrity and sovèreignty, 

(ii) The immediate neighbouring countries fonning the contiguous 

boundaries round Nigeria as ring countries. This is because any crisis 

occurring in such _countries do. have spill over effects on the stability 
. { ~ . . ' 

of the Nigerian state, and 

(iii) The West African Sub-region(ECOWAS) and A.fric.a (OAU) formed 

the third cadre-in concentric circles. 
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The concemertic circles mode!" was originally conceptualised to explain and 

interpret the shape of Nigeria's defence and security postures in the critical 

decades of the late 1970s and 1980s, and the development of militmy capabilities 

to enhance regional security and collective defence. The sanctity of Nigeria's 

territorial boundaries against aggr~ssion, .bath from:. interna\ and exte111al sources, 

reduces the efficacy of extra-regional inte1ventionist policies in West Africa and 

Africa in general. And during the apm1h.eid era, it prevented the expansion of a 

South African sphere of _influence to the West Atlantic and limited it beyond the 

Southern African region. Nigeria has been supporting and sponsoring ECOWAS 

and 0.A. U:· initiatives to deter extra-te1,-itorial influence; it has also mediated 

between pm1ies in conflicts; and has been pursuing a policy of security pai1nership 

and friendliness with member states of OAU to ensure that Africa is crisis-free. 

Nigeria has been involved in various mediations, peace-keeping and peace

enforcement mechanisms.ofthe"'Un:ited Nations, the OAU and ECOWAS.. 

Nigeria's outright involvement and. support for the formation of ECOWAS 

was within the paramt,ter of creating regional ·integration ·ro safeguard her 

economic interest inspite of the differences in colonial orientation. Nigeria had to 

embark on· hectic regional "spray' diplomacy" tu win over Francophone West 

African States for the signing of ECOWAS treaty in 1975, (Ojo: 1980). Similarly, 

Nigeria has to embark on 'sway diplomacy' to cajola other ECOWAS member 

states to accept the fonnation of ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Groups 

(ECOMOG) (Yoroms · and A1iing.; 1997)'. · However, with -the increasing level of 

political instability at bath internai and external levels threatening the growth of 

ECOWAS economic integration, it. becomes imperative for the leadership to 

envisage a linkage between integration, development and security. Two factors are 

relevant in this instance. 
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In the first instance, political and militaty instability do have impacts and 

tend' to undennine the attainment of economic integration and the socio-economic 

development envisaged 'in the fonnation of ECOWAS, Secondly, it is 

acknowledged that these, disabilities were not based on extemal threat perceptions 

but interna_] contradictions (Welch:. 1990: and Weiss and Kessler; 1991: ·I 3). This 

point is clarified by the· fact that as at 1990, 15 years · after the establishment of 

ECOWAS, it failed to achieve a common market. By 1990 the level of in_tra

ECOWAS trade was very low, accounting for less than 1 % of total world export 

and imports. Similarly_, despite optimism, in intra-regional trade ~hich rose frorn 
. ·, ' .';.: •· ' 

4% to between 5 and 7-8% in 1990, it is argued that· 'by 1995 "official intra-

regional trade stil,l represent an insignificant portion of total export, having grown 

from 3.9% to 4.9%" (Baclï:.1997:77, Diaby-Quarthara: 1995: 6; and Adibe: 1994: 

187). 

Given the ·fact ·that the purpose of regional e~ononiic integration has failed to 

materialise, and coupled with the worsening conditions of the vast majority of. the 

people in West Africa, ECOWAS bas moved into the political sphere. Therefore, 

it is in the face. of such poor eco,nomic i;esults which "makes the diversion and 
' ., ;:. . ' 

sustained security obsession worthy of analysis" (Aning: I997, and Brown: 1997). 

However, the desire to achieve regional security bas been anntwisted by the 

operatives of two networks"'of security regimes which are not only antagonistic but 

contradictory in tenns of operatiol'l and applications. These three security 

protocols are the Francophone mernhers states Agreement of.Non Ag1,>Tè'ssion and 

Assistance in Defence ANAD signed in 1977 and_ EèOWAS protocols on Non 

Aggression, signed in Lagos (197 8), and the protocol on Mutual Assistance in 

defence Matters signed in Sierra Leone in 1981. 
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... 
Indeed the concept of security regime bas always ·been a problematic one 

among nations as 

"lt is possible for one or a few states to stand in oppos1t1on to the 
formation of a regional force. These states may see the establishment of a 
regional force as antithetical to their national interest. whether real or 
perceived. The act of overcoming the opposition· of states towards the 
establishment of a military force, and building support is · itself a political 
process. ln this light, it can be recalled that not ail member states of 
ECOW AS were supportive of the peace plan drawn ·up by the ECQWAS 
Mediation Committee which led to the establishment of ECOMOG in 
1990" (Oche: 1998:23). 

This problem lias to do with .different p;e;.ception:f by rnember state~ ··as to what 

constitute regional economic integration vis-a-vis its linkage to regional security 

and the application for con1ir1011 good rather than patrimonial interest. 

Across the sub-continent, apparatus of state-building are still we_ak. The 

lègitimacy of those who hold state power has ofte,i been .suspect. This has affected 

the i1ature of rnle-enforcing mechanisms which are feared may_ not be observed. 

In the light of this, there is no laid down mies or principles of what constitute 

national goals and .objectives. This has some effect on both domestic and regional 
, · ' •. I i .' . _ , · . · 

policies. .For instance at the regional level · it is ·believed that the fünnation of 

ECOWAS as a regional economic integration would fürther Nigeria's economic 

interest in the region. However, after the' formation, subsequent interest shown on 

ECOWAS by various regimes has .been at variant with the original goal of 

Nigeria's interest in ECOWAS Iike: . 
. , ' . 

• Maintaining good neighbourliness as a measure towards easing support 

to threats from among any hostile neighbouring state against Nigeria. 
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• Creating enabling environment for hostile and friendly neighbours ·not 

only to _depend on Nigeria's economic and military strength but to 

enhance regional coopenltion, as; ~ell as disinvesting foreign interest and 
• ' 1 ' 

threats that might lead to the destabilisation of Nigeria. 

• Developing a su~:regional trade ·and promoting free movement within the 

region of goods; se1vices and people. 

• Above all, as a regional power, Nigeria's interest m ECOWAS is 

. càncomitant to. her overali policy of taking Africa as the centre piece of 

her foreign policy. 

ln the light of the above factors, Nigeria has been "selling oil to African 

countries at concessim{aiy pri~es,,. and gCÎit~g to a great exfent to. expÜ1in policies 

and actions which seemed to contradict the country's aspiration to regional 

leadership status such as jt happened when it failed to condemn the American 

bombing of Tripoli in 1986" (Akinri1.1ade: 1992: 80). However, to the contrary 

some major actions taken have run counter to the original goal of Nigeria) interest 

iri either OAU or ECOWAS. For instance, in 1984, un.der tl1e regime of General 

Mohammadu Buhari, Nigeria espoused, for the first time, the concept of 

concentric circles. Unfortunately, the regime pursued a foreign policy which 

undennined the basis on which the concentric circles were anchored. While the 
. ( : . . 

regime placed ECOW AS on the'' second circle if'tumed ·round to cause social 

disasticulartion in achieving the objectives of ECOW AS. This was done through 

the restriction of free movements by · ECOW AS citizens into Nigeria, to the extent 

that Nigeria closed her horders. This did not only affect free movem.ent but trade . 
relations. The neighbouring countries that Nigeria had hithetio feared might 

1 , I • 

become threats if driven into the laps of extra-teJTitorial. powers, became the most 

vulnerable following the restriction of movement and closure of border for trad es. 
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'••· 

This came shortly after a similar exercise in 1983 under a civilian regime 

when the President, Alhaji Shehu Shagari, sent a death knell on the relevancè of 

ECOWAS to Nigeria by expelling West Arrican nationals. Indeed between 1983 
. . •' 1 : . . . 

and 1985,. ECOWAS faced its baptism of fire as thère wa~ lia re1:imal hegemon to 

maintain the balance of cooperation. Buhari's govemment developed lurkwarm 

attitude towards ECOWAS and could · not accept to hast its summit being 

"conscious of the irony of a country. which had closed its land borders basting a 

smmnit to discuss the promotion of.s9b-regional integration" (Akinrinde J 992:52). 

Even when· the smmnit was held in Togo in July 1985, and ·the second phase of 

ECOWAS protocol on rree movement was being considered, Nigeria rather moved 

for postponement to a period of one year. Member states had no option than to 

workout a means by which Nigeria takes up the chairmanship of the organisation 
• . • •. I ' : . . • • • • 

in order for her to appreciate the '''burden of the cofmnunity" spirit." While Buhari 

reluctantly accepted the Chainnanship of ECOW AS, the contradictions within his 
' ' . 

junta regime provided the Gpening foi" Ge1ieral Babangida to emerge in the scene as 

the new Head of the Nigerian militmy junta. 

While search of strength and support, ECOWAS turned out to be part of 

Babangida's agenda for the stability of his regime; in tenns of creating alliances, 

diverting interest, and regrouping and dividing social forces in order to ensure 

their affective contrai and dominance over and above other considerations that may 
' . . •' !, ,, .: ' ' ". . • . • 

threaten the stability of his regime. This trend was perpetuated by General Sani 

Abacha who seized power, rrom an interim regime of which he was the second-in

conunand, on 18111 November, 1993 .· The· interim regime itself came to power on 

August 26, 1993 as resuft of the crisis that followed the annulment of the June 12, 

1993 presidential election. 
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5.3 SCENARIOS OF REGIME (SECURITY) INTEREST IN NIGERIA 

In Chapter Two we dealt with the concept of regime security interest. Here, 

the focus will be to show; the emergence of regime interest in Nigeria .from two 

levels. One, is that from -independence in 1960 to 1985 there were various interests 

competing to be identified as national interest. These interests are ethnie, religious, 

economic, ·political, regional and the like. The political leaders that came to power 

were not only interested in building authoritarian mie but also a personality cuit. 
. • I • , 

This was particularly thè case under milita1y rule. Whether· these leadèrs came to 

power through election or by the baITel of the gun they were magnated by social 

forces existing in the soc-iety. They might have specific interests but such 
1 . 

interests were larger tha1i regime-interest though they may not necessarily attain 

the objectives of national· interest. .. The military _leadership either in the case of 

Aguyi Ironsi; Gowon; Murtala/Obasanjo and Buliari exhibited authoritarian traits 

but they did not succeed in building a personality cuit, partly because of the level 

of discipline and professionalism in the anny, as well as the circumstances and -
forces that brought them to gower. Two,. is that between 1985 and 1998, the 

' • I ·: • • . , . ., ~ . 
authoritarian leadership was personality - specific ài1d cuit driven. The leadership 

was not collective but dependent on the personality cuit of the regime as 

represented by the President (or Head of State as the case may be). To properly 

grasp the· dialectics of collective authoritarian rule we must understand the nature 

ofpolitical competition in the society. · 

. The political institutions left behind by colonial rule in Nigeria became part 

of the divisive mechanisms used by the emerging Nigerian social forces for 

political trade offs. The elite.s of the N,mthem Region in Nigeda maintained .a 
., •.. 
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stronghold on politics, the military and the poli.ce while those of the·· southern 

regions (made up of Eastern and Western regions) clominatecl the bureaucracy, the 

economy, and the academia. While the former carefully planned towards political 
• ' I , • 

domination the latter was busy carried away by the newly acquired bureaucratie 

power at indepepdence. In th~ eqd, the political institutions that ~ere left over at 
. ·• .-:.- . ' 

independence became weak in mediating and moderating· group political interest. 

A civil war had to be fought between 1967 to 1970 to acldress the imbalance in 

political power equation. '·But the end of the war did not help to neutralise the 

asymmetrical power in favour of the· North which had used the advantage of the 

·war to take.grip of the top echelon of the bureauc(acy. At the. end of the· civil war 

the South is not better (sée William, 1992: 88-141 ). 

In effect, a praetorim1 oligarchy was cleveloped as represented by the 

northern rnling elites, mainly mac;le up of:Hausa-Fulani elites. IJJ their quest for 
. . ~ . 

political dominance, they co-opted and relied on the militàry and political elites of 

the ethnie minorities in the Middle Belt and southern part of the country (Yoroms: 

1999). As a result of their-·control of state power the military inéreasingly emerged 

from the background to become, not ·only as a power broker but a political power 

contender, exchanging power with the civilian political class only at the .. time and 

space defined by the rnilitàry and at the interest of the Northem power elites. 

The root causes of Nigeria's praetorian oligarchy, therefore, has to do with 

the colonial mode! of -<livide and, rule. ;îhose who took. over from .. the British . ., . ; 

colonial rule at independence were so designed to · decide the pattern of 

administration on the same mode! left oyer by the colonial overlords, by which 

' ' means to main tain their power and authority. It has been argued that the north 

which has been at the centre of this praetorian oligarchy deserves this political 
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contrai as a counterweight to the eco.nomic power of the south. But, as Diamond 

(1988: 29) points out, the political ~nd economic disparities between the north and 

the south respectively were indeed "a product of colonial penetration and nile". 

This imbalance gradually expanded to caver federal resources; power and 

institutions. This culminated into a series of crises leading to civil war. Even after 

thirty years of the end of tl;e civil wat;, the bitter political contestation and 
. ' 

competition has not only remain~d, but ais~ inteî1sified-, ·with the north in the 

political asc;ension" (Diamond, 1988:29; and F01Test, 1994:39). In fact, the contrai 
' ' ' 

of state pof er is increasingly being séen as a birthright of the north and a privilege 

to the other :sections of the country. 

The deliberate· refüsal of the colonial powei·s to create a national dominant 

(coalition) interest or class as a way of enbancing "trans-etlmic and regional 

consciousness makes it mucb more difficult for a meaningful conceptualisation of 

Nigerian politics on the basis 9f class analysis" (see Diamond 1988; and Political 
• 1, ~ ' • . 

Bureau 1987). The point here is that class analysis alone ·cannot be wholistic in 

interpreting Nigerian politics. There is a fundamental effect mi'the deep regional 

and ethnie pluralities of the· country as each of the political elite sought to control 

and consàlidate its power largely within its socio-èultural base 'while seeking to 

break into t_he political dmnain of it~ opponents (Ç>yavbaire and Olagunju, p.9 nd). 

And because thé No'rtbern praetorian oligarchy has consolidated itself politically, 

only a nortbem political party (whether it was NPC (Northem Peoples Congre~s ) 

of the First Republic or NPN (No1ihern Party of Nigeria) of the Second Republic 

and their military ·dicta.tors) have 
1
domina_ted power since Nigeria_n independence. 

' ·, . ~ . . 

These elites have succeeded in breaking into othe~ ethnie and regional do.mains, 

and yet it has never been effectively broken into by any other exogenous party 

from the soutbem part of tlië. country. 
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Whenever it is anticipated that a civil authority is about to slip out of its 

contrai a military coup is staged and a northern military officer is placed in the 

helm of affairs. And whenever 'a ruling militmy leadership has outlived its 

usefulness and seems to be facing serious internai and external threats, a palace 

coup is organised in order to perpetuate northern praetorian oligarcy. This partly 

explain why the President of the Second Republic (1979 - 1983), Alhaji Shehu 

Shagari, himselfa Hausa-Fularii pbsits that' there ar:~ only two politicàL parties in 

Nigeria, the rnling NPN and the Militmy. The Kaduna Mafia, an intelligentsia 

elite of the oligarchie rule, has been jn the forefront of the masterstrokes of all the .... 
political changes in Nigeria (see Takaya and Tyoden: 1987). 

They- became very cohesive 'in the 1970s and consciously worked out the 

overihrow of General Yakubu Gowon when he was dispensed with. The civilian 

government, of Alhaji Shagari which was a subset of the northern oligarchy was 
' 

equally ove1thrown by ·General Mohammadu Buhari in 1983 in order to stop the 

planned rotation' of the ·µresidentia1 ticket'of the National Party of Nigerian (NPN) 

to the southe·m part of the country by 1987. Infact, during the Second Republic, 

Chief M.K.O Abiola had ered the presidential ticket of the party based on the I 987 

zoning an-angemeilt of the party. Despite the internai squabbles that led to the 

palace coup that overihrew General Bulrnri, his successor, General Ibrahim 

Babangida effectively maintained tl1e loyalties and alle~iance · of his regime to the 

northem oligrachy and establishment. This has become a political routine since 

1966 which has subsequently effected the value system of the military (Paden, 

1993). 
; : 
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• I • , 

The north is fetisli with power and the nortlièm elites, otherwise known as 

counter-elites, despite their education constitute · the hard oore reservoir of 

consetvatis/.n (Yoroms 1999). This coiicept ( counter-elite) has been used in 
~{ 

scholarly -li~erature to explain the emergence of an educated elite as counterweight 

to the po~er of traditional institutions and colonial authoritaties in the north 

during colJnial mie. But unfortun;tely it is this class of elites that bave grown to 

become the intelligentsia of northern conservatism. The counter-elite has helped 

to sharpen primodial tension and regional politics in Nigeria. Originally known 

as Niima Club, the elite is now referred to. as Kaduna Mafia. They do not give -in 
. . ~ .: ,• . . -. . . . ' 

to the rationality of the modernisation of the traditiünal institution and the 

liberation of the urban masses and rural poor and peasants. The elites believe their 

tradition and culture is more supericir and superintends other cultural cleavages. 

They feel autonomous · in cultural. relevance aiid authentic in their divine 

occupation of political power. Th~y. are very officions and cautions of Western 

education. 

Though majority of them may not be well-educated they are nevertheless, 

very conscious of their rights (not privileges) as power occupants. They are very 
, . ,' ~ ' . 

collective; with a hierarchical' obligation to "the ·tr~ditional stmcture of 

consetvatism. Circumstances can make them to tolerate a non-Moslem Hausa

Fulani (Gowon and Obasanjo) in tlie leadership but the extent to which such a 

leader su1'vives in power ·is dependent· on the capacity which they can tolerate and 

the ability \bf such leaders to satis{y them. This childhood upbringing has a ,, 

consequentfk1 effect on the nature and character of the emergent northern political 1 1 . 

elites towa1d Nigerian politics. The tumcoat political elites among the nortI1ern 

mling class seems too insignficant in effecting a change from within the system 

because of the large illi_terate massFs who ;are reacly to defend the ~tatus quo. This 
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does not, however, underestimate the contending power of the radical groups in the 

north. But they have _a tight rope to overcome. This argument is not an 

underestimation of the struggle put up by Mallam Aminu Kano- led Northern 

Element People Union (NEPU) and Peoples Redemption Party (PRP) of the First 

and Second Republics respectively in Nigeria but despite this struggle, the 

ignorance of the masses (Talak;wrt) have b~en exploited . by the cbnservative class 

to carry out many of the political thuggeries and violence in the North. For 

instance, the killing of Dr.· Baia Mohammed, the Political Ad viser to the fonner 
' J ••• 

! -
Govemor 'f Kano State in the Second Republic, Alhaji Abubakar Rimi; and 

several othir religious crises in the 1101th have been masterminded nea_tly by the 

elite/traditifnal institutions and exec;tted by the ig1iorant and illiterate masses. 

The Northem conservative class will hardly tolerate the education of' the 

illiterate masses qecause it amounts to an invitation for revolution from below 

(mass consciousÎ1ess) ~gainst tiie (system \~1hith seëvices- _their nleans · 6f survivai. 

(See Usman 1982). Similarly the political influence of northem minority ethnie 

groups have been reduced .. by a carefül process of denial, subordination and co

optation (see Yoroms 1994; and Tyoden 1993). The interest of the northern elites 

is often defined in tenns of how to capture, use and retain power. They are very 

sèrious with the game of power politics. 

Cornparatively, the south which compnses of such ethnie groups like the 

Igbos, Yorubas and other ethnie minorities is a penetrated society or region. The 
-· . 

' . I . ' 

people have imbibed Western edücation witli its deep indïvidualis,tic · and Iiberal 

content. Though some residues of traditional communalism persist in patches, they 

have been, to some extent weakened by strong Iiberalism of western Euro

American- culture. To the extent that both Arrican communalism and the 
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individualism of the Western European culture are in conflict when it comes to 

political choice. This typ~--9f conflict enables the northern praetorian oligarchy to 

penetrate the individualistic soul of the southern elites and separate them from their 

conununal bonds. And given the capitalist principles of individual liberalism 

which allows au individual to strive alone, many ·of the southern elites and those 

living beneath pove1iy line have not only been co-opted but they have turned to the 

political apron string of the north. 

By this 1neans, ·the so~;thdtn politi~al · class' gain . access 'to, ahd thereby 

increase their economic status rather than showing interest in only political power. 

It, therefore, becomes via.b)e for the nof-thern ruling class who contrai or have 

easier access to political 'power and authority to use state resources 'prebendally' 

to retain political power. While the southern elite tend to feel cornforJ:able with 
• . . . . ' 

their position they became gradually alienated from access to political power as the 

north consolidates its stronghold in political power. Any change to the contrary is 

repi1gnant to the Northern elite. It is in the light of this that the clouds of the June 

12, 1993 presidential elections which would bave shifted poTitical base to the 
. ' . 

' • J • • I • i 
southern part of the counùy was ab'orted (Yoroins 19'99). ·. · 

In a situation where .. power is not allowed to shift and alternate in a deeply 

divided primordial socièty, the po[itical system would ce1iainly develop some 

democratic contradictions. Because of the political benefits and co-optation of the 
,. 

sotithem elites into the political appendages of th~ norih, the Southern and Middle 

Belt el i tes have lost out and became politically inexperienced in acquiring political 

power (Y oroms 1999). As Richard Joseph rightly observes, "politically ambitions 

Igbos who saw it as axiornatic that no serious presidential candidate wollld be an 
' . ' -· 1 ; : . ' ' '•' ' 

Igbo, rushed to secure s~cond place ( as commimal group) in· the politicàJ fonnation 
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emerging under the leadership of 1101thern elite" (Joseph, 1991 :94-95). The north 

bas a psychological disposition that intimidates southern politicians into 

submission, partly duè · to tl1e 6ver-kill' :nature l:)f the deft of their political 

calculation and partly too due to the "absence of a stable hegemony", which Joseph 

says of the Yomba people as "living through their hist01y in the present, often ..... 
culturally magnificent but also politically catastrophic" (Joseph, 1 ~91: 111 ), 

Followirig from the above mialyses, therefore, it is clear that the north has 

been a major obstacle to political liberalisation and democracy in Nigeria. Thus, in 

a given sihiation un der the prevail ing political circumstance, the n01th stands to 

benefit more because "the authoritarian prodivities of many contempormy African 

leaders may rein'force the traditi01~ of autlic{ritarian 1:1.1Ie inherited ftom ·éolonialisni, 

which in itself was superimposed on the indigenous concept of the functional 

indivisibility of power and ?..t.1thority" (Decalo, 1989:2-3). 

This bas remained a major problem in Nigerian political development so that 

whenever thei~ is a transition to d~inocracy the o'nly pr_oblerri that is addressed is 

the "fonn of liberal democracy and not how to tackle the conditions for the 

realisation of liberal democracy talk less of the question of popular democràcy" 

(Bangura, 1988:13). It is as a result ofthis that the first transition from the militmy 

gove1nment of Mohamirted/Ob~sahjo to ~i~ilian rüle of i\]haji Sliehu 'Shagari, às 

well as that of General Babangida' s transition failed to address the concrete issue 

in power-sharing. 

This was so because political l_iberalisation and economic nationalism failed 
. . 

tci · proceed from democratisation. Rather, what _Nigeria bas . experienced 

iseconomic Iiberalisation by means of stmctural adjustment tending ta substitute 
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democratisation (Ake, 1991:43). Nigeria is too preoccupied with the question of 

planning transition to democracy whiëh only ends.up in "ushering into gà"vemment 

the forces that would uphold the historie project of the post colonial state" 

(Bangura, 1988:13). This has established some doubts over chances of long-term 

success of the attempt by military regimes, especially with Babangida' s elaborate 

effort, to facilitate retum to civil mje (Welc.;h: 1992) . .; 

The nature of state formation in l).frica has some impact on the nature of 

govemance. The state in,_ Africa did not grow from within. It was imposed through 

colonial mie. Colonialism, therefore, undennined the appearances of democratic 

culture by .. (i) devaluing Africa's cultures and màking. them incapable of 

developing or picking up from its pre-slave-trade democratic appearances, (ii) 

encomaging the growth of kinship, which focuses on ethnie politics rather than 

individualism; which is the embodiment of liberal society, (iii) empowermg 

African traditional· institutions with authoritarian claws and forced .the individual to , .. 

locate his political-self within, and (iv) weakening the civil society from emerging 

as a vivid force for democracy. 
.~ 

What exists as political institutions like rule of law, constitutions, police and 

the. military·· are what professor P .P .Ekeh called 'migrated social structures' (Ekeh; 

1983: 12). The state and society as colonial creations, created new values that are 

alien to the people, without hegemonic influence. The stâte is opened· to 

competition between rival groups over the contrai of resources. Thus, political 

institutions and institutinnalisatïonlprocesses are w~k be.cause of deep communal 

diversity and contlicting allegiances, leading to community- exclusive authority 

stmctures (Kmmava; 1993 :3 ). 
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' . 

Under a circumstance like this, any persan can emerge promising varioi1s 
~ ... 

groups the attairunent of their goals, the outcome of which is to gain power. Thus, 

persona! regime thrives in "societies where the development of organisations and 

institutions ·have been particularly 11mte. An absence of solid political institutions 

and of procedural methods facilitate the ascension of ambitions personalities to 

position of political power by enabling them to employ non-institutional means in 

order to attain power." (Kamrava; 1993: 15). Increasingly, with the expansion of 

client-patron relations, · the incÙvidual caii ·on· the· basis of· his charisina create ·a 

niche for himself. 

Thus, emergmg from collective dictatorship of either a, party system or 

military coup, he can transfonn into a persona! ruler. In the course of this it would 

become fashionable .for. the leader· to exercise a·. dominant influence within and 

above other interests (Brooker; 1995: 18). However, one may question, when 

exactly does he become more than just an agent of the party or the military; as 

showing concem to his persona! rule? How secure or absolutist is the persona] 

rulership?. As from niid 1985 .. 's f1p to 1998, ·certaiii tren1s begari to Ôccur in tlie 

corridor of power, where the leadership became the centre of power, detennine the 

distribution of resources <111d exercising ·repressive instruments arbitrarily. This 

may not be the first tÎlne in the history of exercising authoritarian rule in Nigeria 

but the tempo escalated during this period. 

On the basis of the above, there are three factors for understanding the 

emergence of regime interest in Nigeria. The first which is ve1y important is · the 

emergence of mi!itary rule which replaced systemic and fünctional federalism 
• . . •. I .; : . . , . . . 

with unitarism. This helped to redi-ess the balance of pow~r 'in favour of the central 

goverrunent. The military, as a result of their prolonged contrai of State power, 
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has emerged as a privilege stratum differentiated from the rest of the society in 

tenns of power, position(s), new found wealth, connection(s), skill, prestige, and 

experiences possessed by members (Adekanye; 1993;4-5). The military, in itself a 

highly repressive state institution, bas for decades contrai led of th~ use. of force as 
' ., . .""..: . ' 

the ultimo ratio of State power places the military at a' relative advantage over 

other competing social groups: 

"For, given the zero-s~m character of politics here, the contrai of the 
apparatus of state power entails the contrai of and access to public 
resources and their unfettered allocation. The combination of the 
monopoly of the coercive apparatus. with the fu nction of the government, 
and lasting for thf!t long period at that, has been responsible for..:. skewed 
budgetary distribution in favour of the military.... The undeniable 
"forcible" element involved in such a distributive process plus the 
generally unproductive nature of military appropriations is a major 
consideration for the concept of mi!itary extractive ratio .... the processes 
by which a warrior stratum-turned-governing class gels transformer.] into 
an economically _privi!egep 9roup" ..(Adekanye 1993:5; see also 
Adekanyel 978). ' · •. 

Secondly, which is foremost and forms the basis for the first factor, is the 

increasing wealth generateéi·by oil. This has swelled up from NI billion in 1973 to 

N7 billimi in 1977 (Okolo:1984: 73,'and Olukoshi: 1991: 29), 1md as at 1979 oil 

revenue reached NI 0.1 billion. Even though it col_Japsed to N5. I 61 billion in 1982 
.. 

leading to eccinom1c 'cri sis and the introduction · of strnctural adjustment 

progranunes, it was also clear that state resources are still intact for the Ieader~hip 

to spend at wi!I, to the detriment of the masses who bear the impact of the crisis. It 

is therefore, diffjci.ilt for any r.egi1ne to e,ase itself .out of power _when there is .a 
. ' ~ . . 

centrally controlled revenue at its disposai. 

As a rentier state tffè central government is the main recipient of rent as 

productioi1 efficiency is relegated to 'the back1,1r0tmd (Ibrahim: 1997: 157). Thirdly, 

g1ven the .two factors above, the .: mi of governance became sustaii1able by 
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repression. Thus, despite · the sharp competition for power, office seekers tend to be 

fetish once they get to power. The.y often feel insecure and do employ repressive 

mechanisms to remaih in power. But at the core of the coup and ,,ounter-cpups, the 

rigging of elections, reppression and authoritarianism is the oil money. As 

Professor Tarn David West graphically puts it across: 

Oil is being prospected from my state yet my people are suffering: no 
road, no water, no ·electricity, no school '.:". Let ui. face it, without oil · . 
thel'e will be 110 federation, withont oil there will be 110 coup. The 
centre is rich with oil wealth. That is why every body wants to stage a· 
coup to control it. (emphasis added), (The News: 8 November, 1998). 

The masses of the people are denied access to state resource~. They live in 

fear and have no political choice and therefore, do not participate in the 

political pro cesses. This is, infact,' deliberate: to ·restrict the ·flow of state 

resource. 

5.4 THE EMERGENCE OF THE BABANGÎDA AND ABACHA 

LEADE~SHIPS ; . .. 
Gerieral Ibrahim Babangida came into public life in 'the mid l 970's when he 

became member of the Supreme Military Council (SMC) uiÎder the regime of 

General Murtala Mohanun'ëd. Later he became a figure in the 1976 abortive coup 

when he was asked by the then Anny Chief of Staff, Lt General T. Y. Danjuma, to 

lead a smal) g:roup of soldiers to captüre Lt. Col. B. S Dimka .the annoulicer of the 
. . 

coup who was hiding în the Radio House, Lagos; alive or dead. Though Col. 

Dimka escaped, he successfully demobilized the coup plotters. This success tnade 

Babangida to become drnnk with power and to start plotting on how be can 

become a Head. of State. Like ~abangic/a, Abachf caine _into n.ational Iimelight 

through a military coup in 1993 when he announced the ,coup that tenninated 

Nigeria's Second Republic. Both of them came into another limelight in August 

1985 when they overthrew the regime of General Muhaimnadu Buhari. 
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. 1 ' . 
Since then, the duo becanïe siamese twins·' in defining ·what' should or 

should not constitute Nigeria' s national interests between 1985 and 1998. 

General Babangida played . .a very prominént role not only in the tennination of the 

Second Republic but also in the emergence of General Buhari as the Head of State. 

According to him: 

We (the military) sat down and decided we were going to change the 
civilian government at the time. And we also agreed that we were going 
to make Major General Muhammadu Buhari, the new Head of State. I 
told Buhari what was happening. I was mandated to tell him, that he was 
going to be the Head ofState(Cited in Umoden: 1992: 35). 

This position is contrary to a highly privilege infonnation that the initial 

persan that was slated as head of state :was Brigadier Abdullahi Bako, the most 
~ ... 

senior officer of the December 31, 1983 coup plotters, who was schemed out. 

Brigadier Bako and Col Abdulsalami Abubakar were mandated to a1Test President 

Shagari in, the presidential palace Ïn Abuja, then Akinola .Aguda House, and 
. . 

place him under house aITest. However, allegedly, Babangida had a secret pact 
. .-

with Abdulsalami Abubakar for the elimination of Brigadier ·Bawo. In the course 

of aITesting Shagari, Brigadier Bako was killed. Another version of the coup blame 

Bako's inability to realise or réine~nber he: liad. statiuned a trpop on the· enemy exit, ... . 

an escape route suspected to be exit passage for government officiais and loyal 

troops in an event of confrontation. 

While leaving the presidential villa Brigadier General Bako, and Lt Col 

Tunde Ogbeha who had accompailiëd him; mistakenly followed the enemy exit 
. . . . 

and, were fired on by the troops who suspected them to be loyal troops. Ogbeha 

escaped from the running vehicle while Bako and the driver were ·killed. This 
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1., •' 

version raises more dust and doubt. 'Why didn't Ogbeha remind Bako about the 

enemy exit? How is it possible for· Ogbeha to escape from an on movirig vehicle 

where he and Bako were sitting together? However, from the two versions there 

are indications that both Abdulsalami Abubakar and Tunde Ogbeha were detailed, 

independently or collectively, to kil! Bako. Meanwhile , the death of Bako would 

have made Babangida to naturall~ step ; in as heaq of sta~e but unfortunately the ... 
scheme by Babangida and his faction within the coup· planners did not work 

out.Thus, the caucus brought in Buhari ;is a compromise candidate. Buhari was 
1.,. 

previledged to be infonned of the impending coup but he was not part of the 

original planners. The decision to change the civilian regime through coup was 

agajnst the Co11stitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The decisi01Ï, though 
. . 

said to have been in the interest of Nigeria, was indeed taken in the interest of few 

individuals within the military who became increasingly drunk with power. 

However, twenty months after the overtlu-ow of the civilian regime, the Buhari's 

regüne was equally overtlu-own 1.by Babàngida, . 4,-bacha .and Brigadier Joshua 

Dongoyaro. The regime of Buhari was accused of tending towards despotism with 

sérions ünplications for national survival as_: 
.• 

"The Supreme Military Council-the ruling organ which at its inception had 
provided collective Jêadership-got hijacked by the then Head of State, 
retired Major-General Buhari and bis Chief of Staff, retired Major General 
Tunde Idiagbon. Decisions ,taken collectively were increasingly 
manipulated to suit the whims of the duo-rulers. C(msequ~ntly, tlie espirit 
de corps within the military faced serious threat (Oyovbaire and 
Olagunju; p.12). · '· 1 

In his maiden broadcast to the nation General Babangida posits that the 

.•. 
"Principles of discussion, consultation, and cooperation which should have 
guided the decision making process of the Supreme Military Council was 
discarded soon after the government settled down in 1984 ... Regrettably, 
it turned out that Major.-General Muha1nmed Buhari was too rigid and· 
uncompromising in hi~ attitude to issues of national significance. Efforts 
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to make him understand that a diverse polity like Nigeria required 
recognition and appreciation of differences in both cultural and individual 
perceptions only served to aggravate these attitudes. Major General 
Tunde Idiagbon was sim)Iarly inclined iri that respect ... He arrogated to 
himself absolute knowledge of problems and solutions" (Babangida: 
1985). . 

Thus; Babangi_da and his group argued that their intervention in August 

1985 became necessary to save the nation from a potential civil unrest and 

disintegration, as well as restore the confidence of Nigerians in themselves ftom 

the years of maladministration by the Shagari administration and the suffocating 

autàcracy of the · Buhàri regiÏne !. (Oyovbiire, and .,Olagimju: p 12 ) ·sut Buhari 

emphatically disputed this position. Accordingly to him: "we alf serve together in 

the Supreme Military Cou~~il for 20. months, took decision together, we came out 

with ail the laws, and they tumed round when it suited them to say Tunde and I 

arrogated to ourselves the knowlegde of govemance. After eight years 

Nigerians know better." (The Néws 5 July, 1993 :25; emphasis added). Buhari 

emphasised that "what ever we did in that regime was argued with the Executive 

council" (The News 5 .Tuly, 1993: 15). 

Buhari's i·egime· came ··to !.powe/ ~t the üine the· economic· ·. crisis was 

beginning to eat deeply into the Nigerian society and the attempt by the civilian 

govenunent of Alhaji Shehu Shagari to borrow the sum of $2.56 billion from the ~.. ~ 

IMF was increasirigly being resisted by workers, students and professional groups 

in the society. In addition,.there was serious social tension manifested in __ workers' 

strikes, students. protests, the Mait~tsine uprisings and i_ncreasing waves of anned 

robbery (Bangura: 1989). These protests and resistance made the gove!1llnent to 

concede to IMF demand for 25% de,,aluation of the national cmTentcy, the nàira, 

and liberalisation o_f imports. 
. -•.. 
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The cns1s became worse as the govemment of the Second Republic 

squandered the sum of'NS billionfreserve~ 'and budget surplus of N1461.6 million 
• , 1 I , 

inherited from the military regime of General Obasanjo, including the foreign 

exchange eamings from the sale of crude petroleum. These hard currency were 

spent on importing food and luxurious items or siphoned for the "corrupt 

emiclunent of individuals and the political parties in power at the federal and state 

level" (Olagunju et c:tl 1993; 61 ;). 'The politicians were also involved in frivolous 

political activities, tuming politics into a warfare rather than game of power. 

Professor Omo Omoruyi, the Director-General of (the now den.met) Centre· for 

Democratic Studies (CDS) argues that the failure of democratic politics has to do 

with four sources cif antidemocratid attitudéhnd beha~iour which are: 

(i) Jack of trust among political actors, which on further investigation is 

acquired in in~'.1!1cy and bas roots in the child rearing practices; 

(ii) Jack àf faith in the regime. Citizens do not have faith in the regime 

and of course of its laws; they donot even believe that the system 

" wotild last; ·' 

(iii) low threshold of tolerance- what would make one laugh in one settting 

could prove violence in another; and 

(iv) people see politics as business proposition and see investing in politics 

as iirvesting in busine~s or in fa;nily venture (~moruyi 1992:'89). 

These factors, argues Om9.!-:uyi are responsible for electorial malpractices; use of 

political .office as avenue for pe:sonal aggrandisment, "thuggery, political 

intolerance, blatant manipulation cif religion, etlmicity and geographical .. entity as 
,. 1 J , 

spring board and 1neqns to persona! political ambitions· and disregard for 

constitutional mies of the game" and provide the basis for the rationalization of 
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military coup dètat. This was the case m the 1983. For General Buhari, m his 

address to the Diplomatie Corps on 4th January: 

.... the shameless rigging and the widespread provision of the electorial 
process could not; in all lfone~ty, have been said Jo have produced a · 
government of the people. What we had, through tIÏe manipulated results 
both at federal and state Ievels, were government imposed on the people 
by the scandalous use of mixture of political thuggery and wide-scale 
bribery.... However, .\(. was clear to · our people that the political 
leadership that emerged in 1979 showed that it had learnt nothing and 
forgotten nothing in lhe years between the first and second Republics .... 
The intervention of the armed forces, was to arrest the imiment 
catastrophe which woùld have been the inevitable result of the course 
being charted by the politicians ( cited in Olagunju èt al 1993 :64). · 

It is in the light of this that the reg11ne did not see political transition 

programme as a preoccupation which Buhari himself told foreign journalists that: 

• !, ' • .. .. ' 
.... What we will put to Nigerians is to make Nigefians understand how 
much we are in trouble, economically. If we can get that message across 
then Nigerian will be prepared to work bard and allow the government to 
pull the country out of the economic mess. After that, if they like, resume 
their hagglings and squâbbles. But for now, we have no time to waste, 
only time to work hard. We have to see it through (Cited in Olagunju 
1993: 67). . • 

General Buhari w.as to subsequently denied in an ihterview tha:t he never had 

a political transition prograimne, for this was one of the major reasons 

advanced by Babangida and his cohorts for the termination ofhis regime. 

According to him "we had a political programme but because I didn't 
mention it qoes not. mean il-· dors not ~xist or that it is not a credi~ to . 
that. administration. · By June·, 1984, 1 tool< a paper to- the Supreme 
Military Council on this issue. And the paper caused a lot of heat. So 1 
had to withdraw the memo and I had to submit another one." (The News: 
5 July 1983). 

Thé Buhari regime, on coming· to power, focused on tackling ·the economic 

cns1s through . repression and fiscal discipline. It introduced the War Against 
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Indiscipline (W AI) to bring about orderly behaviour in public life. It enacted 

Decree No. 3 to recover public funds from politicians, public officers and 

contractors who looted or' failed to execute their contracts, and incarcerated 

politicians without trials through the promulgation of Decree No. 2 (State Security 

Detention o.f persans). This Decree could lead to arrest and detention of suspect for 

an indefinite period of.time by the Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters. This 

involved politicians, "economic saboteurs", currency traffickers, "polit.ical 

ssaboteurs", among others. The Buhari regime also enacted Decree No. 4 (Public 

officers protectiqn:Against False f\ccusatiçm) This D.ecree was pro1nulgated to deal 
' . ,, ,' ' :.:. . . . 

withjoumalists and media organizations. 

There were massivë· retrenchments 111 both public and private sectors, 
. ' 

freezing of wages, introduction of levies ( educational and development) and taxes 

(poil and cattle). The govenunent p!'cnnoted alternative strategy to IMF "Loans by 

introducing counter trade deals, designed to increase imports; shift trading 

partnership away from the pattern of trade links with Europe by focusing. on 

special bilateral relationship, (Forrest: 1993: 301). Above all:the regime lacked 

consultation and. Was apparently ~ias in t.erms of JJJOrnoting nmtbern ·i_nterest and 

thereby heightened ethnie, regional and religions tensions ·as federal character was 

undennined leading to the agitation for the confederation of the Nigerian State. 
. . 

J.,. 

The Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) was weakened by the retrenclunent of 

workers and the harassment of laboui unionists. The Nigerian Medical Association 

(NMA) and the National Association of Resident Doctors (NARD) which 
. . ' . . 

questioned the regime for neglecting ber promise of equipping hospitals,were 

proscribed. The only umbrella students organisation in the country, the Naticmal 

Association of Nigerian Students (NANS), was banned for opposing the 

introduction of tuition fees in séhoo,ls and thé a\1thoritarian rul.e of the regime. 
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From the surface of the above scenarios were factors that could bring about 

any counter-regime to power. Buhari objected to these claims as Babangida and 

bis 1985 plotters were parts of ail the decisions taken in the SMC. Rather there 

were suspected cracks in the government leading to the Coup of 1985. Buhari 
. . .. / ' : . . . . . 

pointed out that "our administration was unh,cky:' Ther.e. was a fiftli colummist 

among us, and the success of that fifth columist among us,, is 'Yhat we are now" 

(the Babangida's regime),-... (The News: ·s July 1993, p20). He ad.ded, "! was 

removed because certairi members of my cabinet felt because they were in public 

office they were entitled to things ~ther than what is specified in their terms and 

conditions of se1vicè". ' (The News 5 July, 1993: 26) On the basis of this 

Babangida was no longer in tune with policies of Buhari's regime, and was 

becoming a victim. 

! 
The Director-General of the National Secm:fty Organization (NSO) under 

Qeneral Buhari regime, Alhaji Muhammadu Lawal Rafindadi, substantiated 

General Buhari position, and even added another insight into the' power play at that 

time. According to llim, Genera]. Babangida's brother-in-law, Chief Sonny 

Okogwu, wanted to establîsh a mu\ti-billion naira militmy hardware project called 

Blackgold in 1985: In view of the security' implications, the then Militmy 

Governor of Kaduna state, Air Vice Marcha]] (AVM) Usman Muazu, informed 

the Supreme Military Council (SMC). The Council, in tum, directed the NSO to 

investigate the issue and advise.the government. . . / ' . . .. ' 

However, before the completion of the investigation, Babangida brought a 

letter to the then Chief of· Staff Supreme Headquarters, Major General Tunde 

IdiagbÔn, ·c1aiming that cÎearance had been secured for the project from the NSO. 
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1 ., 

This was found to be false. And "when we carried our investigation we discovered 

that the letter was a forgery. The name of the officer who purp01ied to have signed 
~ ... 

, the letter was fake". (Newswatch, Nov 20, 2000:22). Rafind'adi, also· indicted 

General Aliyu Mohaimned Gusau (1id) the National Security Adviser to the 

President, Olusegun Qbasanjo, for · being a party to his incaceration because he 

was involved in the 1985 importation scandai for which he (Gusau) was detained 

and retired from the military under Buhari regime. According to Rafindadi'the 

1985 coup was to enable Babangida, Gusau and others caver up their tracks, and 

not because of Buhàri reg~ne'·~ : intie~ibility ,and draconian laws, as the 

Babangida's regime itself promulgated more draconian laws than Buhari 

(Newswatch, November 2q.i.2000: 32). 

Thus, General Babatigida, as a person, was facing serious crisis in a regime .. .. 

i11 which hé was. the .third in command. This crisis would have led not only to his 

suspension from the militaiy but also his being court martialled and retired or 

totally dismissed from the military. This crisis, according to sources led hini to 

contact a spiritualist - seer (Mallam) in Niger Republic to pray for the aversion of 

the crisis and a ùcinna!Îzation ~f tl;e relati~;1ship between. hitn and' the regime. The 

seer was said to have told him two things. One, that he could do what Babangida 

wanted him to do. And tWQ., that Babangida can become Nigeria's Head of State if 

he so wished; and that what was ne.eded was prayers to make assurance doubly 

sure. But, he added, that should Babangicla becomes the Head of State, Nigeria.will 
.. :· 

' . 
be phmged· into. a serious crisis that woul threatèn its ,peace; stability and unity, 

during and after his regime. Babangida was said to have been elatecl by the second 

position and chose it. (interview - priviledged infonnation; June 1999) . 

•.. 
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General Babangida had longed nursed the ambition of becoming a military 

Heda of State and had been schemi11g for it. I 11 an interview with the press 

Babangida stateq that he had aspir~d to b~ Head of State when he .was.Anny Chief 
. ·, •. . ' .. . 

of Staff (ThisDay May 2, 200 l: p 1 & 4 ). But Babangida had never expected to 

become a Head of State Jess than 18 month of Buhari's regime. Ail he had wanted 

was to save bis life and éareer, having failed 011 the initial bid to mie instead of 

Buhari. The seer's revelation gave î1im serious confidence in his plotting and 

scheming of being a Head of State .. And to avoid .being caught in the waves of his 

contradiction, he (General Babangida) gathered round hfm ethnie minority officers, 

Brigadier-General Joshua Dogon Yaro, Col John Shagaya, Col Yohanna Madaki, 

Col Chris Gamba, Brig-Gen Jeremiah Useni and intellectuals (Omo Omomyi, 

J.I. Elaigwu, Olagtmju,.Adele Jinc1du, etc) .and some radical core-porthem military . ,, ' .":: . ' 

officers who have remained loyal to him (Col Umar Kaiigiwa, Col Abdulmumini 

Aminu, etc) to plan how to execute his coup. While the military officers did the 

planning and fonnulated tâëtical strategies of the coup, those fi'om the àcademia 

did. the intellectual work. However, ·even when Buhari was toppled the Nigerian 
. . 

populace was not too keen and enthusiastic about it . The Babangida regiine found 

acceptability onÏy in ·the· press when it repealed d.ecree ·4 of I 984, opened up the 

Gestapo for the public through the press, to see how the regime had torture 

detainees. While Decree 4 was repealecl, Decree 2 was Ieft intact which the 

regime Iater used to detain ail s011 of oppollents. lt went fqrther to set. up various .. 
. . 

tribunals to hasten the trials of political detainees incarceratecl without trial by the 

Buhari govemment. 

After a successful ove1ihrow of Buhari, Babangicla expandecl his intellectual 

scope by establishing an intellectual' garage known as: ''the PresidentiaI°Advisory . . . 
Committee" heacled by the late Professor Oyetunji Aboyacle. Members of the 
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Committee include Professor Omo Omoruyi, Tunji Olagunju, Ikenna Uzimiro, 

Aforka Nweke and Adele Jinadu among others. They were either collectively or 

on their individual · strength made members of Babangida's kitchen cabjnet or were 
. . 1. •' ;.. • • . . 

often consulted on critical national issue (see Awa, 1992:· ·27). The kitchen cabinet 

which started with Professor Jonah Isawa Elaigwu and the late Yaya Aliyu with 

Omo Omoruyi at the bactground later expancled with the establishment of the 
• . , 1 

Political Bureau. Those subsequently brought on board include Eme Ewa, AD. 

Yahaya, O. Oyediran, Balà Takaya,. Tunde Adeniran, S.E. Oyovbaire, J.A. A.moda, 

Tunji Olagunju, ·Haroun' A.damu, Baia Usman, and man y others. Being bitter with 

massive entrance of their senior colleagues, political scientists, into the Babangida 

Transition Programme (BTP) as consultants, Muazzam and Jibrin Ibrahim note that 

their involvemen.t ii1 BTP are to prprnote qncl infact irnplement their persona! views 
. ,, . . .... : . . ' ' 

rather thaii to arbitrale in the political process. And this is ·Jikely to lead to "a more 

closed and exclusionaiy political system - the extact opposite of the legacy 

political science should gîve to the Nigerian polity". (Muazzam and Ibrahim: 

1988: 21 J. They further observe that the en tire gamut of Babangicla's transition 

"bas been. consciously Ôperating. üncler the J?latonic concépt of combining 

knowledge and }iow~r ùot only to survive but àlso to· ensure that it reproduces 

itself'. (Ibid. 9, see also Awa: 1992). In order to establish and increase the terppo 

ofhis acceptability be embarked on a political transition. 

' . ·f • . . .. 
The· first step in this direction was the establishment of a Political Bureau, 

made up of seventeen members, headed b)'. Dr. S .J. Cookey and with this charge: 

Our primary objectivès is to bequeilth to posterity a new political order 
that can endure stresses as well as contain the competitive demands in our 

· national life.... (T)he 'Bureau must ensure that Nigerians secure for 
themsëlves . a more meaningful political future tbrough open ·and free: 
debate .... T·hose whci will contribute and participate in the· debate need not 
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be afraid to be both daring and cognitive .... We are committed to an order 
that will check the excesses of government and the abuse of power by the 
political leadership. We .. shall equally frciwn at a system in which a small 
group of individuals shall be allowed to misuse power to the detriment of 
our national aspiratiori.(Politbureau: .J 987: 225 - 226). 

On this grmmd the Bureau was given a blank tenn 9freference;_namely, to .. 

(i) review Nigeria's political history and idéntify the basic problems 

which have led to our failure in the past and suggest ways of resolving .and 

coping with these problems, 

(ii) identify a basic philo~ophy of.government which will. detennine goals 
. " . ~';.. . . 

and· serve as a guide to the activities of governments, · 

(iii) Collect govenunent as well as identify other political problems that 

may arise frorn the dèbate, 

(iv) Gather, collate and evaluate the contributions of Nigerians to the 

search for a viable political fütùre and provide guideliness for the àttainment 

of the co~;ensus objective, 

(v) Deliberate on other political problern as may be referred to itfrom 

time to tirne. .-
. ' •.. 

Meinbers of the Bureau carried out the assignments with vigour and rigour, 

involving extensive consultation and cq-ordinating national debates on varied 

issues of govemance, like itleology, forms of representation, ethnicity, the military, 

women, labour, youths and studeiit, traditional mlership, local govenunent, 

con11ption, .and the media. At the ·end, the Bureau rèceived a total of 27,324 

contributions. The report of the Bureau remains the most "excellent prognosis of 

Nigeria's experience in ail its complex dimensions and also a theory of politics. 

As a documentary source, it captures the essential elements that have, so far, 

shaped (Nigerian) political behariour in :Nigeria'.~ (Akin9Ia: 1988:· ;63). The 
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outcome of the repoli was a go.ve1hment wilite papet which -led to the setting up of 

an implementation table to unfold the transition prograimne. 

Hitherto thé regime had gained the confidence of Nigerians when it first 

introduced a national debate on whether to or not to collect the IMF-World Bank 

. loan. At tlie end of the debate President Babangida "tr!cked" Nigerians to accept 

Structural Adjustment Programme, having rejected IMF. According to Adekanye 

"he opposed acceptance of the !MF Joan together with its conditionalities. 
Babangida's s~eming opposition to the IMF Joan was even to be made one 
of the grounds for -the alleged ',Vatsa coup plots" exposed in December · 
1985. By June 1986, howeve

0

r, the country was·"made ·10· accept the · 
implemelitation of SAP which Babangida explained was not only home
grown but a necessary sacrifice consequent upon the rejection of the Joan. 
It was the first political goal to. be scored by Nigeria' s Maradona". 
(Adekanye: 1 ~97:36). i'lie concept of Maradona as applied to Babangida 
is derived from Diegci Maradona, the Argentina footballer who specialise 
in dribling and goal scoring. Therefore, like the fooiball Maestro, Diego 
Maradona, in politics Babangida.: has also masterminded different 
strategies · of scormg political ' points and gaining advantage over 
oppostions. · 

Biersteker has observe that one of the things that enaeared the public 

towards Babangida's economic policies was the nationalistic rhetorics. 
, . . •. I ; . : 

December 31, 1985 budg'et speech; Babang1da · 

"combined nationalist assertiveness witli an acceptance of most of the 
IMF's original conditi;Ï;alislities which had prevented agreement in the 
pas!. The nationalist assertiveness was contained in Babangida's call for a 
reduction in external dependence, for the achievement of food self
sufficiency, for a shift in Nigerian _attitude and tastes, and for a 30 percent 
cap oIÏ debt servicing_for the year" (Biersteker: 1993: 145 - 146). · 

·- . " . 

In !lis 

Though the regune accepted the public verdict for rejecting the IMF Joan .the 

original components of IMF conditionalities found their ways vaguely into the 
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economic poli ci es of the regime such as "reaiistic" exchange rate ( deva!uation of 

Naira), 80% re.duction ,in petroleum subsidies, privati'.?ation and trade liberation 

which was later promoted. This was so because the effect, of two - tier foreign 

exchange ( devaluation) policy was not clearly understood by the public. 

It was inunediatély afte;· thé budge't .speech, fead ii;i :Tanuary 1986, that he 

glamorously set up a seventeen-man Cooky Political Burreau to design a viable 

political system for the co_vntry. In Juné 1986 General Babangida announced a 

two-year . Structurai AdjtJstment Programme (SAP) spelling out the details as 

espoused in his budget speech. · The impression among the public was that by 

1989, the p·i-ogranune would have ended, ushering· Nigeria into ber prosperity. By 

September I 9, 1986 Nigeria requested the IMF to endorse its SAP in order to 

enable her borrow, in principle, funds totaling $785 million for an initial period 

ending December .1987. And ~.Y Septembe'. 26, 1986 the first second-tier Foreign 
. . 1 . . . 

exchange .auction was held with Naira falling to 68.6 percent to a Ievel of 4.62 

Naira to the dollar; stabilizing at 3 .5 Naira to one dollar or an effective devaluation 

of about 75 percent (Biersteker: 1993: 148). Given this effort Nigeria by mid 

November I 986 became: eligible for. a $540 million standby Joan, and deadlock 

over the rescheduling of Nigeria' s external debt of N22 billion was broken. The 

Loti.don ancÎ Paris Clubs began the process of resch~duling the debt. 

With the economic policies decided, the administration was able to create an 

enabling environment that would not hold his regime. in suspect. At !east the 
. , · · •. 1 ·i : . . , . 

political programme served as a covei· up and, at m6st a diversion the event of any 

Iooming critical national issue. The implication of the economic policies, 
. , 

especially SAP, for the {)Volution ·of éonstitutional democracy include amoùg 

others; creating socio-ecc\nomic hardship, creation of political tension and increase 
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in political repression on the pait of state officiais and the mling classes. This 

undennined· the genuine course to· democratic rule, creating .!opsided effect with 

only . few elites gaining and continuing to live on the sweat of the deprived 

millions of Nigerians. The government created some structures (two political 

parties, Directorate of Social Mobilization, Directorate of Food Roads and Rural 

Infrastrncture, among others) whiçh becaine. aven_l}eS for primiti:ve accumulation 

without any noteworthy impact on the economy. In order to contain oppositions to 

its economic and political policies, the government outrightly banned or 

emasculated the National Association of Nigerian Students (NANS), Academic 

Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) the Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC) and other 
.. .. 

groups it tennèd ideological extreni'ists, dictating the type of political associations 

and party which citizen should belong (Dunmoye: 1990:243). 

lt is within this context that Bangura (1988: 34) argues that the transition 

progranune was more· conceined abouti political .-:order and laying·, a political 

foundation - a new authoritarianism - for successful implementation of Stmctural 

Adjustment Prograimne rather than with the developmenf of democracy" 

(Bangura:_ 1988: 34 ). ln fact, Ake (I 993) argues that the Babangida transition to 

civil mie succeded g:reatly in achieving one thing, namely: the "democratization of 

disempowerine.nt''.. Thus, the question is "whose ·democracy'.'· (Beckman,. 1989) -

was Babangida' s transition programme constructing? 

5.5 CRISIS OF POLITICAL TRANSITION TO DEJ\10CRATIC RULE 

With the established economtc principles ôf the administration, 

democratization became the measure for an ideological manifestation of its 

political agenda. A type ôf democratic transition with 'organized confusion' was 
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!, 

designed with the regime setting the rules and changing tirem as it wishes (Joseph: 

1997: 14-20). The regime first of all banned certain groups of politicians called 

"old breeds", under decree··25 of 1987 from joining political parties, and contesting 

political positions. Those banned for life included those who were dismissed from 

office and found guilty of com1ption, among others. The politicians of the first 

and second republics, as· well as rnilitary and police offiéers who were also banned 

could participate in politics only after the period of the transition progranune.. In 

addition, religions and ideological extrcrnists wcre not allowed to be involved in 

the transition. _; : 

The ban provided a new crop of politicians, the new breed, who contested 

the non-party elec.tions intéï"Jocal goverrnnent council in 1987 and the Constituent 

Assembly in 1988. Paity fonnat_ioti is the basic ingridient of democratization. 

This was put in place by-Decree ,]9 of 1987 . .The decree.espoused ineasures, 

conditions and program·s of the transition, which was surprisingly expected to 

tenninate by the last quarter of 1992. The second and third quarters of the year 

1989, according to the decree, were for the lifting of ban ou· pmty politics and 

announcement of two recognized a11d regis.tered political paities. 
. .. . . .....:. . . 

When the National Electoral Commission (NEC) subsequently released 

guidelines for political. party fonnation several political associations, over 30, 

emerged seeking registrations as political pmties. Of these, only 13 associations 

applied for . .registration. But none was recognized as they were al! rnbbished by 

govennnent. In doing s·o, govenunent banned ail the tliirteen political association 

and decree into existence two official parties: namely, the National Republican 

Convention (NRC) and Social Democratic Pmty (SDP). These parties. took off on 

as govennnent regulated. mechanis,ms, creating do~ibts as t9 the credil)ility of the 
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transition progra1mne. · It was iti this lîg11t · thaUthe Nïgerias Political Science 

Association (NPSA), in a press conference, criticised the two political parties; 

that, they have failed ... to develop their own identities and are more of a 

govemment outfits (NPSA: Jos Vol 2 No.l 1991/92). 

While . the official parties were being created, government surrëptitiously 

supported an infonnal means that would undennine the credibility of the 
' 1 

transition. Thus, the Association for Better Nigeria (ABN) established by Chief 

Arthur Nzeribe was allowed to serve as a spoiler in that direction. The 

Association was foremost for ( its national ai1d inten?ational ca\npaign for 

Babangida to remain indefinately in office. The association maintains that it is on!y 

Babangida that can improve the economy and political stability. ABN grew to 

become a very powerfi1l pro Babangida campaigner without being checked by 

govemment security forces. Unlike the press and human rights organisations that 

were threatened, intimidated and · detained, ABN went about its propaganda for 

the perpetuation of militaiy mie and for Babangida to stay-on in power unhurt. 

This convinced Nigerians that ABN not only had state security flrDtection but also 

state resources, at its disposai. The seriousness of the ABN campaign becaine 

glaring when its· national direcfor,1,Chief -Abimbola.;Davies,. went ,to a· Jower court 

in Abuja seeking an injunction to restrain the National Electoral C01mnission 

(NEC) from conducting the June 12 presi.dential elections. This is in disregard of 

Decree 13 of 1993 which states that the election on June 12 cannot be challenged 

in court. Yet, the court went ahead to rule in favour of ABN. According to the 

judgement; on the 101
h June, 1993, Justice Ikpeme ·rules that: 

"! have the jurisdiction to hear this malter. NEC is not to deterrnine a 
stable for dernocracy but only to conduct ( election). NEC is hereby . 
restrained frorn conducting the presidential election pending the 
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determination of the substantive suit before the court." (Cited in Emeli
feonwu: 1997: 194); see details in African Concord; June 2 I, 1993: p. 12 -
18). 

A.nother court, on June 11, 1993 ruled against Justice lkpeme's judgement, 

painting out that NEC is o.\:1liged under tlie law to cany out the election to its 

logical conclusion. This ·niling, given by Justice Moshood Olugbemi, was in 

accordance to a motion filed by Sumbo Onitori and Richard Adejumo., in a 

Lagos High. Court. Indeed Decree 13 had given NEC the power to ignore any 

court ruling against her raie in conducting -elections and in section 54(1) it 

also has the power to postpone the Presidential elections if it bas suspicion 

that serions breach of the peace would occur. Despite these crisis, the 

election went al1ead ~ii June I 2. But ~hile the·i electi.oi1s were gomg on 

smoothly, ABN, unknown to NEC, the two political parties and the 

electorates had secured an .. injunction froin Justice Dahiru Saleh of the Abuja 

High Court upholding the earlier ruli1Jg by Justice lkpeme of the Abuja lower 

(magistrate) court which restrained NEC to release the June 12 result. On 16 
. . 

Jun·e 1993 NEC suspended the announcement of iesults. This ·was followed by 

govemment invalidating the transition to civil rule Decree No. 52 of 1992 and 

the presidential election Decree No. 13. This was c~unter-rul~d i:1 a judgeinent. 

by Justice Moshocid Olugbemi of Lagos High Court. Meanwhile, before now, 
• · .. / ·i · . • · , 

Oil the April 21 1993 a Lagos 1-Ügh Court had eà'rlier resirained ABN from 

parading itself as an organisation or engaging in political activities because it 

was never registered as an association. 

The Abuja High Court precid~d.: by Justice Saleh did not take this · into 

consideration. However,' following the restraint · frmn Justice Dahiru Saleh, 

NEC stopped the release of the June 12 results. This made various interested 
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parties to go to vanous courts seeking redress for either the release of the 

results or the need to sustain the restraint. At the end, on June 23, the NEC 

Chairman under pressure, signed for the suspension of the release of June 12 

presidential elections. Acco;~in~ to re~oris a s'bnior military ·offi~~r, Col. 

Mohammed Wase, prevailed on Justice Saleh to issue the injunction which 

compelled NEC to stop the release of the results as Professor Humphrey 

Nwosu was ordered by the presidency to obey the court order. The division 

within the rank and file of the. political class strengthened the military 

manoeuvnng. In short,' Jack of acconnnodative · spirit- among the politicians 

encouraged personality cuit and dictatorship to strive. According to Ake: 

We have to remember that if the Nigeria military has any political 
ideology, it is the denigration of politics and politicians. This is because 
military intervention can ol).ly acquire a .veneer of acceptability where . 
politics has· failed ·completely. 1So in power: The ,:militar.y arranges to 
re·mfnd us constantly of the failures of politics. Theîr democratic 
transitions are usually programmed to extend 111ilita1y rule a~ muph as 
possible and if possible abort. Their t~ansition programmes etfectively 
selects the politicans who will succèed thèm and as much as possible they 
select the worst kinc;l of politician, politicians likely to cause systemic 
breàkdowns (Tempo: 18 August 1994: 3). 

-
The poiitical parties were initially divided over tl.1e prèsidential pnmanes 

leading to the annulled June 12 presidential elections which Alhaji Basir Tofa 

and Chief MKO Abiola contested and won under NRC and SDP respectively. 

While some chieftains of NRC Iike Adamu Ci rom a and the former Chairman of the 

party, Chief Tom Ikü~i called [or the cantellatrbn of. the results because of 

malpractices; Chief Arthur Nzeribe, another chieftain of SDP and the sponsor of 

the unregistered ABN had .. earlier protested over the malpractices in the SDP 

primaries in Jos. The patadox ofNz~ribe's claim was that on April 9, 1993 he had 

placed an advert in a newspaper, Dai_ly Times, congratulating Chief MKO Abiola, 
. . . 

tlie · SDP flagbearer for the June 12 presidential elections. At the same time he 
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went ahead to sponsor the campai!,'11 for Babangida's perpetuation in office. The 

irony of the June 12 presidential election saga was that if govenunent was sincere 

it would have cancelled the presidential primaries based on security report that ·the 

party premaries were bazaars rather than conventions. The same security had 

recmmnended tlie disqualification t. of the 't{vo. presi.dential candidates,·· dissolution 

of the two political parties and to allow politicians to fonn their political paiiies 

(The African Guardian ~pril 26, 1993 ·pp.19-24). If Babangida was serions he 

could have heeded the advice of the security forces. This, however, could have 
\ 

affected the continous plam1ed stay in power would definitely, as domestic and 

intemationa:J pressuress were highly· on him to conclud~ the transition prograimne 

to its logical end by installing a democratically elected president. Besicles, all 

elections into key offices at the state and national levels had been concluded 'and 

the elected officers had taken contrai except the presidential election that 

remained controversial until it Jas anniil~d: Accàrding to Omdrnyt' the then 

Sultan of Sokoto, Alhaji Ibrahim Dasuki, had told_ the Secretary General of the 

Supreme Council for IslaI!?,ÎC Affairs (SCIA), Alhaji Lateef Adegbite, who was 

accompanying hini (Dasuki) to Mec~a not to bother about coining back to vote 

on June 12 because "... even if you go on the 13 th or 14 th (June) you will still 

vote" (Te!Ï: September 29, 1997). Dasuki who hàd earlier told Omornyi to advise 

Babangida to cancel the June 12 elections apparently was working for 

Babangida's prolongation while Abacha was working on the shortest exisi of 

Babangida from power to enable him step in. Thus, no sooner had Abacha 

assumed qffice tl1ai1 Da~tiki w;~ dèposed ;i· the Sultàn of S.okoto. ' 

The preparation for th(;_.annulment of June 12 presidential election started from 

the on set when Babangida came to power. An inside knowledge was_provided by 

Edwin Madunagwu when as a mèmber of the Political Bur·ean 'he led a three -
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niember deiegation of the Bureau in March 1 986 to OIJe of states to discuss the 

transition programme and particularly the series of elections. A young military 

officer which the team met execused the press querried them on pushing for 

destions when a presidential election had taken place. According to Madunagu: 
.. : . 

The military governor told me that the armed forces, a legitimate and 
patriotic segment of the Nigerian nation had held a presidential election 
for the country. The ... winner in · that ·. election was General Ibrahim 
Babangida .... ·He said. that the election of Babangida was conducted in the 
niglit, arguing that there was nothing against night election. He concluded 
by going into the offensive: "if soldiers can risk their lives for the nation, 
why s_hould they not be considered ·worthy to proc.juce a president for the 
country. (The Guardian: February 1, 2001: 49). 

Thus, in the course of the transition programme Babangicla had mastenninded 

the scheme as early as Januaiy 1993 when new structures of military govemance 

were created. The first was the t)ationaJ; Defence .Jind Security Council (NDSC) 
' . 

which replaced the Anned Forces Ruling Council (AFRC), hithe1to the highest 

niling legislative and Executive' body .. The new body made up of only nine 

trusted militaty officers, ,four civilians and the Inspector-General of Police (Chief 

Ernest Shonekan, Chainnan, Transition Council, Chief MT Mbu, Secretary 

Foreign Affairs; Clement Akpamb6, Attorney General of the Federation and the 
' . ' 

Secretary of Justice; Alhaji Abdulraham Okene, Secretaiy of Internai Affairs and 

Alhaji Aliyu Attah, the Inspector General of Police). The militat'y officers include 

the Vice President, Admirai Augusts Aikhomu (though retired), General Sani 

Abacha,( Chief ·of Defence Staff and Sécretaty .of Defence), Admirai Murtala 

Nyako (Deputy Chief of Defence Staff), General Salihu Ibrahim (Chief of Anny 

Staff,) Vice Admirai Preston Omatso]a (Chief of Naval Staff) Air Marshall Akin 

Dada (Chief of Air Staff), Lt General Joshua Dogon - Yaro, (Commandant, 

Command and Staff College, Jaji), and Lt. General Aliyu Moha1111ned Gusau 
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(National Security Adviser) arid Babangidà himselfi The Decree 53 ·establishing 

the NDSC states that "ail bills passed into Iaw by the National Assembly must be 

endorscd only by the President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, 

General Babangida befor<:: they become law. 

The second stmcture was the 'establislunent · of the Transitional Council. The 

Council headed by Chief Ernest Shonekan, consisted of 27 members. Its functions 

include ta present to NDSC any recommendation in fonn of memorandum on ail 

matters requiring the decision and approval of the NDSC. The fonctions of the 

Council's Chainnan w·ere simi"lar!to that ;o"f the Vi(,e President including routine 
1 . 

supervision of members, departments and parastatals, chairing the meetings of 

National Revenue and M~_?.ilisation . Commission, attending the regular meetings 

of Council of State, National Defence and Security Council and advising the 

President on the options on issues requiring his decisions or approval, as well as 

perfonning 1my other fonctions that 'may be delega'ted to him. · The major element 

of t\1e function as stated by the President is the economy: "Our economy must be 

virile enough ta support our democratic institutions. Democracy is expensive, ·and 

an economically \Veak system cannai sustain a polity such as Nigeria. This 

constitutes a cardinal · area of impotianc~ 'for the tr.ansitional couticil'' (Tell: l 99J 

: 18). Yet, he operated an economic policy that was leading ta the grounding of 

the economy through ,_,the Technical Committee on Privatization and 

Commercializatioti (TCPC). Many government owned parastatals and companies . . 

were deliberately grounded so that · it _could easily be privatized or paralyzed to the 
. -

extent tha( they can.not compete · effectively with t_he prïvate sectors which 

Babangida and his cohorts have maintained an exclusive contrai. 
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One of the earliest critique of these structural changes was General 

Theophilus Yakubu Daùjuma (rtd).I. According, to hün: 

My view is that the transition is finished. I think that we have a new 
republic in place now with Shonekan as the head of government. So 
through general acquisition, collaboratioll'.we now have a new republic, a 
new government. The ""'only government in transition that we have today 
in Nigeria is Chief Shonekan's Council. I believe that at the end of 
August 27, Chief Shonekan' s .Council will be reconstituted and that 
will be the end of that transition. (The Afrh .•n Guardian: January 18, 
1993:25). . 

He concludes his critique as thus: "the National Assembly had been pockyted 

by Babangida as by August 27, 1993 they will move a motion and approve a·new 

tenure for Babaqgïda so we wi-11 h,ave a çliarchy prqperly sancti011ed by members . .. . ....... . . 
of the Natïonal Assembly." (171e A.fi·ica,1 G11ardim1: Januà1y 8; 1993:25) Thus, it 

is either a diarchy is put in place or Shonekan-led council, a probational council, 

is made to take over the 11iantle or leadership; that is, if his self-succession bid did 

not work out. 

Earlier Babangida had covertly sent Professor.Sam'Üy{.ivbaire to request 

Profesor Baya Adekanye, equally a renowned professor of military science and 

civil-militmy relations to write a position paper on diarchy (Interview, September, 

2000). Apparently this was ~o guide the. administration in fashioning out its 
' I. -~ . ' . ~· . . . : 

regimes perpelualion policy. Adekanye quictly deëlincd· -and further refused to 

accept any inducement from the milita1y. Thus, Danjuma was right when he 

observes that both Alhaji Bashir Tofa and Chier MKO Abiola, the two presidential 

aspirants, were "applying for a post .that is not vacant and that will not be vacant 

in August. ,.They are engaged in an .assault course_ through a minefield. At the end 

of the day, they will ail be blown off' (Ibid: 25). Truly, Danjuma was right as 

both the contestants and the nation were bluffed by Babangida after the conduct of 
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June 12 Presidential election .But Babangida knows the two Presidential 

Candidates too well to assume that none of them·. woulçl constitute an obstacle to 

his regime perpetuation agenda. 

General Daajuma and other sound critics like the Campaign for Democracy 

(CD) a human rights· organi;atibn, mad~ their ubse1v.atfons lèmg · before the 

presidential primaries in April 1993 and the June 12, 1993 presidential elections. 

For instance, a coalition of.32 civil orgmiizations issued a release endorsed by Dr. 

Beko Ransom Kuti, the President, and Chima Ubani, the Secretary General. The 

release kicked against the new mTang~ment, arguing that : 

"the latest adjustment to the structure including the dissolution of the 
Armed Forces Ruling council (Al'RC) in January 1993 have mercly 
concentrated more powers on Babangida, giving him powers which even 
elected president does no! have under the Nigerian constitution, 
arrogating to ·himself pmyers ln ina11g11rntc the Natiorrnl Dcfcncc and. 
Security Council · which arc ithe prefogativc of,:an elected civilian 
presidcnt" (The Afric:111 Gu:1rdh111: Novcmbcr JO, 1992) · 

ln the same manner the Association foi- Democracy and Good Governance in 

Nigeria (ADGGN) made' up of retired military oflicers especially from the rank of 

General and some politicians, headed by General Olusegun Obasanj.o met in 
. . 

Obàsaitjo's Otta Fann, Ogun State, and resolved against absolutist govenunent, 

corruption and subversion of conslitutional rulc. The association called among 

other issues, for decentralisation of resource conlror and the serious detennination 

to reduce corruption. (Tell: June 7, 1993). 
. .. { : : ,, 

As it turned out Babangida' s transition was a classic case of regime 

perpetuation when the June 12 elècti01i was annuled. Davies Bimbola, a fonner 

ABN chieftain, denounc~d Babangida's transition as an "organised confüsions." 
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Babangida began another series of pi-eparation for fresh presidential election after 

the annulment of the June 12 electioi1s. The timetable was .carefully plalll1ed to 

tenninate by August 25, 1993, and the handover date remained August 27, 1993. 

According to some reports, General Olusegun Obasanjo, Adamu Ciroma, Shehu 

Musa Yar' Adua, Patrick Dele Cole and Olu Falae collaborated to put the tüne table 

together (Emelifeonwu:- 1997, end11ote no;J·O: 213).;. The id~a fçir.anotl~er election 

was rejected by pro-democracy movements and a secti01i of SDP stalwarts who 

stuck to the valiclity of June 12. The regime however issuecl a 72 l10urs ultimatum 

to the opposition to clecicle on another election or be proscribecl. In rejecting 

anotller round of elections, some sect.ions of the parties, NRC and SDP, preferred 

an interim govemment. This arrangeinent, though tentatively -endorsecl by NDSC, 

had to be reviewed by some senior military and police officers. 

The Senior Military and police officers who met on July 12 on their part 

rejectecl the interirn national g6vev,nment fo"r fear tbat SDP. may ,insist on Abiola . .~ . 

heading the govemrnent. On this grouncl, a cancus of NRC clecided for an election 

insteacl of an interim govenunent. H.owever, the two parlies for fear of 

proscription met and resolvecl on July 28 for an interim arrangement. The report 

of the meeting of the two parties was submittecl to the Aikhomu Tripartite 
ft •• 

C01runittee:·Tlie rec01runenclation of the Committee lecl the NDSC to approve the 
. . . . 

establishment of an Interim National Government headecl by Chief Ernest 

Shonekan.This development was not acceptecl by the pro-clemocracy movements 

as they protested any move that will lead to the subversion of the result of June 12 

elections. During the divisioi1 innong ·'the . mempership of NDSC, the Abacha

lecl group including Lt Gen Oladipo Diya, Major General Edward Unimma and 

others insisted that the military must leave office by August 27, _1993. Tlùs 

position by the Abacha group macle Babangicla and his corps of military officers 
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not to "carry through Jheir plan to perpetuate Babangida's rule. Abacha was 

reported to have stayed away from a number of_NDSC meetings at this period 
" 1 1 •.. 

out of protest and exasperations". '(Osuji: 1993:2 l). Indeed a larger section of the 

nation and the international community were not only shocked but stunk that on 

the June 23, 1993, the ammlment of the June I 2 presidential election was 

aimounced. At the time of the annulment only the results from 14 states had been 

allllounced with 'the SDP presidehtial caùdidate, C~1ief Moshood· Abiola, Ieading 

with 4.3 million and the NRC flag bearer. Alhaji Bashir Tofa, was behind with 2.3 

mi Ili on. The Nigerian ---~lections Monitoring Group (NEMG) which was 

establishe.d to moiiitor the electibns, and the international obse1vers that monitored 

the elections found it to b_e the freest, fairest and most credible in the history of 

elections in ·Nigeria. . 

In his usual game playing against the interest of Nigeria, on 26 June 1993 he 

confinned the deci_sion of the National Defence and Security Council (NDSC) for 

the . ainmlment of the june 12 pfesiclendii.l electibri, ba~ing Chief M:KO Abioia 

and Alhaji Bashir Tofa from further participation in future presiclential elections. 

The Goverrnnent also m~f9lded new mies and regulations to guide the new 

presidential elections, namelly that, presidential candidates must not be Jess than 

50 years oie!, each must be registered member of one of the two political earties for 
. ' 

at l"east onè· year, and th.eir business interests must not J?e in éonflict with national 

interest. These conditions notwithstanding, Nigerians were not tolcl the reason for 

the aimulment of June 12 presiclential elections. Yet the regime wantecl to conduct 

fresh elections. The ammlment of .lune 12 presidential election led to the sporadic 
• • .. / : .' • 1 1. . . . 

increase of civil society organizatibns which were pro-derpocracy in nature. These 

groups campaignecl in their own way to actualize the June I 2 presiclential election. 

The effort of the campaigu .. against another election by Civil Liberty Organization 
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(CLO), Campaign for Democracy (CD), amongst other human rights organizations 

made it impossible for ·another el~ction t0.be .cond~!cted. Bi::sides, Nigi,:rians were 

fed up with the Babangida transition programme and wanted him out. Meanwhile 

there were tense situations around the c.ountty with riots and demonstration in 

the South West. Southerpers started moving back to the South from the North and 

verse vice for fera ofbeing attacked. 

The attempt to conduct another presidential elections failed as Nigerians 

were not ready to take Babangida serious again. The aftermath of this failure· led 

to the final endorsement of Aikhomu Committee repoti and the installation of the 

Interim Govemment headed bY Cl!iefErnèst Shone~an; a.s General Babangida had 

to step out of office on 26111 August, 1993. Shonekan's Interim National 

Govemment attempted also to ensure that another election was conducted but 

failed in bis effoti becfiuse pro-democracy movements were campaigning for 

validation of June 12 presidential election results. Chief Abiola went abroad 

campaigning for his mandate. On November ·J 0, 1993 the Interim National 
. . . 

Government, headed by Chief Shonekan was declared illegal 'by a Lagos High 

Comi Judge. On November J 8, 1993, Chief Shonekan's Interim National 

Govenunent was forced to resign in a militaiy coup d'etat led by General Abacha. 
• • j 1 . 

Abàcha, who at the early . péridd of 'Shonekan,. regime, toured · ail militaty 

fonnations to acertain his contrai over them, quickly took over power. On 

assummg office he dissolved all elected- and appointed political sttuctures. He 

appointed Military Administrators as against the initial announcement that 

civilian administrators would be appointed. 

The setting of the Shonekan's Interim National Govenunent was a 

strategy by Baba11gida to find an exit channel from the hot seat of power, which 
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has proved too difficult for him to contrai. For Abacha it was an easy means to 

capture po;ver without difficulties. ,As for the political class the Interim· National 

Govemment was a means to ease the military ciut of·power as they reorganise 

themselves for another (transition) process. For some it was an opportunit)_' to 

actualise June 12 while for others, it was an opp01tunity to recoup their Iosses. For 

instance, Professor Omo Omor.uyi posits that the leaders of NRC and .SDP signed . . . I. ·'1 • .; • • • • 

their acceptance of the ING on a platter of nàira. (Tell:' ·September 29, 1997) In 

sh01t they were bribed to accep_t ING. And yet for others in the military, the setting 

of an interim govenunent ·ptovides them an easy opportunity to organize another 

coup. 

Abacha· was mie of those military officers whô saw the establishment of 

an interim govenunent as a basis for coming to power. He gathered a small gr~up 

of cronies like Lt General Joshua Dogoyaro, Lt. Gen. Oladipo Diya, Brigadier

General David lylàrk, cimong others to bt;li.eve that _there was no ~lectim1 on June 
• ' . ' 'I ,. ' .~;. • • ' 

12. (Onioruyi, Tell: September 29, 1997: 18). Lagos was relevant to Abacha where 

the pro-democracy groups were concentrated. While opposing Babangida and bis 

group in Abuja, Abaclia'"'seems to have given signais to the pro-democracy 

movements that he was interested in actualising June 12. In the light of this, 

Profossor . .Bolaji AkinyeÎni, a d1ieftain of National D~mocratic ··coalition 

(NAD ECO) fonned to ~ctualise June 12, called ~n -Geùeral Abacha to step in to 

ensure that democracy was installed. Abacha was encouraged by the support [rom 

the NADECO chieftains, including Chief MK.O Abiola, to smTeptitiously plan lus 

steps to take over power from Shw1ekan. first the nc,:ed for him to .take over power . . ,, .';.. . ' 

was glaririgly necessary because he had frightened the· opposition groups into 

believing that some junior officers like C~l Umar Kangiwa were planning a bloody 

coup. There was need to dêal with this-power thirsty junior officers before handing 
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power to Abiola. But, Abacha also sought the suppmt of füese junior officers and 

other opponents of June 12 to work toget]1er with him as a team to ease Babangida 

out of office, through the ··ëreation of Interim National Govemment. Apparently, 

some of the young officers were made to believe that the ING would create a 

qmducive atmosphere for the transfër of power to Chief Abiola. Each group has 

interest in turning ING to whichever means to se1ve thèir interest. For Babangida 

the ING was not only a middleground for his exit but it also provide a face-

saving legacy by conducting another presidential elections that would 

ove1whelmed the Spirit of June·l21, W.hile .the J\bach_!l group _saw the in~tallation of 
. ••. ' r 

ING as the easiest means to ascend to power. Whereas tlie young military officers 

like Lt Col Umar saw it as a means to sort out the problems of June 12 and transfer 
. . 

power to Chief M,K.O Abiola. However, to Omornyi, some other officers like Lt 

General Dogonyaro, John Shagaya, · Aliyu Mohammud, Anthony Ukpo, Lawan 

G~adabe, .Jolù1 Madaki, Halilu Akilu, Abdulmumuni Aminu and ·Brigadier 

General David Mark who were also scheming one way or the other for positions 

of persona] advantage were against the actualisation of June 12. 

Chief Abiola and his suppo1ters,iliowever,,strongly believed that General •.. . 
. . 

Abacha was actually interested in actualizing the June 12 election. It was ail a 

game of political deception, a dilemma that only the brightest schemer could gai_n. 

It happened that Abacha, surpassed them ail. Apparently Abacha had developed a 

characteristics which consistently maintained a stand for democratic rule in ail the 
.. 

interactive ·military fora he foulld himself since 1990. Based on his public 
.. ' . 

comments from 1990 to 1993; A bac ha had been !lying to con vin ce the general 

public that be was a professional soldier and a military democrat. He consistently 

maintained that Babangida has no choice but to hand over power to a democratic 

regime by January 2,- 1993. "Even when this dqte was .changed he was still 
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convinced of a democratic· rule. Abacha's utterances for the professionalization of 
,, .. 

the anned forces and its subordination to civil atithority reached its highest level 

immediately following the June 12 e]ection. For instance, at, the, inauguration of a 

new class of participants at the National War College in .Tuly 1993, he raised a !one 

voice for democracy. This bec~me a major _headline news in almost ail the Nigeria 
• • . .( i • ' . • ·• 

newspapers. The National War College speech "'gave· -inspiration to the pro-

democracy groups and Abacha became the icon of democracy in the military. Yet, 

it was at this period that Abacha sent out soldiers to quell protest in seven states of 

the South West. This rèsulted in the death of many innocent protesters. While 

supporting 0bacha's course to rest~re .June 12, th~ pro-democracy movements also 

decided to take the légal' option by going to court. On behalf of the pro-democracy 

group Senator Bola Tinubu went to comi to challenge the legality of the lnterim 

National Gove1mnent (ING). In his ruling Justice Kolapo Akinsanya declared that 

the ING was illegal. But the co.urt failed to provicle an alternative in replacement of 
' . . . f. ~ ' ' • .:.:. • • ·. . 

ING. 

In order to ensure ·that June 12 pro-democracy forces -did not take any 

independènt position that will make them Jose contrai of power, Abacha and his 

supporters, _th1ough General OladipQ Diya, confer~ed with Abiola's supporters that 

the juclicial rnlin·g neecls· to be backecl up by milit"my stlppoti. Abiola's supporters 

were made to be scarecl of an impencling coup by the "17 Babangida Bo:ys". 

Therefore, Abiola was assuaged from swearing himself into office. As the rnilitary 

would not only s~éar in. Abiola.bu\ stand qy:him. ThtfS, atcording t? Bola Tinubu: . 
. ,, . . ... : . . 

When Abiola met with Abacha, they told us that Col (Abubakar) Umar 
was planning to topple Abiola. They listed about 17 officers' incll!iding 
General Joshua Dogon··yaro and the rest of them who they said, were . 
invo!ved in the coup' plot. They to/d Abiola "you wont be able to stop 
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them, you wont last for days. They said they needed to get rid of these 
dangerous boys in the military. Al,Jicila became a little jittery. (The News: 
26 OctoberJ 998 .: 27). . 

As earlier noted, overtly or cove1tly, some of the Babangida officers and. the 

GOCs were meeting with Abacha, on the issue of the June I 2 election. According 

to Col Abubakar Umar- the impre~sion he: hacl was .that Ge1_1eral Babangida would 
' .. ., 

be forced out to make way for democratic rule. It was 11ot as Brigadier-General 

David Mark Iater presented it to him that . "General Abacha was going to take over 

power from Shonekan, sa they (Umar, Mark etc) must begin ta decide the type of 

appointment they would require in Abacha 's regime". (Tell: August 10, I 998). 

One thing was certain, that the pro-June 12 forces, including Chief Abiola, 

could not detect the buming ambition of Abacha to takeover power and use it to 

kill and bury June 12, once and for ail. lnfact, Abiola, on his return from exile, 

conimended Abacha as· tlms: "! rtally cciriunend Qeneral Abacha for bis love for 

tlie country, he put his cmmnon sense, experience, tact and intellect to ease out 

General Ibrahim Babangida. I have no doubt that it is that cmmnon sense, that 

patriotism and that inteHect that will enable him ease out Babangida's surrogate 

too" (Olunmyomi, 1994: 19). Thus, when General Abacha wns left behind as 
.. 

Minister of· Défonce and next to 'Ernest Shonekan, in the ING, the game had 

concluded. As Minister of Defence and Second-in-Command to Ernest Shonekan, 

General Abacha was found to be working out how decisions affecting · the 

Anned Forces should be taken with Shonekan acquiescing without much 

hesistation. The ·aocs. he was workingi \.Yith wer1, carefully eased out of office 

and as he brought in his lackeys, this set the stage for the exit strategy for 

Shonekan. However, the comi declarati0t) hastened his moves to force Shonekan 

out of power. General , Dongoyaro who was slated for Chief of Defence Staff 
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realised he could not cape with Abacha. He submitted a letter of retirement and 

added that "my· decision is also based 011 iny. firm .,.conviction not, to be a party to 

any scheme or desire to perpetuate military rnle under any guise" (Akin-Aina: 

1993). 

On assumption of office, General Abacha in his usual game retired the 
.. 

same Babangida boys that helped him to execute·.the plan to ·capture office. This 

was to give the impression among the pro-democracy groups that he had started to 
' ' . deal with the boys as steps to bring in Abiola. Recounting his active role in 

bringing Abacha to power, Brigadier General David Mark, who was retired 

together with other Babangida Goys, said, ·' · . 

"the main beneficiary of the annulment is General Abacha ... Abacha's 
regime qualifies for 1\ .. $pace in the Gl1inness Book of Records as the 
greatest. betrayal of the country. It is a betrayal of the military officers 
involved ... lt is a beirayal because. what the administration is doing now 
is the exact opposite of what we agreed and what we set out to do. It is 
a complete turn around". (lntervie,w:Newswatch: April 11, 1994: 11). 

. . . 

-
The above statement confions Professor Omoruyi's position (Tell: 

Magazine on September 29, 1997), that Babangida told him that David Mark said 

the day Abiola was swom in he would end bis life. And Halilu Akilu was also 

caught saying tliat "Abacha wÙI b'e presic:l~nt·ove1' iny de~d·body". (S;1beru: 1997: 

314). David Mark has denied the charges, instead afirming that he risked his life 

for the actualiation of JuneJ 2. But a· superior argument puts it that it was when he 

lost out with Abacha that l1e begàn to ~nake his revelations in press. 

,. 

FronÏ the. interview with the Newswatch ·-maga;,:ine on April 11, 1994, 

David Mark pointed out three their initial series of meetings which .Abacha had 

worked out. The first was to give Shonekan and his team the teeth to be able to 
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bite and conduct the presifümtial elections successfully as planned by Babangida 

before leaving office. Second, to go for a short. but con,iplete military regime 

for six months and conduct presidential elections .there after. . And third;· establish 

a diarchy with Hie militàry at the apex for a period of mie year before conducting 

presidential election and handing over to civil authority. Though the grpup 

favoured option one, Abacha and Diya favoured option three, with some 

modification for. five years and a( maxim,um ?f e~ght yea:s· O!Jvim~sly, at this 

point thère was a fall out between Abacha-Diya and the young supporting 

officers. According to Mark, Diya who ".Vas able to mobilise Yornba support for 

the regime assured the. gi:oup of th~ suppmi of the Civil Libe1iies Organisation 

(CLO), Campaign for Democracy (CD), Yoruba eiders, and the Obas and Leaders 

of Thought for total military regiinë for no Jess than five years, tëJ put the 

economy in proper shape (Newswatch: April 11, 1994 : f2). 

With the suppOii of some of the pro-democracy movements, the group felt it 

was. no longer netessary to actua\ise . .Tune: 12: Bec~n,se aft~r Diya con.sulted with ... 
the Yomba leaders of thought, they unanimously and equîvocally agreed to forego 

June 12 and instead opted for a militaiy gçivernment (Newswatch: April 11, 1994: 

13). With the June 12 iss~ë· discarded by the group of military officers, the public 

was only being deceived that June 12 \.votild be actualised at an appropriate tiine. 

At the same time most of Abioia supporters. and SDP activist abanâoned not 
' ' 

only Abiola but the struggle for the actualisation of June 12.These include the June 

12 Vice Presidential candidate, AlhajiBaba Kingibe who took up ministeral 

appointment in the Abacha govemment.Dr. J.S. Zwingina, the Campaign manager 
• ·• 1 , 

of Chief MKO Abiola, w.ent back Jo his State, .Adaiuawa,to take up appointment as . •.. . 
' ' 

a Cmmnissioner in the State Cabinet.In fact most of the key suppmters from the 

North and South East abandoned June 12 for the Yoruba ethnie group. Accordingly 
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' 

the Yomba have hijacked the struggle for June 12 It is within this context that it is 

alleged Dr. Chuba Okadigbô seized upbn . the invitation by Abi6la to state 

categorically the feelings of some sections of the Nigerian population. On arriving 

NICON Hilton Hotel room of Abio)a he met with several of Abiola's kinsmen, 

Yormba,discussing hillaroiously in Yornba.After a while he walked towards the 

window of the Hotel roorn and later beckoned to Abiola to join hirn. He gazed and 

pointed towards a building un der· a rock and asked Abiola the nature of the . ' 

building which is tucked away under a rock. Abiola affinned that it is the Aso 
' 1 . 

Rock and the building under is the Presidential Villa.Okadigbo posed for a while 

and tumed to Abiola: "Nigerians have brought you thus far .It is left for your 

people (Yomba ·ethnie ·group) to take yod to the Aso Rock- from ·here': (interview 

anonymous;April 2000). 

In course of being , .. ~bandoned by other sections of the count1y, Abiola 

compounded the problem of the struggle for June 12, by procrastination.He 

procrastinated between the cost of loosing his personalfriendship with Bàbangida 

and_clai;ning his June 12 mandate.He was stmggle".between his brain and soul as to . . 

which of the issues was dearer to hirn. This was when he wroté a secret letter to 

Babangida ,soliciting for the retention of their friendship inspite of the June· 12 

debacle .At the tüne he overcame the forces of proc_astination, he was actually left 

with bis Y omba, ethnie. group t~ chrry 011 \.vitlr the struggl~ for for 'the a:ctualisation 

of June 12. 

Meanwhile, ce1iain measures _were deliberately put in place just as during 

Babangida' s tÎine, anned at the perpe_tuation of the regirne. Arnong these _measures 

was the introduction. of .constitutio1;al conference ·. c01mnissim1 (to prepare ground 

for the constitutional conference ), probe panels of key public sectorsè reversai of 

deregulation and free market economy in order to create confusion in the forêign 
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exchange market, ratsmg fathom coups, establishing failed banks decrees, 

creation of more states and local govenunents. 

As revealing as D.avid Marr s interview was~ pro-detpocracy activitists and 

Abacha's govenunent officiais were critical of him. The· Minister of Justice and 

Attoney-General of the Federation, Dr. O_lu Onaguruwa, accused David Mark of 

subversion, and for instig~ting mutiny against the regime of Abacha as he 

(Mark) was being probed for his teriure as communication minister. In addition, 

Üné;lgoruwa--observed that David Mark was not quàlifieè:I to make the aëcusations 

because he was "one of the soldiers who said Abiola would be President over his 

dead body" (African Concord: 25 April, 1994). Even though CLO, CD and 

CDHR strongly denied the consultation David Mark claimed Abacha had with 

them (African Concord: 25· Auri! 1994}, the Mark's inte1view cmnpelled the •.. . . ' 

Abacha govenunent to begin to unfold its transitions programme beginning with 

the inauguration on June 27, 1994 of the constitution conference. Govenunent 
~ ... 

enacted decree No 3 of 1994 setting the National Constitutional Conference where 
. . , 1 . 

the delegates were to work out a n~w constitution for the approval of the PRC 

which would · be promulgated intd law. According to the decree the conference 

was also to find solution to bad govemance and establish a system of govenunent 

.reflecting the general consensus of Nigerians, especially with due regard to 

national expectations and aspirations as a united and indivisible entity. Unlike the 

promise made in Iiis maiden aadress that :the con~JitutionaJ conferenèe would be 

endowed with constituent powers, the power of the conference was curtailed as, 

according to Abacha "there cannot. be .two sovereign entities in the countries.". 

However,. the delegate~ to the conference were assured that no section of the 

society would be marginalised. 
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The 396 members (96 were government n~minees)· of the Constitutional 

Conference, spent one year in their deliberation and handed over the draft 

constitution to General Sani Abacha on the 27 June 1995. Some of the major 

radical provisions made· in the draft constitution include the issue of power 

sharing, the rotation of thé office qf the president and other key offices between 

North and South. Section 229, subsection 142 made provisions for multiple Vice 

Presidents. After accepting the draft constitution, General Abacha presented. the 

constitution to the nation for public debate under the Constitution Review 

Committee. ..: : 

It should be pointed out that while the · Constitution~! Conference m 

progress, Abacha set up 1:1:· covert machinery through his Minister of Education 

Alhaji Wàda Nas, and two members of the conference, Chief Barnabas Gennade 

(Benne Sta~e) and Chief Paulinus Apkeki (Delta state), to work out the modalities 

of maintaining liis stay. in office. The Minister of Federal Capital TeJTitory, Lt 

General Jeremiah Useni, was also involved in allocating plots of land to meml;>ers 

of the conference to win their support for an extended Abacha rnfe. Wada Nas was 

in charge of di~trîbuting money through, Chief Paulinus Apkeki_ to mernbers t.o 
. ., . .:: . . 

secure their loyalty for the campai,gn to extend the period for Abacha regime up to 

the year 2000. Chief Barnabas Gennade played a crucial role as Chainnan of the 

Conference Transition Cciiii.mittee. On 5 December 1994 be tabled before the 

conference the decision of the committee to recomrnend June 1998 as the handing 

over date, .and further adcied that thé couference be tu111ed to. a parliameht for the 

regime. The foÜowing' day after consultc1tion, · members of varions political 

persuasions and caucuses met in the conference hall, united in focus and purp.ose 

( except a few others led by Justice Mamman Nasir, Vice Chaif!nan of the 

Constitutional Conference, Alhaji 1Tanko ;Yakassai, Barnabas Geqnade. and Mazi 
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S. lkoku) rejected the proposai to abandon their role of fashioning a constitution 

for the Federal Republic to bec'ome parliafo~ntarians:; To tl~is extent, the··conference 

turned the table against Abacha and resolved that Janumy 1, 1996 becomes the 

handing over date for General Abacha to leave office. ~-,. 

The Abacha regime became jettery, and reacted sharply to the decision as 

the Chainn·àn of the conference Justice Adolplnis Km:ïbi-Whyte and bis deputy 

Justice Mmmnan Nasir were summoned to Aso Rock, the presidential palace. 

However, with pressure from the authoritarian regime, the conference had to relax 

its position on January 1 I 996 and allowed the regime to decide when to hand 

over. Meanwhife Chief MKO ·· Abiola wÎlb had eàiilier waited in 'vain 'for Abaclia 

to "use bis cmmnon sense, patriotism and intellect" to install him to power, 

decided in 1994 to single lwndedly proclaim himself the President of the Federal 

Republic .of Nigeria, based on the J~me 12 mandate (Tell: July 120, I 998). While 

proclaiming bis presidency, Chief ~(0 Abiola called on the Abacha go,vernment 
,. 

to v.acate govemment office and the gallant armed forc~s to recognise the fact of 

12 June I 993 elections. Abacha was threatened and quickfy arrested Chief 

Moshood Abiola and detained him for treasonable felony. In spite of domèstic 

and international pressure for the release of Abiola, the regime turned Abiola 
. .. . 

case into a legal issues·, ·argliing · that it' !~ad no p'blitical. prisonèrs and detaine~s 

but detainees who have committed crimes against the State. Meanwhile the 

regime embarked on an ambigious transition programme. Part of the plan was to 

allow five political pmiie's to be form.ed that would create confused scenarios for 

self-perpetuation rule. Those partie~ were Democratic Party of Nigeri.11 (DPN), 
' 

Congress for National, Consensus (CNC), National .Centr~ Pmiy of Nigeria 

(NCPN), United Nigeria Congress Pmiy (UNCP) and Grass Roots Democratic 

Movement (GDM). The National Electoral Commission (NECON) was 
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established to organise and conduct elections into vanous offices. Amongst the 

parties UNCP was most favoured by government. Other parties accused some 

govemment officiais for influencing supports and. vote in favour of UNëP during 

the local govenunent and state Assembly elections where tli.e. party won 63 7 seats, 

controlling 29 of the 36 states legislatures. 

The other·parties wanteél g(()vernment to canael the e.lections amidst protest ... . 

from UNCP. Nevertheless, the five parties, despite the wranglings over 

presidential nominees for election finally. endorsed General Sani Abacha as their 

presidential candidate. The only party that was a little bit serious against the 

endorsement of Abacha was G.D.M. This was deliberate not only to give 
.. 

credibility to the Abacha Transitio'n but also to build the party into an opposition 

black of the UNCP. However, to ensure ummimity, GDM finally endorsed the 

singular candidature of General Abacha together with the other four political 

parties. A NADECO Chieftain, Baia Ige described tlie paities as five fingers of the 

saine leprous hand: 

Indeed, encouragement for Abacha 's candidacy first came from his Chi_ef 

Press Secretary David Attah, after the March 1997 party elections for the local 

govemments and councils. Attah, at a press conference, pleaded with Nigerians to 

appeal to General Abacha to contest for the presidency, given his record of success 
. . . 

and the need for time to complete the programmes he had started. In adopting 

Abacha's candidacy, the parties would have to amend clauses stipulating · the 

length a party member could be qualified for electoral contest. This would also 

affect NECON gtiidelines whiéh J/orbade; 6ne· person to belong to more than orie 

political party. However, according to Ukeje Nwokeforo1 a, member of the 

Transition Implementation Committee (TIC) "it does not even matter if the 
"··· 
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procedure was not part of this existing arrangement . . . Any matter of fundamep.tal 

national importance can be subjected to a national referendum and that takes 

precedence ove~ tlie eJectoraJ.. prpcedure_;,., It is an invocation (!f national will" 
. ., ;;. . . 

(Newswatch: Febrnary 16, 1998:9). Apparently this posifioq by ,TIC ran. contrary 

to the 1995 constitution which provided in section 135 subsection 2 of the draft 

constitution that where thérè is only one candidate as a result of disqualification, 

disappearance or dealth, NECON had to extend the titne for nomination of new 

candidates. 

As a public servant in uniform, Abacha was not supposed to participa!~ in 

partisan politics, talkless of contesting for public office. As a military officer, 

Abacha was supposed. to retire from the.: military. having put ü1 the. mandatory 
' ,, . ' ,';.. . •' . 

thirty-five ··years of office. Instead of resigning from the· military, he decided to 

change the public service mie on mandat_ory 35 years of service for retirement to 

60 years of age making it Ïnandatory for any civil servant to retire from service at . 

60 or 65 years as the case may be. He also set up the vision 2010 committee to 

fonnulate and articulate a ;nanifesto for his millennial reign. Goawin Dabo indeed 

confirrned that "Abacha· wanted to be in power till the year 2010, that was why the 

year 2010 was aiticulated to cover his period of govemment" (The News, . 25 

J anuary 1999). Arthur Nzeribe of the famoùs ABN which scuffled June 12, 1992 

elections agreed. tliat Vi;;ion 20101 was a; ·)Jrogram1ne ·whi.ch only Aqacha could 
. . •. 

effectively execute as Head of State. Hence, he should be· persuaded to implement 

it: "The best architect to supervis_e .a puilding is the one that designed · it'' 

(Newswatch: June 28, 199's°:12). To raise a crop ofpoliticians ofhis choice for the 

millennial reign, Decree No 22 of · 1997 was promulgated, banning ail former . .. 
civi!ian govemors of his immediatë predecessor from contesting gubematorial 

' 1 . . 

seats. 
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A committee on transmutation was put in place. It was known as National 

Mobilisation and Persuasion C011unittee, lieaded by Chief Sam. G. ·Ikoku. The .. . 

intention was for Abacha to remain in power and without joining any party he 

could transfonn to a civilian President. Though this did not work out, Abacha 
..... 

prefeITed to remain in office as interests were mobilised to suppmi bis candidacy 

for presidency on the platfonn of the parties. On this ground, a coalition of pro-
. -

Abacha youth campaigners under' the banner 0f National· Council of Youths 

Associations (NACY AN) was fonned. The most visible of the pro-Abacha organs 

within the coalition was Youths Eamestly Ask for Abacha (YEAA) under ·the 

chainnanship of Daniel Kanu. On the 3r<l to 4th March 1998 YEAA organised a two 

million man march in Abuja wl1ere Godwii1 Dabo; Jill insider said "oiily 300,000 

people attended and the sum of N6.3billion was spent" (The News: 25 January 

1999:21). Though Kanu said N750 rµillion was voted for the March, he got N500 

million. Accordingly, YEAA used its position to solicit for more fond from 

individuals and govenunen_t functionaries and companies which would not like to 
.. .. 

be blacklisted as bejng anti-Abacha. The companies and organÎsations that were 
. . . 

contacted and offered financial assistance were NITEL, NEP À, NNPC, FHA, and 

Chagroui Chagouri, Boygues, Fougerolle, NICON among others. Apart from 

Abuja, the rally was also planned for the states. The state govermnents were 

expected to provide tlie ·resource~ to orgà1iize the march.in-their respèe::tive states. 

YEAA also went as far as providing "Abacha exercise books" free to schools and 

"Abacha rice" to drnm up support for Abacha. There was Abacha Televisions and ..... 

Abacha watches. Fmihennore as alleged by Bridgadier-General Saba at the Oputa 

Conunission, the multinational Corporations in Nigeria contributed $40 million for 
. -

the Abacha ·self -:-success,ion plan. 
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Despite this, the endorsement of Abacha by the five political parties was 

challenged in a law court··fn Lagos by Chief Gani Fawehinmi. In the same vain 

Alhaji MD Yusuf and Dr Tunji Braithwaite later filed similar suits at different 

courts challenging the nomination of·Abacha which had foreclosed their ambition . . . 

to become GDM presidential candidates. The suits wère thrown out because of 

section 230 of the constitution (Suspension and Modification) decree No 10? of 

1993 which ousted the courts in entertaining such cases. This did not stop the 

opposition fro1~ raising anti~Abpcha c9mpaign. .Earlîer, penul.timate to the 
' 'I , w • , .. . 

endorsemènt of Abacha by the parties, the G 18 (Group · of eighteen politicians), 

made up of some individuals from the North, mostly from Middle Belt states, 

under Chief Solomon Lar,"\vrote Abacha opposing his nomination as a consensus 

candidate· by the parties. This was followed by a larger organ, 034 made up of 

G 18, heade.d by Dr Alex Ékwuerne~ fonner vice p,resident in the Second Republic, 

which sent a similar le'tter to Abacha not to endorse hi~ capdidature. for the 

president of the five political parties. The United Action for Democracy, (UAD.), a 

coalition of 26 pro-democracy movernents, coordinated by Olisa Agbakoba 

organised a rally in Lagos to .. beç1t YEA.A' s two million-man lnr1tch. with a fiv.e ., . .";: . . 
million-inàn match. The police declared Yaba Lagos ràlly of 1998 illegal and 

dispersed the campaigners by force and. the co-ordinator, Agbakoba, was badly 

injured. The UAD was iiÏsisting on validation of June 12 election rather than 

sponsoring Abacha for presidency, abolition of anti-people economic policies and 

protection of the environment againsf ail fonns of.degradation. The NADECO and 

to some extent NALièON opposition group abroad· also planned to set up 

govemment in exile with a 100 mernber parliament. The parliarnent would hold 

session in different European countries and also in thé US . 

.. 
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Amidst protests against Abacha's candidacy and support from some 

sections of the countty; Abacha Îll an inter.vie:,v witJ1 .Te1111e. Afi'iq!te Eco110111ic, .a 
. . .. 

French newspaper, in the late May 1998, gave tacit interèst to run as a consensus 

candidate: "many Nigerians concemed aqout civil peace and stability have asked 

me with insistence to stan<l°f'or the presidency. They are impressed with my modest 
; • ' I 

achievements and believe I should i-emain at the helm". (Cited in Newswatch: 

June 1, 1998). · While Nigerians were· waiting for .bis final decision for tlie August 

!, 1998 Presidential election Abacha <lied on June 8, 1998. Thus ended the most 

repress1ve and most despotic regime in post-colonial Nigeria. 

5.6 · CONCLUSION· . .. 
From the deduction made 111 this chapter it is possible to arnve at a 

conclusion that in a weak society statesn1en or leaders think and act in tenns of 

surviving in power. If they cam10t su1vive many people would have to pay for it. 

Many despots have left office with several people suffering the consequences of 

their exit from office. The unfortrnlate part of it · is that their actions, i.,ntil it is 
,, ' . 

ended, are interpreted as national interest. This is what can be aiscemed from the 

policies and attitude of Babangida and Abacha regimes. Many of their policies -and 

activities have shown that they percieved their interests as national interest. Titis is 

possible bacuse ·of some. enciréled scenaricis which..;enabled. them •to do what they 

did. How did these perceptions and encircled scenarios affected the pursuit of 

regime security interest by Babangida and Abacha? 
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C«APTER SIX 

b· o THE PURSUIT AND DEFENCE OF REGIME SECURITY 
UNDER BABANGIDA AND ABACHA 

6.1 INTRODUCTION ·· 

In chapter 5 attempts were made to ascertain some enric!ed scenarios that 

created the bases for the pe.rceived emergénce of regime interests in Nigeria. In the 

Iight of this, this chapter will deline_ate clearly some of the issues and variables 

that made the authoritarian regimes of Generals Babangida and Abacha __ to pursue 
., . . 

aÎld defend their regime interests, rather than national .and or regional interest in 

Nigeria and West Africa respectively. 

The chapter, first of ail, tries to understand the psychosis of policy process 
• . ' • 1 ·i : . , , , . 

under authoritarian reginies and fo ascertain how Jiolicies âre made and pursued 

in order to satisfy regime interests rather that national interest. Moving from the 

first basic conceptual framework, 'the second section of the-chapter discusses 

how the · regimes used : domestic coalitions as measures for sustaining their 

authorities. The third section foc.uses on repressive 'secucracy' .. built to 

rnaintain and enforce support and to weaken opposing domestic coalitions, 

overtly or covertly. In the fourth section, the chapter addresses the domestic and 

international responses (pressure and/or supports) to the measures of repressive 

security leashed out against the society. The chapter finally conc!udes by 
' ' •' 1 ' : . . ' ' 

recaping the nature and character of regime interest Linder Bàbangida and Abacha. 
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6.2. THE STATE, POL_ICY PROCESS AND REGIME INTEREST 

In Chapter Thr_ee, we made attempts to identify the constitutional prov1s10ns 

and conventional practices in democratic societies and compared this with how 

policies and laws in authoritarian societies are formulated. Under a demoèratic 

process the constitution provides for vertical and horizontal distribution of power 

in the making and fonnulation"of.1Joliciei. · Verticayy the constitution defines tiers 

of govermnent such as Federal, state and local govenunent ( or central and regional 

as the case may be). Each of thes_e tiers have an organised interactive policy 
~ ... 

making process either from the exclusive or residual lists . 

.. 
Horizontally too, the power fo formulate, execute and adjudicate are shared 

and separated between the three anns of government, namely, the Legislature, 

Executive and Judiciary. The legislature fonnulates laws, the executive 

implements the Iaw and the judiciaty adjudicates disputes relating to and arising 

frorn the laws. But the. executive has the ;p-~wer t0: veto. bills p;mnulgated by tlie 

legislature. It can only become law if it is overridden by the mr1jority or 2h vote 

in the legislature. The fact --~-hat the execut-ive has a measure of veto over legislative 

power to fonnulate policy 1s an indication of the interractive mode! in policy 

fonnulation. 

ln the same way, the legislature is empowered constitutionally to investigate 

ail the activities of the executive. lt also has the power to impeach the Executïve, 

power to enact treaties, control public revenue, proclaün state of emergency and 

depioy or redeplciy ti-oops. .. In 1. order to. ensure :2 that. _both thè Ex~cutive and 

Legislature are functioning within the constitutional framework, the constitution 
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empowers the judiciaty to declare as unconstitutional and void, any action by the 

Executive and the Legislature which violates the constitution. This process 

creates checks and balances, ~hared and ~eparated policy making implementation 
' . ~ : . . . 

and interactive balancing of power among ail am,tof gove~ment. 

In summaiy; 

The interface between· · arms of government in the discharge of their 
respective functions creates strife and conflict which have implications for 
the. efficient and effective operations of government. Executive veto of 
bills already passed by the legislature on partisan political grounds 
impairs the Legislative process and ïnvites Legislative retaliatory actions. 
Similarly the political ambush of the executive througb the vindictive 
investigatory powers incapacitates the executive branch and causes 
executive paralysis. The courts in like manner could bring the two other 
anns of government to a hait through an unreasonable application of 
judicial review against them. The intention of the frames of our 
constitution is not to bring governrnent to a hait. The conflict which 
inheres in the interplay of the tll,ree arms.: df governll!ent are apparent. but · .. 
not insurmountable. What is called for is sufficient rëstraint .on the part of 
the actors including the non-elected officiais whose role in the executive 
branch of government are at once political and decisive (Samba: 1992: 8). 

The see-saw procèss in policy formulation provides the opportunity for 

public opinion to be served along, . while these policies are belng enaèted into 
-

law. Neve1ihe]ess it has been argued that most . of the time public opinions are 

the opinion or preferences of elites than the masses. Thus, it is pointed out that 

the executive of the modem state is but a committee for managing the.conunon 

affairs of the whole bourgeoisie (Marx and Engels 1977: 38 - 39). 

In support of this position, a renowned behaviourafist Professor, V.O. Key, 

posits that when detennining the impact. of popular preferences on public policy 

the missing piece of the pu~zle (is) that the stratum of persans refered to variously 

as the political elite, the political activists, the leadership echelons, or the 

influential do have impact on policy making (Key 1967 :517). Indëed elite 
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interest and preferences are more directly retlected on public policy than ·the 

preferences of the masses. However, such interests are intended to serve the 

interests of the masses than éonfünning ,t6 the ~ill of the masses which are 

equally varied. Before policies are atTived at, the opinion of the masses are 

moulded to support public policy .. At least the opinion of the masses and elite 

interest would arrive at a congruence or a reconciliable point through their 

elected representatives. And where their representatives are at variance with 

public opm1011 which is favourablé to the masses ·the constitution provides for the 

recall system. That is, an elected representative _of the people may be recalled 
' 1 . 

once his mandate is in doubt or no longer prefered. Unlike a democratic system in 

an authoritarian regime the interest of the regime, rather than the elite and masses 

is preferred. As argued in cfiapter 2, rëgime interest o_f a particular·: leadership 

can be overtumed from the corridor of power (through coup, for instance). But 

elite interest may persist and percolate around the cmTidor of power inspite of the 

type of regime in power, Elite interest can be transfonned or transferred into the 

new emerging regime interest as the old regime fizzles out. 
-

Under Ib~ahim Babangida and Sani Abacha, two ruling authorities were 

set up. Babangida had the Annecl Forces Ruling Council AFRC (later National 

Defence and Security Council (NDSC) while Abacha had the Provisional Ruling 

Council (PRC). , These. 'Yere high~st policy m~king,and implementatio~ controlled ... . 

by Babangida and Abacha respectively. The judiciary' under the two military 

regimes were made weak as several decrees were promulgated with ouster clauses 

and extra-judiciary powers.·· Because members of the ruling bodies were single

handedly appointed by the leader (e1ther Babangida or Abacha) they owed their 

allegiance to the leadership rathet: than to protecting national interëst. The 

constitution is outlawed and they ruled by decrees. Therefore, opposition views 
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were hardly raised and could not be accepted when raised, or where raised 

such descending voices became targets for elimination. For instance, in 1986 

when Nigeria surreptitioùsly joined the Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC) 

the result was a hostile national depate that nearly break the country into. religious 

camps. The Chief àf General Staff Commodore Ubitu Ukiwe, was asked the 

position of the Anned Forces Ruling Council on the issue. He quickly expressed 

surprise and noted that the issue was never discussed by the highest decision 

making body of the land. He s].1ffered the consequence and was not only removed 
. ' • I ·: • ' • . , 

as the number two citizen but retired prematurely Ï'rom ·the military. Already his 

appointment as Chief of General Staff, being second-in-command to the President· 

of the Federal Republic was questicined by General Sani Abacha, then Chief of 

Anny Staff, and one of the architect of the coup that brought Babangida to power. 

Babangidà' s Ùnptedicability was not only a myth bÙt a fonction of 

circumstance where having been involved in varions military coups "stand_s a 

perenial risk of being dethroned if he Jeaves his tlanks open even for brief moment. 

This reality dictates thé!t political ~elf pre9ervation ought to be the_ primary instinct 
• q • ~ • • 

of any leader who has any sen se of mission in Nigeria" (Amuta: 1992:21-22). 

Whatever the mission, General Domkat Bali explained how the AFRC was merely 

mbber stamping Babangida·s decision. According to him: 

The AFRC essentially was the supreme body. But as time went on, more 
as a i:esult of the weakness of the iilembers of tht: AFRC, as well as the 
way it was established, over the period, that supremacy which ought to be 
with the AFRC got eroded. lt started really with the whole idea of the 
President. Then it went on till the time we gave the President wide powers 
under the economic emergency. Then came Decree I 7, when we gave him 
far reaching powers to hire and sack, leading gradually to th~ tiOjle he 
dissolved the AFRC; till the day we gradually virtually allowed our 
(AFRC's) power to. be eroded 011er time.;(;,.\frican Concord: 22 Jam.1ary,:. 
1990:29). . · ' . ·" · . . . 
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General Bali suffereçJ._as a consequénce of Babangida's sense of mission. He 

was transferred from the· Ministry of Internai Affairs from the prestigious position 

of the Minister of Defence. He rejected the appointment and subsequen~ly retired 

from the 1nilitary. He accused Babangida for usurping _the powers of the AFRC, 

and running a one man govenunent. Babangida was noted not to have rarely 

consulted the AFRC whenever decisions were taken. Therefore Jack· of 

consultation weakened the AFRC: "The powers which ought to be with AFRC 
' . . / 

have been usurped by the Presidei1t ... a situation ofmilit11_ry dictaforship and what 

is emerging more like persona!, a person using the military administration" 

(Newswatch: Januaiy 22, J.990: 11 ). Bali further pointed out that the dissolution of 

the AFRC on February 6, 1989, took members unaware after a marathon meeting 

by the body. Members were not cons.ulted as it: "was not discussed at aU. He just 
. . 

came in and announced, and then we did not challenge if' (Ncwswatch January 22, 

1990: 11). 

Like Babangida and his_AFRC or J\!SDC, the Provisional Ruling Council 
1 • . • . • . 

(PRC) members were entirely coi1stituted by. Genè'ral Abaèha. He changes them 

whenever he realizes that he no longer contra! the policy making body. Sorne times 

members of the body hardly.knew exactly'what the Head of State, General Abacha, 

would broadcast to the nation because their decision may be altered to suits the 

whims and caprices of the leader~hip (Agekameh 1995:10). The setting of the 

constitutional conference which the regime promised was later taken seriously only 

when Brigadier-General David Mark, who fell out with the regime, revealed that 

Abacha had become inconsistent as he had abandoned the initial plan and was 

operatihg by deceit. Though the regime wanted to stay in power up to the year 
, • •• I ~ ; • ,. • 

2000, it lacked the progrnmmes to ;upport it's i'ong p'hiod of~mbitious n:de. 
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In a press conference to den ounce' à claim b'y the. wife of the làte Generàl 

Abacha, Maryam, that certain functionaries in Abacha's administration were privy 

to the actions taken by th~. administration of ber husband, a member of General 

Abacha's PRC who later became the Chief of. General Staff under General 

Abdulsalami's regime after Abacha's death, Vice Admirai Okhai Mike Akhigbe, 

sàid that General Abacha usurped powers of the Provisicinal Ruling Council 

(PRC) and run a one man show by taking decisions and embarking on actions 

which only se1ved bis persona! ambition. Akhigbe pointed out tbat Abacha rolled 

out certain decrees on which the PRC never sat to discuss, adding that the 

collective. decisions of the higi1est decisi61; 1r1aking' body. 011 the' participation of 

se1ving militmy officers in partisan politics was unilaterally subverted. Thus, 

''comments are made withmit foundation: It is not true to say that certain actions 

carried out by that regime (in wbich be served as chief of Naval Staff) had 

collective responsibility" (The Guardian: 26 May, 1999:2). 

Accoridng to him some decisions taken by the PRC were'later tumed clown 

in the course of implementation: " for example, we collectively accepted that · we 

will retum the nation to democrcy but what developed thereof did not confinn to .. 
' . 1 • . . 

what was .agreed. Sorne decrees were rolled oi.tt witliout tl)e· approval of the PRC" 

(The Guardian 26 May 1999: 2). According to him, the issue of single candidate 

was prompted to serve someone's (Abàcha) persona! interest as "the political 

parties were compelled to present single candidate. Whell"some of us came against 

it, certain roles were ascribed to us. in the 1997 coup for which the Qen Chris 
' 

daruba pa~el was set up. I can go on and on . S~ what is c~llective in ail these" 

(The Guardian: 26 May, 1999). It was, therefore, not suprising that the 

Transition Programme of Generals Ibrahim Babangida and Sani Abacha "were 
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wrecked by their overt display of political ambition. Each of them designed 

schemes that were clearly inte11de
1
d to prpmote their perpetuation. in office" (The 
' ~ . 

Guanlia1J.: (editorial), June 8, 1999:20). 

6.3 INTERNATIONAI;'SUPPORT AND/OR SANCTIONS AGAINST 
THE BABANGIDA AND AijACHA REGIMES 

Here, we are inteiested in. knowing how Babangida and Abacha got 

international supports or were sanctioned by the inte1i1atiopal pommunity. As a 

flamboyant dictator Babangida made the international community to believe that 

his transition prograimne was genuine. Inspite of some anti-human rights 

activities like th~ proscription Gf nrwspap\:ts, arrest and detentions, of httman rights 
. ,, . ' ;;.: .. . 

activists, the international community merely saw thesè as Nigeria's internai 

problem. The c01mnunity was fascinated by the concept that Nigeria's transition 

to civil rule was a Jearîiing process, a process that was on course. At the 

graduation ceremony of the National War College on 17 May 1993, Babangida 

convincingly reiterated the detennination of his 1:egime to band over power. His 

leadership style ·received satisfactory blessings from thé international c01mnunity. 

In fact the international community was carried away by concepts like "grassroots 

democratisation process" and "ption A4". By defoiition Option A4 is a process of 

stage by stage contest by eliminatipn. The process r.ecognizes 4 st;iges, The ward, 
' ,, . ~ ' .":: •. . 

the local government area, the state and the national levels with ail winning 

aspirants proceeding progressively from one stage to the next one until every 

aspirant except one is elinÎ1nated. The Option A4 was proposed by the Centre 

for Democratic Studies for the selection of the Presidential Candidate which Chief 

l\1KO Abiola · and Alhaji Bashir ·Tofa emerged as SDP and NRC Candidates 

respectively. 
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Within West Africa and Africa at large Babangida established a niche for 

himself. He had drawn himself closer to somè leaders whom he could count 

on their support anytime. This was done through "spray or sway diplomacy" 

(Yoroms and Aning: 1997). Those that proved difficult he intimidated them with 

Nigeria's military strength. For instance, in the early days ·of his regime, Ft. Lt 

JJ Rawling of Ghana was not ;eady to go ·along with hin"! 6n issues r~rsed at both 

sub-regional and continental level. Babangida brought the Ghanaian head of 

state, Ft. Lt JJ Rawling tQ. Nigeria on a· state visit. He took Rawlings to the 

Airforce Base, Makurdi. There, . Nigerian Airforce pilots demonstrated to 

Rawling who is equally an Airforce flying officer, how Nigeria is battle __ ready m 

a real war situation to confront any country in the sub _regimi. Before Rawlings 

left Nigeria he changed his attitude towards Babangida. 

While Babangida was able to capture the interests of Joseph Momoh (a .. . 
• I . . . • . 

. fonner classmate at thé Nigeriad Defence Acadeiny, Iüc1d'una) and Samuel Doe 

of Liberia, it was not so with Thomas Sankara of Burkina Faso. Sankara's 

radicalism was very frightening to any ·ambition Leader in thé sub-region. This 

became threatening as the Nigerian ,populace cherished radical Leaders. Such 

leaders could serve as channels of mobilisation and opposition against the regime 

which was already tending towards repression. Therefore when the opportunity 

offered itself he was too willing to be involved in the coup that toppled and 

killed Thomas Sankara. (See African Concord: 2 May 1994:16) . 

. . 

In the m~antime: the Cent/e for D~mocratiÊ Stndies in À.buj~ became a 

place of pilgrimage for those in advanced and weak democracies who visited to 

leam about the mysteries -.of Nigeriân gi:assroots democratisation process. These 

included the US Vice President Dan Quale, delegates from South Africa, and 
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several intellectuals of intenrntional repute like Richard Sklar, Claude Welch (Jr), 

Richard Joseph, Larry Diamond among others who intellectually endorsed the 

Babangida's political programmy. The Director General of Centre for 

Democratic Studies, Professor Omo Emory, was invited · to some of these countries 

in Africa, Europe, Asia among others to explain and rationalise the logic_ of 

Nigeria's political transition. In fact in a bid to convince the international 

conununity the government de.pos/ted smn_e money with UNES~O, .coordinated 
• "I • .:: • • • 

by Ahmed Shuiabu Danfulani for an international conference to rationalize the 

credibility of Nigeria's transition programme. In view of this, the entire 

international community wëre keenly interested in the outcome of the June 12 

presidentïal election. Severa! countries participated in obse1ving and monitoring 

the election that never was. 

The respected London Economist had in 1991 appraised Babangida's 

economic (and political) programme and endorsed the extension of Babangida's 

regime to the yeàr 19.95. (The ;}frican;Guardian: Aügust 13, _1993; 14 - 15). 
' .. ' ' .;.: . .. ... . 

However, · the same magazine later concluded thàt the· Nigerian economy has 

become shambolic. Politically, the magazine pointed out that: "if there is a gist 

of democratic change blowing across Africa, Nigeria's leader, General Ibrahim 

Babangida, seems detennined to wràp a muffler around his head and ignore it''. 

General Babangida and bis military 'cronies, the 1nagazine co.ntinued, ha:ve made 

a mockery, not only or the general's professed conunitment to democracy, but 

also of a country that badly wanted and needs to be taken seriously in the wo.rld. 
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The annulment of the June 12 presidential election had a disastrous political 

effect on the country. The international community began to tum against 

Babangida and began to ,5upport the opposition ai1d the human rights organisations 

against the govemment, and subsequently against those of shonekan and Abacha. 

The winner of the aborted June 12 election Chief Moshood Abiola left Nigeria 

to the US and Europe soliciting support for his mandate. There was upsurge of 

human rights organisations which supported for Abiola with the hope that Abacha 

would handover to him (Abiola). Thus, on his return Abiola was hopefül that he 

would regain hi·s mandate. Tfie UJnited St~tes Amb:assador- to Nigeria; :Dr. Walter 

Carrington, who was posted at the wake of Abacha's regime became an active 

protagonist of the goverm~_~nt. The .killing of the human rights and environmental 

campaigner, Ken Saro Wiwa, and eight other Ogoni activists by the government 

of General Sani Abacha, on the eve of the Commonwealth Summit at Auckland, 

New Zealând, on November I o,' 1996 highte11ed and worsened the strained 

relationship between Nigeria and the international community. 

Sanctions were imposed to force Nigeria back to the path of democratic 

mie. Apart fro'ni thé ·C01ru~onwealth, ; tl1e · Unit~d Nations se1it a ·fact fin ding 

mission headed by Justice Atsu-Kofi Amega to Nigeria on bath the execution of 

the Ogoni Nine and to asce1iain government commitments to return the country to 
"••• . 

civil mie. At the end of its trip, the mission found out a flagrant miscarriage of 

justice as the special tribunal that tried the Ogoni Niue was not e~fablished 

according fo law. Trial. procedur~s were confirined _by thé Provisional Ruling 

Council even before it had received records of the case, there was no provision 

for judicial appeal and therefore no opportunity to petition for clemency. ThoÎ.igh 

some members 9f the defünct Provision Rulling . Council (PRC), denied ever 

taking a decisiori àn the · killin~ .. rt called; i or ·intem'àtionaI. observèr missions fro1n 
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( 

the UN and OAU to monitor the implementatioiis remammg stages of of the 

transition programme among other 

General Abacha reated to th~ report through bis Legal Advisers, Dr. 

Auwalu Yadudu .From indication he. accepted some of the mistakes c01mnited by 

h.is regime . Accordingly, he agre~d that the decree that tried Ken Sara Wiwa 
. ' . 

would be amended to exclude members of Ann·ed Forces, frm;n serving on the 

tribunal.In addition , the verdict and sentences by the tribunal would be subject to 

Judicial review at the appellate level before confirmation by the confirm.ing 

authority.Futihennore, Abacha. had directed immediate review of the cases of 

persans detained by th~ ~mended 6ecree ; .of 
0

1984.~hile D.cree 14 of 1994 whic;1 

ousts the jurisdiction of courts was also being considered for repeal. This reaction 

was only to appeal to the···conscienèe of the international community rather than 

meeting the realities.Hence despite · pressures threats and sanctions from the 

international c01mnunity, the Aba,eha regime was able to evolve ·· her own 

international supp01i system. First of ail, the sanctions from the international 

community were not comprehensive, eventhough democratic countries, wl~ich 

should have enforced comprehensive sanctions were carenrf not to hurt their 

economic interests. For instance the United States and Britain stopped short qf 
• . I. ~ . ... • ·. 

compreheilsive sanctions because they would not like to hmi the interest of their 

oil companies (e.g. Chevron, Mobil and Texaco ) that have investments m 
. ' 

Nigeria. The attempt by ttiè US Congress to consider fürther punitive measures 

including · a ban on new investments in Nigeria was resisted by Mobil Oil, 

Chevron, i:exaco and others like .Exxon, Amoc.o, and Conoco, arguing that 

sanctions could ·result iü the expropriation of their assets and transfer of their 

rights to 11011-American competitors. They warned that the West may lo,ose 

Nigeria for countries like China, Iran and Russia. (Sklar: 1997: 16). \:Vhen the US 

Secretary of State Warren Christopher vis,ited some African counti:ies he repeated 
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the called for additional sanctions to include the freezing of the persona~ accounts 

of Nigerian officiais (especially military officers) a~road · and bans on new 

investments and teclmology exports to Nigeria. This was rnere diplomati rhetorics 

as neither the US nor any European country took it seriously because non of the 

democratic countries would like to sacrifice their econornic interests for 

democracy to strive in Nigeria.- Sl{]ar in fa~t, ôbserv'es this point when he says tluit 

"at the second meeting of CMAG in April 1996, three members - Canada, 

Jamaica and South Africa ;:;. advocated the adoption of stronger punitive actions, 

but Britain was reluctai1t to place. its considerable investrnent and trading 

relationship. with Nigeria in jeopardy" (Sklar: 1997:pS). In fact as confessed by 

Bridgadier · General · Sabo during the sittings ·of the Oputa Human Rights 

Investigation C01runision, the Multinational companies in Nigeri contributed up 

$40 million for to continue in office . 

. . 
Within Africa, no mern5er of 'ti1e 'OAU' supp,OI'ted sanctions against 

Abacha's regime even though in various international fora they decried the 

human rights abuses of the. regime but féll short of recommending sanctions. The 

Gambia opposed Nigeba's suspen~ion from the C01runonwealth while others 

accepted its suspension but would opposed sanctions. Nelson Mandela/s South 

Africa was · the only !one voice in the continent ihat tried to ·use quiet diplomacy 

but failed to smoothen Abacha on the path of reason, resp'èct tor hurnan rights 

and democracy. Mandela further took the initiative to urge western countries Iike 

Britain, France and the US to impose oil. sanctions against Nigeria in order to 
• • - I ._: , • ' • , , 

hasten the end of military rule. However, according to the· South Afriéan Foreign 

Minister, Alfred Nzo, President Mandela backed away from his hard-Iine posture 

when he realized the western powers have tunecl Abacha to see Mançlela's action 

as a threat. Moreso, Nigeria's West African neighbours, were strongly opposed to 
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sanctions that would hann the entire region (Rcuters: June, 1996: Sklar:1997: 12) 

Within the Southern African ·Deyelopmelit Com1nunity (SADC), Pre~ident Sam .. . 

Nujoma of Namibia opposed the pressure for sanctions· by South Africa against 

Nigeria. In the U.S. the stmggle for June. 12 was principally left for the Randal 

Robinson's Washington based Trans Africa and the Congressional Black Caucus 

who have consistently put pressure on the U.S to impose a comprehensive 

embargo on oil imports from Nigeria. Nigeria's foreign minister, Chief Tom 

Ikimi, reacted that Mandela is an inesponsible and ungrateful persan, and 

further castigated him thus: 

We in Nigeria have held president Nelson Mandela in high esteem. 
Nevertheless, our experience as a people and as a nation in world affairs, 
tells us tharthe suc'cessful stni~gle for lib'~ration cl ries no!. automa{ically . ·. 
endciw a new camer to the international arena with ail th'e perceptions 
and means to perfnrm crcditahilily. /\ncl nlso, whocvcr gave lhc So111h 
African President the song shcct lo rcad has nnl clone him hnnour 
(Newswatch: June 3, 199.6)~ · 

In his desperation to create a· conducive atmosphere within West Africa, 

Abacha ov~rtly and covertly supported dictatorial. military regimes in the region. 

Thesc include Col. lbri1hi111 13arc Mainasara or Nigc1' Republic, Yayah Jammeh 

of The Gambia and Idris Deby of the Republic of Chad. At Jhe Auckl;md 

Commonweal!h Su111111it, Captai11 Valentine Strnsscr, the Head of State of Sien-a 

Leone, who vqtèd against Nigeria w,JS: dissociatcd by his D~puly, Brigadier 
. ' ;;. . 

Julius Ma'ada Bio, who subsequently overthrown Strassèr from power and look 

over as Head of State. On assumption of office, Nigeria was the first country Brig 

Bio visited. (Newswatch: Jiine 3, 1999: 16). 

The . overall interest in milîtary dictatorial transfonnation tcï civilian 

dictatorship in West Africa was based on the experieùce of Jeny Rawlings in 

Ghana. Rawlings had set a precedence in June 1979 when he toppled .the 
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govemment of President Hiller Liman. He did not only organize elections but 
• - I ·l : , • , • • 

contested and won such ·elections,'' transforming him"§elf froni military Je'adership to 

a civilian mler. Therefore, in the course of sustaining International Support 

System, the Abacha regime shifted lier iriterest to the Asian continent. Countries 

that opened their doors · for the regune were China, South Korea , Indonesia, 

Malaysia and Turkey. While China was contracted to upgrade the .. Nigerian 

railway system, Korean -(Daewoo Corporation), Malaysia, Turkey and others had 

one economic agreement or the other with the Abacha regime either in the field of 

oil, trade or industry. In fact Sklar concluded that: 

... at the time of writing, a .. grdwing 11(ui1ber of pt>tentia) beneficiaries, 
patners, and supporters through out the world appear to have tipped the 
balance of power decisively in favour of Abacha and his domestic 
coalition. 

6.4 BABANGIDA AND ABACHA REGI1\1ES:THE POLITICS OF 
DOMESTIC COALITIONS . 

The .. tempo of self-succession ·was sustained by èxcessive corruption and 
. . 

the manipulation of domestic coalitions. As earlier noted; in the case of 

Babangida, com1ption was pursued through settlements, appointments, contracts 

and co-optation. Com1ption was spread and recycled but under Abacha it was 

restricted and concentrated ifi f~w hands. .How~.yer, both regimes .. were ail 
. . 

working towards weakening the strength of the Nigerian state so that only their 

leadership and their cronies could stand. and rule without opposition. Nigeria 

was tumed to what Jibrin Ibrahim calls a 'rogue state'. According to him, "central 

to evolution of rogue state was Abacha' s plans for self-succession. Just like 

Babangida's regime~ Justice Ma1funan Nasir, ·. Chainnan · of the Abacha's 

Transition Implementation Committee (TIC) openly declared that: "the five 

separated political parties are owned by the government and not their members. 
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The same govemment sets agenda for them in terms of manifesta and guidelines 
. . •. 1 ' : . . . . 

and also financed them'; (Ibrahini: I 999: 18) . In ihe samè vein the two parties 

created by Babangida were regulated, manipulated, controlled and financed by 

Babangida. 

General Ibrahim Babangida 's . transition was the most ambitious, .. elaborate 

and conceptually convincing. But in practice the )Jrocess was not only ambiguous 

but ambivalent. ln the light of this, every step taken by the regime was interpreted 

by critics as an inclination to a hidden agenda. Whether there was a hidden agenda 

or not the fact that- the transition was aborted with the annulment of June 12, 1993 
' ~· f, / .' ' . ,:. . • ·• 

presidential election gives it a denomination of ·a hidden agenda. Thus the 

democratisation was seen as a process of either building interest, confüsing the 

transition scenario and sHbsequently dive1ting attentions in such a way that 

personality cuit was established and superintended by regime interest rather than 

national interest 

In the Iight of the above, just as the economic liberalisati~n was undertaken 

by the administration, the democratisation was also intended to prove Babangida' s 

wizardry which bis predecess9rs equally. Jack. The regime stretched the nation 
, · · 1 •i • , , • . , 

through rigorous dictati~n and p;nel beatit;g. Based · 01~ ·the, Political· Bureau 

Report the regime manipulated and twisted out of context the intention of the 

Bureau in order to subvert··the transfer of power to elected civilians (Oyediran : 

1997:180). The events tfiat took place between 1985 - 1993 were linked to the 

personality _.and highly maùipulativ~ style of the _Babangida l_eadership, -the greed 

of the political ·generals and power elites, the 1.mprecedented levels of official 

c01n1ption and the deep-seated economic crisis which fürther raised tj1e stakes of 

political contest and exacerbated the politics of anxiety. 
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: : 

Babangida' s regulated transition or progra1nmed ·transitiort was anchored 

on four pillars, namely: 

e massive financial commitments m order to prevent the transition 

programme from being hijq.cked by the so. called moneybags; 

• deliberately ni.Irturing of new breed of politicians who were said to be 

young, honest, patriotic and rclatively exorbitant in the art of politics;_ 

• establishing institutions on virtually ail aspects of the transition 

proces~es to ~nable .. hin? maint~ip effective control on the fonnation qf 
. ,, . . ~· . . 

political pa1iies, patterns of mobilisation, ft;;1d raï°sing and alliances; and 

• manipulation, harassment and domestication of popular and opposition 
. . 

forces tlu-ough the· contrai of the working class, inoorpmration of the left, 

and prohibition of certain- interest groups from participating in · the 

transition process. (Ihonvbere, 1994: 156.). 

Given the above factors, the regime unilaterally tinkered and tampered with 

the transition programme forty times, at times in direct contravention of its own 

decrees, to such an extent that Nigerian::; really had no idea as to. what to expect 
' ,, . ~· . . .. . 

the next day (Ihonvbere:1994:15). It was indeed, Genèral Olusegun Obasanjo, 

who once said that if Babangida greets ~ou good moming, you have to peep four 

time tlu-ough your window°s' to ensure that it is actually moming before answering 

the greeting. 

The cost of the aborted transition to democratic mie was enonnous, it 

involved regulating any of the paiiies that were recommended by t.he National 

Electoral Commission (NEC) aJ1d decreeing into existence two political parties, 
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the National Republican Convention. (NRC) and Social Democratic Party (SDP). 

In order to check the hijacking ., of the two parties, goverhment d~cided to 
•" . . 

constrnct pmiy officers in ail the 500 local government.headquarters at the cost of 

NI .3 million each. While Wl 0.6 million was expended for each of the party 

headquarters in the 21 States. The Head offices of the two parties in Abuja cost 

WIOO million each (Ihonvbere: 1994: 157): With the creation of more states and 

local govemments, party officei wer~ · eq'ually ·'construêted in the· new local 

governments and states at the same cost. Government equally embarked on 

sponsoring pmiy delegates to national 'pariy conventions and spent up to N 

44million · for the parties' to register their members and further gave the sum of 

N269m to each of the political parties for campaigns and elections. Other areas 

where govermnent spent resources included the . 1991 census (where a total of 

N2.5bn was spent), Directorate for Mass Mobilisation and the Constitution 

Drafting Cmmnittee among others. It has been estimated that Babangida spent 

up to N40bn for the period of the transition programme. 
. •. .~ ·i .. 

The concept of new breed politicians was apparently- tlrrown up as a 

measure to breed a crop of .. young pciliticiàns who would not only imbibe the ideas 

and philosophy of Babângida but could do his battle at any slightest opposition 

against the perpetuation of his regime.. He raised his suppmiers within the military . . 

tlrrough appointments, settlements and contracts. · With the newbreed politicians 

the circle of transforming or extending his regime could be without much 

resistance. The emergence of the newbreed politicians, began with the 

promulgation of Decree No 25 .. of 1987 which banned · old •poliiticians and some 
' . ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ., . ~· . . 

categories of people who might show interest in .. politics during the transition 

period. They were only to become politically active after the institutionalisation 

oftlie Third Republic. 
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To enhance the ciedibility of the transition in the public v1ew the· 

govemment decided tô · creaté pblitical ·· 'structur(}1, like . the Political Bureau, 

National Electoral Commission, Constitutional Drafting Commission (CDC), 

Directorate of Food Roads and Rural Infrastrncture (DFRRI), established the two 
~ ... 

political parties, Centre. for Democrntic Studies (CDS), Directorate of Social 

Mobilisation, Anned Forces Consultative Assembly, among others. These 

institutions ·were fou1,1d to be in conflict over mies and access to the presidency. 

At the end they had no impact on the peoples as sceptical thoughts penneated the 

assessments of the regime's transition to democratic rule. This created initial 

apathy and cynicism because the transition was prof,JTammed guidedly. While 

the regime began witli liberationl. processe·~ such as respect: for a:nd prnmotion of 

human rights, it ended up limiting the political and democratic spaces. Decree No 

25 of I 987 on pmiicipati~.~ in pol itics and elections (prohibition)was polmugated 

to identify and isolate those that would better promote the interest of the regime. 

The decree categorised the politicians that were to be disqualified from 

participatioii in politics,. For instance schedule I of thé cfecree listed those 

banned from politics as including those that have' been convicted, removed or 

dismissed from office, or indicted and punishecj for one reason or the other · for 

corruption or abused of public office between Octàber I '1, 'l 96(') and the end of 

Babangida' s trarisition prbgrm~~eS. 

Schedule 2, part I bi.1,1.med those who had held high offices in the First and 

Second Republics if they were not c.onvicted. Part II of schedule 2 stipulated the 

categories of military and police offic,ers disqualified for holding offices .. between 
' 

Jànuary 15,' 1966 to the .end of the transition. By i 989 t!ie decree was amended to 

include part III in schedule 2 banning those who had held positions as Chainnen 
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and members of govenunent parastâtals as from December 31', 1983 up to the end . . . 

of the transition. To effect the power of the decree, the National Electoral 

Commission was given the mandate and power to ensure the eligibility of political 

contestants. The amended decree went on to posit that any persan banned or 

disqualified un der this 'decree ·sha1l not spbnsor, ca:nvass. or campaign · for or on 

behalf of himself or others or sponsor or fünd any political party or any sponsored 

candidate for any election -.~uring the transition period ( cited in Olaguaju : et'al. 

1993 :20). With the banning system there were sporadic entrances of newbreed 

politicians who were nurtured to defend the regime against any opposition from 
.. . .. 

the old br'èed politi.cians. ln Novémber 1992 thè regime baimed 23 presidential 

aspirants from contesting further elections because .of their role in the malpractice 

of the August/September 1992 presidential primaries. 

Thus, it is Iiot stirprising thht the t{v~ politicàl part\es (SDP and· NRC) had 

accepted govenunent political programmes, as well as the Structural Adjustment 

Progratrune, book, line ancJ ... sinker. The NRC recognized the importance of market 

forces operated by the, state while the SDP accepted the 'need for private 

participation in the economy witl1 govermnent contrai of some key sect?.rs. In its 

usual charâcteristics of surprises, govenm1ent rni-banrn,:d the old politicians after 

the gubematorial and state legislative elections in December 1991. The remaining 

parts of 1992 and 1993 which were meant for the National Assembly and 

Presidential elections suffered constant revision of the transition time table. For 

instance the National Assembl; elections' ~chedulecl for t!Je· first quart.ér of 1992 

took time to be held. This had a "disruptive effects on the National Assembly 

elections ... One itmnediate .. 1::.ffect of the éonfusing signais was the initial lack of 

enthusiasm by poÜticians to participa.te in the elections, contrary to a \)elief at the 
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.. . 
time that the National Electoral Commission (NEC) brought the election forward 

to attract quality politicians" (Osaghae 1997: 256). 

This trend indeed provided thé oppmiunity for critics to posit that General 

Babangida was working out his hidden Agendç1 . within the ~iamewot)< of the 

transition and economiè restrncturing as the paiiies (SDP and NRC) remained 

fragile, shallow and weak. (Oyeleye and Adigun: 1990). This was further 

compounded by statement by General Babangida himself. For instance in an 

interview with a !Ïational new~paper, (S1,mday TiTes: · M~rch 2~, 19?2: I & 9, 

Daily Times: March 30, 1992). General Babangida pointed out that he was 

surprised that the Nigeria economy had l)Ot collapsed. "Frankly, I have kept on 

asking my Economist wh./ ·is it that the economy has not collapsed up till now? 

What is it that is keeping it up". (Sunday Times: March 29, 1992: !). Whatever 
. . 

that meant, the collapse of the economy, though may create national political 

instability, but would fonn the basis for regime stability ai1d perpetuation. 

-In the political sphere the banning of old breed politicians which was to 

disinvest the political an';na from \he bourgeois clas_s createp another dpubt as the .. . 

guidelines· for an association to be registered as a political party were scaring 

(Ihonbvere 1994: 157, and Badejo: 1987: 184). The guidelines included the 

payment of a 11011-refundable sum of N50, 000:00, establishing offices and 

appointing officiais in ail the wards ai1d local governments of the federation which 

shotùd reflect ·federal c!1aracter, and providing memberships registers i'n ail the 

wards of the federation. These guidelines required money, which made the new 

breed to fall back on the old politicians overtly for support and sponsorship. Thus 

at the end government refused to legislate any political party from the six ( out of 

the 13) political ·associations tiec~use, according ta: Babangida, they ail "failed to ••. - . • I • 
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meet the criteria laid down for registration as a political party". Hence, it would be 

inappropriate for the old political structure which failed us in the past be allowed 

to fonn the basis for our new electoral competition if we are serious about creating 

a new social order" (Babangida, The Guardian: 1989: 7). 

Governmeùt, tberefore, decided to imposed two political parties, Social 

Democratic Paity (SDP) and National Republic Convetion (NRÇ) on the groµnd 

that it would be "wrong to defend a position that offers a prize to the two best 

candidates in ap .· exaipination. wJ1erein pll the candidates faile?"· (Babangida: 
. ,, ' .";. . . 

1989). This action by the government got a sweepiI1g criticism as it could 

jeopardize the overall search for sustainable democracy during the transition and 

beyond (Ofeimun 1989:20-91 -3, Uwazurike, 1990, 65 - 66). It is within this 

context that Joseph Richard observes:· 

The twists and turn that Presidetlt ··Babangida has introduced during his 
five y~ars in office have left most observers unwï'Iling to_ affirni that the 
new two party system, fostered from above, has a realistic chance of 
succeeding. Extreme political engineering in Nigeria by a military Junta is 
beginning to raise doubts about whether it can eventually Jead to the 
creation of a stabled democratic political system (Richard : 1990: 1 sr 

Indeed thèse skèptical Ù10Ùghts rémained till the. _exit of Bababgida from 

office (Osaghae 1991: 88 - 89 and Gana: 1993) The government demonstrated its 

power over the parties in ,F.~gulating. their structures, fonctions and deciding their 

membership. This contrai mechanism led to the cancellation of the 1992 

presidential primaries and the banning of the 23 presidential aspiran~s . This 

iricreased tfie I~vel of cynicism as Doyin Okupe, '.NRC _publièity Secretary, said 

the ban was "anti-democratic methods of weeding out aspirants. It reduces the 

quality of competition." (Tell: November 23, 1992). A Lagos constitutiônal 

lawyer, Olu Onagoruwa, and a seasoned critic, Chief Gani Fawehiinni, did not 

.. 
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see it as only anti-democratic but rather it presented the nature of re_gime that 

cànnot be · trusted .. Says Onagoruwa: "! have àlways_ doubted very much that 

Babangida wants to go. I have always said the possibility of bis leaving office is 

very remote. There is nothing in the (transition) programme and its execution·, in 
1 

particular that gives us assurance that he will leave on Januaiy 3. The man 
. .. 1 • . . 

believes in manoeuvring of people' in an ii1decent ri\anner, ând thàt is what he has 

been doing with Nigerians." (Tell: November 2, 1993). In Fawehinmi's view: 

"Babangida has led ·us along the path of deception, untruth and half 
truths, inconsistencies hidden idéas... and generating a confused 

· political atmosphere... He has shown he is not a man of his promise. Ali 
along;· he ·was working towards !lis own answer, his own conclusion, his 
own desire, î1is own·programme, his own ambitioi1" (Tell: November 9, 
I 992). 

As early as 1990 General Buahri whose regime was toppled by Babanigada told 

BBC "In l 990. I said wha} i;; going,: : on called transition programme was . .. . .;. . . 

psseudo-democracy, it would'nt work, or has it worked? lt is not meant to work. 

The transition programme is not meant t~ work" . . (The News:~ July, 1993:28). 

These doubts and cynicism were basic as the regime had initially planned 

to hand o:ver power to elected government by. October 1, 1990 but .. this was 

rescheduled to October i, 1992. La ter it was shifted to · January 1993 and without 

any choice tenninated bis ambition on the 26111 August, 19,93. , At the. end . the 

transition programme suffered its own credibility as Babangida desiring to remain 

in office left only due to. sociat· prissures ,.,,,orking . ~gainst l)is regime ii:iterest. As 
. - . 

noted by Ihonvbere Babangida unitaterally tinkered with the transition progràtrune 

up to forty times (Ihonvbere: 1994: l 5Q). Hence, it reached a point that the 

handing over date was 110 longer crucial to Babangida again. As· he himself . 
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noted "it would be catastrophic... to allow time consciousness to override the 

preservation of the unity of our J?luralistic society". (The African Guardian: 
. - . . 

October 26, 1992). · It 'aiso becomes absurd to · believe that Nigeria' s unity is 

dependent on his personality or regime. Thus, not until he was pressurised to step 

out of office only few, especially his cronies, believed that Babangida was 

sincere with the transition programme. Tl1is was compounded by the activities of 
. . . ~ ' . . .: . ' .. 

sycophants, the foremost was the unregistered .. Association of Better Nigeria 

(ABN). Others were the Third Eye, Lion and Lioness, the Cmmnittee of Eiders 

led by the Late Chief -.. Sam G. Ikokü and Alhaji Tanko Yakasai. These 

organisations among othèrs were behind the hidden agenda of Babàngida, either 

overly or covertly. 

Under Abacha the process of corruption and reordering of domestic 

coalitions became effective and perfected. Thus, according to Jibrin Ibrahim, the 

rules for the practice of politi_cs were reduced to terrorism and thurgery. The 
' . • I : , . ' . 

object of politics was r~duced t~ mega-steaÙng of the i1ation's1 reso~rces. The 

rate of corruption under Abacha was restricted to bis famiiiés, Alhaji Ismaila 

Gwarzo and some key of··his ministers. · Apmi from fixed accounts in Brazil, 

Britain, Lebanon and Switzerland worth $1. 8 billion there were different means 

which the wealth of the nation was. sîphoned. Ge1!eral Abdul salami Abubakar who 

replaced General Sani Abacha infonned the nation in ·a world press conference 

September 6, 1998, that investigations into the financial scandais of the fo11:ner 

National Security Adviser A!haji Ismaila Gwarzo falls into three categories. One, 

amounts advanc_ed for. contracts ,already; executed .. Two, amoun_ts advanced for 
• • 'l ' ..... : • • • 

contracts whose prices were overinflated. And three, amount withdrawn from 

either purpose but were misapplied. At the end of the investigation the Chief Press 

Secretary to the govenunéiYt reported that Ismaila Gwarzo returned $700 million 
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and was expected to return more. Also, Abacha's family was reported to have 

returned $50 million. 

The Ministers who were alleged to have been involved in the stolen wealth 

of the nation were Chief A11thony Ani, the Minister of Finance under Abacha, and 

bis colleague in the Ministry of Power and Steel, Alhaji Bashir Dalhatu. They 
. ' 1 

were· accused of being involved in the Ajaokuta steel scam. While Ani ·was said . •' . . 

to have returnëd N·I .78 billion of the $2 billion, Bashir Dalhatu gave a 

commitment to pay back $5 million which he insisted was a gift from Aba_cha 

rather than from the Ajaokuta scam. Though bath Ani and Dalhatu denied the 

level of their involv(,ment .in ,what t~1e state o_fficials called. cormption, the 
. ,, . . .... : . . 

govenuneht has gone further to gazette the manies and properties appropriated by 

the Federal govemment by Decree 4 of 1999. However, in subsequent protest 

made by Chief Anthony )\ni the government has cleared him of any cormpt 

practice under General Abacha. 

6.5 NATIONAL SECURITY QUESTION AND THE PURSUIT OF 
REGIME INTEREST 

A regime that cames to power through the barrel of thé gun would first and 

foremost create the parameter and recourse to persona! rule, and to some extent in 
' ' ' ' .. t. •' ,.: <: j M' .. • ' 0 

corporate .interest of a given segment of the socieiy to meet ber expectation. As 

earlier pointed out, the August 27, I 985 coup was purely an attempt by 

Babangida to escape being- a victirù of ·the contradiction in General Mohaimned 

Buhari's -regime. To escape this, be succeeded in building a corporate entity 

around bis personality. He made use of factors within the society that could 
. . 

faci!itate and enhance his desire ta capture, maii1tain and retain power. These 

factors include etlmic minority groups within the military and civil society, the 
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intellectuals, religion, èconomy, political process and · fo~eigi1 policy._ In the 

course of this, the regime was able to establish a prebendal corporate e11tity 

around himselfwhich drew strength from neopatrimonialism. 

Two days after assummg office, Decree 17 of 1985 was promulgated which 

gave General Babangida the sole authority and power to appoint key officers that 

were relevant to the maintëiiance of state security. They are Chief of General 

Staff (hitherto, Chief of Staff, Supreine Headquaiters), Chairman Joint Chiefs of 

Stafr° (now .chief of Defen~e Staff), ,ail Service Ch.iefs (Army, Airforce ahd Navy) 

and the Inspector-G~ne~al of Police. The composition of the Anned Force Ruling 

Council (AFRC), the highest militaiy decision-making and legislative council. for 

the nation (unlike the Supreme Militaiy Council · (SMC) which existed under 

previous military regimes of General Yakubu Gowon, Generals Muritala/Obasanjo . ,, . ' ;;.: . . ' 

a11d General Buhari) became a one-man affair of the Presièlent, General Babangida 

(Adeka11ye 1997:34). 

Given the repressive economic' policies under the administration of General 
. . 

Buhari, the .. regime of Babangida ccive1tly began yct another dracomâii market 

economic policy that equally wrenched the lives of the people which his 

predecessor (Buhari) was accused of embarking on austerity measure without 

adjustment. It was expected that with the concept of adjustment the regime was 

throwing up ecoriomio .refonrts ~ith hunian. faq.~. Bab<jngida. pron.JUlgated in 
. . 

October 1985 a National Economie Emergency Decree, giving himself sweeping 
. ' , . 

discretionary powers to take measures . to improve the economy over the next 

fifteen months (Berstek~r and Lewis: 1997: 337). This was followed by a 

national debate on whether Nigeria. sl1ould collect the IMF foan or no~. At the end 

of the debate, Nigerians rejected thë !MF Joan. As a result of this, he invoked 
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1 •• 

nationalist sentiment in the 1986'' budget speech . .-The speech was populist and 

nationalist in context. It received public acceptability as it denigrated IMF 

conditionalities. While iRaugurating The Structural Adjustment Programme 

(SAP) in July 1986 he set out the. following objectives: strengthening demand 

management policies, trade liberati~n.:and restructuring the tariff system,. reducing 

administrative contrôls · in order to enable effective perfonnance of market 

mechanisms, adopting measures to stimulate domestics production, instituting 

market-detennined pricing policies and encouraging privatisation. Following 

the usual nationalist/populist _rhetorics, SAP was made to be seen as a home 
. . .~ : . . .. . . . . 

grown policy with a two year term which would .. tenninate by June 1988. The 

impression Nigerians had was that SAP was only a temporary measure that 

required their. And as supportGeneràl Babm1gida himself pointed out, the success 

of SAP is detennined by the measure of "enduring political understanding and 

mass support". (West Africa 2 Sept~mber J 985, p._I 792). 

· The two programmes of the regnne, SAP and the political Transition 

programme, became mutually reinforcing. Simultaneously launching the 

economic adjus!ment p~ogrmnmei and tI;1e r~tum 
O 

to · ci~il ru!~, th~ military 

govenunent was able to distract public attention fro;n the· fact that it had agreed to 

the IMF conditions that had gamered so mqch opposition. As attention shifted 

from the nature of the ectmomic order to the emerging political orientation, the 

govenunent itself became increasingly concerned with mobilising support for the 

most controversial econcimic measùres, tempor~rily and 

opposition to the· ecoùornic refonns. 

diffusing ·· potential 

By 1987 while presenting his budget speech, General Babangiqa introduced 

some populist progrm_nmes to rqitigate ,the social cost of structural adjustment. 
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These include The National Directorate of Employment (NDE) to facilitate job 

creation, Directorate of Food Roads and Rural Infrastmcture (DFRRI) and the 

Better life for Ri,ral Woinen CÏ~tef dweller;) àmong other~,. while 'mea~ures were 

subsequently concluded with the submission and the release of the Political 

Bureau report in 1987 the .... attention of· government was shifted to the political 

refonns as mobilisation inechanism to trigger the support of the people for the 

economic refonns. Unfortunately SAP tumed out to weaken the nerv_es of the 

struggle in the people. Rather than the people regaining the1r standard of living 

which was lost during the period SAP was introduced, it created instead "the 

conditions for the emergence of a new form of authoritarian political mie in 
' 1 . 

which old methods of contrai were corn bined with... the new demands of an 
' • , I • . • • 

enfeebled. social order bàsed on màrkèt forces" (Oldkoslfr J 997: 458). · 

However, having gained significmù support ;incl legitim;icy from some civil 

society organisations the' regirne at the same time enforced its programme of SAP 

to weaken and destroy the organisecl power of the popular social forces opposecl to 
. ' . 

111arket reforms, ·"forces ,which are central to the Vibrancy of civil society and the 

struggle for democracy" (Olukoshi 1997: 458) . Decree 2 was utilised during the 

period of Babangida's regime to embrace and strengthen authorianism. Hence the 

decree was not only used to proscribe associations like the National Association 
. • • • " I ; : • ' • • • 

of Nigerian of Nigeriari Students (NANS), 'Nigefian Labour Congress (NLC), 

deportation of non Nigerian academics ( e.g. Dr Patrick Wilmot, Patrick Henecke, 

etc) and banning of den10nstration· and· strikes by Unions like Academic Staff 

Union ofUniversities (ASUU), and detention of union leaders. 

The initial effort of the regime was to build a fonnidable human rights 

record that would catapult the interest of the general public closer to itself. This 
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was exactly what happened and it helped to sustain the regime in the attempf to 

carefully map out its authoritarian policies. As Babangida himself noted later, 

the change of govemment by -an)/ coup plotter, depends on his .competence and . ,, - . ~·· . 
ability to conviI)ce his would-be conspirators and the public. Initially on assuming 

power, Babangida endeared himself to ~he press and some social critics when 

Decree 4 was repealed. Tlîë. Ban on NMA, NARD and NANS was also lifted as a 

means for seeking legitimacy. But · obnoxious Decree 2 was deliberately left 

which later. enabled him to fight ,tlie oppositions as shown. in subseqüent anti

democratic threats and intimidation over SAP protests. Bowever, Decree 2 tumed 

out to become the rnost imp01iant stimulus for the emergency of massive pro

democracy movements after govemments reaction to the SAP riots and the 

detention of other Olrnman rights ao,tivitst. ; :Beginniqg from. the 1989 · SAP riot, a ... . 

number of civil associations, with human rights bias, incre'ased tremendously. The 

1989 SAP riots engulfed most of the Nigerian universities, comJnercial c.ities and 

several other towns. This· led to the official report of 22 fatalities whereas 

independent reports put the figure as twice as high (See Ibrahim 1993:133) Even 

the cushioning packages that were in place like job creation, tran;port services and 

food production were equally checked by continuous measures of repression with 

equal reactive protest from the civil society. 

The failme. of the cushi01~11g package re::,awaken\:d mass -protest and 
. . 

violence that ravaged the nation for two consecutive weeks in 1992. The latest 

violence was both based on econotnic hardship expressed by SAP and 

c01mnunal/religious whic/1 itself was a fall out of the effect of SAP. While the 

econmmc cns1s rocked major cities like Lagos, Ibadan and Benin, the 

cmmnunally ccinditioned religions crisis which staiied in Zagon Kat11f spread to 
- . . 

Kaduna and Zaria, in Kaduna states and to Taraba, Adamawa, Bauchi and 
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Plateau states where senous violent communal and ethnie conflicts occurred. 

What was witnessed was a reconfiguration of old patteq1s qnd not '.eally an 

economic transf9nhatio11.(Callagh~, 1994).4). The :raction ~o gov~mm~nt polici~s 

by the gerteral public bas been to dislocate the economy whose wealth they create 

but do not enjoy, intensify religious fanaticism, created and instil in the mind of the 
' ' 

authoritarian leadership its 'îiJability to govem a complex and deeply divided plural 

society Iike Nigeria. The intention is· to replace the leadership with a democratic 

regime, giv~n the facade transition .pi·ogramme be.ing pursued, Between ·J 986 and 

1994, there were covert and overt strikes, riots, demoilstrations, urban violence, 

armed robberies, coups and attempts by workers, students, area boys (i.e lumpen 

proletariat), unemployed, religious fanatics, military men and officers and other 

organised civil rights activists and groups ip :the civil ~ocièty. 
' 'I ' ,"',.: 

Given the wide spread nature of the cns1s, the Anned Forces Ruling 

Council (AFRC) met and ·aeJiberated on the impact and the threat to the internai 

security of the regime. General Babàngida who was personally devastated by the 

qisis told .reporters that his governnïent was ready for a shÔwdown with those 

who wanted to destabilise the regime and woulcl be ready to "defend with the last 

drop of our blood, the integrity of the transition programme... the military .are 
• 

practitioners in the management of violence and will be able to do, it and do it 

well." (Newswatch: June 8, 1992)1 At thw ·on set of taking _over p.ow.er Babangida 
. . .~ . 

vowed tluit "our major aim during the period of our mlership will be to maintain 

order and stability and cn,sh with incisi".e professional skill the major forces of 
1.,. 

disunity and subversion that threaten the peace." (Cited in Yusuf 1991: 122). 
. ' J 

This., development made tlie · regime no longer interested in promising any 

package or providing any cushioning incentives for the disenchanted populace. 
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Rather it was interested in how to maintain regime security. The regime had on 

May 22, 1992 listed five measures with which it was going to deal with opposition 

forces. These measures àre: (i) that ail incidences · of civil unrest will be dealt 

with using ail means, including the \tSe of emergency power. (ii) to achieve this, ail 
. . 

commanders of militai}' fonnations were givèn appropriate orders to deal 

effectively with occasions which could or may threaten the stability of the 

nation. (iii) the call up time for military intervention in civil unrest was· shortened 

in order to tackle the proble1p with imm.ediate effect and (iv) above all, the 
• . 1 ' . ' . • 

govemment established ~ Nation.~! Guard, t~ sup1~osedly ~educe the ~isibility of 

the anned forces in the suppression of internai protest. The question of the roel of 

National Guards in dictatorial regimes are· well known. However, the decision to 

establish ·a Presidential National Guard was a new direction towards regune 

security btlÎ!ding in Nigetia. Thup,' as pointed. out, SAP brought with it such 

destabilising effécts that the regime had to: 

"seek to buy more security through recourse to greater coercion and 
authoritarianisrn. This resulting militarialisation was manifested ii:i such 
measures as. cieatior.1 or expansiop of para, 1J1ilitary bodies, the police f~rce, . 
as well as the intelligence and ·~ecurity apparatus, alongside 'the regular 
arm~d forces; higher salaries and other benefits for the miliiary and other 
state security and intelligence personnel; and purchase of newer and more 
sophisticated equipment, including. communications ·systems" (Adekanye 
1997: 45, see also Bangura:1986:24-37). 

Another new twist to the security impact of the 1989 SAP riot was the 

establishmer1t of the .Anped Forces ·consultative Assem~ly (AFCA) as a measure 

to build a regime interest through the corporate military interest against threats 

from the civil society. In addressing the 265 members of AFCA on 5 June 1989, 

General Babangida pointed out that the SAP riots were only mastetminded to 

destroy the creditability · of th~ nrilitary ii1~titntio11. ·' He qrrented their·' perception 
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to ensure that the military as an institution musf not be hrnriiliated out of office 

as experienced in some African countries. This was a repetition ofhis reaction to 

the 1987 Kafanchan religious riots where he declared in a national broadcast ori 17 

March 1987 that ."what we are dealing with is not just a religions crisis but rather 

the civilian counterpart" of an ~tte1hpted co~p d'etaf organised against the Federàl 

Military Govemment and the Nigerian nation" (West Africa: 23, March 

1987:552). The interest of. the regime leadership was not only to protect military 

interest or military regime but, usinis the militaiy as an institution, to achieve 

regime interest. He believes that the military un der his l_eadership as the __ President 
,· 

was capabfe of working out a relationship that can leàd to some military 
. ' ' 

supremacy and not the civilian political authority. "I believe that it is only the 

military that eau successfully lead the armed forces to the barracks." (Babangida, 

1988) Given this.position, and the nature of the transition to civil mie programme 

which was Iater ·aborted ·with tÏ~e ànnulm~~~ of Juùè' 12 1~93 presidential election, 

was preceeded by various handing over dates to civil rule. 

By. I 990 seèurity ànd defence ~xpenditure was in the inc;eàse. The sum of 

NI .11 billion and N 1.50 billion were allocated to the police as recurrent._expenses 
. . 

iri · 1990 and 1991 with the sum of Nl51.65million .and N337.20 million for 

capital expenditure budgeted for the police in the same period. Whereas from 

1987, for the first time after the civil war, defence expenditure increased to N2 

billion, being 10% of the total federal spending (more than education and health), 
. -· ' 

"and stayed mo;.e or Jess at thatl. level for niuch crf the· .remaining years of the 

Babangida regime" (Adekanye 1997 :44). The Gideon Okar Coup was the 

greatest shocker to the regime. It arrestéd the regime in its craftiness . The coup 

failed but it changed ehtirely the .orientation of the govenunent. Infact the 
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President huniedly moved the Federal Capital to Abuja city, as Lagos was no 

longer safe for the presidyncy. 

.. .. 
Earlier on? at its inception, the regime had ·had a c011ception of the nsmg 

power of civil populace in the event of civil unrest. It therefore expanded security 

opei"atives by creating three security networks namely: the State Security Service 

(SSS), for the domestic operations; Nigerian Intelligence Agency (NIA), to take 

charge of foreign threats to thé re'gime; a!Jd Defenoe hl\elligence· Agency (DIA) 

for the military. These agencies, since their creation have been co-ordinated by 

the Office of National Se~-~~rity Adviser (NSA). The Defence Intelligence Agency 

operates outside the existing military security structure, the Directorate of Military 

Intelligence (DMI), and i\1 most cases it has created some contradictions in the 

working opératiqns of military intelligence. 

However, the killing of a joumalist, Dele Giwa, in 1986 by a parce! bàmb 

which was supposedly linked to DMI and the SSS was the beginning of the 

speculation by · the Babangida'sr. régime· was be'ginning· to .~ elimiriate criticàl 

oppositions. The counsel to the deceased, Gani Fawehemi, accused the state 

security operations under Brigadier-General (then Lt.Col) Halint Akilu, Director-
i ••• 

General of DMI,' and the Depüty Director of SSS, Lt. Col Kunle Togll11, for the 

killing, given the fact that Giwa himself had accused the security operatives for .. .. 

irttimidating andthreatening his life on several occa·sions before.his death. 

According to reports Dele Giwa, a versatile journalist who had carried ·our 

critical news items against some policies of the regime, especially on SAP, was 

accused of planiüng to' can-y ~ut (a report: on thé :plans. to remove Çommodore 
, • ' I • 

Ubitu Ukiwe, the second-in- command to the President, and was also working 
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towards investigating the involvement of the President, General Babangida 

Ibrahim's wife, Mariam's, connection with Gloria Okon in drug trafficking and 

other sensitive security issues for the subsequent editions of the Newswatch 

magazine (The News: 25 Oct~bef 1993 à1;d ~ang.uard, Decemb'er 12, 2000: 9). 

Gani Fawehirnni in a submission to the Justice Oputa led Human Rights 

Violation Investigation Commission indicted Babangicla ofDele Giwa's cleath. J... ' 

In a presentation before the sitting of the Commission in Lagos, Fawehinmi .. .. 

narratec1 hàw Giwa 1iac1 ,be trai1ec1 ·after anc1 1iuntec1 b,y secürity operatives until 

he receivecl a parce! bomb which finally killecl him. Two clays before his cleath 

he hacl macle a written complaint to his solicitor, Gani Fawehinmi, confinriing 

threats to his life from the Babangicla Security Operatives (Vanguard: December 

12, 2000). Furth'er insight wa; pi1oviclecl b~ Genei"al Moh.ammaclti Bui1ari himself: 

"It is a pity that this government (Babangicla') allows those who cleal in clrugs to 

clestroy the society for mçmey". (The News: 5 July 1993: 25) . ln an earlier 

interview, Col Tony Nyiam ascertain~cl that Babangicla and ,Akih1 should be triecl 

for the murcler of Dele Giwa. He p,ointed out that the packaging of tl1e bomb 
. . 

was doue at the.Strategic Command Unit, Park Lai1e, ARapa. (African Concord: 2 

May 1994:15). 

To build a ring of support around the regime which would serve as a 
' . . •. 1 ' : • . 

reservoir for consolidatii1g persmîal rule, Geileral ·'Babaqgida embarked on the 

institutionalisation of corruption in the system otherwise known as policy of 

settlement; that is, by .. appointment, \nonetary gift or contract. First, the 

appointments of militàry officers. as militmy Govemors and Taskforce 

cmmnanders in charge of .varions parastatals among others was seen a~. a favour 

tliat could be reciprocated in tenn of defending the regime when the need arises. 
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These officers were usually eased out at an interval of tüne to give room to 

another sets of officers. J)lis was the process of power circulation among the 

military officers. However, within the military circle this was seen as welfare. 

Those who were not given appointment were in most cases given contra~.t awards 

by their coileagues · who were holding various appoint1nents. The President was 

in suppoti as it was seen as a regime survival strategy, as the loyalty and support of 

military officers were bought through individual rewards, gifts and the general 

increase in pay package for the military. As for retired military officers, in July 
' . . •. 1 . ,: : . • . . . 

1986 the . office of the Chief of Arniy Staff (COA:S) isst1ed a circular· requesting 

seven ministries and state governors to give consideration to retired officers in the 

award of contracts. 

The president also -announcec! in 1992 the allocations of N500 million to 
., . . 

military officers to purchase cars while other ranks were given motorbikes. But 

Abacha as Minister of Defence and later Chief of Defense Staff block effort by 

Babangida to extend this gesture to include a pay rise for the Non-Commissioned 
-officers. This was deliberate so that the Non-Commissioned Officers (NCO) do ~· . . 

. . 1 . . • . 

not further endear themselves to Babangida, than hfmself.. i-Iowever, after Abacha 

took over power, more promotions were done in favour of those who rose from 

the rank and file, that is th€ Non Comm1ssioned Officers, than the officer cadr'e. 

Com1ption was institutionalized in bath regrmes. 

In defending himself on the issue of coITtiption · Babangida only said "so 

anyway, these c01n1ptio11, it n1bs on all". (The Source: September 18, 2000: 19) 

He added stoutly that "my government may not be a collection of saints but we 

did ve1y well. Of.the lot of pe_ople in govep1111ent may -be as ministers, etc, there 
' . 1 ' . . . 

hasn't been anyone yet that has' been pinp~inted"as ccirrt1pt. So, how have I 
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institutionalised cormption." (The News: November 6, 2000, pl&). Whatever 

explaination it is clear that:"under Babangida and Abacha the economy collapsed, 

Nigeria became more indebted, while the Nigerian Airways, petroleum (NNPC), 

ir.on and steel projects among others · became drai.ning pipelines of corruption and 

enrichment by the regime. As at 1985 when Babangida came to power Nigeria was 

among the middile incarne countries in the world. By the tÎlne Babangida and 

Abacha left office Nigeria dropped to 251
h position as one of the poorest nations. 

Nigeria as a nation may be rich 1,but the, 1·eac)ership has r~ndered the ,people the 

wretched of the earth. 

~ ... 
Under Babangida still, rnilitaiy officers opposed to the regnne were 

allegedly killed in mysterious manneis. Major Debo Bashorun who escaped to the 

United States · after two attern!J(s on his life noted that he rejected his 

redeployment to 31 Airbome Brigade because several officers have been killed in 

mysterious circumstances there (The News: Lagos ,24 ,January, 1994). 

Furthennore, it was alleged the regirne of Babangida further attempted to relocate 

military formations from. Kadùna.ito Bauèlii and M_1.1kurdi to MGma because these 

were Christian ai·eas in order to perfect the rein of teITor against the people. (See 

African Concord: 2 May 1994:16). 

Meanwhile, the same security operations were experienced when General 

Sani Abacha tc:iok over on the I ih N~vember, 1993 as the new head of ~tate after . . . 

shovelling the interim govemment Chief Ernest Shonekan aside. What it took 

General Ibrahim Babangida eight years to rnaster, it only took Abacha five years 

to perfect. Having been original plotter of the coup that brought General 

Mohammadu Buhari ai1d Genérali Ibrahiih: Babangida respectively to·_:power, his 

ascension to power was a demonstration of the manifestation of cumulative 
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~ ... 

security expenences. He successfülly blocked the Joopholes found in the 

B.abangida?s blend of authoritarian· ·populism with outright despotism. ·· He was 

aghast to opposition however constructive it might be,' whether religious, ethnie 

or class oriented. What matters to him was his regime security. Probably he had 

realised how opposition elements had not been too favourable. to ,Babangida inspite 

of bis authoritarian popuJism, ·so !. he chose to hing_\! his se~urity around persona! 

interest and those who were only too willing to protect such interest. Thus Nigeria 

became a police state, held under siege. 

The first public experience of General Abacha despotism in the society was 

when as Chief of Defence Staff, after the annulment june 12 1993 p1:esidential . . 

election he rolled out military tanks to mown down pro-democracy protests in 

Lagos in the early period of July 1993 . First of ail he ordered the civilian 

Govemor of Lagos state, Chief Michael Otedola, to declare a state of emergency or 

else he would call in the. military. f. 1 n his ,bi·oadcast Jo the n.ation on 17, N ovember ~·· . 

1993 he, like Babangida, pretended to be friendly to the press. He de-proscribed 

the media bouses that were proscribed b.y Babangida when h~ (Babangida) was 

no longer a closed ally (?f the press. Abacha sought to seek the support of the 

press. In addition he promised the establishment of a constitutional conference 
n •• 

with füll constituent power. This gtaddened some· progressive· groups especially of 
. . . . 

the ethnie minority nationalities of the south, to support the regime. This in tum 

helped the regime to cushion itself and perfect the mechanisms of its security 

operatives. He however, Iike Babangida wamed: "Any attempt to test our will, 

will be decisively ·· dealt with" '(Obiozor: 1994: 1-6)., To_ this and the govemment 

dismantled the presidential National Guard established by General Ibrahim 

Babangida and set up 17 security outfits under his Chief Security Offic~r, Major . 
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Hamza EL-Mustapha, and the National Security Adviser, Alhaji Ismaila Gwarzo. 

The most ·effective. of ,Abacha S~curity networks, first and foremost, was the 

Bodyguards (BGs) made up of special units that provided protection for the Head 

of State, and the Strike Force (SF). The purpose of the SF was to "ensure "the 

persona) safety of_Abacha, at any cost, and to intimidate Nigerians to succumb to 
. •. 1 ; : 

bis despotic self-succession plan" {Tell: Lagos, Ma)l'3, 1999). 

The SF had 250 __ :,yeII trained and anned young military officers who 

unde1wait militaiy· trancing in Libya and South Koi"ea. The Strike Force was to 

ensure the security of Aso Rock,· t~1e presidential villa, Abuja and the .. systemic 
' 

stability of the regime. Jt was commanded by Lt. Col ,Ibrahim Yakassi. Its main 

target was to eliminate opposition to the regime by orgamsmg arson, 

assasinations, bomb planting and settling persona) scores with the perceived 

enemies of the regime. While Col Frank Omenka, Col John Olu and Assistant .. 
• . 1 ' . . 

Police co1runissioner, Zakari Mohammed B'iu wëre ip · charge of' torture of 

detainees in the Gestapo, Milita1y detention camps or rooms set up in varions 

places Iike Gowon, Nasko • .and Abacha oml'acks, as well as police cells in Wuse, 

Garki, Asokoro and other places in . Lagos. This reminded one of mini- auscwitz 

concentration camps in Gennany quring the World World Il. Soll].e other 

selêcted s~curity officers who facilitated the a1i-e~t,. detention· and trials of people 
' 1 . 

under Special Investigation Panel headed by the former FCT Commissioner of 

Police, Mohairuned Yusuf included the following as members, CSP Abba, 

(ADC to Mrs Abacha), Shehu Abubakar Darima (SSS), Major Aminu (DMI) and 
. . . . 

Lawal, a police officer. 

It is alleged that most of the killings that occnrred between 1994 and 1998 

were effected perfectly 'by the Strike Force with the collaboration of the 
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Presidential Task Force in Bomb Blasts headed by a police Cmmnissioner Al!rnji 

Zakari Mohaimned Biu. Those allegedly killed include Pa Alfred Rewane, Kudirat 

Abiola, Bagaud~ Kalthç, and man)/ others; .Others alleged to have been murdere~ 
' q ; • • • 

through extra-judicial pressures were the Ogoni Niue inèluding Ken Saro Wiwa 

the leader of ethno-environmental rights activists. Others like Chief Anthony 

Enahoro, Wole Soyinka, Baia Tinubu, had to escape into exile for safety where 

they met with Air Cdr Dan Sulelnan, Lt.Gen Alani Akinrinade and Bolaji 

Akinyemi t9 continue the campaign :against the .repressive leadership of General 

Abacha's regime. For Chief Alex lbru, he was saved from being assassinated by 

divine intervention after his refusai to allow his ne,~spaper, The' Guardiàn, . tq be 

used to perpetuate the interest of the regime . 

. . 
' . 

Within the military a security watch was set up against men and officers that 

worked against the regime. For instance,. wearing of Abacha's badge or insignia, 

though it was not officially"" approved, was a most for ail in the milita1y. At one of 

the. ceremonial occasions Abacha seen shakeinf only officers wearing his badges 

and by passing ythose without it . A1i officer who. was ignorant 'of this was ear!ier 

saved the situation by à junior officer who noticed that he was not wearing the 

badge prior to Abacha's aITival.The junior officer gave him one and he had .the 

previlege to receive Abacha' s hand shake and be sayed from being punished. Also, 

an officer Brigadier (no\V major) ÇJeneraLOsahor "~fS hand~cuffed and ._detained in 

the military garision, Lagos for inteITogated a junior officei- for using the Abacha's 

badge. The Nigerian military was under sü;ge of the Abacha's regime. 

Military administrators placed · in charge of various states were personally 

instrncted to a!Test, detain or kill · ëategories of. politièians on the basis of the 
. ' 

dreaded Decree 2. For instance, the former Administrator of Akwa Ibom State, 
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Colonel Yakubu Bako -c.onfessed 1,that Abacha inst111cted hi_m persona!Jy to arrest 

and/or kill some Akwa Ibom indigenes who were menibers of NADECO. His 

failure to accomplish the task which ais.a involved the arrest of Chief Anthony 

Enahoro, who arrived Uyo sometimes early 1996, led to the begüming of his 

problem with Abacha. Colonel Bako graphically notes that: 

I got a phone call from Abuja, and when I picked it up, Abacha was on the 
Iine. He said that he was aware that Enahoro was in Akwa !barn, and that 
he came in with a bus. He instructed that I should make sure Chief 
Enahoro and the bus did not leave Akwa lbom. An·d that sinc'e Erlahoro 
checked into the hotel with a fake name it could easily be denied that he 
was not the, one that got killed 11r burnt .jn: A~wa lbom Siate .... Enal:oro . 
checked out of Metro that samê night. ... 1 phoned ''Genera! Abacha that 
night, telling him that while I was preparing to carry out his instructions, 
Chief Enahoro checked out. He just banged the phone on me. And he 
never forget that incident .... Abacha was. such that if he trusted you and 
you failed him, he will nêver forgive you (Tell: August 28, 2000: I 6). 

There were other assignments which_ Bako was instructed to unde1take __ after his 

rèmoval as ·the Militaiy Administrator of Akwa lbom St~te if ile still wanted to ain 

Abacha's favours. The new assih111ments included bis appoin!ment as Chief of 

Logistics in NECON where he was to carefully put up the logistics to ensure 

Abacha's civilian. presidency. He first sought le gal ad vise on the issue which 

General. Abacha's Legal Advisei· Dr. À~1wàlu Yadudu, ·who is prèvy to the 

origional plan consented on the ground that election could hold even if there was 

only one contestant. Based .. on the nomination of Abacha's candidature by the five 

political parties, Colonel Bako cont~cted the Director-General, Nigeria Security 

and Minting Company to- design· voting cards for the !one candidature of the 

presidentia( election.· Bako was also, in the cou;.se of. his duty at the NECON, 

assigned together with one Sumaila Shuaibu to storm Y ola prison, pretending to be 

anned rob bers to release detainees, killing some while aiming at · eliminating 
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Obasanjo: His failure to àccomplish the last task finally led Abacha to fram him as 

being part ~f the coup plotters of the. 1997 coup. 

Like Babangida's AFRC, the highest military legislative body, _the 

Provisional Ruling Council (PRC) under Abacha was only an empty shell as 

members were . selected by Ab9cha himself. Abacha also inherited from 
' . " ... 

Babangida and maintained the Israeli security machine1y· for the protection of Asa 

Rock Presidential Villa in addition to the security operations he set up. The Israeli 

Security operatives providêâ the intelligence and security gadgets. According ta 

a report, à new $12 million contract with Israel was initiated ta achieve this. (The 

~ews: 29 ?Ugust 1994:39). It shoùld be poinred out that. while serving as a 

Defence Minister midei Babangida, Abacha mast~rminded the award of contracts 

for annour tanks from Britain. The atl'ival of these tanks at the time he assmyied 

office was timely calculative. These tanks were to enhance bis security 

operatives. 

On the basis of the foregoing, therefore, it is important ta emphasise that 

bath Babangida and Abaèha survived on the basis of pursuing " . reg11ne -

perpetuation by elimination". The ·targets of elimination .we1;e the opponents. 

Under Babangida the oppositions;' real pote11tial or imagined, wëre either 

enticed, settled ând ~oopted into the mainstream ~r periphe1y of power. Those 

that were not coopted, were silenced by assassins or rendered useless. The 

authority did everything possible to deprive, expose and pnblicly embarrass 

such opponents of the . regime·or those who fell ont with the n,gime. In 1986 
' . 'I • .'",;. • • ' 

General Mammam Vatsa and nine other officers, espeèially Airforce officers, 

were killed for allegedly planning a coup. Initially, Babangida had raised the 

l10pe that coup . plam1ing" must be differentiated from coup-executing. This 
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distinction provided a ray of l10pe that the coup planners would be fairly treated. 

However, later the Minister of Defence, General Sani Abacha disagreed with 

Babangida, painting out_ that plan.11ing and executïng a cqup are the -.same. Ali 

pleas for leniency were tumed down as Babangida decided to blame Abacha 

who refused to make the distinction a11d insisted on the killing of the coup 

plotters. In any case, as the President and Commander-in-Chief of the Anned 

Forces of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, he had the power of prerogative of 

mercy, to grartt the alleged coup plitnners mercy. He therefore, needëd not to 

blame Abacha for the execution of the coup planners. Another area of potential 

elimination was the ill fated C-130 Hercules of the Nigerian airforce plane cr-ash 

which killed over 140 111ilita1y officers and staff of Command and Staff College, 

Jaji who were on study tour of Lc(gos. Thé plane ~hich crashed at Oyingbo, near 

Lagos on the 26 September 1992 was suspected to be part of the state-sponsored 

elimination series of potential opposition group within the militaiy against the 
..... 

perpetuation of the regÜI)e. Though Babangida denied this but fot the fact that the 

families of the officers were not -properly compensated and continued to live in 

fear of being èjected from the milifaiy barracks, the accusation is taken to be true 

in some circles. 

As for Abacha, at the initial stage of planning to ove1ihrow the Eamest 

Shonekan's INO, one of the strategies p'at:kaged was through fatho111, coup. As 

earlier noted, Abacha first lied to Abiola that Col Abubakar Umar and the other 

'Babangida boys' in the militaiy were planning a coup to farestall the 

actualisation of June 12. , This endeared Abiola to suppo1i Abacha in his scheme 

to deal with and ·clear "B'.1bangida Boys" from the military, before paving way to 

band over power to him. Brigadier' General Ahm~d Abdullalri had, ;:iccording to . . 

the initial plan by Abacha to topple Shonekan, listed the names of some business 
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executives to be circulate.d to the public with the claim that the junior officers had 

eannarked to kill than in a coup _plan. The concept of a fathom coup was 
.. 

however, aëtuali~ed by the regime 'in 1995 when ·. all known critics of the regime 

like General Olusegun Obasanjo and General Shehu Musa Yar'adua were . · 

implicated in a coup plot against Abacha. They were sentenced to "life 

imprisonment on!):' after pleas from the international community. Obasanjo's 

offence was that lie had · told Abacha th'af he was.inot fit to rule· Nigeria in the 

early period when he (Abacha) assummed power in Dodan Bmracks, Lagos. 

While Yar'adua had used his influence during the Constitutional Conference to 
i ••• 

fix a tenninal date for Abacha to handover power by January 1, 1996. These 

mnong other factors forced Abacha to e!iminate his strongest opponents in 
. -

pteparation"for bis millennial reign. Equally to"o, ac~ordi1ig to Diya, the 1997 

coup which implicated him, and others Jike General Abdulkarim Adisa and 

General Tajudeen Olarewaju was carefully planned out by Abacha security 

operatives led by the Chief of Army Staff, General Ishaya Bamiyi, to indict the 

victims. Having ropped ·them in, the secJr.ity ·operatives t~1med civer ·their loyalty 

by reporting to Abacha all the plans made for the coup. 

In defending himself before . Justice Oputa's Commission, Diya pointed 

out that Bamayi, Magashi, and Id/ Musa came to him with four po_int issues 

which they ·wanted to present to th~ Head of State Genç:ral Abacha. He endorsed 

the decision because the points were based on national interest. Though Diya 

denied that there was no coup plot, those implicated with him like General 

Abdulkarem Adisa. m1d Diya's AOC, Major Fadipe affinned that there was actually 
' • • I . • • 

a coup plan in place. General Vict01' Malu who trrèd the. coup plotters affinned 

also that if he was given m1other opp01iunity to · re-try them,, he . wo1,1ld still 

convict General Diya and .. the rest. · Before the latest revelation in the Oputa' s 
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Commission the nation cÎid not believe it was a coup, but a framed up coup. What 

is clear he~e is that the society would always find it difficult to believe a 

propaganda of threats by an authoritarian regime when the same regime is not on!y 

highly securitised but is itself become a threat and terror to the society. Therefore 

when such a regime cornes up with allegations of coup plots it could be hardly 

believed by the, public, especiall); when
1 

it had a reputation for framing previous 
' ·I ' .-.. • • ' ' 

phantom coups as a basis for 'regime perpetuation by elimination', At the initial 

stage of the regime, both Abacha and Diya had planned to hold on to power up to 

the 2000, Wh ile Diya w"iis thinking of the junta retiring and han ding over to a 

democratic regime, Abacha had a longer ambition for self succession which he 

(Diya) oppo,sed. 

Diya had nearly lost his military career in the early days of the annulmen~ of 

June 12 presidential election. Sometimes before June 12, 1993, Babangida was 

briefing the 111.ilitaiy ,and said ~he ,, miJitaiy would not be comfortable . . . . 
' .-;.. . . with 

Abiola's presidency, And Diya wanted to know whicll section of the miiitaiy 
-would not want Abiola's presidency. Babangida felt challenged and wanted to 

remove Diya from the mifftary. lt only took Gen Abacha's intervention to save 

Diya's career. (Un)fortunately Abàcha only spared Diya's career for his self 

perpetuation programme. Diya was 'drawn in to çlefend a boss among Iüs ·Yoruba 

kith and kin without kriowing that Abacha had a largér plap OI) which J:?iya was 

not fully briefed. 

Before the coup that implic1ted Diya; Gener~\ Diya ~nd hi!:i entourage were 

going to Makurdi for the condolence of Major Gen Lawi·ence Onoja, a Principal 

Staff Officer in the office of the General Staff, who lost .his mother. 

Unknowingly bombs were-·planted in the plane. The delay in the joumey led to 
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the explosion of the bombs leading to the immediate death of one of the secu_rity 

guards while the other died at the presidential Aso Clinic. Their names were 

Sumaila Shuibu .arid Usman Sumqila. A(ter the inçiderit, Abach~ told Diya that . .. . .·;: . . 

bis security personnel had been playing with grenades despite his (Abacha ) 

waming to them. However, Diya in his memorandum to the Justice Oputa panel 

noted that even if they wëi-e playing with grenades despite presidential waming, 

the presence of Alhaji Ismaila Gw'arzo, the National Security Adviser (NSA), 

Alhaji Arisekola Alaci, FCT Commiss'ioner of Police, Alhaji Mustapha, Gen Ishaya 

Bamaiyi and Major Ei-Mustapha, the Chief Security Officer (CSO) to the 

President - ail die-heart fanatics of Abacha at the Nnamid Azikwe International 

Airport when the president was not travelling placed a question mark on the bomb 

blast around the.plane .that was to1take hi1nto Makurdi. · It is possible ·therefore to . ,, . ;.: . ' 

conclude, · without proper explanation that the officers · were at the airport to 

collectively confinn his obituary. Howev('.!r, testifying at Oputa's panel General 

Bamayi, and others who liter reacted, denied being at the airport at that time. 

However, according to Godwin Dabo, Major El-Mustapha, CSO, told him that 

though Abacha's plan to ehminate Diya and his entourage had failed, the .. next plan 
. . 

was through an aJTanged coup in which Diya would be involved (The News: 25 

January 1999:21) 

Meanwhile with -the five' po:litical parti~s engorsing .Abacha a~ a singular 
. . 

candidate for the presidential election, an organisation, Youth Eamestly Ask for 

Abacha (YEAA), led by Kanu and othen; began a campaign across the nation in 

support of Abacha's self-mie. YEAA organised a two million-man march in 

March 1998 in Abuja where people were paid to Abuja to demonstrate their 

support for ·Abacha' s presidential alrÏbition. In the light of the -regime perpetuation, 
·- . . 

several radical opponents were targeted for attacks and bombing. In some cases 
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govemment buildings were bombed and the opposition was blame_d for it, 

especially NADECO. The radical Lagos Lawyer, Qani Fawehinmi, raised an 

alann in 1995 when two friendly security men infonned him that government 

security operatives were planning to dump arms and annnunition in bis new home 

at Mafoluku, Oshodi, in order to implièate him in the planning of a coup. 

(Afolabi . .1995:29). 
. 1 

As early as 1994 thè hon~es an.d · offices of' NAD ECO 

members were attacked and bombed. The Chamber of Gani Fawehinmi was 

attaclœd and his security guard killed. Thïs was folfowed by 'petI'ol bombing of the 

office of CD where its' Chainnan, .Beko Ransom-Kuti, escaped death. Other 

members whose homes were bombt;d were Air Cdre Dan Suleman (rt.d), Cdre 

Ùbitu Uki;e (rtd), · Abraham Adesanya, NADECO Chainnan (after Adekunle 

Ajasin's death) , Ayo Opadokun, NADECO Secretary, Godwin Ajayi, Lawyer to 

Abiola, and General Alani Akinrinade, among others. The glaring case was 

government's attempt to blan~_e NADECO/NALlCON over the bomb blast at the 

Murtala Mohan~ned Aüport wheie the Airpcirt Cliief Security Offic~r, Dr Sola 

Omotsola, was blasted to death. 

According to the govenunent, . Omotsola was fronting for NADECO. In a 

paper presented at the Nigerian G'.1ild of Editorn Forum on _"Current Issues and 

New directions · in National Security", the Inspèctor General of Police, A111aji 

Ibrahim A. Coomasie, observes that: 

On the question of terrorism in the form of bomb explosions and the like 
of them, w~ have 111ade a lot of in-roads ,a11d are following several leads ... 
We have established · that the N:A.DECO and NAL!G'.{)N ar.e involvecf .. .. · 
Tiie · airport incident has given the police a lot of leads. Besides linking 
that incidence with several others, ail with NADECO/NALICON, the 
police has pieces of information to link these acts of terrorism with the 
establishment of Radio Kudirai (Ti1e Guardian: Lagos, July 16, . 
1997: 13). 
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However Abubakar Tsav, the Commisioner of Police in Lagos state at the 

tüne of the episode refuted this allegation. He logically presented the facts on how 
. ., . . 

the Inspector General ' of Police Alhaji Ibrahini Coomasie sent an Assistant 

Commisioner of Police, M.D. Abubakar to him without the knowledge of_ his 

Zonal Commissioner, Alh~ji Alli-.Tos, who was an Assistant Inspector General of 

Police. Alhaji M:D. .Abubakar came »'-ith prepared press conference speech 
. f, . .: . ' ·. 

which he · and Abubakar Tsav were to present .. to tlie press. Abubakar Tsav 

rejected the prepared speech because it did not reflect the investigation that was 

carried out during the airpô'tt bomb blast. Though MD. Abubakar went ahead to 

present the prepared speech to the press, accusing the NADECO/NALICON, the 

Lagos state Police Cominissione1:, ·Alh~ji Tsav,. later ·pointed out in an article 

"Facts of Omotsola' s· bmnbblast" : 

I was so angry that at the end of the conference, I wrote a report to the 
Inspector General of Police, Mr Ibrahim Coomasie complaining against 
Mr M. D. Abubakar for making false press conference accusing 
NAD ECO of. the bombblast. I stressed that the explosive allegedly 
recovered from the· .office ·of Iï>r. Omotsàlo .were, jn my vi~w, planted · 
there because they were recovèred 11 days after the.police· had selirched 
the same office and found nothing... lnstead he (Ibrahim Coomasie) 
instructed me to withdraw my report... Based on this false press 
statement, Chief Olu Falae who was invi(ed and interrogated and released 
by my detectives was r;~~rrested by the Presidential Task Force on Bomb 
Blas! and detained ail infinitum. .He was only released when General 
Abacha died (Vanguard: September 22: 1999, 1999: p29 - 30). 

The ., increase -in state terrorism made most· of thy radical ,opponents of the 

regime to escape out of the country. Those who escape out of the country Iater 

fonned a fonnidable opposition against the regime. Professor Wole Soyinka,· for 

instance, used bis. status and bis organisation, the National Liberation Council of 
. . - 1 -; : . . • . • . 

Nigeria (NALICON), as· a solicitlng -platforin, foi the s_upport of thé course of 

democracy. He was involved 111 conscientising the international· cmmnill).ity 
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through the establishment of Radib Kudirat as well as ra1smg funds and 

undertaking, strategies to topple . the despotic 1:egime of G.eneral Sani' Abacha. 

The extent to which the· opposition in exile organised against Abacha was more 

than the time of Babangida. This was because under Abacha Nigeria reached.the 

pinnacle of repression which was nurtured by Babangida himself. 

Abacha in tum became hysterical as he sent Chief Odumegwu Ojukwu 

and Chief Ernest Shonekan to ernbark on. a public relations carnpaign in overseas 

while foreign joumalists, 'led by Bob Cohen of the CNN, were invited by the 

govemment to file in reports favourâble to the regime of Abacha. However they 

were later declared persona 11011 griita and deported bècause they were· focusing 

their interest on the activities of the opposition, especially when they were billed 

to interview Chief Gani Fawehinmi. The regime of Abacha made incursions into 

the opposition camps, dividing them accorcling to their strengths and weaknesses. 

This incursion however, made· tl1,e oppo.sitim1 grotJP more. clynarnic a~ they were 
· •• ' 1 J , ' 

houncled · into exile. The regime succeedecl as the \veak ones arnong the 

opposition caved in, rationalizing either pn patriotism by joini~g the regime with 

the !10pe of working from ·within the system to institutinalise June 12 and/or on the 

fact that June 12 has been regionalis.ed and has become a Yornba ethnie strnggle 

rather than a national issue. AmcÏngst these group are indivicluals like Alhaji 
. . 

Abubakar Rimi, Chief Salomon Lar, Jonathan Zwingina (the Campai!,'11 Manager 

of Chief MKO Abiola) Ebenezer Babatope, Dr lyorchia Ayu, Olu Onagornwa, 

Lateef Jakande, Alhaji Suie Lamido, among others. 

Furthennore, the regime sponsored an undated publication titled "Nigeria: 

Why the International Conspiracy Against Nigeria" in which it castigated 

NADECO/NALICON activists. The publication gave the impression that the 
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opposition was sharply divided among themselves. The un-authoured and 

unedited publication was i~_deed part of the efforts by the go".emment to redeem 

its image before the international community which had been captured by the 

opposition groups. 

' "Area boys" in the western pait of the country in protest and defence of pro-

democracy activities equally attacked and destroyed the properties of those who 

had in one way or the other defended or were subtled in attacking the 
• •. 1 . : . 

authoritarian regime. Those affet:ted we·re Olusegfin Obasanjo, Emesr Shonekan, 

Baia Kuforiji-Olubi, Samuel Ogbemudia, Ebenezer Babatope, among others. This 

was before the fahantom _goup of 1995 which implicated Obasanjo. The radical 

constitutional lawyer, Dr Olu Onagoruwa, who joined Abacha's regime on the 

basis of the understanding that June 12 would be actualized later felt 

niatginalised. His -presence was only a placard that. could earn the regime 

credibility, but he suffered the consequence of identifying with the regime. He 

complained that his statutory fonctions as Attorney General and Minister of . 
Justice were carried out by other faceless persans without bis knowledge as the 

' . 1 . . . ' . 

ChiefLegal Officer of the Federatiôn (Newswa'tch: :l5 Sept.e1'nber 1996).' 

For instance, eight .... decrees were· rolled out in a day after he made lus 

complaint that decree No 107 secti.on l O _of 1993 ernpowered the PRC to make 

Iaws for the country with the Ministry of Justice making the draft prop.osals and 
' 

pi-esenting -~uch-to the Head of State as Chairma·n of PRC. În the early period of 

the regime ten decrees were pubiished, two of the decrees had ouster clauses. 

Onagoruwa protested and set up a comrnittee to rewrite the decrees. His 

submissions basecl on the committee rep?1t was quietly put away . by General 
' . • 1 

Abacha. Onagomwa' s · effort to ·· am end decree 17 of .1985 wÎiich Babangicla 
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promulgated to enable him recruit and terminate the appointments of Service 

Chiefs at random was rejected-by Abacha, who refu;ed to endors~. the aniendment 
' .";.. . ' 

because itwas an advantage to him. At the end ChiefOlu'Onagoruwa did not only 

!ose out from the regime but had his son, Toyin, killed by assassins suspected to 

be State Security agents. 

Between November 1993 and ·1995, the PRC met only. four or five tünes. 

The periods they met wère to approve the appointments· of militaiy administrators 

for the states, and the list of government nominees for the constitutional 

conference. The Federal Executive Council also hardly met. Chief Michael Ani 

who was appoü1ted mjnister·· of1. Finance :fi.111ction~d six J?1onths. before he was •.. . 

sworned into the office. Abacha prefered to deal with the Ministers at an 

individual level rather than in a F edc:;ral Executive Co un cil meeting where 

decisions would . be collectively taken and policies debated and adequately 

fonnulated. 

Unlike Babangida who used the frequent me~tings of the AFRC (later 

NSDC) and the Federal Executive Council as a caver forcollective responsibility 

to work out his regime mterest, Abacha was the opposite. Babangida was a 

flamboyant .dictaforship. who éan~ed himself as being in. charge of ·State affair. 
. .. . 

Babangida could dribble the nation and could play on the understanding of the 

people even when he reneged on his promises and the decision of the AFRC. 

Abacha prefered solitary action. He worked at his own pace and would not like 

to be dictated to or agitated by any event or situation. At best l\e worked on the 

directives of his security operatives and spiritualists. As · noted, "Abacha 's 

dictum is say little, show little, keep them guessing" (Oladapo : 1995: 1.3). Richard 

Sklar puts it better, "By ail accounts, Abacha is notoriously reclusive, he rarely 
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speaks in public and often fails to appear at scheduled events. His political 

stealth inspires feâr and prudenc~ , bis , machiavellian skills a:e umnistakable. 
' ~ . ; . 

With immense wealth in the form of Nigeria's oil revenue at bis disposa!, he 

cracks the whip of patronage with authority" (Sklar 1997:6). 

The regime, in order to soften· its repressive crack dow11 on the populace, 

established Jhe Petroleum Trust Fund'(PTF) where. the gains fyom the increase in 

the sales of petroiemn were used to provide drugs, water, construct and/or 

maintain roads. Like Babangida, Abacha's settlement of his primary constituency, 

the military, was to establish the Armed Forces - Petroleum Trust Fund (AF-PTF). 

The AF-PTF as .a ·special concession to the anned forces and the. police provided . ., . ~-:.: . ' 

the basis · for serving and retired military/police officers and unit cmmnanding 

officers to be awarded contracts to keep them financially buoyant and thereby 

maintain suppmi for the î:ëgime. Meanwhile the main PTF headed by General 

Mohammadu Buhari became a place· of pilgrimage for inducing support from the 

pplitical class for the regime. 
.-

Its anti-con11ption campaign was launched as War Against Indiscipline and 

Corruption (W Al-C). To this extent, to demonstrate a show case, some corrupt 

officers in the :military, ecunqmic saboteprs, grug · traffickers w~re either 

dismisse<l° or brought under the Failed Banks Tribunal, Advance Fee Fraud (AFF), 

National Drug Law Enforcement Agenc)'. (NDLEA). In order to strengthen its 

domestic supports, mo~e states and local governments were created in 1997 

bringing the total of local govemments from 589 to 774 and states from 30 to 36. 

Tliis helped to temporarily divert · the attention . of the general populace away 

from criticizing its repressive rule. The Abacha regime was indeed following 
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after the pattern put up by Babangida who had earlier seen State creation as one 

aspect of regime stability. 

In order to enhance the repressive capacity of the regime, each state 

established a security operative with a mix of soldiers and police, ostensibly, to 

smash crnne waves. The security squads operating in various State of the 

federation are well anned with the best weapons. Yet, the State govemments that 
.. 

fünded the squa~s had problem ove'i· which security ann to control the squad. The 

idea of confronting armed robbers with sophisticated operatives began in 1992 

with the establishment Operation Zaki by Col Mohammed Marwa, then Govemor 

of Bomo State while serving under General Ibrahim Babangida. This idea was 

further espoused by" -Col ôlagunsoye' :Oyinlol<l:, Governor of Lagos State, 

December 1993 - 1996, to confront the rising waves of criminals in Lagos State. 

When Col Marwa was re-appointed to tnke over from Oyinlola he found ..... 
Operation Sweep synonymous with Operation Zaki which he had established m 

Bomo State where he earlier served as a Governor. 

Howéver, sudqenly, given thé increasingly opposition to tl1e military regime - . . 

of Abacha, the regime decided to operationalise the principle in ail the states of 

the federation as a dress whearsal for confronting opposition against Abaclla's 

perpetuation strategy. Apparently, the records of the squad in Lagos where 

criminals were · reprised a~d ( liquidahid · tended to. giye predei"ice to the 

establislnnent of these other security outfit. Sorne of the squads established in some 

Statès of the Federation:Lagos Operation- Sweep ,.Ondo Operation Gbale,.Ogun ..... 

Operation Wedge,'. Bomoüperation Zaki, . Tmo Operation Stonn. Eclo operntion 

Wipe, Ekiti Operation Çheckmate, Kaduna Operation Smash, Rivers Swift 

Operation s·quad , Abia Operation 'Ban 
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The lnspector General of Police, Alhaji Cocimasie, rightly pointed out that 

the responsibility of containing the incid~nt of anned robbery squarely rests on 

tlie federal govemment; a11a· the agents established constitutionally to contrai the 

menace is the Nigerian police. Nevertheless, in defence of the security squads 

established by varions states, the It1~pector General noted: 

.... though the federal government has tried to provide funds to enable 
the police force square up to the speed and sophistication of the society 
and its hoodlums, it is now clear that the federal govenunent can't do it 
al one. The states had to come in, in terms of mobility and communication; 
and they seem to be picking up. Except that care must be taken to avoid 
establishing,a :parallel force in c9ntraventjon of constjtution." (Tell: )'lov. 
3, 1992). . ' ' :. 

The issue is not the problem of establishing parallel force but that the squads 

were used to intimidate ·-··the opposition rather than the criminals they were 

purposely established for.' Accordingly, there were some: 

.... indications that the variouS pa;allel security outfits 1night have been 
established ·by various states so that they can be càopted into a repressive 
force to terrorize people and intimidate the opposition emerged when men 
of the Lagos state operation sweep dressed in battle fatigue complete with 
bullet proof vests, invaded the bouse of Nosa lgibor, editor-in-chief of 
TELL Magazine in the unholy hour ( I 2:30am) of September I O,~ I 997, 
in search of Igiebor, claiming to have come from the presidency. After 
combing the bouse· withouf"sucçess, they :stormed. bis neighb.our's house · ·. 
where they broke the door to a room under the i1npressicin that he was 
hiding their." (Agekameh: I 997:30). 

It would be recalled..that the same squads invaded the venue of a NADECO 

send-off ceremony organised for Ambassador Walter Canington in utter disregard 

for diplomatie etiquette. They pursued the guests and hasts to an alternative 
.. 

veriue of the send off , at Ayo Adebanjo reside1ice :where" th~y snatched the 

microphone from the acting NADECO Chairman, Chief Abraham Adesanya. In 

addition, the same squad invaded Araromi street, Mushin, Lagos and sealed off 
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the office of Frederick Fasehun, a _detai.ned human rights activists, preventing 
' . 

family and friends from marking his birth day. As noted by Dele Agekamah: 

" ... the fear is that giving the hitherto hidden but now transparent agenda 
of self succession, there is every tendency for Abacha to gel more 
desperate and ruthléss against the opposition as his terminal date of 
October, 1998 draws near using the parallel security outfits to unleash 
terror on those who might stand in his way". (Agekameh: 1997;30). 

In his Independent day broadcast, Oct aber 1. 1997: Abacha commendcd the parallel security outfit. This 

was assented by the Chief of Gcm,ral Staff'Gcnçral Oladijia:Diy;1. on Oçtober 13. 1_997 at the Western· States tracte 

fair, adding that the security outrits was ta cre,itc a safcr society in Nige;i,1. (Tell! Nov 3. 1997). 6. 7 

CONCLUSION 

Authoritarian ·regimes ai;e very· conscious of security. Therefore, resources for 

development are cbanneled towards the survival of the regime. Invariably the 

regime-leader is bestial with power, aild the defence of it is defined by Hie quality 

of 'secucracy' Î11volved: Therefore, at all levels, whether economic, political, 

religion, socio-cultural and physiological, Babangida and Abacha had · the 

capability, given the resources from oil money, to sway support towards the 

protection of their interests to the detriment of national interest. And it is based on 

their persona! ihtèrests that the !truggle; t~wards the resoluti;n ·of the Liberian 

and Siena Leonean conflicts were effected. This was to divert attentions from 

domestic contradictions and thereby cr\:ate credibility for themselves at the 

international scene. In siïbseqnent, development they w.ere able to intensify 

repression against opposition and work out measures towards self-perpetuation. It 

is in the light of this that Chapter :5even woulcl now focus on how the ECOW AS 

regional security Iike national interest had turned out. to be the instrumentality 

for enhancing regime (security) interest. 
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· CHAPTER SEVEN 

1" · o NIGERIA AND . MECI-IANISMS FOR CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION IN WEST AFRICA:TI-IE ECOMOG CASE 
STUDIES 

7.1. INTRODUCTION 

Nigeria's expenence·· m conflict prevention, management, resolution and 

peace support operations since post .independence lias been adequately covered 

and documented (see Vogt and Ekoko 1993). However, it is contentious, given 

the critical analyses of the earlier chapters, whether the inte1vention in Liberia 

and Sierra Leone actually potrays the picture of Nigeria's previous involvement 

in conflict resolution and peace keeping mechanism. It is in this light that this 

chapter will first of all assess_.Nigeria's approach ta conflict resolution. ln doing 
. ~ : 

sa, the chapter will in the second part analys
0

e the ·p~litics involved in the 

fonnation of ECOMOG. This is necessmy for a proper understanding of recent 

developments in ECOWAS with respect to conflict resolution. The third and 

fomih pati will focus,on Liberia and SieITa Leone respectively. The effort in 

these sections is to demonstrate with empirical data the dimension with which 

Nigeria's intervention ii1 Liberia and Sierra Leone was ta caver up some regime 

interests. In conclusion, the chapter will in summmy asse1i the position that 

regime interest tend ta supersede national interest in any policy issues, whether 

domestic or foreigti poli,cies. 

7.2. NIGERIA'S APPROACH TO AFRICAN CONFLICTS 

Nigeria's population .. and resources· represent what Africa stands for in the 

international system. Even if it does not gain from defending Africa, the fact 
. ' 1 

remains that where the security of the continent is maintained, Nigeriq is safer. 
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' r . 
Hence, if Nigeria should equally break up today the entire West African subregion 

and indeed Africa will be in tumult. Therefore, Nigeria has effectively 

participated not only to ensure·the, formation of the OAU and ECOWÀS but also 
'l ~ • • 

provided necessary measures to enable these organizahons address problems 

confronting Africa. 

The need to build·. a continental organisation arase from the experience of 

handling the Congo Crisis. · The Congo Cri sis came at the peak of the Cold War. It 

did not only attract foreign influence and intervention but polarised Africa along 

the existing global ideological blocs. External influence was perpetuated in the 

continent through inter-state border conflicts ·and internai disorder. Therefore, 

there was the need for a cqmmon fonun for African States to resolve their 
1 

problems in order not to tum the' continent ,;into ~nothèr ~one of pe~sistent and 

generalised conflict which foreign powers could easily exploit". (Zabadi: 1997: 

66). 

Nigeria does not only abhore- external influence in African affairs but is 

against unilateral intervention by a member state of the OAU in the internai affairs 

of another. For instance when Tanzania intervened in Uganda in I 978 to 

overthrow President Idi Amin, she expressed the concem that this trend might lead 

to the menace of extra-continental intrusion. And in 1977/78, Nigeria, though in . ~ : . . 

vain, tried to "muster an African consensus for regional action in Shaba province 

to obviate the need for Zaire' s recourse to outside foc us" (Pekovjt: 1983 :264 - 5). 

Given the discrete .intervention in Africa, the then Head of State, General Olusegun 

Obasanjo called for African regional peace-keepers to intervene in African internai 

conflicts so as to deter the weaker, vulnernble States from being driven-"into the 

laps of extra-African pmvers for defence and security" (Ibid.). 
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In the light of the above, Nigeria sees ECOWAS (Economie Community of 

West African States) as the ground swell for regulating conflicts from getting out 

of contrai. Nigeria bas been noted to have used "spray diplomacy" and "sway 
. . ,. I ., ; . 

diplomacy" to bring ECÔWAS atid ECÜMOG resjsectively into existence . (Ojo: . 

1980; Yoroms and Aning: 1997) The rationale was not to create economic 

integration but also security. related protcicols, purposely to resolve conflicts ( e.g. 
' . . 

ECOWAS Protocol Rel'ating to Mu tuai Assistance on Defence I 98 I ). These 

protocols were to become the 1nechanisms for providing the basis for the resolution 

of both Liberian and· Sierra Leonean conflicts. -In this regard Nigeria's 

conunitment to ECOMOG (ECOW AS Ceasefire Monitoring Group) has been seen 

as the "burden of conununity spirit" without which 

ECOMOG. 12 (Adisa: 1994; Mortimer: 1996: 161 ). 
• •. 1 : ' ,, 

. ' . 
there would have been no 

Nigeria has continued to see 0.A.U. as the main organ of conflict resolution 

m the continent. She has ·-often encouraged warring factions in the continent to 

always abide by the O.A. U mandate. She is one of the countries in Africa that 

believes in the principle of 'Try O.A.U First' instead of expecting that conflicts in 

Africa can be resolved tlu-ough extra teITitorial influence of 'imperial (global) 

hegemons'. And given the ideological impact of the cold war she joined the Non

Aligned Movement which was as a protest against the cold war politics between 

the East and WesLwhich had tumed the thitcl worlcl countries into conflict theatres. . .. ( : . . . 
. -, -· . ;~- . . ' 

Despite the end of the cold war the Non-aligned movement remains a platfonn for 

global contestation by the third world countries to press for economic development 

and sustained envirorunental ·conditi011. 
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There are three approaches adopted by Nigeria towards the resolution of 

contlicts occun-ing in Africa. These are through Mediation Conciliation and 

Arbitration; Peace-Keeping and Peace-Making; and Peace-Enforcement. In the 

area of mediation, conciliation and arbitration Nigeria has been in forefront 

providing mechanisms for -.:.esolving contentious problems in Africa. Though the 

commission on mediation, reconciliation and arbitration was created at the 

fonnative years of OAU it never took off with the expectation it deserved, and bas 
' 1 

been overslfadowed by other diplomatie measures. · 

In the spirit of enforcing mediation, Nigeria's first task was to provide 

necessaiy support for the resolution of the Congo crisis. The Nigeria delegation, 

led by Alhaji Nùhu Bainali, to· the extra-6rdinaiy m:eeting of the OAU · Co un cil of 

Ministers in September 1964 suggested the establishment of an African military 

assistance to replace me1:~~naries from ·South Africa and the assistance being 

received from Belgium and USA. Though the suggestion was not accepted, Nigeria 

was made a member of the OAU Ministerial adhoc commission set up to look into 

the crisis. The commission by its mandate was to help and encourage the efforts 

of the govemment of the Democratic Republic of the Congo to resolve the internai 

conflict; and by ail means tried to restore nonnal relations between the Democr·atic 

Republic of the Congo and the neighbouring states, especially the Kingdom of 

Burundi and tlie Reptiblic ~f 
1
the cdn~o · (Braizaville )'. Uhfortùnately tl1e 

Commission failed to resolve the conflicts as the internai crisis within the OAU 

rendered it ineffective in fi.uding a solutior1 to the Congo crisis. This eventually led 

to the coup that brought Mobutu's to power in 1965. 

' 
At tlie height of the cold war Nigeria had some çonfroi1tations with the US 

and Britain over the conflicts in Angola, Namibia, Zimbabwe and South Africa. It 
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was a confrontation over the émancipation of Afriga from .the remaining vestiges 

of colonial mie and the apartheid regime m South A:frica. Nigeria was in the 

forefront for the de-colonisation process 111 Africa. Her commitment to the 

Jiberation struggle in Aft:ica was rationalised by a fonner military Head of State, 

General Olusegun Obasanjo, as thus: "we in Nigeria believe that so long as one 

inch of African terri tory is an oc"ct1pied terri tory, we remain in bandage, and 

wherever any black or African is oppressed, we share the indignity". (Pekovit: 

1983). On the basis of this the Angola conflict brought to focus Nigeria's concem 

for peace on the continent. The sudden departure of the Portuguese had left a· 

vacuum of leadership iü Angola. '.fhe libèrfution figbters in Angola (MPLA, FNLA 

and UNIT A) failed to accept a government of national unity. The situation .was 

worsened with the interest shown by the United States and the apartheid South .... 

Africa to supp01i UNITA and· FNLA rather than a nationalist movement like 

MPLA. Nigeria reacted to this extra-regional solution to the Angola crisis, given 

the fact that President Gerald Ford of the United States ernbarked on a carnpaign to 

force African States and the OAU to suppmi FNLNUNITA alliance. The 

Nigerian rnilitary Head of State, General Murtala Muhammed, in his reaction 

stated tlms: 

It is· in consideration of the unending raie which the United States !ms 
played in African liberation struggle that the Nigerîan Federnl Mllitary . 
Government took very strong objection .to the patronising interest which 
President Ford suddenly· developed Ïn the Angolan situation. lt should be 
made clear that African memory is not as short as the American 
government thinks: we a.re intelligent enough to draw a distinction 
between foreign advise from friendly countries invited by patriotic forces 
to assist in maintaining national sovèreignty and defend territorial integrity 
and those racist adventurers who take it upon · themselves to invade 
African Countries in order to undermine their independence and exercise 
neo-colonialist control 16 (see Wilmot: 1980: 179). 
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Thus, in the face of US _influence, Nigeria's diplomatie pursuit successfully 
~ ~ . ' 

convinced the member states of OAU to recognise MPLA .. While Cuba sent troops 

to Angola to support MPLA, Nigeria provided resources to assist Angola in the 

face of US opposition to tlrn-presence· of Cu ban troops. As succinctly noted: 

This action by Nigeria helped to stabilise the Angolan government and 
assisted the liberation strnggles béing waged by SWAPO in Namibia and 
ANC in South Africa. Even when peace talks begai1 between the 
government and UNIT A with the assistance of Portugal, the Soviet Union 
and the United States in the early 1990s, Nigeria still played a significant 
raie in the process in I 997 with the inauguration of the government of 
national unity just as it had been with the liberation strnggle in other parts 
of Africa. (Zabadi: l 997: 70). ' 

1 

•. I .. 

' 

Nigeria's suppo1t and commitment to the Iiberation stmggle 111 Southern 

Africa made her an automatic rnember of the OAU Liberation Committee. This 

commitment was ·not only restricted at the level of government. The Nigerian 

public was mobilised and conscientised to see colonialism as evil and apartheid as 

a monster. While across the èountry the Nigerian ·public was inade to raise money 

under Southern African Relief Fund (SARF) to raise suppott from Nigerians for 

the liberation strnggles, The National Committee For Action Against Apartheid 

(NACAP) was equally set up to coordinate and provide financial and material 

supports for thé liberàtion fight~rs, as 'well as academic train"ing "in Nigerian 

schools for black (South) Africans. Because of her éommitment, Nigeria was often 

consulted by the OAU, u.t::!. and other countries outside Africa on any contentions 

issue in Africa. N{geria has consistently lived up to this expectation and maintaine 

a seat at the United Nations as, Chairman United Nations Action Against 

Apattheid tintil the end of apai·theid. 
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In the case of the struggle for Zimbabwe independence, Nigeria provided 
. ' r . 

bath political and economic wherewithal to put pressure on Britain to facilitate the 

processes for the independerice ,( of Zimbabwe. Jhese_ pressures iilcluded the 

nationalisation of British Petroleum and the withdrawal of the joint partnership 

from the British Barclays Bank, and changed its name to Union Bank. ln Namibia, 

SWAPO was supported with · ail militàry, political, diplomatie and financial 

strength to ensure that it becomes a stable independent African nation after the 

liberation struggle. The former Nigerian Military President, General Babangida 

raised US 11 $million at a launching tagged Namibia Solidarity Fund and also 

made an official contribution of $400,000 to the OAU to aid SW APO's electoral 

campaign in 1989. In addition, the sum of $162,674 was also contributed to the 

United Nations Transition Grot.Ïp (tJNT AG) :project on Na\nibia. 

In the case of Soutl~ __ Africa, Nigeria consistently stood against the minority 

regime in Pretoria. Nigeria struggled within the Commonwealth for the expulsion 

of apartheid South Africa in 1961, boycotted the Commonwealth games in Canada 

in 1976 in. protest against Britain 's support for South Africà, and disrupted the 

comrnonwealth games in Edinburgh, Scotland, 1986; by withdrawing at the last 

minute in protest against New Zealands sport I inks with South Africa. In 1986 

when South Africa bombed the ANC bases in Zimbabwe, Tanzania and 

Zinbabwe, Nigei·ià sent in WI O rhillion fo-~ immediate capacity-build111g process. 

Nigeria joined other members of the Commonwealth Eminent Persans Group, set 

up by the Heads of State and Govemment of the Commonwealth to visit and ~·· . 

assess the situation under apaitheid South Africa, aùd 'to advise the 

Commonwealth appropriately. And _before the collapse of apartheid in South 

Africa, Nigeria's Babangida invited the last bourbon of apartheid regime, President 

FW De clerk, to visit Nigeria " to appraise the progress in the process of de-
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apartheidization". (Yoroms: l 99~: . 17). Like other diplomatie and mediation 

outreaches in the Continent, Nigeria followed and monitored closely the demise of 

the apartheid regime in South Africa as acknowledged in the record of her 

participation and support for the liberation movements (f\jala: 1989: 176 - I 91). 

lndeed, Nigeria has been a member of the°'OAU. good offices committee 

involved in mediation in varions conflicts in continent. The notable one was the 

Ethiopia and Somalia confl.ict over the Ogaden region. The region was claimed by 

Somalia on the ground · that most of the inhabitants are Somali which Ethiopia 

disputed on the principle of the . inviolability of inherited colonial boundaries 

enclosed in the OAU charter. In Chad, Nigeria played a significant role in restoring 

peace at the time the count1y was in crisis over leadership. The support given to 

one of the FROLINAT factions by Libya led the OAU to set up an Adhoc 

Committee of six member stc}tes
1 

namelr Nigeria, Algeria, Ca!11eroon, Gabon, 

Mozambique and Senegal, to examine the contlict crÙically-f~r a possible solution. 

Given the deepening··nature of the _conflict at that tüne and the inability of 

the OAU 'Adhoc Committee to address the conflict, Nigeria took up the challenges 

by sponsoring a series of conferences in La~os and Kano , in I 97·9, which 

culminated in the foÙnation of the Government of National Unity and Transition, 

made up of ail the warring factions. (Joffe: 198 I: 84 - I 02). Nigeria also picke~ up 

the cost of OAU peacekeeping forces sent to create an enabling environment for 

holding free and fair elections in Çhad. The cost to~,31Ied $82 million. Nigeria has 

also played a Ieading role in ensuring the stability of the· OAU. For instance the 

issue of recognising The Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) nearly 

broke up the organisation îh 1983 when members states were divided on whether 

to admit the SADR as a member state or not. However when Nigeria rationally 
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decided to recognise the SADR, member states in turn favoured the SADR 

membership of the organisation;· tlms, preventing the disintegration of the 

organization. The persuasive speech of the then Nigerian Military Head of State, 

General Muhammadu Buhari at the OAU summit in Addis Ababa, 13 Noveniber 

1984 clearly states that: 

the western Sahara issue pai-alyzed our organisation for two · years making 
it difficult for the regular 19111 summit to meet as time due; it also 
prevented the celebration of our Twenti,eth Anniversary. For over eight 
years, we have tried to--solve the éonflicting claims · of the parties [o the 
disputes by establishing an Adhoc Committee which was subsequently 
converted into the Western Sahara lmplementation Committee. The 
committee, since it' s inception, has been rendered impotent because of the 
un-coorperative attitude of one of the parties to the .dispute. The overriding 
concern on our ·part is the survival of the Organisation African Unity. 
Nigeria is strongly committed to the objective just as we can never 
abandon our support for the principle of self determination. We are also 
concerned with the situation whereby political questions, such as the 
Western Sahara issue, have diverted the attention of our organisation from 
pressing socio.-economic problems. It is for this reason that Nigeria has 
decided to, rècognise SADR and suppott its seating in this surnmit · 
meeting. Let us noV:, turn our' attention to ·a mor~ serious' search for 
solutions to the Western Sahara issue and other pressing matters such as 
drought, hunger and economic development of our continent . (Buhari 
1983). 

Another conflict that became a· major concern to Nigeria was the conflict in 

the Sudan .. The conflict lingered for ·two decades with most .African states being 

too reluctant to get involved because their objectivity 1nay be questioned (Jonah: 

1994: 11 ). In 1992 the OAU began to show interest in the resolution of the crisis. 

However, the task of negotiation, mediation and reconciliation fell on Nigeria 

when the Nigerian Military leader,
1 

Genernl Ibrahim, Babangida, b~came the OAU .. ' 

Chainnan.· Nigeria had several meetings with the Sudanese government and the 

leaders of the rebel groups, the SPLA (Su~an People's Liberation Army) led by Dr 

John Garang; to broker pei~e. Though the peace is yet to be brokered, it is a clear 
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case of Nigeria's interest in getting involved in the resolution of conflicts within 
' the continent through the process of mediation, diplomacy, reconciliation and 

arbitration. 

( 

Nigeria' s history of intervention m c11s1s Ïias been through multilateral 

means, utilizing peace keeping operations. As ealier noted, the fonner Nigeria.11 

military Head of State General Olusegun Obasanjo had in the late I 970s 
. . 

enunciated the principles of Nigerian intervention policy. According to him, the 

intervention of African regional p_eacekeeping forces in internai conflict is a 

prefered measurè to deter the weaker and vulnerable state from being driven into 

the laps of extra-African powers in search for defence and security. It is believ~d a 

regional collective defence inte1vention by African peacekeeping force is more 

justifiable as a c_ounte1vailing forc7 to for<;:ign inte1vention. This formai . declaration 
• 1 ' ,:: • • 

followed a predominant historical pattern of scepticism in Nigeria about unilateral 

inte1vention in the internai affairs of another country. Nigeria had hitheto prefered 

a collective regional or global inte1vention system. Henceë _since independence, in 

1960, Nigeria has been assuring her neighbours that one of its cardinal principles 

of foreign policy is non territorial ambition. Therefore when Tanzania intervened 
. . 

in Uganda in the Iate I 970 to uproot the bloody militai')' dictator, Idi Amin, from 

power, General Olusegun Obasanjo denounced the intervention and argued th~t it 

would open a new wave of extra-continental encirclement of the continent. 

(Pelcovits 1983)56). ' . 

It was in regard of this traditional principle of foreign policy objectives that 

Babangida's bands were tiê"d when the Liberian conflict beqnne an issue. However 

in desperation to do something aboüt Doe' s securtty be decideli to work on the 

psychology_ of the West African Heads of State and Governments who wëre at the 
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1990 Banjul ECOWAS Summit. The events which led Babangida to sponsor. The 

Standing Mediation Committee (SMC) for the Liberian conflict was quite different 

from the· usual process· of Nigeria'.s perception of resolving conflicts on the 

continent. Babangida painstakingly convinced the authority of Heads of .State and 

Govemment of the rising spectre of inter-state crises. that was threatening the 

sub-regional regional security. The absence of an institutional mechanism for 

conflict resolution in ECOW AS was a major problem in resolving this spectre. 

Because his concem was the internai conflict in Liberia which if he had mentioned 
~ ' ~ . . ' 

would cause more uproar he deviced a strategy "fo use. the interstate conflict 

argument as a conscious smokescreen to manipulate the decision-making process; 

while tactically refraining-... from mèntio11ing the major responsibility of the 

SMC; which was the resolution of the Liberian conflict" (Aning 1999 fn. l :208) 

7.3 THE FORMATION AND POLITICS OF ECOJVIOG 

ECOMOG stands for ECOWAS Ceasefire Monitoring Group. It was 

established by the Standing Mediation Committee which was set up in May 1990 

at the 13th Summit meeting o( the Authority of ECOWAS in Banjul whose origin 
( ·~ . 

could betraced to Baba;1gic.la or' Nigeria. (Agetua': 1992) · Babangida.'s Nigeria 

was interested in intervening in the Liberian crisis to rescue a friend, President 

Samuel Doe, trapped by the crisis. The relationship between Babangida and Doe 
. . 

dates back to 1985 when Babangida· came to power. Doe was one of the first 

world leaders who recogliized Bapangida's leadership after he had·· toppled 

General M. Buhari from power. Doe needed Nigeria's relationship which the 

civilian regime of Alhaji Shehu Slrngari deniecl him because of the bloocly coup 

· · · ·. ·.-,.lir1i \Villiam Tolbert. Buhari who tookover from Shagari was 

preoccupiecl with dome_stic affairs ( and ha_cl. no time. for external relati?nship with 

Doe or any other leader. Babangida's extension ;f friendship to Doe led Doe's 
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Liberia to establish the Babangida School of International Relations at the 

university of Liberia. Babàiigida responded by paying the _Lecturers most of them 

recmited from Nigerian universities their salaries. In addition, Babangida used the 

Nigerian government money to buy over Liberian debt incurred · by the 

government of Samuel Doe. The debt was wotih $30inl. He futiher sponsored 

the construction of the Liberian section of ECOW AS Trans-African HighyVay 

which Liberian was unable to meet. 

Wlien the Liberian cns1s started, Doe visited "Nigeria and later sent 

emissaries soliciting 

arms and materials. 

for anns and support. Babangida sympathized and sent 
• 1 , • 

Thesê arms happened to fall into. the hanc!s of Charles 

Taylor's National Patriotic rront rebels (African Concord 27 August 1990: 28). 

Though this enriched Charles Tayldr's stock of anns but it, invariably; was the 

beginning of antagonism between Nigeria and Charles taylor's NPFL, which did 

not only prolong the war but turned Nigerians out as target by the rebels. This 

infonned the killing of Nigerians by NPFL rebels while raiding embassies and 

churches in Monrovia .. Furtherm0re, two: Nigeria . journalists were ·. killed by 
. ' .~ ~- . . 

Charles Taylor's solc!iers. Though Nigeria dwnied arming Doe, Taylor confinned 

that documents recovered from the . Nigerian Embassy inc!icated to the 

contrary.While Babangid~ ... was fratemising with Samuel Doe, Doe himself 

accused Felix Houphouet Boigny of Cote d'Ivoire of collaborating with the NPFL.. 

Apa1i from the interest c!emonstrated by various regimes in the Liberian crisis, 

there were reported cases of humanitarian problems. The rate of refugees increased 

as there were no shelter, food and medical facilities. Realising that the NPFL hac! 

SU1TOU11c!ed the presidential mansion where he was trapped, Doe sent a desperate 

c!ispatcb to Babangida to do s01tJetl~ing for ,his safety._, 
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Babangida exerted considerable influence ~p ECOW AS, and hjs desire to 

use the organisation as a foreign policy instnnnent. was r~tlected in his proposai 
' 1 . 

and intensive lobby for the setting up. of a Standing Mediation Committee 

(SMC) (Agetua: 1992) .About two weeks after the adoption of SMC, President 

Babangida in a meeting with the s·ie1Ta Leonean special envoy, Dr, Sheka, on 

June 24 1990, declared his intention that SMC would be used to dea( with the 

Liberian situation. This revelation nm contra1y to the general impression at the 

Banjul summit which it was assumed would resolve the inter-state contlicts in-the 

sub- region. There was no indications that the summit in Banjul was intended by 

Babangida to facilitate the attainment iof his o~jectives. in Liberia; using the 

subregional body as a cover up. At Banjul he cove1ily noted 

"In view of the occasional clashes from political misunderstanding among 
some of our member s~ates, I propose that the Summit should set up a 
Standing Meciiation Committee of four · 111embers including the country 
that holds the chairmanship of the authority. Such committee should 
intervene in timely fashion, whenever such dispute arise. The membership 
of the committee could be reviewed every three years". (Babangida 
1990: 14). 

His proposai was accepted because most member states of the AHSG were 

concemed with resolving inter-state conflicts like the one between Senegal and 

Mauritania, and, Guinea .Bissaü ai~d Senegal . amo~g other~ which had remained 

problematic. Babangida's widzard1y was masterminded by the fact that the 

outgoing ECOWAS Chainnan, Blaise Compaore Burkina Faso, had deliberately 

overlooked the Liberian _crisis in view of his support for the rebel groups NPFL, 

fighting to overthrow president Doe. Though Liberia was discussed at the Banjul 
. -

meet but in parenthesis because it was only seen within the context of intra-state 

crisis which the OAU Charter A1iicle 3 has spelt ·out within ti\e context of non 

interference. It was seen as an internai affair of Liberia. The Decision establishing 

SMC states that the Cmmnittee would comprise of four member states namely: 
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Nigeria, Ghana, The Gambia, and Togo. Later Mali was included. The inclusion 

of Mali, according to Aning, is difficult to understand given its criticism of the 
1 

ECOWAS collective security règime at the tùfie POMAD ·was ·established 

(Aning 1999:209) However, it is not easy to understand the choice of SMC 

membership other than the.fac! that they Could easily be coopted or manipulated by 

Nigeria. 

According to the instnnnent setting up SMC , a member state involved in a 

dispute or confli~t with one or more member states and would want regional 

inte1vention .should infonn the Executive Secretaiy in writing of its intention. The 

Executive Secretaiy is expecte~ to refer the mat ter to the SMC. It is the duty of the 
.~ . -- . ' . 

ECOWAS Executive Secretary not only to facilifate the work of the conunittee 

but of the Authority and Govemment of the other member states of SMC whose 

knowledge of actual or impending · dispttte or conflict between two or more 

members would help resolve the conflict. However, the major fonction of the 

Committee as specified in article 4 i.s: 

where there is a dispute, the chairman of the authority shall convene the 
other members of the committee as early as practicable and inform the 
members states involved in the dispute or conflict of the preparedness of 
the committee to initiate mediation procedures. The chairman shall 
report to the Authority at its next session of the nature of the dispute 
or conflict, the parties involved, the mediation effort made by the 
committee ,and the outcorfie (!f such , 1hediation, (emphasise mine). 
(ECOWAS Journal: 1992, Vol 2) .. 

However, in the case of Liberia, when the SMC got a report it the 

SMC went into action êii1 behalf of AHSG calling on parties to the 

Liberian conflict, based on the lette1: sent to the Committee Chairman by 

President Samuel K. Doe of Liberia, to 
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a. cease all activities of a military or para military nature, as well as 

ail acts· of violence; · 

b. Sun-ender all anns and ammunition to the custody of the 

ECOWAS Ceasefire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) set up by the 

committee; 

c. refrain from importing or acquiring or assisting or encouragmg 

tire importation and acquisition ofweapons or war materials; 

d. refrain from any act that might pr~judice the establishment of 

lnterim Govemment or the holding of elections; 

e. release all political prisoners and prisoners of war; 

f. respect, unless otherwisé suspeii<led, to faeilitatc; the adminisfration 

of the country by the interim govemmenf, the constittltion of the 

Republic ofLibe1:!_a adopted on 6th Janumy 1986; and 

g. fully cooperate, with ECOWAS Standing Mediation Committee, 

ECOWAS, Executive Secretaty and ECOWAS Cease-fire 

Monitoring Grnup (ECOMOG) for the· effective 1naintenance of 

the cease-fire and the restoration of law and orcler. 

The committee established ECOMOG macle up of the SMC member states 

incorporat.ing forces from Guihea miel Sierra, Leone, the· two Liberian 

neighbouring states. ECOMOG forces arrivecl Monrovia , Liberia in August 

1990. The setting up 1?,f ECOMOG · was met with opposition because its 

mandate of operation was n6t clear. The problem was whether it was a 

peacekeeping force or peace enforcement assignment. However, to reduce 

tensions ECOMOG was structured in such a way that Ghana· was to produce the 

Force Commander, Guinea to produce Deputy Commander and Nigeria was to 

produce the Chief of Staff. The intervention in Liberia was not favoured· by 
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Francophone member · states · betause it contravèned the articles · setting up 

SMC.Nigeria also dominated the leadership structure of ECOMOG. The death of 

Doe, in the presence of EC.OMOG soldiérs, led Nigeria to take over the military 

conunand structure of ECOMOG (S.ee Figure 7 .1 ). General Joslma Dogonyaro 

was appointed the Force Commander to replace General Quanoo CJf Ghana. 

Dogonyaro's style of command of ECOMOG was beyond pe~cel~eeping which his 

predecessor General Quaroo had maintained. ECOMOG was enforcing the peace 

with human lives. Nigeria increased her troops, at least up to 70% of the total 

troops were Nigerians. It also provided fonds and logistics. Senior Ghanaian 
' . . -· 1 ' : . • . 

militaiy experts felt that Nigeria1ï attitude wa·s inap'-propriate as it was· too willing 

to resort to enforcement measures instead of dialogue and mediation: "there is 

Nigeria's passion to aimihilate Charles Taylor" (West Africa 19-25 ... 1992, and 

Cleaver & May 1995:' 492-493 ) .. In reaction, Nigeria pointed out that the 

replacement was rather to provide for operational efficiency. 

ln an interview -with General Quanoo, Ile sounded regretable for that 

happened in Liberia.His regrt was that he was not given the mandate to enforce 

peace yet eve1y one would like to blame him for the initial problem ECOMOG 

faced. In fact , to -him there was no clear mandate at the initial stage. The trocips 
' . .. .{ : : . - . . . ' 

spent two weeks in Freetown waiting for a clear nfandate that remained foggy.As 

at the tüne ECOMOG aITived Monrovia it had no strenght to confront NPFL's 

sophisticated waepons. And he woi1deréd how he could have led a fight where 

Taylor would have wasted their lives.He recounted a situation where some few 

Nigerians became a shield· for hi11; when Taylor's NPFL were tearing Monrovia 

with misssiles.For ni.issing the list containig the names of those soldiers who 

shielded him, he has decided to give honour to the Nigerian militai}' whatever the 

grudges he ever had against it (interview, September, 2001 ). 
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The the confrontation with Ghana was gomg on, , Francophone states 

invariably took offence and began, under the sage Huo.phuet' Boigney of Cote 'd 

ivoire, to chart their course of conflict resolution in favour of Charles Taylor of 

'NPFL. First of ail the fonnation and intervention of ECOMOG into Liberia was 

without the consent of AHSG. Secondly, Nigeria was pursuing a bellicose war 

against Francophone 
1 ~ . ' 

interest in 'Liberia. Acèordin'g to a. Diplomatie Dispatch to 

the State Ho.use Department, Washington DC, the fonner president of Benin 

Republic Nicephoros Soglo. had thrown üp his hand over Liberia, declaring that 
. . 

Nigeria had taken over ECOMOG a.nd that ECOWAS was too divided to have a 

common policy for a peaceful resolution of the problem. And Blaise Cm.npaore of 
' 

Burkina Fa~o was said to have questioned the c01;1petence of SMC by noting that: 

"as far as we are concerned the mediation committee of ECOW AS is not 

competent to intervene in a member state's internai conflict (Obasi 1992: 172-203). 

The Francophone. states became scathing of Anglophone peace initiatives and 
~ ' : . . . 

began another process through the Committeé of Five (CF') as a counier poise to 

SMC in handling the Liberian crisis. The CF member states were Cote d'Ivoire, 

Burkina Faso, the Gambia, -Mali and Togo.' 

Figure 7. 1 

ECOIVIOG ECOJ\11\"IAND STRUCTURE 

OUTLINE ORGANISATION OF ECOl\fOG- 1997 

· ! UNIMOL j ........... . FORCE H .... :.~ ........ : ... : .... 1. PAE 

EGTF(l) 115EBDE(l) ... 1 FER(!) ATF(I) ATF(l) 
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1 

COQ 
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CMIO 
(NIG) · 

Lege11d 
coo 
CMIO 
CAO 
CNO 
cco 
CLO 
COL 
CMP/0 
CPO 
FMP 
FSM 

' 
CAO 
(NIG) 

1 FC (NIG) 1 

1 
·~·. 1 DFCI (GH) 

1 i PSO 1 
1 

1 DFC2 !GU) 1 

1 PSO 
1 COS (NIG) J 

' ' ' 
cco COL CPO 
(NIG) (NIGJ (NIGJ 

.. 
1 C 0 ., CL l 

(NIG) (MAL) 

Chief ofOpemtirms qff,cer 
· Chief Milita~v /11formatio11 qfficer 
Chief ,,f Air Oj]icer 
Chief Naval Ofjicer 
Chief Comm1111icatio11 (~{ficer 
Cltief Liaison Oj]icer ' 
Chief of Logistic 
Chief Milita,:,, Press /11.formatio11 (~{fice 
Chief Persmmel Ofjicer 
Force Pro,•o.'ft. ft1arshafl 
Force Ser,:em,t /',ft{Îor 

;.CMPIO 
(NIG) 

.. 

' 
FPM 
(GHJ 

CAMPCOMDT 
(GAMJ 
FSM 
1r.i.:i, 

Note: GSOII (Operntions) (GH). DCP The cntric struct11rc orall ECOMOG ron11alio11s and starr 
elemcnls were Nigerian less the FMP (GHJ, O (GH). SO 1 (Log) (SL). Camp Comdl (GAM). and FSM (GM), (The 
prefi, ·o· represenls a Deputy). Se.e delailfi11 I~mg):c: 1999: op., cil • . . 

Babangida instead of the ECOWAS Chairman was issuing directives to the 

Force commanders. During General Joshua Dongoyaro's tenure as a field 

Commander and thereafter;·the Chainnan of ECOWAS was sidelined as General 

Babangida' s decision Iield sway ,in the implementation of ECOMOG policies. 

General Abacha was to benefit Iron) this. Even so, Nigeria continued to ·retain the 

topmost positions in the ECOMOG structure. 
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The Gambia, an Ànglophone state, was made a member of CF because it 

was holding the ECOWAS chair .. But when the Committee of Five (CF) was 

establiahed , unfortunately it was not The Gambia that was cbairipg the rr1eeting of 

CF as in SMC. It was instead Houphouet Boigney of Cote d' IvoirE that held the 

chair of CF. The Committee of Five was purely a Francophone affairs intended to 

address the targeting of NPFL by ECOMOG and its deadly pursuit to annihilate 
. .{ ·~ . :,;. . . . . 

Charles Taylor as designed by Operation Octpus of 1992. The position of the 

Francophone states and other member states of ECOWAS were to scale down 

outright attackS against 'Charles Taylor's NPFL, accept Taylor's calf for a 

reduction in the number of forces and· the need to merge SMC with CF to establish 

the Conunittee of Nine (CF); made up of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote .. d'Ivoire, 

Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria,' Togo, The Gambia and Senegal. This compromise which 

was supported by Jimmy Carter, one of the peace negotiators, led ECOWAS to 

conveniently present a common position to the UN on Liberia, as well as meeting 

under the CotOI)OÜ ACCORD. w\1ere bo,th ECOMOG and the United Nations 
' ,, ;-.: 

Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) were able to pt'ovide a Joint Cease-fire 

Monitoring Committee (JCMC) to ensure encampment, disannament, and 

demobilisation. The relative peace provided equally created varions mnlti-track 

channels of negotiation, mediations, · and reconciliation through varions meetings 

and accords. Despite a prolong pe!'iod of negotiation, peacemaking a:nd peace 

enforcement, elections were organised ushering the NPFL rebel leader, Charles 

Taylor, as the elected President. The election in July 1997, finally ended aln:iost 

eight years of protracted civil war. 

The hangover from the Liberian cri·sis spreaq to Sierra Leone. Aiready the 
' r . 

Fodeh Sankoh's Revolutionary United Front (RUF) which was fighting various 

govemments of the Sie11-â"Le011e, since the regime of Joseph Momoh, Capt. 
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Valentine Strasser and Brigadier Maada Bio to the elected government of Ahmed 

Tejan Kabbah, had militq_ry and political alliance with Charles Taylor's NPFL. 

Both had training in Libya and by implication the Fraùcophone states would 

prefer to identify with Sankoh, if only to maintain their relationship with Taylor. 

The crisis · in Sierra Leone was compounded when. Major Johnny Koromah 

overthrew the elected government of Alhaji Ahmed Tejan Kabbah on 25 May 

1997. Major Koromah in trying to play safe,invited Sankoh's RUF to join'his 

Anned Forces Revolutionary Council(AFRC).The Koromah's AFRC-RUF 

administration was suppb1ied by leading 'o~pôsitimf lead_e!'s in SïeJTa 'Leone like 

Dr Abbas Bundu and John Karefa-Smith who was the leader of opposition in the 

parliament. 

The deposed regnne of Kabbah however. led a mounted propaganda for 
. ' 

ECOWAS to intervene and restore hirn back to office. Like Samuel Doe, Kabbal1 

decide to make Nigeria his 'Mecca' where the Late Nigerian Military leader, 

General Sani Abacha, was pleaded with to sponsor and support any initiativè to 

restore him back to office. General Abacha was too willing to do so. And being 
' • •. 1 ' : . ' . 

the Chainnan of ECOWAS at the·· ti1he of the' Sierrà Leoneàn cri sis he · paved way 

for ECOWAS intervention. 

The first step was the establishment of ECOWAS Committee of Four at the 
' ' ' ' 

level of Heads of State and Governnwnt and at the ministerial level from .. countries 

likè Ghana, Nigeria,Guinea and Cote d' Ivoire.· The ministerial meeting of the 

Comrnittee of Four in Guinea on the 26111 June 1997 resolved that: a)President 

Tejan Kabbah be speedily reinstated; b) immediate restoration of Peace and 

security in Siena .Leone; and __ c) the resolution of the problems of refugees and 

displaced persans. 
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Failure to implement this the Koromah-led AFRC-RUF administration 

would face imposition. of sanetio11s/emba,rgo and the use of forqe from member 
•1 ::. 

states. The refusai of Koromah's regime to accept the order from ECOWAS 

actually led to the intervention of ECOW AS-ECOMOG in Sierra Leone. The 

ECOWAS Chiefs of Staff inet in Abuja 26-27 August 1997, recommended and as 

approved by the AHSG the extension of ECOMOG's field operation to Sierra 

Leone to enforce embargo for an initial period of four weeks. As usual Nigeria 

favoured a bellicose approach as against Ghana' s dialogue with the Koromah 

leadership. The inte1vention to enforce peace by ECOMOG took the same pattern 

as it was done in Liberia. While AFRC-RUF were ·fighting to défend their power, 

ECOMOG launched a cqunter ·off~nsive with backup from the traditional Kamajor 

hunters (othe1wise known as Civil Defence Force). With ·this, Tejan Kabbah was 

reinstated on the 101
h March 1998, with. Abacha in attendance at a ceremony in 

Freetown, Sien-a Leone. However, Koromah and his AFRC-RUF rebel controlled 

the diamond-rich rural areas, Kabbah was only left with the capital, Freetown. 

ECOWAS -got to know that AFRt:-RUF had reinforced with anus and fighting 

forces in anticipation to enter Freetown to attack the govemment of Kabbahand 

citizens in the city. The attack which took place between December 1998 and 

January 1999 led to loss of lives and propetiies. Liberia's Charles Taylor was 

accused together with · Libya for iproviding bufferS;, .anns .and anununitions, and 
. ~ . 

fighting forces for the rebels. Nigeria assumed the leading voice calling for the 

trial of Charles Taylor, the President of Liberia. While ECOMOG was reinforced 

to fight Koromah's AFRC-RUF, a significant figure in the- peace process, Fodeh 

Sankoh, was being detained in Abuja by the Abacha's regime. 
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The question was fightly asked, " with the RUF in alliance with the Anned 

Forces Revolutional}' Council, AFRC, and its Vice President, an unwilling 

detainee of the Nigerian government, how will, the NFPL react? (Yoi-oms and 

Aning 1997: 18). This question was taken lightly by ECOWAS and it was to have 

a devastating effect on ECOW AS performance in Sierra Leone. Thus, it is 
' 1 

assumed also that General Abacha of Nigeria saw the crisis as a means for 

diverting Nigeria's domestic inter1ç:st frorri his. intention to .perpetuate .Jiimself in ... . 

office. Abacha had leamed from Babangida the ati of holding hostage a key 

figure in a given conflict. For instance, at the death of President Doe in Liberia, 

President Babangida order his soldiers to · captured Prince Yormie Johnson (who 

killed Doe) and ferried him to Nigeria under the pretext that his absence would 

Iessen tension and could lead to qltick resolution of the crisis. Inspite of this the 

Liberian conflict lasted longer than it was anticipated. 

The release of Fodeh Sankoh after Abacha's death, and also as part of 

demand by AFRC-RUF. for p'i:acefül negotiation,..: finally .relaxed teilsions and 

provided the overtune for negotiation. How long would the ECOW AS/ECOMOG 

continue to resort to 'bard peace' which .bas often been left behind with trails of 

cargoes of human deaths ,and uncountabl e damages? Whatever the case it has been 

suggested that ECOWAS needed to allow the goals of its transformation to be 

reconciled and hannonised with thé organs of its ·security co-operation as a means 

for concrete establishment of a new security regime in ECOWAS (Yoroms and 

Aning:· 1997:56). Despite this position, it is important to recast the events in·the 

Liberian and SieITa Leonean crises in order to ascertain the level of support and 

allainces that cbunted · against' or( favom'ed ·regime seqll'ity interest.· Hence the 

basis for the harmonisation of security cooperations must depend on how 

regional security is pursue?..without much.focus on regirne interest. 
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7.4 PROBLEMATISING THE IVIECHANISIVI OF CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION IN .LIBERIA AND SIERRA LEONE 

Elsewhere, we noted that ECOMOG was an indigenous regional effort to 
- .: 

resolve the conflicts in Liberia and 'Sierra Leone. · But after eight years ECOWAS 

was forced to accept what it had been fighting against, that is, the installation of 

Charles Taylor as the Liberian President.Thus with Charles Taylor finally 

enthroned as the executive president of Liberia aIÏd Cpl Fonde! Sankoh - Major 

Jolumy Koromah working relatiot1ship i11 'Sierra ~one, against · Tejan Kabbah, 

ECOMOG had not really succeeded in achieving the purpose it was set out. 

Rather, certain regimes (including Babangida and Abacha) only used it as 

instrument for "regime -. preserving" organs (Aning 1996). To what extent can we 

asce1iain this in the case of the two conflicts in West Africa? 

7.4.1. REGil\'IE INTEREST, ECOMOG AND THE LIBERIAN 
CONFLICT: THE BABANGIDA AGENDA 

At the Summit of ECOWAS Authority in Banjul in May 1990 to establish 

SMC was established with thé intention to' address.; conflicts that· we:re occurring 

in the sub-region. It tumed out that the intention became contradictory, given the 
. ' l - . 

multi dimehsional interpretation by the interests involved. This had some impacts 
"··· 

on the level of suppmi for, or withdrawal; from ECOMOG: Within the context of 

Nigeria's domestic scene, Babangida's sponsorship of ECOMOG was, as pointed 

out in the earlier chapters, not generally accepted by Nigerians. Apart from noting 

that it might not have been discussed by the Anned Forces Ruling Council 

Itmight as well be discussed but in his usual characteristic which Amuta points 

out " ... where the issue on hand is weighed policy implications, he does his 
.. 

·: . 
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homework well enough to engineer the kincl of consensus that woulcl enable 

him to carry the clay and his way"\Amuta /992; 13) ., 

In carrymg the day and his way, national .interest is jeopardized. For the 

whole gamut of nationaJ""·interest was not well articulated by Nigeria in the 

intervention in Liberia. Nigeria failed to determine her objective before 

launching . troops into the Liberia ·· imbroglio (lweze 1994: 11 ). According to 

lweze, the failure by Nigeria hacl assessed the situation before participating in 

ECOMOG would have provided the basis to detennine whether to effect aid 

support only or physical intervention was required. The assessement process 

could have takeù into consideration Bapangida' s previous military assistance to 
• 'I • ~ ' 

Doe, the · confennent of an honorary degree by the miiversity of Liberia on 

President Babangida at the instance of Doe. In the light of this, it could bave been 

noted that Nigeria's pafficipa_tion and intervention would favour Doe and was 

likely to draw hostility from the other two wmTing factions as well as injured 

Nigeria's nç1tional interest. A joinLsècurity Com1nittee cottld have beên set up 

to assess whether contribution of aid was a better option than direct intervention 

(lweze 1994: 11 ). 

Some reports from vanops newspa_pers .'.n Nige!·ia shpws. that most 

Nigerians saw the intervention in Liberia as Babai1gidà' s persona! agenda. A 

report in Weekend Concord newspap~r after the election in Moronvia noted 

that 

Although Nigerians backhome are also rejoicing with Liberians over 
the victory of the ballot over the bullet, they are also blaming the seven 
year carnage in Liberia on ex-president Babangida?s intervention to save 
bis close friend, late Sergeant Samuel Doe, from being ousted by a 
civilian, Charles Taylor (Weekend Concord: Lagos, August 2, 1997) 
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In the same vein, a social critical, Gani Fawehinmi, opines that: 

By the time. ECOMOG moved into Liberia. Taylor had enricled the 
whole of Moronvia and- W<Js almost : at . the wesidenti~l mansion. 
Babangida's unnecessary intervention in Liberia cost"Nigeria a lot of our 
resources. He just wanted to keep a discredited friend in power by using 
a phony band called ECOMOG (\Veekend Concord August 2, 1997 P.!). 

. 1 

In short, there is · a general discerning opinion that Babangida was only 

interested in using ECOMOG to protect Doe since he (Babangida) too was 

iiiterested ii1 becoming Jife - president of Nigeria, "a selfish ambition that ,threw 

ail of us to the problem we are today" (Concord: September 13, 1992). The 

problem according to Brigadier General Benjamin Adekunke (rtd), is not the 

keeping of peace by Nigeria troops in Liberia: "But what I quarre] with is the 
. 1 

hidden Agenda of the ·evil ge1i'ius: He lied to ·11is fe)low hèads of State ll1 

ECOWAS about the need to intervene in Liberia. Whereas in his heart he just 

wanted a companion in his ambition to ·co11ve11 Nigeria to his persona! estate. 

And because of this so many lives were lost" (Weekend Concord: September 

13, 1992). The ways and manner ECOMOG engaged itself in the çrisis also 
' . . 

created the fear that Nigeria will suffer its own part of the Vietnam Saga. 

Ebenezer Babatope called for the immediate withdrawal of Nigerian troops 

because "it will be dangerous for Nigerian troops to be involved in a senseless 

war that has no relevant to our national aspiration" ( Daily Times, November 6, 

1990: 15) .. 

ln the light of this, the Natioüal èoncord newspaper in its editorial called 

for either sanctions or inilitary action depending on which would create the 

immediate peace or else the troop~ should disengage with decency and dignity 

(National Concord: September 21, 1992 :6) As for Akinola Agnela, ECOMOG' s 

intervention is unjustifiable under international law. According 1to him,- there is 
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nothing in the treaty creating the community which gives power to any of the 

members states to intervene in the domestic affairs of another mémbers state, even 

if the states whose nationals were entrapped in Liberia were justified in attacking 

Liberia, such justification can han11y apply by the .five EC.OW AS countires who 

in effect could be seen will be colonising Liberia (African Concord: 21 January 

1991 P.37). But Richard Akinjide, former Minister of Justice, had earlier argued 

to the contra1y, by citing. two Security Cciuncil documents ·which are crucial to a 

fair understanding of the international law aspect of Liberian situation as regard 

ECOMOG ·intervention ('Vcst Afrfca: 3828, December 24, 1990 - 6 Jan 1991, 

3030 -3091 ). 

Olu Onaguruwa, a constitutional lawyer, also said "Babangida is sending 

Nigerians to their !,>raves in' Liberia. 'We · have.,. no business ·in Liberia. He 

(Babangida) came to power here (in Nigeria) by force and Taylor wants to corne 

to power by force in his own countty .. ," (Tell: November 23, 1992:24). The ~.,. 

issue is not that the use and mie of force should prevail in any region of the world 

but that in preventing the use and the rule of force, nations must take into 

considerati6n guiding princiµIes o(intervention i1i international law. This is why 

Nigeria's led inte1vention in Liberia and Sierra Leone is further faulted by other 

critics like Bolaji Akinyemi (Guardian: Londoi1, June 5, 1997), and the Editàrial 

of the New York Times of June 6, 1997. 

At the béginning of tl;-e donflict, ;tf~e Military leader of Guineà, President 

Lansana Conte, pointed out that ECOMOG intervention in Liberia was necessary 

because West African leaq~rs cannot afforcl to allow civiliaBs tm topple . military 

regimes . .This position was supported by Genràl T.Y. Danjmha who says tlms: 

"! supported the mission to Liberia. If that contingent did not go, first 
Charles would taken over in Liberi~. That woul~ have sent signais to 
such countries as Togo, Cameroon, Republic of Benin a11d Ghana, where 
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there are many viable militant oppos1t1ons to the incumbent 
governments ... Taylor nearly did it but for ECOMOG... That's too 
close for comfort" (Newswatch: Nôvember 2, l 9Q2). 

However, Genral Danjuma reacted that the delay in resolving the Liberian 

crisis was tuming ECOMOG 

"into Nigeria'.s bay of Pigs. We are losing a lot of men. But, what is 
more disturbing is that we appe,ir to be los1ng. them for no purpose .. We · 
don't seem to be succeeding in bringing law and order ta' -that country. 
We should own up and pull out. .. that the job is beyond us' (Newswatch: 
November 2, 1992). 

Earlier on, Babangida 111 a response to similar accusations noted that 

Liberia will not be a Nigerian Vietnam. ECOMOG forces are soldier_s without 

enem1es or favoured faction in the conflict, they can only open fire in self 

defence (Daily Sketch: November 1992 p. l 0). He fi.111her pointed out that 

ECOW AS cannot be disintegrated because of the Liberian cri sis. With the death 

of President Doe it was expected that peace would retum to Liberia as quickly as 
' . •. I .. : : . • . 

posssible.This created distrnst ainong the ECOMdG meniber 9tates. l3ecause of 

Doe's death , President Joseph Momoh of SieITa Leone sacked the Sierra Leone 

contigent Conunander in ECOMOG; Lt. · Col. Modu Hanciles for betraying the 

enviable pride of Siena· Leone's militaiy and in the process nurture a culture of 

mistrnst in ECOMOG. Lt. Col Hancile was present at the scene of the. incident 

where President Doe was captured. This was followed by Guinea sacking 

ECOMOG deputy Chief, Lt. Col Lamina Megassouba for a similar offense. 

Eff011s made by Togo to dispatch 800 contigents of the military to reinforce 

ECOMOG was later dropped_ because of_ the absence of a ceasefire (Interview, 
. ' . { ,• .. . ' ' .:. . .• . ·. . 

Abuja, July 1999). Togo was not prepared to send' her · .soldiers for enforcement 

but peace keeping. This made Souleymoye Sore, the Charge d' Affairs at the 
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Burkna Faso Embassy in Lago_s, to say tha.t the continued presence ofECOMOG 
1 ' ' 

in Liberia might lead to the perpetùation of the crisil 

Margaret Vogt's argues against the position of Sore, painting out that such a 

crisrs may instead tum Cornpaore to. be in conflict with the four member nations 

sponsoring ECOMOG. In such a ~onflict she believes that Campaore can never 

win (Newbreed: 22 October, 1990). She belièves that with the round of 

offensive launched by ECOMOG, Charles Taylor and his external sponsors would 

soon give in.Clrnrles Taylor has been doubtful of Babangida winning the Liberian 

war. According to him, "Bab~ngicla is tryjng to make Liberia his private estate. 
, . ' .~ ,. : . ' :.. . . . ' 

Because he has very selfish interest in Liberia, he Tias sènt warships, aircraft and 

annoured Tanks to kill Liberians. No one in Liberia is goipg tp compromise the 

sovereighty of Liberia to Babangida" (Tell: Lagos November 23, 1992). 

The then Executive Secretary of ECOWAS Dr. Abbas Bundu reacted that 

"ECOMOG is not the creation of Nigeria. It is the creation of ECOWAS. So all 
' ' 

Taylor's accusatîons and other people are false" (Tell:· November 23, 1992). He 

posited that Nigeria was only playing its leadership role in ECOMOG which is a 

neutral force. Charles Taylor's emphasis on Babangida as the main force behind 

ECOMOG shows "110w regime:Jeader could be foremost as a causal factor in the 
' • . !, : : ' . . 

escalation of conflict. To liim "Babangida has .. prevented eve1y discussion 

between and among Liberians. Babangida has done nothing to bring peace to this 

coun!Iy. Ali this he brought 1s blood and mayhem on the Liberian people" 

(Weller: 1994:296). 

Inspite of this pessimism, the "bold attempt at regional peacekeeping" 

took seven (7) years to be concluded, with the main rebel leader Charles Taylor 

installed as a democratic leader of Liberia. ECOMOG rather militated the earlier 
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search for peace in Liberia and it became. diflïcult to vindicate it in view of the 
X 

I i · 
long period it took to resolve the conflict. What worried Nigerians most was the 

deliberate refusai of Babangida's government !o evacuate Nigerians trapped in 
1 . 

Moronvia during the war. ··Charles Taylor's forces attacked the Nigeria Embassy 

in Liberia and held Nigerians and nationals of the other countries hostages. 

While the American marines cruised in to evacuate the Americans, BTitish and 

other European nationals, Babangida was not bothei·ed inspite of pressure to 

evacuate Nigerians out of Liberia. 

Any nation willing to interv,ene in, a foreign campaign either for peace or 
1 ; • ' 

for war should first protect its citizens trapped in the èonflict zone. This is a 

foremost national interest. The failure of Babangida to do this raises the question 

of what paramount inteî'ést did his regnne have in Liberia other than 

subordinating the safety of Nigeriahs for regional interest.However, Babangida 

only found. the execuse that "Liberian 's are our brothers and Nigetians over 

there Iived together with them and see them as part of' the society. I dont think it 

is right for any government to create any dislocation between fellow A.fric.ans 

over the evacuation exercise" (African Concord: 27 August 1990: 30). This was 

too escapist argum·ent .and a elea,r demonstration that regime interest, superceded 
1 ' ;:.. • • 

national iti.terest. lndeed, Funso Akingbade, one of the · Iecturers at the Ibrahim 

Babangida Graduate school of International Relations, Moronvia, disagreed with 

his employer (Babangidaf ·"Nigeria has no excuse for failing to evacuate her 

citizens when things got our of band" (Ibid: 30). According to him a Nigerian 

woman running to the Nigerian Embàssy for safoty accused the Embassy staff (as 

representing Babangida) "it is you people who make f:riends with Doe who will 

be first to leave so that we will be abandoned in tÎ1is place" (Ibid: 30). They 

were actually abandoned. 
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The reason for the non evacuation of Nigerian citizens at the height of the 

war was clearly brought out by a source in the Nigerian Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. According to this source; evacuàting Nigerians at ·the on set ·of the war 

would have embarrassed Samuel Doe the more. and would have heightened the 

fear that the situation was ..indeed precarious . Why was this precarious situation 

not applied when the· US, a long time friend of Liberia, was evacuating her 

nationals and other European citizens? Why must Nigeria's evacwltion hurt 

Doe? Should Nigerians be sacriticed to save Doe? Surprisignly, Guinea which 

was equally penciled clown for reprisais by Charles Taylor provided an airline to 

evacuate ber nationals, where a Nigerian, Funso Akingbade, found a safe valve 

for escape out of. Moronvia. Indeed, not only in Nigeria, but in Ghana there were 
' ' • •• 1 .• .' ' • • • 

public pressures mounted for the soldiers to come·'back borne as they. could not 

understand "what are we fighting for" (West Africa: 1 - 7 July 1991, No 3851, 

and Aboagye: 1999:98). As a result; Nigerians began to accept the position of 

Blaise Compoare of Burkina Faso against ECOMOG's intervention. According 

to Femi Aribisala, 

"it is wrong for member states to set up permanent mediation group. 
What should have happened should have been ECOW AS setting up a 
mediation committee on a case by case approach since relevant parties 
to the dispute might not like the face of some countries chosen to serve on 
the committee if they are made permanent member" (African 
Concord: 27 August 1990 3). 

Therefore, the SMC was a contravention of ti,e 1978 non-ag1,,ress1on 

protocols. And as pointed out by Adisa .· .. "the Nigerian initiative to intervene in 

Liberia was a fonction of selfish interest - the desire to protect Doe'' (Adisa: 

1992 : 222). Therefore, some six· non -govemmental organizations (Nigerian 

Union of Joumalist, Civil Liberties Organisations, Committee for Defence of 
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Human Rights, Gani Fawehinmi Solidarity Association, the National Association 

of Nigerian Students, and Women In· Nigeria issued a joint press statement 

pressing for Nigeria's withdrawàl from ECOMOG (Adisa: 1992: 222-223). 

Theré was a lot of pressure· from the public, the press and the diplomatie 

circle for the evacuation of Nigerians out of Liberia but Babangida refüsed. Thus, 

Adekanye notes that certain developments in the sub-region might lrnve defihed 

that Babangida's interest was quite different from Nigeria's national interest. 

Judging from press reports, let'ters to' the· EditGir and columtls of- vanous 

newspapers, magazines and academic research, the mood of these critical 

opinions tended to be against. Nigeria's intervention in the Liberian crisis. 

(Interview: Sept. 1999).. These opinio11s were )Jased èJT) thf fact that, first 

Babangida had a persona] relationship with Samuel Doe of Liberia who remained 
' 

ui1popular Ïn Liberia. Secondly, fort;1itous · circumstanèe facing President 

Babangida at that tÎlne had impacted on his i11terest in the Liberia crisis. ln view 

of this the intervention was more of regime than national interest because tliere 

was no proof of the decision being seriously debated m the Anned Forces 

Ruling Council (interview, l\1arch 2000). 

Professor Ibrahim G.ambari, one of the finest intellectual diplomat of the 

regimes of both Babanigda and Àbacha, observes that: 

"there were some bard-liners who ,did not really care what the position of 
the international community is. Their interest was in the survivàl of the 
regime and they would do whatever it takes for the régime to survive 
... the regime(s) underestimated the international response to both the 
annulment and the execution of Saro -Wiwa" (Ncwswatch: November 
15, 1999:38). 
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Earlier on in his assessment of the whole foreign policies scenanos, another 

intellectual diplomat Pcofessor. G'\briel OJusanya, 1~
0

otes that the _(Aba~ha) regime 

operated an 'Area Boys' diplomacy: 

... the foreign policy has beco111e personalised. lt should cater for 
national interest not for the persona! interest. .. The Liberian thing beca111e 
personalised and we di<l not quite solve the proble111. After seven years, 
Taylor came back thère, so what r.eally have we achieved? Taylor, had 
alrea<ly captured virtually the whole place before we came in. And it 
was because of Doe,. and because of friendship - that is ail. Y ou do not 
personalize foreign policy, that • is not the reascin . for foreign poli ci es. 

. ' ' (Sunday Vanguard: September 7, 1997). · 

Indeed, Adisa has in his work carefully delineated the politics of military 

cooperation in the region which might have enabled Babangida to do what he did. .. . 
' • I i • • 

This relationship was to· influence tlie persollalisaiion of Nigeria Foreign policy 

(Adisa: 1992: 205 - 231 ). And as it is rightly noted: 

The bestialities in Libe.[.i.a, trggered by ihe fractricidal nature of the of the Liberian 

conflict. .. propelled a. new thiust in Nigeria' s foreign policy.The initiative was that of 

restoring security and politrcal balance to a crisis-ridden neughbouring state in nned of 
. -

peace,However, the initial thrust in such a gigantic foreign . policy movement was 

couched in confused· policy formulation without substantive understanding of its long

ter111 imperative.Thus, the initial objective of ECOMOG ... was in contradiction witl~ the 

progenitors of the idea of regional stability (The Africa Guardian:April 29, 1991: 16 

.Emphasise 111ine). 

7.4.2. EC01\10G FIELD ... COMMANDERS AND THE POLITICS OF THE 
PEACE KEEPING AND ENFORCEIVIENT · PROCESS: THE 
DIIVIENSION OF REGIME J-NTEREST 

The effectiveness. of any peace support operation 1s dependent on the 

dialectical relationship between the political authority that convened the mission 
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1 . 

and the Force Commander·who is entrusted with the task of theatre management 

(Adisa: 1992 : 237). The nature- of political undercurrent that infonned the 

fonnation of ECOMOG equally affected its operation. This is especially so as 

the mandate of ECOMOG were not clearly spelt out from the on set. The first 

Force Commander General Arnold Quainoo belonged to the Cease-fire school and 

was carefulin responding to the desire of the major sponsor of ECOMOG, 

Nigeria(Yoroms 1992:89) Thus 
1
he was, replaced by Nigeria's General Joshua 
' .";. . . 

Dongoyaro.Gen. Dongoyaro pursued peace enforcement as against General 

Quainoo peace keeping. Later pressure has to be_ put on General Dongoyaro to 

stop the offensive shelling ôf NPFL. 

After the exit of Lt Genen1l Joshua Dongoyaro, subsequent· Nigerian 

ECOMOG Force Coinmanders found it difficult fo actualize the aims of 

ECOMOG in Liberia. They were entangled by the competing interests within 

Nigeria and in ECOWAS. This was clearly manifested after the death of Doe 

when Babangida dispatched Genfral Dopgoyaro ~~r immediate cleaning up of 

Liberia ( See Agetua : 1990). Joshua Dongoyaro's offei1sive Operation Liberty 

opened up new wounds and left several scares to the extent that the 

international conununity 6ëcame scatting of ECOMOG_. Like Lt Gen A. 

Quainoo, Major General Rufüs M. Kupolati who took over from General 

Dongoyaro .was equallycautious to -0void raising another dust df cri sis.·· With the 

order to Dongoyaro to stop the routing of Charles Taylor, bis successor, General 

Kupolati (Februaiy - September 19991) began a confidence-building measure 

with the task to build and not to destroy. 

In fact, A.mbassador Ayo A.jakaiye, the Nigerian Ambassador in Liberia at 
' ' ~- . . 

that time , pointed out that he and General Kupolati làid a sound footing for 

confidence building which was negl_ected by the Nigerian govemment. 
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Accordingly, before he· presented 
1
his credential of accreditation tà Amos Sawyei-, 

be first of ail decided on confidence building by visiting Gbarnga amidst warning 

from Gen.Kupolati, fear o(.çirrest and the· danger involved. After an unimaginable 

welcome granted by Charles Taylor he was convinced that Taylor ready for peace. 

And he convinced and encouraged Gen. Kupolati to take the path of c_onfidence 

building by· also .visiting Gbarnga.This effort by AÎ11bassador Ajakaiye and General 

Kupolati paved way for Taylor to agree for a meeting with Amos Sawyer in a 

neutral ground for a mutual dialogue. While it was agreed that Ambassàdor 

Ajakaiye should work towards convening the dialogue, the Nigerian government 
, · • • •. I i .' .. .. . · 

which he sought approval failed td eridose it . Wherëas he .tliought 'I1e was working 

on Babangida's breifing to him while being appointed,to ensure that the Liberian 

crisis end on time because. . .it was casting money . He left Monrovia to Abuja to 

properly brief Babangida' and to· stres.s the need for dialogue and reconciliations if 

Nigeria was to safe cost.After the briefing Babangida asked whether he Jmd lived 

oi· studied · in Liberia. At the end he directed · him to se~ Admirai Augustus 

Aikhomu, the Chief General Staff who was the Vice President. His meeting with 

Aikhomu was a disappointment as he plunkly rejected the reconciliation efforts 

and concluded that Taylor was a bloody rebel who should be disllocated. 

Meanwhile, Amos Sawyer who had earlier requested a change in the raie of 

ECOMOG frorn peace enforcement to peace- and. -confider)Ce puilding, with the 

hope that Taylor had learnt enough lesson to force hirn to submission (West 

Africa: July 1 - 7, 1991 and Aboagy.e 1999 : 98), later regretted his actions when 

he realised that Taylor had been toughened rather than .weakened. This motivated 

Sawyer to arrive Abuja on the 141
h September 1992 worried of the preparedness 

and readiness of Charles Taylor to launch an offensive operation in Moronvia. 

It was then Babangida assured him of change of the Force Commander. In Abuja, 
• . • 1 ' . . 
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Babangida introduced General Olurin to Amos Sawyer . . . "this is your new field 

Conunander, he will not lt,J.you <lown". (Interview, 1997). The position of Amos 

Sawyer and Babangida was that General Bakut was too close to Charles Taylor 

for comfmt. Beginning from the 151
" Summit of Heads of State and Go_verrunent 

beld in Dakar, where Bakut failed to produce a typology of military options 

against NPFL in case of non compliance until he was replace, Bakut was no 

longer tmsted (Aning : 1999: 242 - 243). 

While Bakut was seen as ("a· dubious mati' of th!:! 'finest 'quality" (West 

Africa: 23 - 29 August, 1993), Rufus Kupolati, who took over from Joshua 

Dogonyaro, was equally .. accused of 'being contemptuous of the interim 

government as be was more syrnpathetic to NPFL and 9aw the interim 

government as a bunch of Moronvia based politicians (Africa Confie.lent: 241
h 

' 
Jànuary 1992). ln short bath Kupolati and Bal~ut betrayed· the trust reposed in 

them by Babangida for failing to root out, Charles Taylor and bis NPFL. ln view 

of this, there was pressure for a new Field conunander who woulc!, like Gen 

.Toshua Dogonyaro, enforce peace rather than keep a turbulent peace. 
• •. I ·: : • • 

Thus Ajakaiye agreed' with the view thiit the Nîgerian gove'nunent had 

made up her position to route out Taylor. This involvec! not only changing the Field 

Commander but himself as .. the Nigerian Ambassac!or in Monrovia. He noticec! the 

stranage behaviour of Sawyer when he refusec! Ajakaiye to accompany him when 

a plane arrived from and to take him to Abttja . Sawyer only talc! him that be 

should not bother as ·be was going to Abuja to mèet his brother Babsngida to eat 

eba.But the information that filterec! to him after the visit was Sawyer's bitter 

complaint to Babangida that he was not comfortable with him Ajakaiye .It was 

then that the Foreign Affairs Minister,General Ike Nwachukwu decided to 
. .. . . 

I ~ . 

nominate some one to replace h11;1.Prior to tl;is tin~e he hac! written a diplomatie 
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report on .the situation m Liberia to the Nigerian govenunent against the 

uncomprom1smg attitude of Sawyer.And surprisingly Taylor's Interim 

Govenunent got the report that was officially sent to the Nigerian gove111111ent. At 

a point Mathew Bacchus, the Liberian Interim Foreign Minister, called him to 

show his disappointment over the report which he die! not denied because it was in 
' ; . ' 

the interest of the Liberia and her people. 

Therefore, General i\inji Olurin was found to ·be the .weap'on club fashioned 

against Charles Taylor and NPFL. Tunji's tenure was seen more as salvaging the 

pride of the Nigerian authoritarian ·le.adership rather than a. community effort at 

repelling the NPFL (Aning : 1997: 244 ). Thus, according to General Olurin, his 

command policy in ECOMOG was not to partake "ili double dealing and talking 

lies. Because the moment you loose genuine credibility, you loose credibility of 

being a peace keeper" (Africa ·wqtch: 1993 : ;26 Aning 1997 : 244.). .. . 

General Bakut debunked the accusation of his romancmg with Charles 

Taylor. According to him what Kupolati · die! which he built on was to create a 

conducive atmosphere for both enemies to freely rnove into each others 

terri tories, ease suspicion and te11sion, as well · as build peace between hostile 

forces. This involved organising football marches between the rebels under the 

command of Col. Yohaima Dickson of Nigeria (Interview, 28 December 1998). 

Bakut blamed the interim govenunent of Amos Sawyer and the double-standard 

character of ECOWAS leaders, especiall:fNigeria,;.for not. ensuring the safety of 

the peace keeping forces in Liberia. According to him, Amos Sawyer was the one 

sabotaging eve1y step of the peace process. First, Sawyer was not comfortable 

that rebels from the NPfL territmy from the countty side were coming into 

Monrovia, with their anns. Because of this fear he (Bakut) and the foreign 
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ministers of Cote d'Ivoire, Burküia Faso, and Togo took penmsswn from 

president Sawyer to visit Taylor and to convince him to·cooperate with ECOMOG 

. At Gbarnga, the emissaries confronted Taylor and the Foreign Minister of 

Cote d'Ivoire was very critical of Taylor and the damaging reputation Cote 

d'Ivoire had suffered. Though .Taylor claimed he was cooperating already, he was 
. ~ .' .: . ' . 

told that his cooperation was not enough. While discussing with Taylor, one of 

his aides walked in with a new Liberian currency which Amos Sawyer had 

introduced without eve11 ·1he knowledge of the ECOMOG filed C01mnander. 

When Taylor showed the visiting team the new cùrrency, their ability to discuss 

from the position of strength deflate.d. Charles Taylor became enraged and tumed 

the table discussion agàinst them. He would rather retain his arrns than disann 

for Sawyer to encircle him. When he confronted Sawyer , he said he did ~s a 

govemment.He was enraged how a government without authority change the 

currency with011t ·ascertaining .. thy securjty implicatios.The second ._ accusatio_n 
. ' ' . ..... . . . 

against A111os Sawyer was the Jess support he gave to ECOMOG operations, as 

he was equally training his secret army, the Black Ben-et in Guinea without the 

knowledge of ECOMOG"'Field Commander. Taylor reported this initially to 

Bakut who dismissed the aJlegation until it was later discovered. Bowen 

brought sorpe hard CUITency, dollars; to him that they were for Sawyer in i'espect of 

the training of Black Bèrret.Sawyer only explai1;ed âfter pein,g confronted that 

ECOMOG would not be in Libe1iia forever, so there was need for early training of 

a force for the replacement. These factors accounted for the reasons why Amos 

Sawyer visited .Nigeria.ta press fqr the cbange of E.COMOG Con_1.mander and the . ., . .:. . . 
Nigeriaii Ambassador, to someone who is menable to him. 

Bakut frniher noted····thatAfrican leaders do not trnst themselves. Because 

of this, the tendency for war to perpètuate is certain. He rejects the position that 
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the tmce created by Kupolati provided an opporturiity for Charles Taylor to 

reann. Rather the attitude of the Heads of State of ECOWAS made Taylor to 

reann. Bakut pointed out that he had cause to report Sawyer to the Heads of 

State, yet none of them rebuked 1him. However, only Blaise Campoare reacted 
' ;:. . 

by asking° member Heads of State to also listen to _Taylor and stop seeing him as 

a rebel. Another problem he had was the morale of his troops. They were 

already demoralised given the fact that they were not paid . their $5 daily stipend 

regularly. He could not afford t6 take his demoralized troops to confront 

Charles Taylor's NPFL. At the GeTieva Summit. he was mandated to proceed to 

Liberia to implement demobilisation and disarmanient programmes which 

Charles Taylor had endorsed. He deliberntely declined and rather requested. for 

one month to enable Charles Taylor to go back to his teITitory to brief his men on 

the 11eed to demobilize. and disann. At a -private meeting 
' ; . 

in Geneva with the . . 
Nigerian Vice-President, Vice Admirai A. Aikhomu, who led the Nigerian 

delegation, Bakut told him that the one 111011th he requested was not really for 

Charles Taylor, but for ··Nigeria to rcorganize its troops. According to him, 

Aikhomu was shocked to hear that trciops were nnt paid their stipënds for 4 month. 

Bakut was. not ready to lead !hem· into disarmament and demobilisatiorï that may 

be hard to enforce. Bakut was summoned to Abuja where he explained details 

to Babangida. Henceforth ECOMOG budgets was being provided from. the 

presidency instead of the Ministry of Defence or Defence Heaclqumiers which has 

been personalizecl by the Minister, Çeneral Sani Aba9.ha. 

General Sani Abacha accordingly . was opposed to Nigeria's adventure in 

Liberia. He saw Babangida's success in Liberia as tantamount to his failure to 

ascend to power in Nigeria, especially if eventually he stays on. Therefore, he had 

a tacit suppmi for Charles Taylor throughout the time Babangida was 111 power. 
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According to General Tunji OILirin( in a pièce writing in ThisOay·newspaper "My 

encounter with Abacha's terror Gang", the decision to draw money for ECOMOG 

from the presidency was because "funds · passed through General Abacha as the 

Minister of Defence in the past ended in his pocket and troops went for months 

without money. This affected their morale. Abacha was a demigod that could not 

be dealt with and had to be by passed" (Oluriil: 1998: 16). Olurin added that 

"under Bakut the money meant for ECOMOG were embezzled by Abacha, that 

was why the presidency had to fund ECOMOG directly'' (Interview, 15 Feb, 

2000). In fact, given this development which angered Abacha when Olurin was 

sent to replace · Bakut he (Ahacha) usea' the opportunity to request Olurin ta 

submit a report indicting Bakut. According to Olui-in when· he'declined; Abacha 

framed him up. The cha~ges against himincluded the fact that, first, Olurin by 

passed Abacha to collect fond directly from the presidency for ECOMOG. 

Secondly, that Olurin went to France with the sum of $ J 5ml given to him by 

Babangida to buy anns for ECOMOG. And lastly, there was a $500ml fuel deal 

between ECOMOG and NNPC which could not be accounted for during the 

tenure of Olurin (Olurin 1998). Olurin denied these facts and noted that 

ECOMOG sourcing from presidency started from the tenure of Bakut. Two, the 

purchase of anns and ·ainmunitioh was â~ne· by tlie Ministry of Defence as a 

government institution which Abacha personalized as Defence Minister. And, 

lastly, according Col. Ungr Kangiwa, the NNPC file on oil contracts was on 

General Abacha's table' when he (Umar) visited him at thé time be (Abacha) was 

scheming to take over power after Oie June 12 debacle (see Tell: A_ugust 10, 

1998:23). Thus, as Olurin pointed out "Abacha was .out fcir his own agenda to 

perpetuate himself in power. He will stop at nothing to achieve that. He believes 

so much in the use of force and had plans to change the face of the military to 

suppmi his strategy." (Olurin 1998:17). 
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Bakut, however, felt that the decision to replace Iiim may be in order but he 

was not happy that the support he was denied were given with dispatch to. his 

successor. Immediately he Jeft, Nigerian troops were increased to 10,000 and with 

equipments required to prosecute t11e war., He felt tJ1ere was a conspiracy to make 

him fail. This conspiracy was possible because he didn 't fit into their orchestrated 

plans. He was not provided any weapoi1, ship or aircraft. Attempts to get anns 

failed (interview March 2000). Olurin however, denied ever receiving anns 

without difficulty. According to him; at the heat of Operation Or.:topus, he needed 

anns and made contact to Abqja. · He got promises ·of arms within few hours. 

The C 130 aircraft that landed in Moronvia was loaded with rotten onions instead 

of arms. Out of anger and desperation he Jeft with the same plane back to Lagos. 

At the Ikeja tannac, he saw stockpiles of anns which he Joaded in the plane and 

flew back to Moronvia. La1er (he was• tirnde to Jrnow that the. remaining arms 
. - . . . 

which left in the airport were loaded into a truck by someone and ferried out of 

the airport for fear that he might_ return to pick them again (Interview 15 

February 2000). Bakut offered a counterfactual argument that Olurin could 

afford to get those arms was itself a privilege which he (Bakut) did not have to 

utilize (interview, March 2000). Tlie support Olurin got couic! be as a result of 

the mandate given to him to kill Yormie J olmsoi1. Hesaid he wmned Olurin 

against this, as it would escalate the war,as none of the belligerent would tmst 

ECOMOG. He noted that "a peace keeper is supposed to be i1eutral, he is 

subjected to ail· kind of. inti1i-iidation and: threats ., which he must ilot react or 

retaliate. No matter the justification, once a belligerent is killed by the peace 

keeping force an enmity to peace keeping forces is already established. This 

would escalate the war"_ (Interview, 28 December 1998).He added that he could 

not react when 500 ECOMOG soldiers were arrested as shield by NPFL.But he 
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1 

undertook a diplomatie visit to · Huohuet Boigney. Utifoitunatelythe· sage was 

furious on what Nigeria want in the sub-region after she has taken over the 

economy of Benin, Togo ··and Cote· Idvoire.Bakut said Boigney wondered Why 

Nigeria want to take up the remaining part of West Africa, which probably he 

(Boigney) hopes to contrai ( inyervit;w:August 2001 ). 

Olurin agreed that there were specific mandates from ECOW AS to him 

especially when ECOMOG soldiers were taken hostages. Though with the good 

office of former· president Ji.mmy Carter. of US the 
' . . ,( '/ . ' ' .. :. 

troops were _released by 
. . : 

Taylor, but the equipments were lost. Therefore, after his initial survey of the 

situation in Liberia, he briefed ECOWAS member states of the Committee of 

Nine and presented supet'ior argument for enforcement : "The situation was bad 

that there were already criticism of Bakut as he was not giving leadership" 

(Interview 15 February, 2000). Olurin pointed out that Bakut believed ·· much on 

peace keeping when Charles Taylor was not converted t6 it. Therefore, Babangida 

believed in his comrnand style, that Olurin will do the job without humiliatjon. 

However, according to insiders view, Operation Octupus conducted by Olurin was 

an attempt to redèem the dignity ,of the 1:')igerian military and save the regime of 
. -, . ~-;;. . . . 

Babangidà rather than defending regional security as at that time ECOMOG had 

suffered credibility with tremendous impact on Babangida 's regime. During the 

meeting of the Committee ·of Nine held in Abuja, November ·9, 1'992, Olurin said 

he publicly accused some member" states present at the meeting for supporting 

Charles Taylor. The Guinean Head of State, Lansana Conte said they Were tired 

of such accusations and insisted that Olurin should · mention names of such 

heads of state. lt was an opportunity for him to point directly to presiqent 

Huouphuet Bogney of Cote d'Ivoire and Blaise Compoare of Bourkina Faso. At 

this juncture Babangirla felt -01\trin haq :contrav~i1ed dip_lomatiy protocol and 
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decided to burry his face inside his anns. However, Lansana Conte and Jerry 

Rawlings were happy with the devèlopment and. decided that the meeting must 

take a final decision on Liberia. Ghana and Guinea stood by Olurin. 

lt was at this point that the sage, Bogney, stood up and spoke for two 

l10urs, on how he spent.his life · tin~e to ensure peac~, in the c_ontinept and wondered 

how he could be accused of sponsoring rebels. At· the end he tumed to 

Compoare: Blaise, the las! time you s~nt your troops through my country to 

Liberia, "what did I say7 ····Did I not stop you from doing so?" (Interview, 15 

Febrnary 2000). According to Olurii1, it was after this time that he got the full 

support of.ECOWAS to enforce peàce. Olurin however, denied that thë mandate 

included the assassination of Yomie Johnson. According to him, Taylor and 

Johnson, though were suspicious of each other, agreed to attack ECOMOG, with 

each hoping covertly that in process one would eliminate the other and at the end 

whoever succeeded would talœ o,.ver the, -'leadersh_jp of the organisation. Thus 

Taylor's NPFL arrived Cadwell base of Johnson aiid started to eliminâte 
' 1 . 

Johnson's soldier. This made ECO!vJOG, having read the situation to offer 

support for Johnson against Taylor. Jt was then Johnson. surrendered and was 

offered protection and taken to Nigeiia. Here, Bakut disagreed and pointed out 

that he was the one that initiated · .Tohnson 's escape to safety in Nigeda against 

the planned order given to Olurin to kill him. Y 01111ie himself in an interivew 

said when he was taken to ECOMOG Headquarters 

We went ta ECOMOG Headquarters and they spoke ... The next thing was that 
Gen Bakut (then ECOMOG Field Commander) issued a directive. They there 
took me ta the Free Port, Ïv!otonvia. l' dhouted '\vhere are. you taking ·me ta, 
officer, you're supposed ta take me ta my villa? H~ said Sfr your villa is under 
heavy attack by Taylor's men. What happened ta my people? I asked 
immediately and he said that they had evacuated them and that they would join 
me later when Taylor's . .ferocious attack aimed at taking over Moronvia at ail 
cost subsided... and told me I was proceeding ta. Nigeria .right away ... One 
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ECOMOG soldier brought out a pistol and pointed it at my' head... And I 
barked 'you want to kill me because I supported you in order to bring about 
peace? Then the military intelligence Officer for ECOMOG informed the Field 
Commander who informed Aso Rock and they were given strong instructions 
not to hann·me, but to bring mt straigh!'to Nigeria .,(Telescope: 1 July, 1999:20 
- 21). . 

Why should a soldiç,r, point a gun at Johnson who was supposed to be taken 

into safety, if there was no initial constrnction to kÙl him? \Vhat' was the· purpose 

of killing him? Though Bakut saw the creation of ECOMOG in the.. light of 

Nigerian national interest, he was ;urprised that as a ECOMOG Field Commander 

he was not trusted by bis Head of State. Instead Babangida chose to believed 

Amos Sawyer than him. ln the course of divergent interests Nigeria lost a 

substantial number of soldiers and equipments. But whether his deportation to 
• • I t , • 

Nigeria for safety or the order to k'ill him as ra'tionalised by 'Bakut and 'Olurin was 

trne or not, Yonnie Johnson said his exist from the scene in Liberia was the 

handwork of Amos Sawyer who collaborated with the Field Commander and 

some key elements who' believed th;:lt it was better he was out of sight. Could it 

be that Olurin' s mandate to eliminate bath Taylor and Yonnie .made th~. outgoing 
' 

Ftléd Commander (lshaya Bakut) to work out Yonnie's exit tci safety in 

Nigeria? This was because when Sawyer accused Yonnie for the bombardment 

of ECOMOG in a radio broadcast, it took Brigadier Victor Malu who was then 

serving 1mder General Bakut as the head of Nigerian Contingent to deny Amos 
• • •. 1 i : . 

Sawyers' propanganda (Telescope: 1 july 1999:21 ). ·' 

According to Gen Bakut and Ambassador Ajakaiye the fact that Charles 

Taylor still became the' president through the ballot is an indication that the 

Liberian war was uncalled for. Therefore , only Babangida and A.hacha knew 
' 

the trnth about their interest in Liberia. As for Olurin he believes Babangida may 
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not have any interest in the Liberia conflict . This was because when he captured 

Buchanan Port where there were tones Joad of iron ore and rubber products wl?ïch 

he reported to Babangida but be (Babandiga) did not show any interest 

(interview Febrnaiy's 2000). But Babangida's interest was longer tban securing 
,{ . _.... . . ' 

tones of iron ore. He needs ta keep bis office as Nigerian Preident. Thus, a-

critical insight by an insider at the National War College shows that Olurin, like 

ail Babangida Boys (IBB' Boys) never disown Babangida and would do every 

tlùng to dèfend him rightly or wrongly (Inte1view, February 20, 2000). 

7.5 GENERÀL ÂBACHA'S REGI1\1E INTEREST, ECOl\10G AND THE 
REGIONAL CONFLICTS IN LIBERIA AND SIERR;il LEONE 

Under General Babangida's leadership, Abacha was the Chief of Anny 

Staff. Later he became the Cliieff. of Defotice. Staff:.and l\1inister of Defence. For 

the period he occupied these positions Abacha operated an alternative policy to 

the regime. We have earlier pointed out- how the Defence Headquarters failed to 

send the allowance of the soldiers in Liberia. Abacha also was surreptitiously .-
supporting Charles Taylor. When the discussion on the process of disannament 

. -
started in 1992 Abacha was opposed to it as it' was intended to target Charles 

Taylor (Anonymous interview : 1998). Immediately he came ta power, he began 

ta court friendship across the region. Abacha began ta create a confidence· in 

Charles Taylor. Ta Babangida, he could no! afford ta be in office while Charles 

Taylor takes ove'r ~s président ~f Uibèria. ;But; as for Abacha, Taylor' s · Presidency 

would work on bis favour, having been relatively isolated by the international 

community. In June 1995_..for the first time since 1989 when the Liberia crisis 

started, Charles Taylor was warmly embiaced by General Sani Abacha in Abuja. 

The visit afforded him ta know that Nigeria's General Sani Abacha had no 
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private agenda in the su):>-regional collective eff011s to bring about peace, except 

treating ail sides on an equal footing and preparing the way for the celebrated 

Abuja Accord (West Africa: 18 .:... 24 September 1995 and The Economist: 9 

September 1995). Taylor further pointed out that if president Babangida had sat 

down to "discuss with me the way Abacha i.lid , the crisis would have ended four 
' 1 . 

years ago" (Olatoye, August 1, 1997). But was Babangida prepared to discuss 

with someone like Charles Tayldr who Was. fightü1g to topple his friend, Doe? 

Even when Doe <lied, was it fair to relate with someone who wants to sponsor 

revolution in the sub-region to overtune military rule? 

Abacha suppmted the Liberian elections with more fund, logistics and 

ECOMOG ·soldiers .. At the end, 'Charles Tayloi" won the · election. Nigeria's 

foreign Affairs Minister, Chief Tom Ikimi, became the architect of Abacha's 

rapprochement with Taylor. What General Baktrt was accused of, that is, bèing 

too close to Charle_s Taylor, Tom lkimi perfected. lkimi was, in fact, close enough 

that. he led the· Nigerian gov~mà1ent délbgations ito Charles Taylor'·s marriage 

ceremony in Moronvia. Charles Taylor was no longer seen as a'rebel but a saint. 

Yonnie Johnson reacted ag_~inst this: . 

A government thaL is inter'vening in a crisis cannot send· an çifficial 
delegation to attend a rebel leader's wedding. Government accords 
official recognition to a country' s government or its leader and not a rebel 
leader. If for instance Foday Sankoh or John Garang or Jonas. Savimbi, 
are having·wedding :now will Nigeria send official delegation to attend? 
That particular development actually weakened other rebel leaders and 
brought to guestion the extent of General Abacha's neutrality in Liberian 
Ouagmire. (Telescope: 1 July 1999:20 emphasise mine) 

Johnson j.ofoed others to co11demn the election. He alleged t!rnt it. was rigged 
• 'I ' ~';,: ' ' 

by ECOMOG in favour of Taylor. lt could be recalled tliat Babngida had earlier 

"scuttled Charles Taylor' s move to unseat, Doe by sponsormg splintei- groups led 
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by Yonnie Johnson, Alhaji Kiromah and others in order to Check.mate Tayjor" 

from capturing power (Tell: 4 August, 1997:27). The same Babangida equally 

found Yonnie J.olinson tao noisy,1a spoil~r of some. sort. He deyided to put him 
. ' .":· . . 

up under bouse arrest in Nigeria until he (Babangida) left office. Abacha 

allegedly fimded Taylor' s campaign wjth the hcipe that military officers with 

business interests in Liberia would reap. the benefit. In .addition a support for 

Taylor was an opportunity to snub the US which was supporting Taylor's strong 

opponent, Johnson - Sirleaf In the· light of this, it was an opportunity to flex 

muscles with the US ovèr sanctions. But as for Nigerîans there is no justifiable 

reason for the colossal spending in Liberia "when ail is not financially well at 

home". (Tell: 4 August 1997: 27). 

1 i : ., 

Just before the Liberian debacle ended with the elèction of Charles Taylor, 

on 25 May I 997, the 14 mon th old de1,nocratic regime of Alhaji Aluned Te jan 
~ ... 

Kabbah was toppled by the military. Major Johnny Paul koromah who was in 

detention over a previous coup was brought out from prison by the coup plotters 
. . ' r . 

to head the new military regime. · The soldiers complainel against "kabbal1's 

govenunent, especially corruption among govemement officiais, poor payment 

of salaries and allowances for the soldiers, while Kabbah's govemment spent $1.2 

million monthly to maintain Executive Outcomes Inc. and a U.S war service finn, 

involved in the training .of the- K&majors .=ii1 1996. "ln the 1neantime Nigeria also •.. . . 

sent soldi~rs and arm's to support Kabbah to re-professionalise the Sierra Leonean 

soldiers who have become unruly in _their.behaviour (Tell: June 29, 1997). 

Kabbah denied the high rate of corn1ption, poor payment for the military 

and the accusation for poor repres'e1itation in the·. appointment (Kabbah Ï 997). In 

order to expand the scope of his government against a major opposition Major 
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Koromah invited the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) to join his govenunent. 

Tejan Kabbah fled into exile, mobilizitig international support against 

Koromah. With the assistance of ECOMOG and the Kamojor the fierce 

traditional Sierra Leonean hunters, Kabbah had a fonnidable force to confront 

Major Koromah's. govenunent. Uncler Kabbah's govemment the Kamajors were 

recognisecl as an auxiliary Citil Defênce · Force (CDF). The recognition 

emergecl under a confüsed political situation and presumably out of the 

fu1stration engendered by the rebel activities of the RUF on one hand and the 

disloyal tendencies of the Anried Forces on the other. · Therefore, l10pe was 

found on the employment of the tierce traditional hunter sect by _Kabbah's 

govenunent (see. Details in Africa· Development - Special issue Vol.xxl !, 3-4, 
. 1 

1997). Thus, when he was toppled the Karnajors became his defenders. 

Prior to the .coup that brought Koromah to power, General Sani Abacha 
. ' : ' . •. 1 .; : . ' . . . . 

had put the RUF leader under ·· detention 'in Nigeria for allegedly · possessing 

arrnaments during a visit in Nigeria. His detention in Nigeria had made it 

impossible for the workability of the·· peace accord, throÏ:1gh the National 

Commission for the Consolidation _of Peace (NCCP) tliat was set up by the 

Kabbah govenunent and the RUF before the coup. Thus when the May_ 25, 1997 

cènip occu;ed Fondeh Sankoh in his detention room in Abuja had no alternative 

than to announce to cal! on his supporters to join anns with the Anned Forces 

Revolutionary Council regime of Koromah. Thereby RUF was made a security 

force of the new govenunent and became part of the Armecl Forces of Sierra 
1 

Leone. 
,, . ' ·~ .. . i: 

The development became a major · problem for ECOWAS wlJich had to 

deploy its ECOMOG trdops to Sierra Leone. The situation was worsened by the 
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speculation that Charles Taylor forces were supporting the 'Junta regime m 

Freetown · with anns. This open another cankeiwonn between Nigeria and 

Liberia. Charles Taylor ordered ECOMOG soldiers, which were majorly 

Nigerian out of Liberia, thereby severing the Memorandum of Force Agreement 

(MOFA) between ECOWAS and Liberia which authorised ECOMOG soldiers to 

remain in Liberia to train and ·build the Liberian mfütary. Sorne 1ilember states of 

ECOMOG withdraw their troops while the remaining, mainly Nigerians and few 

other countries, relocated tg_ Sierra Leone; leaving one or two battalions behind. 

The relocation to Sierra Leone was also to enable ECOMOG prepare for 

confrontation with the junta regime. The junta had promised to _handover 

govemment to a democratic regime in three moi1ths ti_me but reneged on the 

ground that Nigeria hijacked the Abidjan meeting of 17 - 18 July 1997 for 

peacefül negotiation.. According to Major Koromah he was infonned that 

Nigeria's' Tom Ikimi was bribing members at the meeting to adopt Nigeria's' 
' f f • 

agenda. He decided to change his' han ding overdafè to 2_001. Hé did · so to stop 

the /neeting but later offered to resume dialogue (The News: 17 January 2000: 

5). To Koromah the Abidjan meeting liacl taken a different dimension from the 

Conakry meeting of 261
1, • June 1997. 

The basis. for the. Conakry Committee of Four meeting on June 261
h 1997 

was to find a solution to the crisis in SieJTa Leone after Nigeria's first attempt to 

dislogde the junta on the 2 June 1997 was met with stiff resistance in SieJTa Leone. 

After the tortuous military aclv~nture in Lib.eria most member states in ECOWAS 
• • 1 ' ' ' 

had become weary of the use of'militmy forée in Ïhember ·states. Thciugh Ghana 

and few other cow1tries sent troops to SieJTa Leone it was thought of as a peace 

keeping operation and to . .safeguard 1heir" nationals in SieJTa Leone. I~ defending 

ECOWAS intervention • in SieJTa . Leone at the OAU Summit 111 Harare, · · 
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Zimbabwe, on 4 June 1997, Nigeria's Tom Ikimi was cha!lenged by the Ghanaian 

representative at the conference. The Ghanaian representative infonned the 

Summit that the June i shelling of·Freetwown by Nigerian warships was never 

based on consultation arid conse11sus. Ghana among other members states 

prefered peacefül resolution of the crisis than the military options. Nigeria was 

accused of sending her troops to Sierra Leone on June 2 without consultation _and 

consensus from member states of ECOW AS. 

' . 

Nigeria was sharply criticized for her action in Sièrra Leone. Abbas Bundu 

was in the Iead. He gave reasons why Nigeria's action was entirely different from 

that of ECOWAS. Accorâing to him, in the first instance, President Kabbahs' 

invitation· from exile in Conakry had been addressed to Nigeria and not to 

E_COWAS._ Secondly, Nigeria's initial response s~ems to have been unitaleral and 

not one taken under · aegis of ECOWAS, haviilg failed to utilise the 

organisations, consultation procedure to galvanize a collective regional respo~se. 

Thirdly ECOMOG · has never had a general mandate to be applied 111 any 

member state of ECOWAS, rather its 111andate ha? been. country-sp~cific as it •.. . 
was in the case of Liberia (Bundu: 1997: 146). Therefore, prior to 29 August, 

' . 
ECOWAS had no mandate in Sierra Leone. Nigerian troops were there as 

Nigerian troops. Their prësenc.e in Sierra Leone from 1991 to May 1997 was 

purely on friendly and bilateral terins, authorised neither by ECOWAS nor by 

any organisation: "From 2 June, however their . statio11s and relations· changed: 

They assummed· a b~Iligerent position, and the; could be likened to a military 

occupation force aiding the deposed govemment" (Bundu 1997: 146). Though 

the UN Security Council imposed a travel ban on the Junta by Council 

Resolution 1132 cif January 1-998, it sent Francis Okelo's team to. assess the . ~ . ; . . 

modalities· for restoring civil mie. However, the junta · further reneged on the 
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handing over date, demanding the release of the RUF leader, Fodeh Sankoh, held 

in detention in Nigeria; as a précot!dition foi· negotiaJjon. 

The betrayal by the junta following media report of Charles Taylor' s 
~ ... 

support made Nigeria ta. be critical of Taylo_r. Nigeria began a strong propaganda 

for the international community to place Charles Taylor on trial. Ear!ier on, 

ECOWAS was advised to note that: · 

the rationale behind the struggles of RUF are not ·particularly dltferent 
from those of (Taylor's) NPFL. With the RUF in alliance with the present 
power holders in the AFRC and its vice president an unwilling detainee of 
the Nigerian government, how will the NPFL react? Of course, a possible 
scenario can be that.Charles T1tylor wilf defend his .regime, persona!, and : 
national interests in a much 1iarrrower realist perspective; reasuring that 
my friends' (Nigerian/ECOWAS?) enemies (RUF/AFRC) are my 
(Taylor/NPP/Liberia ) enemies" (Yoroms and Aning 1997: 18 - 19). 

This position was hot accepted by Bundli who argued that- there was no evidence 

that the coup had been supported or organised by any foreign govemment and 
.. 

were only joiried by RUF which had detailed that the · rebellion was over 

(Bundu: 1997: 145). .-

Whether the coup was externally sponsored or not, Nigeria turned out 

against Charles· Taylor -whou:i· it helped to' power i.n the hope that he ·will support 

Nigeria's position in the region. But after the death of Abacha his successor, 

Gen Abdulsalami Abubakar was to face .Charles Taylor's true personality when 

he supported thé AFRC/R.UF · junta agàinst ECOWAS. Charles Taylor by his 

action.could only be gratefül to Abacha and not Nigeria. Yonnie Johnson was 
.. .. 

sarcastic about . this. when he said " ... they riggetl ( election) to put Taylor there 

believing that he would bring about peace and highly appreciate Nigeria' s effort 
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in this regard. Instead, be is slapping you in the face .. He bas betrayed Nigeria". · 

(Telescope: I July 1999:20). 

Meanwhile General Abacha who played a major raie in restoring Kabbah 
1 . ' 

to power .had initially nialigned Koromah ins"pite crf the· jnîtial promïse he gave 

him (Koromal1). Koromah expressed his bittemess thus: 

1 

when we took over. , . a day ·or two, I Spoke to Abacha. He was very 
friendly. Infact, he was congratulating me. He was saying that he's 
happy I'm a military man like himself we can work together. After two 
or three days, we saw a different man ..... He m~de a complete U-turn. 
Maybe there were promises from different quarters, t~at they will do 
this and that. May be he had wanted to use that to project his own 
image. (The News: I 7 January 2000:5 emphasise mine). 

Indeed with the global tide changing towards democracy, Abacha cannot 

afford to support a military regime. If hi:::had doue so, it would·havè·, given the 

international community an impression that his transition programme was a façade. 

This, to a greater extent, explains Abacba!s support for Tejan Kabbal1. And using . .._ .. 
his position as thé Chainnan of ECOWAS, series of meetings were held at 

var10us levels of ECOW AS decisions making · to gamer support for the 

restoration .. of Kabbah to power. Àt the Abuja Sümmit _of August 1997 the Heads 

of State and Government decided to place sanctions on the Koromah's Junta 

regime in Sierra Leone by imposing an embargo on all supplies of petrolëum 

products, anns and military equipments and by stmggling to stop the country' s 

transaction of business · with .that com\t;y. · The pro cesses tdwards restoririg 

democracy were to be pursued in sequence through dialogue, imposition of 

sanctions, and enforcemen!_.of embargo including the use of force. It was only 

after the August 1997 Sununif that ECOMOG was granted the mandate to use 

force only as a last resort. 
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Though ECOWAS accepted the use of force as a last resort, Nigeria was 

tao willing_ to pursue the use of force qui_ckly rather . than dialogue; and 

Nigerian was ready to èvoke its militaiy treaty with the govenunent of Sierra 

Leone under the Status of Forces Abrreement (SOFA) undèr the pretext. of 

ECOWAS mai1date to intervene in Sierra Leone. Blaise Campoare of Burkina 

Faso noted in an iùterview with thr; French Magazine, L'autre Equtpe, . that : 
' ., ' ... : . ' 

"we know that there are agreements between Nigeria and Sierra 
Leone. There are no problems in as much as the framework of 
these accords are well defined. What we are opposed to is the 
fact that the Nigerian intèrventïon was ca,-ried ont within the 
framework of ECOMOG witliout informing us'' ( Cited in 
Vanguard: Lagos August 10, 1998; emphasis added). 

As· earlier ··noted Ghami and Guin~a, like Burkin"a Faso, wère already weaiy of 

another militaiy operation in Sierra Leone when the Liberian experience was still 

fresh. 

Like Libéria, ~hé Sierra Ledneàn cri~is 'nearly divided EÇOW AS. Though 

Ghana and Guinea sent troops to Sie1Ta Leone they were non-committal. As 

usual, Burkina Faso and C.ote d'ivoire wére accused of unspecific support for the 

rebels. Burkina Faso allegedly· trained thousands of the· RUF rebels in urban 

guerrilla fighting. Charles Taylor_'s Liberia adequately provided <;1rms and 

combatants in support of the rebels. Earlier on, in "oecember · i 997, Charles Taylor 

had wamed ECOMOG to desist from its plan to use Liberia as a launching pad 

in the sub-region to reverse the coup in S ie1Ta Leone. He described the initiative 

as lopsided as his govenunent policy was not in support of any interference in the 
• , • •• I .; : • , • 

internai affairs of membèr states in the subregion. ebarle~ Taylor further ordered 

ECOMOG to leave Moronvia because he needed nobody's consentto build the 
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Anned Forces of Liberia. As atainst the Revised Abuja peace plans, Taylor 

recrnited 1,000 men to beef up Liberian security and further went ahead to deploy 

soldiers to the Liberian bo~sier with Sierra· Leone under the pretext that it was the 

responsibility ofhis democratic govemment to police the Liberian borders. 

lnspife of internai CfJSIS within ECOW AS membej· States, ECOMOG 

soldiers were deployed to Freetown. With heavy bombardment and confrontation 

they dislodged the junta from the capital city after seven days of fighting in inid 

week of Febrnmy 1998. The forces of the ousted regime fled to the Northem town 

of Makeni as tliey were purs~ed( by ECOMOG :iforce~ .. Havihg ·secured the 

corridor of power in Freetown, Tijan Kabbah was reinstalled on the 10 March 

1998. But the problem wi!).i. this success ·is the fact "that even though the RUF 

was ousted with the junta in Febn~my 1998, it was not cmshed and had the 

capacity to operate effectively, even without Foday Sankoh as it had d?ne in the 

past" (Aboagye 1999:242). With its possession· of the mine"ral rich area of the 

North under its contrai, AFRC/RUF established a lucrative network of trading 
. ' r . 

dimnonds and gold for weapons and fuel with Liberia, Burkinafaso and so m·any 

countries outside the sub0 region. This enable them to later launch a heavy attack 
• • •• I ·i : , , · · 

on the Kabbah regime. About 6;3 000 people were' alleg(!dly killed, bi"inging the 

total death toll in the crisis to 20,000. While half of the population of about 4.5 

million people became .. displaced · as tefugees. This forced Tijah Kabbah to 

compromise by recognizing Foday Sankoh as the leader of RUF, admitting that 

the detention, trial and sentencing of Sankoh to death were nul! and .. void and 

declaring t!Îe willingness of his G~vemment to 1{egotiate with RUF. To Kabbah, 

this comprise was necessary as military option was no longer a viable one for 

pursumg peace. 
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The comniittee of five o~ Sierra Lio;1e · which had abandohed its activities 

smce March 10, 1998 decided to reconvene and Togo joining, making it a six 

member committee on Sierra Leone. -Liberia had earlier joined as the fifth 

member. The extra ordinary meeting of the committee condemned the supporters 

of the rebels in violation of the decision of the authorities of ECOW AS and the 

UN (West Africa: 18 - 31 January 1999: 21 )'. However, as for Abacha the 

restoration of Tejan Kabbah accomplished the task of seeking international 

recognition by bis regime. Inspite of the suspensioi1 and sahcti6ns which Abacha 

faced, the Sierra. Leone cri sis provided some recognition for him. Major 

Koromah, the Iéader of the outste& junta ; ~ointed c;iut that' General Abacha had 

ail the chances of solving the problem of Sierra Leone peacefully but he took to 

fighting. Thus ECOW AS ,intervention was not purposely to restore peace m 

Sierra Leone and the 'subregîon but to draw international attention to the 

commitment of Abacha's .regime, create a basis for dealing with it, and, in so 

doiilg, to secure international recognition. Ail these, _in turn, was designed to 

provide a basis for the perpetuation of his regime. In a speech delivered at the 

graduation ceremony of National War College, 1997, Abaclia reinterated · his 

commitment to regional peace, security and stability in West Africa and wondered - ' 1 
why the international community had not endorsed liis po1iticial transitio~ 

programme. 

Thus, it was not' suprising tl)at Nigerians did not support the regime' s 

adventurism in Sierra Leone. Nigerians interviewed did not believe go.vemment 

position fo~ pursuing · democracy in Sierra Leone ~hen in Nig~ria itself democracy 

was being subverted. Thus to most Nigerians, Abacha lacked the moral right to 

send Nigerian troops to restore Tejan Kabbah back to power. Sierra.Leone, like 

Liberia was seen as an attempt by the Abacha regime to divert attention from the 
.. 30'.3: · • 
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crisis at home, especially that of democra'cy and the ec011omy. (see Tell: June 23, 

1997). 

Indeed further research is tequired ta identify the actual number of deaths in 

the ECOMOG operations in bath Liberia and Sierra Leone. The authorities 

especially ·· in Nigeria have beeri refuting any· figure published in the press 

regarding the kiJlings of ECOMOG soldiers (African Concord 21 January 

1991:31). Though Babagana Kingibe, Abacha's Foreign Affairs Minister and"his 

successor, Tom Ikimi, larnented the effects of the war on Nigeria, the exact 

figures of the death toll"were n~t r~Jeased.' Cen. ViGtor Malu, the ECOMOG Field 

Commander said that the seven year war Jed to the Jose of only 500 troops while 

Tom Ikimi mentioned 400. 

WJiereas the record at the Atan Cementa1y, Yaba - Lagos shows that 

between 1990 and 1993 a total of 344 Nigerian S6ldiers. were ïnterred. This figure, 

without doubt, is highly conservative. For instance, between 1993 to the end of 

the war more deaths were recorded which were not burried 'in mass graves in 

Liberiaor in Lagos. Some were taken away by relations for burial and others 
. , · · ' / ·i: .·- ·. . 

abandoned. (see The Source: Atlgust 4, I 997: 28'). Also ·according to a report, 

apart from the 750 ECOMOG soldiers killed at the wake of the 1990 intervention, 

which was denied by Niger.i.an govemmetit, 950 deaths were recorded in the first 

week of Operation Octupus by ·November 1992. It is esti1nated that Nigeria lost 

2,000 soldiers (Ellis; 1999:315- 316). This could be more as gqvernment 

deliberately· refused• to .give the names of those who died for national honours. 

WJ1ile it is estimated that 30,000 to 50,000 total death were recorded during the 

war, other sources note that 40,000 to 50,000 were recorded in the ~arly period 

of the war while 20,000 to 30,000 were recorded between 1993 and 1997. If we 
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add these figures together it gives a sllm total of 60,000 to 80,000 death recorded 

during the war for the period between 1989 and 1.997 when the war end~d. This 

figure is not of. any magnitude when compared with. the figure of 150,000 to 

200,000 commonly used for the period of the war, probably because of. the 

misunderstanding of a causality figure first used by the United Nations. (Ellis 

: 1999:316). . .. 

The death tolls of Nigerian soldie:s in SieITa Leone equally remains very 

problematic. However, the'ï:ieaths in Sie1Ta Leone occurred in three ways. The first 

are those killed as a result of Jack ofknowledge about the terrain. The second are 

those soldiers that were killed by · the rebel forces white. engaging ïn illegal 

diamond minning and trading on the orders of their superior officers. The rebel 

forces nonnally lay ambush to kill them during the compulsory illegal mining. 

This was confirmed by Aboagye (1999:240) who notes that Nigerian troops in 

Sien-a Leone were like)y to l-ose1, their .concentra(jon in f!ghting the· ,war due to 

illeg.al mining. This was further confinned by Nigerian soldiers who retumed from 

Sie1Ta Leone. The third were those kill.ed in real combat. By this observation 
~ ... 

Nigeria's ECOMOG was fighting an offensive war in defending the economic 

interest of their elite officers rather · than defending democracy in Sierra Leone. 

Tlws, by Deceinber 1999 Nigeria had lost 700 s0ldiers as revealed by the British 

Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook, 011 BBC Radio 4 programme, (.lanuary 17, 1999). 

7.6 NIGERIA, ECOMOG AND WEST AFRICAN REGIONAL 
SECURITY .. .. 
The intervention of ECOMOG forces iri Liberia has raised a lot of questions 

from within the West Afric.il region and ii1 the larger context of international nonn 
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of intervention. Sorne of the reacti01is have been presented elsewhere in this work. 

Most of the political leàders, it was pointed out, had a dividing line in either 

supporting or refusing to support th\: intervention in Liberia. Those who supported 
' .. . 

the intervention were seem as defending Doe while others that refused to 

support ECOMOG intervention were either seen as supporting the rebels, 

especially Charles Taylors or outrightly against an intervention that was not 

realistically based on international norms. . . . ! 

As to whether the West African Regional security ts dependent on 

ECOMOG is clearly basl!d on what becomes of its future. The creation of 

ECOMOG and its intervention in Liberia and Sierra Leone was based ort an 

authoritarian presumption ràther thatJ consensus wh_ich is why: . 

"the weight of public opinion throughout the sub-region in the early days of the 
crisis was in favour of Mr Taylor while most political leaders seemed to oppose 
his insurgency as a method of challenging the authority of an elected government. 
Had the decision for intervention been put to vote in a democratic parliament in 
either Nigeria, Ghana or ev!)n the Gambi.a. or Sierra Leone at that time it is very 
possible that the legislative bodies would have voted against · intervèntion ·. in so 
far às this was conceived as being likely to shore up Doe' s regime, which was 
being defended by the Armed forces of Liberia (AFL) His own democratic 
credentials had never been seriously acc!'!pted as genuine by the civilian masses 
in the sub-region". (Barret: 1997: 129). 

Nigerians saw ECOMOG as defending Babangida's friend, Doe, and h.is 

economic ·ïnterest in Liberia because there wàs no tangeable reason for the 

intervention. Ghana and Sierra Leone only supported ECOMOG, most probably 

to please the Nigerian regime and to evacuate their natuional on humanitatian 

ground. Even whe_n as Charles Taylor began his xenophobic attack on Nigerians, 

Gh~aians and Güineans to cÏ~ive home his vexation against their leaders, the 

support for Charles Taylor did not suffer much. This was even so when two 
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Nigerian joumalists were killed on the directives of Charles Taylor. Nigerian 

public opinion grndgingly tumed in favour of intervention, if only for the purpose 

of saving the lives of those Nigerias and other West African who remained in the 

war-tom country'' (Barret: 1997; lhid: 132)·. · 

The prem1se of EÇOMOG · was· faulty bath structurally and morally. 

Nigeria's. dominance made it 111ore. difficult for the warr1ng factions to believe 

that it was a sub-regional force. According Bundu it took a long time fc,r Charles 

Taylor to accept ECOW AS mediation through ECOMOG because of the 

unfmtunate shipments of anus by Babangida to Doe. Taylor's NPFL became 

suspicious of the neutrality and credibility of ECOW AS and SMC (Interview 

London I September 1998). This was further compounded when ECOMOG began 
. . - . . 

' 1 . ' . . 

to support warring factions agaidst each othèr. Y-ormie.Jolmson was sponsored 

by Babangida to form INPFL. He was abm1doned as ECOMOG shifted its support 

to ULIMO. According Johnson: 

"ECOMOG betrayed me! This is because I was told that after ,disar;ming 
other rebel factions, I would be _given the opportunity to return home to 
establish a _political party .... But that did not · happen .... Everything 
promised me by ECOMOG has not seen daylight yet .... iny only crime 
was supporting a peace keeping force Ied by Nigeria" (Tefescopc: July 
1999: 21-22). 

The intervention of ECOMOG in Sierra Leone rece1ve senous criticism .. . 
1 . ' 

because of the weight of the mor~I dÙemma ~f Nigeria's· t;pholding d~mocracy in 

Sierra Leone when it was being suppressed at home. Within ECOW AS and 

ECOMOG - II Ghana and·Guinea dîd not appear too willing to embrace another 

full - scale peace keeping mission in Sierra Leone when the cost of the Liberian 

operations _was still fresh · on the ~ocial, econon~ic and political minds .. of these 

countries (Abaogye: 1999: 241 ). Even as thê Nigeria led ECOMOG - II 
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intervened in Sierra Leone the Force Commander made scathing criticisms against 

the raie of the Sierra Leone press for p.ublisbing garbage and equally castigated 

the general population (or not ·being appreciative of the· ECOMOG effort and 

contribution (Barret: 1997; Ibid: 249). 

Sorne opinion sampling acrass the subregion tbraugh unstructured interview 
' 1 . 

were careful to discuss Nigeria's domestics affairs in relation to its raie in 

ECOMOG but they acknowledge the raie of a hegemon in any regional security 

arrangement. According. to Toi.ire: A Kad~r, charge de _Mission,· the. Presidency, 

Republic of Mali, no single coun!Iy may send troops without being accused of 

occupying another country or trying. to establish hegemony. The inte1vention by 

ECOMOG in Liberia whicb was borne by Nigeria is a demonstration ofits regional 

power as "no individual country could have borne the huge material sacrifices 
.. .. 

it took to rèinforce .ECOMOG anél ECOWAS (interveiw, A1.1gust 1998). Kader 

added that regional hegemony is important because in any given situation 

someone will take the lead within any grouping. 
.. 

Tberefore; a stranger and mbre de1nJcratic Nigeria.is ·qualified· fo lead West 

Africa as a hegemon. Similar opinions were re-echoed by Yakuba Kassama, of the 

Gamabia, Captain E.D. A~~kah, Ghanaian Anny and Abubakar Jatta also from the 

Gambian Anny, a1nong others that were ·interviewed believe that Nigeria with its 

- economic resources and manpower is capable to be recognised as sub-regional 

power, andïias a duty to ensure sub-regional stability. They agreed that though the 

resources for ECOMOG could have been utilized for national development but 

given the fact that each conflict could destabilize the sub-region there was need to 

assist the needy and weaker members of the community. This position was 

forceably reinforcèd by ·Yusuf Bangura wh~i; he says,ithus: .. 
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ln West Africa, whether we like i,t or no!, it is Nigeria that can ami will, 
provide the leadership for regional security. And support for Nigeria's 
progressive role in Sierra Leone should not mean tliat the former's 
assault on democratic process in Nigeria should be condemned. Indeed if 
the restoration of democratic constitutional rule in Sierra Leone 
succeeds through Nigerians effort, the case for democratic governance is 
likely to be enhanced in Nigeria itself. (Cited in Daily Times: March, 
1997). 

Bangura thus raised the moral relevance of ECOMOG intervention on the 

basis of humanitarianism lwt the questi01i which has not been answered is, how 

could a. military regimè could pro vide the premise for democratic stability 

without being embroiled in hostile confrontation that may increase the .. tempo of 

· the· initial conflict? Given this, certain factors could be deducted from the 

inte1vention. First, there is a significant general opinion that ECOMOG 

intervention in Liberia (and to some extent in Sierra Leone) was a success story of 

regional security . arrangemnt. Second, it is believed that the success of such 
1 ' . . . . • 

arrangement has been possible with. regional' powërs, maintaining a 'benevolent. 

hegemonic characteristics. Third, military intervention must be based . on 

consensus rather than coercive hegemo'nic approach. Four, there is nothing 
. . 

offensive· in a military regime pursuing a democratic goal in another country, its 

act of militarism itself which is unlawful is condemnable. Five, in counterfactual 
' 

to the fourth point, it is .morally wrong for militaty regimes to pursue democracy 

in another countiy through military · intervention. Lastly, whether a country 

pursues regime interest .. or national interest as for as the interest succeeds in 

maintaining national and regional security it is acceptable. 
' . •' ~ .. : : .. ' . 

Given this deduction, Abass Bundu, former ECOWAS Executive Secretary, 

observes that the threat or use of 'force to bring about political change is 

unacceptable as much · as military . juntas eve1ywhere deserve the strongest 
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condemnation. By implicating Nigeria implicitly, Bundu posits that " ... any 

unlawfül military intervention aimed at effecting a political change in the internai 

affairs of a state ... must be strongly condemned. By failing to condemn the 

latter, bath OAU and the UN ~ml the risk. of eroding respect fat themselves and 

for their Charter" (Bun du 1997: 163 - 4 ). ln the light of this, Bun du found caver 

under Schachters incisive pgstulation that : 

No state today would deny the basic principle that the people of a nation have 
the ~ight, under international law. to decide (or themselves. what kind ·· of 
government they want and that this include the right to .revoit and to carry an 
armed conflict between competing groups. For a foreign state to support, 
force, one side or the other in an internai conflict, is to deprive the people in 
some measure of the right to decide the issue themselves. lt is in terms of article 
2(4), a use of force against the poltical independence of the state engaged in civil 
war (cited in Bundu lhid: 148, see details in Schacl1ler 1984 and Falk 1966:1127) 
Sic. .. 

This view had earlier been presented by Falk when he says that: 

traditional international .. Jaw permits military assistance to the incumbent regime 
during the eàrly stages of an international challenge. However, once the 
challenging faction demonstrates its capacity to gain contrai and administrate a 
substantial portion of the society, most authorities hold a duty of netftrality or non 
discri1:nination governs the relations of the factio11s to outside .states (Citeâ in 
Bundu Ibid: 164: and see details in Falk 1966: 1127). 

It could be on the basis of these intellectual positions that ECOMOG 

intervention in bath the Liberian and Sierra Leonean conflicts have been critiqued ... 

But it could be ·recalled. at thé btlginning é,f Liberi_~n conflict, Abbas Hundu, the 
. . 

ECOWAS Executive Secretary was in pursuance of intervention in the conflict. 

Thus in bath cases there were pressures towards an expanded ECOMOG. 'In 

Liberia the UN hàd to. raise a United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia 

(UNOMIL) and in Sierra Leone, the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra 

Leone (UNOMSIL) was equally ·established. The mode of operat1on in some 
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cases was to bring ECOMOG and UNIMOL and/or UNOMSIL as the case may 

be, into conflict. This fundarnen;ally affected the peace process as 

complementarity was undet;iiined in favour of competition. 

7.6.1 THE NEW ECOWAS PRO:i'OCOLS 

Given several scathing criticisrn levelled against ECOMOG, ECOWAS 

Heads of State and Govemment at an extra-ordin~ry sumniit il\ Lorne, ·Togo, in 

December 1997, decided on the need to reconcile existing differences on regional 

security and mechànisms. for cbnfl.ict resohition ang peace \œeping. ,By July 1998 

at Banjul, The Gambia, the ministerial and experts meeting produced a draft 

proposai from an earlier meeting of t\1e Ministers of Defence, Internai and 

Foreign Affairs held on) March 1998 at Yamoussoukro .. This document was 

finally accepted at the Summit of the Authority of Heads of State and 

Govemment (AHSG) Abuja, in ALtgust 1998. And by 1999, the Lome Summit 

of the AHSG had set up the modalities for the structures of a new protocol of 

ECOW AS Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, Resolution, 

Peacekeeping and Security. The new mechanism draws its strength from Article 

58 of the Revised ECOWAS ·rreaty, the 1991 ECJ)WAS Declaratiot1·.of political 

principles and from the weaknesses it suffered from implemeting POMAD, PONA 

and various decisions taken by SMC _to enforce ECOMOG. 

Thé new ECOWAS protocol is comprehensive considering ail the lapses 

experienced in the previoüs protoçols. There a_re 58 . articles in the ··8 ( eight) 

chapters of the · protocols incorpoiating relevant · provisions of PONA, POMAD 

and others like Free Movement of Persons and the Right of Residence _and 

Establishment, except ANAD. The objectives of the protocol among others are : 

(i) to p_revent,. manag@ a\1d resolye internai and inter-sta~e conflicts; 
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Council. The elected members (Article 8(2)) serve for a period of two (2) years 

renewable. 

The Mediation and Security Council (MSC) unlike the problem encountered 

by SMC, now has power to take decisions on issues of peace and security in the 
. . 

sub-region on behalf of the authority. Decisions ii1 the Council is taken by a two-

third majority vote of members present. The functions of SMC include: 

(a) decide on all matters relating to peace and security; 

(b) decide and implertient aff policiês for . conflict .prevention, 

management and resolution, peace keeping and security; 

. (c) authorize all forms of intervention and decide particularly on the 

deployment ofpolitical and military missions; . 

( d) approve mandates and tenns of reference for such missions; 

( e) . review the niandates and terms of reforence periodically, 011 the basis 

of evolving situations; and 

(t) on the recommendation of the Executive Secretary, appoint the 

Special Representative of the Executive secretai;y and the Force 

Conunand. 
. . 

·.• . 

Accordingly, the Council's deliberations are held at three (3) levels, such as Heads 

of State and Goverrunent, Ministerial, and. Ambassadorial. Article 15 spells out the 

raie and fonctions of the Executive Secretary in relations to initiating actions for 

conflict prevention, management resolution, peacekeeping and security in the 
.. 

reg10n. Such actions according to i\tticle 15 ( 1) · include facts finding, mediation, 

facilitation, negotiation and reconciliation of patties in conflict. This time too, 

article 16 of the new protocol bas properly structured the office of the Deputy 

Executive Secretaiy who would take charge of Political Affairs, Humanitarian 

A:ffairs, Defence and Security; Obse1vati01i and Mgnitoring Centre atid any other 
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departments that are established by MSC. And in Articles 17 new developments 

were made with the establishment of supporting organs of the institutions of the 

mechanism such as (a) Tfïè Defence and Security Commission, (b) The Council 

of Eiders and (c) ECOWAS ECOMOG. 

On_e of the new innovations in the protocol is the establishment of the Council of 

Eiders in, Article 20. This is like introducing African traditional mode) of conflict 

resolution into the modem method . It is the duty of the Executive Secretary of 

ECOW AS to compile annually lists of eminent personalities who on behalf of .. . 
• . . 1 . . ' . . 

ECOW AS can use their good offièes and exp'eriendes to play the role of mandates 

as defined by the role of mediators, conciliators and facilitatnrs. 1 Their mandates 

are defined by the Executive Secretary 'on the basis of the mission to be carried 

out. Another important brgan is the sub-regional peace and security observation 

system (othe1wise known as Early Warning). The system, as it is .also call, 

according to Chapter IV articles 23 - 24, consist of (a) an observation and 

monitoring centre. It is responsible for data collection and analysis, and preparation 

for the use of the Executive Secretariat based on information .and data from the 

zones. 
.. 

In view of this, the sub region has been broken into four ( 4) zones, 

comprising of countries like Cape Verde,. The Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Mauritania 

and Senegal Banjul. The Garnbia would serve as zonal headquarters. Zone Il has 

Burkina Faso Cote d'Ivoire, Mali and Niger. Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso serves 

as the headquarters. Zone III is 1nade up of Ghana, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra 

Leone. Moronvia, Liberia, would serve as the zonal Head Office. Lastly, zone IV .. · 

has Benin, Nigeria and Togo. Cotonou, Benin, would be the headquarters. The 

zonal bureaux expected to have a working relation with the hast country, collect 
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data on indicators that impact on peace and security of the zone and the sub-region. 

Their rep011s are processed to zonal Heaclquarters from where they are collated 

and later sent to observation and Monitoring Centre at the Executive Secretariat. 

To _avoid criticisin, the i1ew prototbl now has the_ mandate to ·now apply 

itself in (a) aggression or conflict in any member state or threat thereof, (b) 

conflicts between two or s_~veral member states, and ( c) internai conflict that may 

threaten a humanitarian disaster · or pose a serious threat to· peace and security in 

the subregion. There are now basic criteria to be followed in enforcing conflict . .. 
nianageme1it (Chapter IY), provide humanitarian· assistance· (Chapter VIII), and 

peace building (Chapter IX). 

Furthennore, the provision for a sub-regional security on the coritrol of 

trans-border crime and. the preveptive measures asainst the illegal cit:culation of 

small amis are some of the major developments in tlie new protocol. This 

includes efforts is to check the proliferati_on of small anns which have led to the 

variegation of conflict in tiie subregion. Similarly too, ECOMOG is retained and 
. -

restrnctured, composing of several stand-by multi-purpose modules ( civilian and 

military) in their countries of origin and remly for immediate deployment. It has a 

clearly spelt out mandate like (a) observation and mo.nitoring; (b) peacekeeping 

and restoration of peace; ( c) humanitarian intervention in support of humanitarian 

disaster; ( d) enforcement of 

deployment; (f), peace-builditrg, 

sanction, including embargo; r ( e) preventive 

pisarmanient and, demoqilization; (g) policing .. . 
. . 

activities, including the control of fraud and organised crime; and (h) any other 

operations as may be mandated by the Meçliatio11 and Security Council. 

In · summary the i1ew protocol has succeeded in coding every aspect of 

defence and security to avoid Io~pholes experienced in implementing .. previous 
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agreements in the sub-region. In so doing, it threw up (a) Mediation and Security 

Council; (b) Council of Eiders; (c) Observation and Monitoring Centre; (d) 

humanitarian question; and (e) transborders crime and proliferation of illegal small 

anns. By this new _protocal 
1
ECOW (',/3 affirmed that it replaces ail other 

provisions especially the. protocol ~elating to MutuaÎ Assista.nce in Def~nce of 29th 

May 1981 and the protocol on Non-aggression of 22 April 1978 which are in 

conflict and/or incompatitïle with the present protocol. Details of the new 

protocol are tabulated in figure 7 .2. 

.-
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•.. 

ECOWAS MECHANISM FOR CONFLICT PREVENTION, 
MANAGEMENT, RESOL.UTION AND SECURITY 

AHSG 

MSC 

psc 

ES 

CE 

DES/EA DES/PADS 

DES/AF 

SR 

ForceCom 
DOPHA FC 

IAFH 

OPD IIAO 
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Deputy Exccutive Secrct.1ry for Political Affairs, 
Dcfcncc & Security. 
Deputy Executi,·e SeLTClary, Finance and 
Admini.~tration. 
Dcp;u1rnent ofüperations, Pcacekeeping and 
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Pnn:c Commander 
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Polilc:d r>h·i!\ion 
Sei:urity Division 
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The drive towards the new mechanism was based on the fact that 

ECOMOG · did not only escapped from a lot of scathing but has been 

bastardized by the use of force in the peace keeping process. The old 

ECOMOG mode! was critiqued on the basis of 

i) mode of deployment of the forces without due respect to rnle 

of engagement; 

ii) composition of the force was lopsided in favour of Nigeria; 

iii) command and contrai was effected from Nigeria, rendering the 

Executive Secretariat impotent; and 

iv) creating the fear of emerging regional hegemony which may 

·· subsequently swallow tip other nations, in the sub-region. 

7.7 FINANCING ECOl\10G 

The sourcing and financing of ECOMOG remain a controversy in Nigeria 

just as the poliücs of the fonriaticfo of ECOMOG itself.. The first tirne the issue 

was brought into limelight was through William Keeling, a 'Brit\sh journalist with 

the London Financial Time, (.June 27,. 1991) This led to 'the depmiation of 

Keeling as The Nigerian Nigeri"an goveniment denied the·substance of the story. 

According Keeling, Nigeria was spending between $250 -$500m1 from its Gulf 

war windfall to finance ECOMOG'. Governmenf denied the story and said for 

security reasons it could only exp Iain that I 0% of her resource was being spent 

on ECOMOG (West Africa: 5 - 11 August, 1991 ). Since the revelatiori by 

Keeling, Nigerians have continued to question the financial implication of 

ECOMOG (see· The African.Gtiardian" lagos. SGptember 28: 1992). However, 

the politics of financing ECOMOG goes beyond knowing the aGtual figure 

expended. 
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At a UN cOnference on -assjstance ,to ECOMOG in May 1995,. Tom lkimi 
,, ~ . . 

said Nigeria had spent up to N3 billion in the Liberian cfisis. This amount is said 

to be very conservative. A military source_ instead estimated that Nigeria had spent 

at lease $4 billion (The News: 29 April 1995). However, ;mother source actually 

confinned that Tom Ikimi put the· figure at $4 billion but the Director of 

Defence infonnation, Brig Gen Fred Chijuka,. said lkimi's figure ··was too 

outrageons as Nigeria was spending $30,000 per day · in Liberia (The Source: 

Lagos August 4, : 1997:26). 

Whatever. tlie amount spent on ECOMOG and the differeoces · thereof, the 
' . .~ . 

most Îlnportant point of depmiure is that for varions regimes in Nigeria from 

Babangida to General Abdulsalami, ECOMOG became a conduct pipe for 

primitive accumulation. 'Nige1:ian soldiers in ECOMOG were denied their 

allowances while a lot of money was still spent in the name of ECOMOG. In a 

revelati01i made by Campaign for Democracy (CD), ECOMOG was seen as a 
. . 

channel for the military to siphon government money into private hands. Their 

allowances, of $3 (later $5), after an initial payment of $270 tnl when the war 

started was subsequently stopped on the pretext of conse1vi11g the money to buy 

food for ·the soldiers·. Howeveq the food was ):Vere not· forthcoming. ans the 

soldiers lost moral to fight Soldiers were forced to search for food and 

subsequently were easily ambushed ran.domly and killed, or poisoned to death. 

But in order to keep the fighting spirit inside the soldiers they were drugged (by 

their officers ) with marijuana and an armphetamine known as bubbles (The 

Source: August 4, 1997:31 ). 

Beginning from the Babangida era, the Nigeria National Petroleum 

Corporation (NNPC) had a presidential order to b01Tow the sum of $100ml from 
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Citibank of London in August 1,992 to, pay for. the supplies for ECOMOG 
' ,, .-::. . . 

operations. The money was taken through overdraft on the NNPC's 

Liquedfied Natural Gas, acocunt with Citibank repayable on an interest rate of 

4.25% per annum (The News:. 29 April 1996: 10). Similarly, during the same 

period Unipetroleum Pic, a Nigeriaù oil firm, was also ordered by the NNPC 

through another presidential directive to supply petroJemT/ proclnëts to the 

Nigerian contingent in E.COMOG. 

Keeling, the British journalist, underestimated or even misreported the 

diversion of the .Ntgerian 1989·· Gt!lf war .. ,windfall tp the fit1ancing of ECOMOG. .. . 
Accorcling to the panel set in 1994 by Abacha 's regime ui1cler the chairmanship of 

Pius Okigbo, the amonnt of $124bn was recorclecl cluring the gulf war as a windfall 

from sales of crnde oil by .. Nigeria . However, in the Okigbo report, there was no 

record to show by the Babangida's regime how the money was used. Government 

argued that the money was spent on financing ECOMOG and general 

development of the country. The creclibility of this argument was punctured by 

Pro~essor Baya Adekanye who confirmed from the Wortel ·· Bank/IMF Head 

Office in Washington that there was no trace that the money was used at the 

international capital · . market for the; Pur.chase, of a1111s, ammunition and 
' .. . 

equipments for ECOMOG activities in Liberia (interview March 2000). But 

Babangida in his usual way dismissed. this:. 

Nobody listened when Okigbo was lrnnding over that report to Abacha. The 
arithemetic of the media on what is now famously tagged "the Gulf Oil 
windfall" is jaundiced. At whatever nrntter price you may want to sell the oil, 
there is no way any country iq the world could make $12.4 bn in 91 days. 
Simple arithemetic . So, we could 1101 have made$ J 2.4 b11 iri 91 days during 
which the Gulf war· raged. Okigbo' s statement said during the period of six 
years this amou11t was made... He was an economist who had his ow11 hang
ups on how this money could be better utilised. But we used it for 11011-
generating investments ... l think there is a difference on malter what be 
considered non priorities. l was in government, I should consider what was a 
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priority, 1 should respect his views, he should also respect my decision (The 
News: 6 November, 1999:21 ). 

Neveîiheless, Babangida in his explanatïon m_ay only be finding some 

escape routes because if money was pumped into the economy and yet it failed 

to generate development it means it only cotnipted the system. The breakdown of 

social security, poor economic infrastmcture and the privatisation, and 
, · •' I ·• : 

personalisation of goverilment resources ·makes it ipossib_Je for the regime to be 

acussed of com1ption. 

As. at 1992, Babangida's regime stopped financing ECOMOG from the 

presidency. The Ministry of Defence was mandated to carry out th~. financial 

ünplications emanating. from ECOMOG. General Ab~cha who was in charge as 

Minister of Defence deliberately refused to remit manies meant for ECOMOG 

operations. Inspite of the huge sum of money pumped into ECOMOG it was 'not 

translated into the well being of Nigerian troops in ECOMOG. Thus the morale 

of Nigerian soldiers 
1 • . 

dèflated. · Nigerian soldiers·' begah a stirviv~l strategy 

through looting of properties in Liberia. Accordingly, the September 1994 issue 

of the BBC focus on Africa magazine· recorclecl prope1iies stolen by Nigerian 
. . 

soldiers to inclucled video, motorcyqles and air-conditioners among other bigger 

things like stripping bare the Liberjan Iron-ore Refinery (LIMCO) in )3uchanan 

and lootecl items worth .$500ml. Accorcling to AÙen Cyril, Managing Director of 

the Liberian National Petroleum Refinery, in a press briefing' during the 1994 

ECOWAS Summit in Abuja notecl that Nigerian soldiers in ECOMOG had not 

shown sincerity in their tour of cluty: According to him: .. . . 

"The biggest problem we have is the fact that we have military units that are not 
sincere with ECOWAS objectives. Most .of them are involved in business· and we 
have been complaining '!!bout this. They are using ECOWAS and ECOMOG as 
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an alibi to carry out their own private business. Go to the ports in Lagos and 
see ECOMOG vessels when they arrive here you see sornethings military 
people are not supposed, to take frorn where they are deployed for peace 
keeping" (The News: 29 Apr.il, I 996: 11 ). . 

. . . 1 • •• 

Though the soldiers may merely be reflecting the militmy leadership 

attribute in Nigeria. But General lsaya Bakut dismissed the fact of 

ECOMOG soldiers being in involved in stealing. He quipped "what is 

there in Moronvia for Nigeria ECOMOG soldiers to take away Moronvia is 

not more than Badagry. What do 'they have? Nigerian soldiers are very 

patient, getting US5 daily as stipen and were very contended" (sic 

interview). Even as in September 1992 a Captain se1ving with ECOMOG 

disappeared with $179,016 meant for the payment of compulsory savings 

and operational· allowances for tire Nigeria'n contingent in ECOl}10G. : It. is 

however, being speculated within the military circle that the officer might 

have been allegedly killed by one Brigadier-General Okalagwu who 

collected the monèy afte.r all. Brigadier Okalagwu has an tmsual character 

which should have eamed him early retirement or dismissal from service but 

for his connections 'A:'ith top military brass. He we11t to Pakistan'for bis Staff 

Course and got into problems. He was deported back to Nigeria and was 

court-marshalled. He is currently serving some jail terms. Equally, the sum 

of $27 million aid from the US in suppmi of Nigeria 's effort in ECOMOG 

disappeared in 'the last days· 0f Genè1'al BabéU1gida's -regime. ·chief 

Shonekan's interim govemment made frantic effmis to locale the money 

but met a cul-de-sac (Th~ __ News: 29 April 1996: 13). 

The failure of the Ministry of Defence to fund ECOMOG was the greatest 

problem thàt c~IJfronted the Force Comnrnnder, General Bakut. This affected the 

moral of his soldiers and was interpreted to mean weakness on the sicle of the 
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Force Commander. · However, when Bakut was replaced by Gen. Olurin, the 

presidency resumed direct funding of ECOMOG. And yet Abacha requested 

Olurin to investigate Bakut's account so that the whole blame of the failing moral 

in ECOMOG would be shifte~ to him (Bakut). 1t ~as cleai- tHat the Ministry of 
, • I • , 

Defence under Abacha was in 'charge of ECOMOG·. funding inèluding the 

purchase of anns and ammunition. As at the time General Abacha became the 

Head of State ECOMOG st.ill formed the drain pipe for raising money for his self

perpetuation mie. Therefore ECOMOG co11tn1cts were given to Alhaji Arisekola 

as a means to channel foreign exchange towards generating fonds to counter 

political opposition against General Abacha' s self~succession bid. 

As regard Sierra Leone, Abacha was bent on using force against Major Paul 

Komorah when he realised the financial outcome that is derivable from it. 
I • • 

According to Africa11 C011fide11tiÛI (Vol 39 No. V
0

6 Màrch 1998) Abacha and a 

London based security outfit by name Sandline International and one Rupert 

Bone (a fonner British High Commissioner to Sie1Ta Leone) together with Peter 

Pentold (the servicing British High commissioner to Sierra Le011e ) worlœd out an 

arrangement which was financed. by a Vancouver based Bencher Rakesh 

Saxena. The agteement ·made promises for diamàncl concessions in payment for 

the effort and contribution of the interested parties (see also Aboagye: 1999: 239). 

With this financial aITangements and benefits, Nigeria's ECOMOG operation in 

Sierra Leone under Col (later Brig Gen) Marxwell Khobe advanced effectively to 
. . I ' . . . ., . . ~ . . 

force out ·the Koromah's Junta by February 199{ Abacha was said to have 

business interest in oil refinery in Siern1 Leone, among other oil deals in the 

Gambia with the Gambian leader, Ya)1a .laliweh (This Day: Janumy 13, 2000). 
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The wrecking of. ECOMOG Funds: was nQt limited to · Babangida and 

Abacha regunes. When Abdulsalami took over he replaced Abacha's 

contrat:tors with his own "kinsmen and kingsmen". For instance, Abacha's crony 
~~,. 

in the award of ECOMOG contract Alhaji Arisekola's company, MIS Juba! Ltd 

was replaced with Dynamite Integrated Ltd owned by Abusalami's in-Iaw for the 

supply of ·foodstuff to the ECOMOG soldiers. The amount was put at 

NI 05, 720,514 based on the strength of 11,913 soldiers of all ranks. This amount 

was later raised to N261,968,175.00 based on market survey which made·.the 

earlier prices unrealistic. Dynamite Integrated Ltd was paid N90,000,000 as 

advanced paynfetit even beforé the ; :Pe11na11ei1t . Secretmy rèceived the 

authorization. The Pennanent Secretary of the Ministry of Defence was only 

infonned latter in a letter ~?. "pay the balance of N 171,968,175 to the supplier in 

order to ensure the success of 'ECOMOG food supply for the period" between 

September - November 1998 (Telescope: September 1999: 17)., If the al]egations 

raised at tlie Oputa Human Righti Commission 'by ~rigadier-General AI Saba 

were tme, then theAbdulsalami's short stay in office was more scandalous in 

tenns financing ECOMOG. General Abdulsalami's govemmenf was said to liave 

imported civilian _motorcyle helmets which were repainted as military helmet. 

These were sena to th'e. ECOMOb soldfo;.s. ·As a,;resu]t many Nigeiian soldiers 

died in the war in Siell'a Leone. 

The total amount Nigeria committed to the ECOMOG operations in tenns of 

human lives and financial resmirces has been an issue of èxtreme controversecy. 

Earlier on the President ,Obasanjo puts the financial cost at 8 billion d~llars and 

làter 12 biliîon dollars (The Guardian, 26 Octobèr 199?) However, President Bill 

Clinton of the United States while on a state vis.it to Nigeria in the year 2000 

estimated the cost to be 10 billion dollars But later on Alhaji Suie Lamido, Nigeria 

Foreign Affairs Minister, puts the figure at 11 billion dollars. 
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Jt is. significant to note that the financial implications of ·Nigeria's 

involvement has · been on the increase as long as the region is still insecure. As at 

the early part of the year 2001 the bill stood at $13 billion. The inabilit)'. to 

ascertain the exact figure Nigeria spent in ECOMOG was as result of the unsual 

ways the operatim1s wçre financeg durin~.-the regimes of Babang_ida and Abacha. 
' ., . ~ . . 

If we collapse a.li the expenses incured by other member ·states of ECOW AS, the 

United Nations, the United States among others it is possible tlfat over 30 billion 

dollars might have been spent in bath Liberia and Sierra Leone. These sum could 

have beei1 diverted to development· or used to significantly pay off Nigeria's 

external del;,,t if the wars were not fought. 

However, the most disturbing aspect of the wars has been the Jack of reqord 

keeping on the munber of anned and, civil population killed. Nigerian government 

has consistently maintained that OI]ly 500 ,soldiers died in Liberia ~ut it is silent on 
·• ' ~ . 

the Sierra· Leone conflict. There are also quite a numbèr of those whose death 

bodies are not discovered while others de_se1ied the battle field. Nigeria's decision 

not to give details of deàlh is. captured by the official positfon that it will be 

negating the logic of warfare if thé actual figures are made public. The then 
. . 

[)irector of Defence Infonnation .. Brigadier-General Fred Chijuka 11otes that 

"Nigeria does n~t wmi to play into the bands of Cha.ries Taylor to declare the 

number of death as he will jump up for joy". (The News: 29 April, 1996: 13). 

With the. hi.1ge amount· expended.: Nigeria, ,,became_ we11ry of financing 

ECOMOG under a civilian regime. In fa.et President Obasanjo, partially withdrew 

Nigerian troops from Sierra Leone. Meaqwhile at the meeting of the ECOWAS 
~ ... 

Ministers of Defence Staff held in Abuja Nigeria's Defence Minister, General 

Theophilus Danjuma (rtd) pointed mit that as much as Nigeria owes it a duty to 
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place the security of the region on priority "practical realities dictates that we 

(Nigeria) should be caùtious .. not to over :. commiFourselves agàin" .. (This Day: 

May 18, 2000 pp. l - 2). Nigeria' s final withdrawal paved way for UNOMSIL to 

take contrai of the peacel<;eeping force · in Sie1Ta Leone as the rebels are not 

comfmtable with Nigerià's interest i(l ECOMOG. Nevertheless, according to the 

Minister of Defence, Lt-Gen T.Y. Danjuma, Nigeria is still spending $1 million a 

day for ECOMOG in Sien-a Leone as the United Nations is yet to demonstrates its 

wholesome financial conunitment to UNAMSIL. 

7.8 CONCLUSION 

What · the· chapt~r ·has done
1 
is to show· the fevel of personalization of state 

power and the ability of the personalitics to use their position ta defend their 

persona] as well as regime interest. 'This transcends ta the management of 

regional security tlu-ough' ECOMOG. And as the study reveals all the military 

heads of state from Babangida, Abacha to Abubakar tumed ECOMOG into 

goldsmine · and ·a stabilizing plain for either the ·perpetuatim~ of their regimes or 

face-saving measures. A cursory reading betwee11 the lines âs shown in this 

chapter indicates that the regimes were much more inclined toward regnne 

interest than national interest. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

ECOMOG,REGIME INTEREST AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN \VEST AFRICA: . 

8.1. INTRODUCTION 

The thrust of this thesis is to problematise the linkage between regime 

interest and authoritarian ····mie which has implications for conflict resolution. 

Using Nigeria in ECOWAS - ECOMOG, as a case study, the thesis identifie 

some structural components of regime 

conflict in Liberia ·and Sierra Leone. 

interest that influence the resolution of 
. . ' 

This càncluding chapter provides the 

summary of fin ding, conclusions and recommendations. 

8.2. · SUMMARY .. 
' !, . ·: .· ' . .:. • ' . 

Contra1y to the position of the dominant theoi:etical -mode!.s in foreign policy 

analysis the conceptual frame work employed in the thesis is that in a weak 

political system crowded ·with competing models of policies, national interest is 

hard to define. As much as elite -interest clefines the funclamentals of national 

interèsts, b~yond that, regime and persona! inter~sts become foremost:· Regime 

interest, and to somè extent persona! rule run coui1ter to elite interest and thereby 

dousing what remains of national interest. What is national interest therefore, is 

not actually the collective interest of the governing elite but a clique of 

neopatrimonialis!s : occupying .. th7 powei; _of the state. The pursuit of regime 
. ·, . .":- . 

interest · is perpetuated more tinder authoritarian rulè; whether civilian or 

military. Authoritarian regnnes emerge under a severe shortage of coherent 
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national interest; claiming, as it 1s emergmg, to defend, promote and enforce 

national interest. ln the light of this, the authoritarian regime seeks _support from 

vanous yeaming interest groups. In the process it is seeking also avenue for 

political contrai. 

programmes but 

The authoritarian regime advocates sound populist policies and .. . 
are quick to deinonstr~te their i'eal nature after c~nsolidating 

power. Their success in power depends on pursuing their regime interests and 

security rather than common goods fo'r maintaining national interest through 

alliances ofinterests within and outside the system. 

The purpose of such authoritarian regimes going. into alliance therefore, 1s 

not to defend and promote national interest but regime interest and security. Such 

·alliances are made with similar authoritarian reg1mes within the region or 

elsewhere to sustain themselves in power. Attempts to be involved in the 
.. 1 •. 

resolution-of conflict, id~ally is to'save ln;maiiity fr&m the. sc,ourg:~ of ;ar. but the 

etemal motives of authoritarian regimes are to maintain their interests and 

security while in power ·with such· conflicts invariably enhancing their interest. 
. . 

They have the phobia to contain a. conflict far away before iCspills over to their 

domestic arena; the damage of whjch they may_ not withstand. As it is pointed 

out alliance making by authoritarian regimes is noi to reinforce a threat against the 

state but rather to enhance their survival in power. Thus the overall decision

making processes are based on the dictates and direction .of what the leader 

decides. 
1 ., 

In summary regime interest and security is foremost where 

(a) the regime rather than the aètor-state and/or decision maker 1s the mam 

focüs of deciding state policy; . 
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(b) the leader of the regime could go into alliance to con tain both ·· domestic 

and external threats as a power survival strategy; 

(c) the regime has a foremost interest in regime security than national security 

interest; and 

(d) fonns the. basis .for the reproduction· of violepce and_ creating the culture of 
, .. 

silencing oppositions in order to maintain its power 1nterest. 

It is in the light of tiiis that this research was conducted to ascertain how 

Nigerian's inte1vention in Liberia a1id Sie1Ta Leone was based on regime interest 

instead of natibnal interest. Though ·· the methods of approach in- the tfiesis are 
' . 

based on content analysis, much attention was also paid to interviews, unstructured 

interviews, focus group discussions and interactions at policy group meetings, 

seminars and workshops. The outcome of which provided a verification of the 

variables and correlation. of facts. 1. 
. ' .. ' 

Two regimes, Babangida and Abaçha, were foremost in the resolution of 

conflicts in Liberia and Sien·a Leone. The two regimes emergéd at some critical 

moment of Nigeria's' political development and began to mie with an iron band. 
.. .. 

They started on populist level plainfield and having grasped power tumed the 

sword against the people. Their actions and policies affected the economy, 

politics, national and regional security . 

The strength of. the écm~omy wa:s destrq~ed as .Structural · Adjustment 

Prograimne was introduced, reordering the economic policies more towards 

primitive accumulation as the base for sustaining elite exploitation of the society. 

Poverty became the me.a~~ of keeping the popul~ce perpetually under èontrol of 
' ' 

exploitative class. In the light of this, c01111ption became the means by which elite 
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survival approach was imbibed across vanous sectors of the society. Under 

Babangida it w~s widespread .. bqt under; ,Abacha . it was restricted to his family 
. ' - . .. . 

and same clique which was notorious in servicing the security and political 

interests of the regime. Above ail, con-uption was a means of initiation and 

recruitment for the defenéi: of t.he regimes. Politically the two regimes succeeded 

in setting agenda's that created domestic coalitions; a coalition process which 

disorientate.d the political · scenario. ii1 orcler to enhance the perpetuatioh of their 

stay-in power. in cl~ing so, national security was tïghtenecl to ensure that the 

society is kept uncler the siege of the authoritarian leaderships. There were several 

security outfits purposely to deal with specific issues that the military regimes felt 

threatened by. 

Furthennore, the two authoritarian regimes faune! the basis of strengthening 

their regime interest and ·'s'ecur.ity by building regional security alliances through 

ECOWAS to address security issués. Because of the contentious characters of 

tl).ember states of ECOW AS it was,difficult for Babangida and Abacha to build a 

fonnidable regional s.ecurity coalition to satisfy their regime intérest. The division 

within ECOW AS notwithstanding, the two regimes were able to fonn an alliance 

of authoritarian states within ECOW AS in order to maintain their individual 

domestic security, as well as .. infjuence .füe çlirect!pn of regional seeurity. The 

major problem that polarized member states of ECOWÀS' wàs that ECOW AS 

security regimes were not properly esta_blished. Therefore, the basis for the 

regional organisation to intervene in Liberia and Sierra Leone conflicts became 

problematic. Yet under Babangida and la ter Abacha, ECOW AS became the 

thrnst to build a regional support for tl1e interest of their .regimes respectively 

in the region. This by implication served as a caver for the pursuit of their 

personalised rnle. 
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The patte1,11 · and .practicc;J o~ regime, .interest and security is_ not. new in the 
' ., . ~-: . ' 

global terrain. The Babangida and Abacha regimes were· only strengthening what 

they have leamt from similar operations in Hitler's German, Ghadafi's Libya, 

Mobutu's Zaïre, and Staliiï's U.SSR, among others. These notorious authoritarian 

leaders have some common traits. They were power-seeking, and were security 

conscious <J.nd fearful of threats, They were also very ambitious and pursue 

secucracy rather than democracy. They had an "tmshakable belief in the 

infallibility of their will. They hardly tolerated bpposing · views. They were 

equally surrounded by sycophants who sung their praises than tell them the truth. 

These sycophants · easily surrend~red to; the view~ of the. leaders and zealously 

translate them into action unscrupulously. The authoritàrian rulers are critical 

to intellectual disputation. Babangida for instance who surrounded himself with 

academics only merely listei1ed to them but never took their advice. Abacha on 

his part was anti intellectual outrightly". 

To enhan~e tl;e p~ospect of their regime survival ·they bui1t an alliance and 

coalition with states in the ECOW AS, the di vicie between the Francophone and 

Anglophone, notwithstanding. ECOMOG was established after a hectic meeting 

of Standing Mediation Çommitte1y (SMG).: "I:"he S!;-1C whi~h was established by 

ECOW AS was supposed to report back to the authority of Heads of State and 

Govenunent but it rather went ahead to create ECOMOG on its own and raising 

a peace keeping fore~ to . (under ECOMOG) to . intervene in Liberia. 

Unfortunately before the Liberian conflict came into existence the region had 

experienced inter-state conflicts between Mali and Mauritania and Senegal and 
. . 

Mauritania. ECOWAS did not take a serions concem in resolving . them. The 

question that was being asked is , what was so special in the intra -state conflict 
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in Liberia that could lead to regional intervention? · Nigeria undar Babangida was 

very committed to the regional intervention in Liberia. This made some critics to 

believe that Babàngidà's regitner.s interèst was. tied to · the resoltition of the 

Liberian conflict. His persona! friendship with the Liberian dictator, Samuel Doe, 

and given some investments in Liberia it became difficult to leave Doe alone. 
i.,. 

Nigeria raised fighting . men and spent surplus resources in kind and cash to 

prosecute the war. The ECOMOG forces suffered a lot of criticism intemationally .. .. 
as at a poirit it b\;!Catne a fighting force rather thàn a pe_acekeeping force. 

1: 

While usmg ECOMOG to retain international support at a pciint, 

Babangida' s regnne suffered 

programme suffered especially 

domestic criticism. His political transition 
' .. : . ' . 

as he à1inulled the Ju~e· 12, I 993 · presidntial 

election in order to perpetuate himself in power, as well as to hold on to power to 

ensure that Charles Taylor __ 11ever took over state power in Liberia. Though he left 

office after some pressures he léft be]iind General Sani Aba'clia who manourvered 

himself and took over power from an interim govemment set up by him 
' 

(Babangida). When . Abacba took over, be begàn, like Babangida, to build a 

similar regional security operation as a way to draw international support. He 

succeeded by drawing Charles Taylor closer and in elections that took piace 

Taylor turned from being a rebel to an elected President. Later Abacha tumed 
• .. • " 1 · ·i : . · . · 

bis attention to Sierra Leone wli'ere the deniocrati'cally .. elected · government of 

Albaji Tijan Aluned Kabbah was overthrown by Major Paul J. Koromah. Intially 

Abacha had wanted to support Major · Koromah, but , givyn the increasing 

international sanctions 'against his .authoritarian regime fie threw his support 

behind the restoration of Kabbah . to office. This was intended to let the 

iritemationaÎ community. understand that if he cmild pm:sue democracy in Sierra 

Leone he was likely to retum Nigerian to democracy soonest. 
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As much as the-... internaticinal cornrnunity could support Abacha for 

"restoring" dernocracy in Sierra Leone, Nigerians saw it as mockery because his 

domestic policies toward dernocra~isation were not only authoritarian .. but left 

Nigerians in the · rnost clreaded repressive environinent -ever known in the history 

of post-colonial Nigeria. The opposition camps were not only kept divided but 

were pursued and persecuted to any pait of the world where they were found. 

1 . ' . 

In surnmary, bath the Babangida a;1d Abacha r~gimè1 were characterised by: 

i) creating severe poverty and deprivation to ensure the submissiveness 

of the populace·to their regime dictates; 

ii) · monetisatimi of politics as a way of isolating mass involvement, and 

making it inclusive for.the previledged few. Those who would be 

takën ori board would be those that were ready to be submissive and 

dependant on the reg1111e. Corruption· became · a n\eans for· political 

recruitment; 

iii) creating a false ideology of nationhood to promote.. the interest of the 
' . . 1 ·, . . ' . . 

regimes rather than 1;ational inteiest. Appeals ·were const~ntly made 

to religious injunction for the people to see the leadership as the will 

ofGod; 

iv) creating an· intimidating security environment to distance opposition 

by providing à reign ofterror; and 

v) creàting · counter-balancing cm1litions of conflicts which are complex 

but fluctuating among the segmentecl cleavages in order to be seei:i as 

credible arbiter. 

. ' 
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8.3 FINDING 

Given these characteristics of the two regunes, their regional security 

approaches to conflict ~esolution were not actually based on genuine regional 

security interest or on the basis of establishing mechanism for regional security . 
.. 

The processes and basis for resol'ving the conflicts in both Liberia and SieITa 

Leone were too incoherent, porous and superficial. Thus at a point when it was 

assumed that solutions have been found, the two countries (Liberia and SieITa 

Leone) continued to boil. What Babangida and Abacha did in ECOW AS -

ECOMOG was to subnierge rathet than fo~olve any conflict in Liberia and Sierra 
. . . . ' 1 . 

Leone. These were for their persona] and regime interests and security rather 

than for the resolution of regional security conflict. The process of conflict 

submergence helps to stabilise· their regimes for the period they were in office. 

lmmediately they· left office the crises, one way or the other, resurrected and 
.. 

escalated . 1t temporarily stabilised 'in Liberia,but lias remerged .Rebel groups have 

continue to engage the Taylor government in combat at the border with Guinea. 

These actions have impacts or implications for future peace-making procedures in 

West Africa. ·' 

Given the syntheses provided, regirne interest and security are real.It is not 

easy to delineat regime at~_çl persona] interest from national interest but once the 

there is an abuse of the constitution by the governing authority there is abnomality. 

Then regime and perasonal interest have occurred. These have several 

Ühplications for conflict resolution ~s much as thèy do _also have for the types of 

contradictions and conflicts that occur in domestic arena. Here, there are six 

factors involved. First, regime interest and security have the tendency · for 

undennining dome_stic political development. What have been expérienced in 

Nigeria under thé i-egürÏes of B;bahgida mid Abacha0was an ·attempt to · create tlie 
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' . 

basis for authoritarian perpetuation. They began with the process of transition to 

democratic rule. However, it tumed out that the democratic institutions were 

built on "autocratie foundation." The commitment they put into political 

development is betrayed by their self-succession agendas. Because they were 
.. 

pursuing persona! and regime interest they created political systems to regulate . . 

elite competition for political power. In the regulating process the elites; fall 

back on primordial cleavages to establish their political stronghold. Politics· is 

played on the basis of inclusion and exclusion. The authoritarian regimes create 

the basis for dealit1g with each · etllnic and/br .inclividual groups or- elitè; and not as 

a collective. Where the contesting elites have no common ground for expressing 

their collective grievances they res01ted. to remocleling their interest on ethnie, 

religions and primàdial cleavages. More than ever before·, political interest was 

based on cleavages with a narrower perspective on politics. In additions the 

ruling military regimes established' their constituencie separate from recognized 

constitutional constituencies. Bec~use they are not democratic they have to 

identify with anti-democratic and repressive institutions in the society to operate 

effectively. Also they militarised state institutions to achieve this same purpose. 

The regimes dependéd on traditional ; :i11stitutio.11s and ethnie · groüps that are 

receptive to authoritarian mie. While using military institutions and the police to 
' 1 . 

exerc1se contrai they fot~!!.d a stable ground in militarising the bureaucracy . 

Those excluded from these· militarisecl constituencies were tumed into 

oppositions. 

Thus, when the June 12 presidential elections results were annulled, 

effective opposition to it came from the civil society, particularly from the Yoruba 

ethnie group and from non-govemmental organisations. While the Yornba and 

other ethnie groups felt agg~iev~d of ; the·-rulin'g military establishments for 
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denying their kins the political leadership other eti;nic gi·o~1ps joined in protesting 

the annulment because it portended the fact that such opportunity would also to 

denied them in future:··· As for the civil society and non-govemmental 

organisations, it was a rape on democracy and an attempt to perpetuate military 

authoritarian rule. Most of the northem states, where the two authoritarian leaders . . . 

came from, on the other hand, supported the annulment and called for the actual 

perpetuation of military authoritarian rule. 

Secondly,_apart from the d9mestic,yolitical !nstability, regime .interest an_d 
' ,, . ~ . . 

security have also caused a sharp division within .. ECÜWAS. What ECOMOG 

was intended to accomplish within the shortest practicable time took a longer 
' 

period, lasting upto sevei'ï (7) years in Liberia. As a result, many men and 
' . 

officers died, a lot of resources were expended on swords ra/her, than plowshares. 

Nigeria anq Nigerians became targets of attack across the region. Moreso, the ill 

feelings concemÎng Nigeria became intensified as rnost countries in West Africa 

were treading consciously with Nigeria, for fear that the authoritarian regim~ in 

Nigeria may be supporting some internai factions in their céiuntries to cause a 

maJor c11s1s like· that. of Liberia, and ~ierra Leone. Nigeria's involvement in 
~ ~ 

Sierra Leone also crcatcd animosity bctwccn mcmber càuntries in the subregion. 

For instance, Ghana and Nigeria initially had the problem of rcsolving the 

conflict in Liberia and Sierra L.eone. With Nigeria under Abacha insisting on 

ECOMOG intervening in Sierra Leone, Ghana was ve1y skeptical about 

Nigeria's Qverwhehning interest in ïnaking a recourse to .war than ··peace 111 

resolving existing conflÎcts. 

Thirdly, the lesson from ECOMOG shows that it is a difficult task to 

effectively deploy: a peace keepin~ force or cany .,out enforcen1ent (!peration in 
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intra-state conflicts. Rather, it is eas1er done in inter-state confl ict where 

contending leaders of respective countries are equal. However, it is .not quite 

Iikely to oc~ur in intra-state where there is an a;symetric9I re\ationship, between 

contending forces. The incumbent President finds it difficult to condescend low 

to negotiate with the rebels who are leading anns against the state. Therefore any 

extemal support by random intervention on the basis of regime or persona! interest . . 
. 1 . 

without fanning out the ethics of interve11ti01i in tlie conflict, wiil escalate than 

resolve the conflict. 

Fomihly, the Liberian conflict .has also shown that belligerents that proved 

fonnidable in the pursuit of its goal would inevitably have a de facto recognition. 
,· 

And with the political economy of war where rebels hold up to economic and 

strategic points they cannot be dispensed with, without futihering the conflicts. 

The de facto recognition given to rebel leaders would not have been possible if 

the mode of intervention were based on the international ethics of intervention. . . 
. i . • . . . 

There fore, it is wrong to assume that any intervenfion at ail may produce similar 

result. As shown in the case of West Africa, the intervention based on regime and 

persona! interest only succ{)ded in producing relevance out of a rebel leader like 

Charles Taylor. 

Fifthly, when the authority of the leader is put to question by a fonnidable 

force, it shows that leadership is itself transient and not sacrosanct. And those 

who must mie must function within the context of the mandate granted them by 

the constitution. Therefore, any_ regime that ,perpetuate self-ntle stands confronted 
' " . ' ,{ . ·~ '. . .~: .· . . : . 

by the people. When regimes face formedable oppositions that are politically 
. ' l . 

unl1ealthy the right of the leadership is no more acceptable . Regime and persona! 

interest may hold a nation ·tmder siege but it can not successfully stop the people 
. . 
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from fighting. Most turbulent countries are deeply ernbedded in regnne security 

interest. 

Lastly, whatever criticism is made against authoritarian regimes over their 

interest and security at bath national and regional security operations, füey 

successfully tumed their weakness into strength. The hegernonic pursuit later Ied 
.. . 

' • I • " ~ • 

to the commendation that withouf Nigeri_an i1ivolvefnent . there wàuld have been 

no ECOMOG. The hegemonic leadership (cocrcive or benevolent) provided by 

Nigeria led to bath 'spray a.nd sway dipl01i1acy'. ln other words, Nigeria embarked 

Oil moves based 011 persüasion and the spraying of resources, money and faci]ities 

Iike oil to purchase the interest of ECOW AS to support ECOMOG op_èration in 

Liberia and. Siena Leone. In pursuing bath regime and . hege1nonic interests in the 

region, Babangida-Abacha regimes,overtly or covertly, led member states 

ECOWAS to . transfonn an exclusively regional economic organisation into a 

security organisation. 

Even though ECOW AS liad some sectînty an,ingements ·. they were 

adhoc, porous and lacked legal strength to bite.The bold attempt by Babangida to 

use regime interest in handling the crises in the region, whether to stabilize the 

interest of the authorit'arian domestic regimes or not, tumed out to be a 

pathbreaking approach to conflict resolution in the sub-region which .has been 
' . . 

applied in some other. conflict areas of the world Iike Yugosl;wia and. Kosovo. 

As pointed out, the Liberian experience provided a path breaking approach under 

Nigeria's hegemonic leadership, whereby an attempt towards conflict resolution 

might not necessarily be based on the legal institutional framework but the 

exigencies of the moment. 
•. !, . 
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At one of the br.iefings at the U.S congress, James L. Wood, US State 

Department observed that: 

The Nigerian contribution has been absolutely critical to the success of 
ECOMOG. Nigeria's manpower and logistics contribution are critical to the 
operational capabilities of the force ... Nigeria's ability to plan and confidently 
coordinated air, land and sea operations and to conduct insurgence campaign 
has been impressive. If we ever want to enagage in PKO (Peace Keeping 
ûperations). using African troo~s we sh?llid keep Nigeria's potential very much 
in mind ( The News:November'l8 1993). · :. .. · · 

The argument went further that rather than see Nigeria's hegemonic and regime 

power play as coercive, ,creating splinter action within ECOW AS, Nigeria rather 

displayed an epistemic . leadership contrai whereby the "SMC emerged 

consciously· or not as a security alliance withiil ECOW AS collective security 

' ' ' system. It threw up ECOMOG as a collective defence force to address an 

uncontrollable threat to regional security arrangment which would have been 

impossible to achieve" (Yorom~ and Aning ) 997). 

The question that remains is how long can ECOW AS rely on exigence of 

the moment to resolve its·problem? How do we avoid another countJy using 

the weaknesses of ECOW AS security arrangement to achieve its own national and 

regiohal security interest? It is in tj1e light of these questions that ECOW AS has 

put in place a cornprehensive regional securiiy regime to checkmate similar 

occunence in future. Thus ECOWAS Heads of State and Goven1ment set up in 

November 1997 at Lome, Togo, a study group· on the proposed ECOWAS 

mechanism for conflict prevention, management and resolution for pe_ace keeping 
• ' . 1 ' ' ' . . ' . . ., ' - . . 

and regional security. The guidèline of the mechaÏ1ism às produced by experts in 

meetings held in Yamoussoukro and Banjul in 1998 produced a draft protocol on 
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. ( . . . 
mechanism for the prevention, management and rèsolution of contlicts and peace 

keeping. The draft proposai was approved at the ECOW AS Summit in Lame, 

Togo, 1999. The new .. vrotocol now known as Protocol Relating to the 

Mechanism for Conflict' Prevention, ·Management, Resolution, Peace keeping and 

Security make provision for mediati,on and a security council un der the authority 

of Heads of States and· Government with 9 members being elected after three 

years. Decisions taken at the Mediation and Security council is binding. The mini 

' member council replaces the SMC which heralded ECOMOG. 

s.ff CONCL~SION . . 

From the synthesis provided and further analysis of the implications of 

authoritarian rule on confüct œsolution in West Africa, can it still be argued that 

Babangidà and Abacha pursued foreign policies based on regnne interest 

security and stability in thé sub-region? There i.s no straight forward answer to 

tllis question. This is bècause it is a basic fact th~t ECOMOG suffered a crisis of 

legitimacy from the onset. And in tracing the root cause and causes of tl~ese 

cnses, the two authoritarian leaders had their motives wliich gradually got 

perfected and internalised into n?tional <;IIJd regio1_!al secu~ity fr~mework. Tht!S 

ECOMOG which received some spate of criticisms suddenly became a watershed 

in the development of security regime in West Africa and in the world. 

Consequent on the foregôïùg, two contradictmy assupmtions are possible here. 

First, it is· possible to assume that the· two Nigerian authoritarian rulers were more 

nationalistic; in the implementation . Cif foreign policy objectives of the Nigerian .. 
national interest. The · second assumption is that the authoritarian regnnes, 

whether at the domestic or external environment, pursued interest which 

incidentally turned out to be interest transfonnation. 
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- ' .. 

The first proposit_ion or assumption is very critical because no leader would 

pursue a policy that would entirely run contrnry to the interest of his nation. They 

were able ·to effect regime interest from national interest What they were 

therefore pursuing was regime interest, security and stability under the guise of 

national interest. Even if the regimes were nationalistic, their nationalism was 

only intended to lubricate the perpetmition of personalistic interest which they 

exhibited. But regime interesC itself is flüid and qvmot be. concretely ·.established 

when a leader is deriving its course. Even if his acts are inherently regime driven 

he can explain them away as national _interest. 

The second proposition brings us to a new development altogether. In a 

situation whereby the pursuit of regime interest turns out to be too pronounced as 

to make the authoritarian leader feel guilty of cheating the system in the process 

of resolving the contlicts, they could quickly adjust either by design· or 

coincidence to what we may term "regime interest transformation". Regime 

(interest) transfonnatiort, ·thereforej means; the procl\lSS of negating regime interest 

and security following some social forces and law of natu(e operating in the 

society which are resistant to the emergence of narrow interest as against 

collective interest. 

Therë are two levels of tÏnderstanding regnne intereGt transformation. 

Firstly, the regime is forced by circumstance to transfonn its interest from 

persona! mie to collective interest. The continued reactions of the domèstic 

forces and the responses of the internatiomil community against the regime may 

force it to transfo11n its · intere-~t from nah-~wer pe1'spectives to tbleràte national 

and/or sub-regional pressures and interests. Secondly, in the course of pursuing 

its regime interest and staP,ility it may suddenly realise that it can no longer 
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pursue such interest again, .. It becomes a lesser sccurity threats to its regime, so it 

can resign to regime interest transformation. For instance, as at the time 

Babangida was to leave office after a desperate effort at self-succe~sion, bis . 
interest in ECOMOG hecame more relax than it used to be. Then ECOMOG 

became a mere regional security effort at con Oict resolution. Taylor was no 

longer a threat to him. And if he were to continue in office he would have 

explored the concept no permanent friend no permanent enemy in international 
' . -· 1 -; • : . . • . . . 

relations. ln 'any case, he was baftliiig for seif-sucëession ând survival instead of 

confronting himself with the Liberia. When Abacha picked up the leadership and 

saw the regional contlicts. (in Liberia · and Sierra Leone) as means to seek 

interantional support for his regime be pursued it with zeal. He did not see the 

regional confücts as a threat but as Jl means towards gaining the support of the 

international community .. 

Therefore, regime interest transformation, though acting under a negation 
' 1 

process towards collective interest, could also be seen as a conscious manipulation 
. . . .. 1 ; : . . . . . 

of national ai1d foreign !jo]icy 110( oi1Jy to Stlit bti1: a]SO to eÏÎtrench 'the ]imited 

interest of the regime in power. It could be a face-se1ving measure by a 

discredited regime to gain Br regain 1'ecogt1ition and credibility. It could be based 

on the negating process of the force of nature operating in the society or it could 

also be a manipulative devices of the authoritarian regime to build credibibility 

for their repressive regimes. 

What this thesis has done is to provide an analytical insight into the use and 

manipulation of power by regimes as represented by the leaders. The basic point 

is how the regirnis engineer c~nflkts and; t;1m roui1à to resolve sùch èonflicts in ·a 

pattern that would perpetuate their stay in power. From Nigeria's· case study, 
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under Babangida and Ab;wha, in the Liberian and Sierra Leonean cnses, it eau 

be seen that no authoritarian regime can gain its way in resolving conflicts 

except it gains the support of other authoritarian leaders. Babangida an~ Abacha 

gained such support respectively by spray · dipl.omacy 'and sponsoring 

dictatorial regime and military coups in some West African countries to bring 

similar authoritarian leaders to power in order to build a circle of dictators in· the 

regnne. Together. they were able to decide patterns of security operation in the 

reg10n. 
I ; . • 

However, giveri the dyhamics of ·security deyelopment at domestic, 

regional and international levels, the regime interests of these authoritarian leaders 

got transfonned to meet , ... the challenge of evolving new regional · security 

instnnnents in ECOWAS. This tral)sfonnation has also affected and led to the 

emergence of civil mie in Nigeria after another stretch of military authoritarian 

iule. 

--s.r. RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the foregoing, it is important to point out that conflict 1s 

gennane in society where pers0nal règime interest superin.tend that of the 

people. Therefore, it is here recommended that human security must be properly 

. placed in any attemt to res?,lve confli.ct. Where Human Security is neglected in any 

effort to resolve conflict the resolution process is rather based on persona! regime 

interest rather than national interest. 

We have noted that smce the nse of and the sophistication of the state 

system sovereignty is no longer seen and based on social con tract between · the 

governed and the :governor. Security is found inside the state. Those outside are 
' . •. 1 ; .' . . .. 

insecure. Security is regüne centric'rather than humarr-centric: (see,Figure :8:2). 
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l<'IGURE: 8:2 

• . •. I ·: : . . 

THE CONCEPT OF REGIME.:CENTRICSECÙRITY 

UTHORITARIA 
STATE 

Alliance 

ro,vER 

Power 
Relations 

UTHORITAR 
STATE 

THO RIT ARIA 
STATE 

Source: Re- Conligured from original ligure by Centcr for Dcfence and Sccurity Management, Wits 
University.2000 

It is therefore · imperative to recommend first a shift in the paradigim from 

regime security interest to human-centric security. the concept of human security is 

the expansion of security space away from regime security to focusing on the 

people and moving from inter-stat~ to in-state where the people bf3come the value . ., . .-:.. . . . 
rather than victim of security. Security is about the survival and progress of the 

people and not the militarisation of the society_ which weakens cooperation, 
' democracy and dev~lopme~t. 

To ensure the evolvement of human security African States rni.tst work 

towards implementating to its fullest the 1980 Lagos plan of Action. Either by 
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revolutionaiy pressure or evolutionmy approach. Lagos plan of Action -has 

elaborate clauses that can launch Africa into the realm of human-centric security in 

tenns of integrating African soéial,(environniental, myitary, aud political system. 

FIGURE: 8:3 

HUMAN-CENTRIC SECURITY 

···························· ······ ··~ ... ......... INTERNATIONAL ........ . .. .. .. .. .. .. 
•• •• ... . .. 

•• •• 
..... STATE .... 
• •• 
~ ~ . . . . .. ......... ··•··•· . .. ... ~ .... ~~ ... ~. . .. . .. __ ............. ~-~. .. - ~-~,,~ ... ,. 

/ ,/,, SlJB-STATE .. ~'< \ . ,/ '~ . 
. '
l. ///,, ........... _.. .. ... ,~.... ,,,\ \ .. ~ . /,/.,.,.,......... .. ... ,., .. , . 

. ff /. l'IUMAN . \ \ . \ : . . 
• • . . 
• • • • • • • • • • 

•• ••• 

•• ·· .. 
•• •• 

Source: 

•• •• .. . ... .. -· •• •• .... .. 
•• ••••• .... . . . ,...... ·······. 

············ ················ 
SECTORS 

. . 

• • • • 

y 

. . . 
• • • • • . 

• • • • • .. .... 
. .. 

•• •• • 

• • • • • 

Adopted from the training of nrnnu:11 or the Centre for Defence and Sccurity Man:1gcment. Wits 
University .2000 · 
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The Lagos plan of Action makes prov1s10ns for regional econom1c 

integration. The creation of regional economic organistaions in various 

geographical zones is supposed to iestablish ïnteractiyes for African people to relate 

with each other with minimal state intervention. The economic integration is 

supposed to create borderless states with. free movement of people and trnding in 

goods and services. These processes if adhered to will reduce the concentration of 

power on the state and a reduction of sovereign presssure which has been 

personalised. Unfortunately, of ail the sub-regio!ial economic• organisations in 

Africa only ECOW AS and SADC are trying to find their footing and focus. 

Indeed, sovereignty and state-centric security exploited by regimes have done 

damages to human security in Africa globalisation will not in any way mitigate 

this. However, globalisation is ai necessàry step q,nly if Africa un der.stands its 

dynamics and be part of it rather than being held captive by it. 

..... 
Secondly, another. important focus is for the restrncturing of state-society 

relations. Many states in Africa are colonial creation. People were forced together 

against their will. It is only importaht that most of the intra-state' conflicts occuring 

in Africa are conflicts intended to detennine or resolve contending issues between 

the state and society. Therefore, extemal intervention must be done carefully to 

avoid denying the people their right to detennine their sovereignty and sovereign 

right. Therefore 'the smictity of cdlonial tè1~·itory should be -revisited. Ethiopia has 

set an example in Africa by institutionalising an open-ended constitutional 

framework for self-detenni_~ation. This has led to the independence of Eritrea. This 

is something that conflict-riddei1 countries like Nigeria and regional hotspots in 

Africa should copy as measures towards resolving contending domestics issues and 

conflicts geherally in Africa. 
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Lastly, leaders that have mismanaged the resources of their countries should 

be held accountable after leaving office. It is not only the abuse of human rights 

but also the plundering of "res:ources ; that affeçts sec\irity, .demqcracy and 
w•· . 

development in Africa. Hence it is hard for one to abuse lmman rights without also 

being involved in com1ption and mis1.na11agement of resources. Jncreasingly 

leaders that have left offices are now being tried ail over the world. Africa should 

be gin to open trial files for all its I eaders that have cmruptly enriched themselves 

as well as abllsed human rights. This will deter the emergence of dictators in the 

sub-region and the continent as a whole. Nigeria and indeed West Africa has 

suffered the trauma of coITuption, mismanagement of resources and abuse· of 

human rights under the regimes of Babangida and Abacha. It is as a result of the 

pursuit of regime-interest in Nige1(ia that the West _African Sub-region .was drawn 

into series of conflicts. These conflicts have created some social problems across 

the sub-region involving human rights abuses, violation against children, rape, 

large scale massacres, q-ime, canibalism and ritualism. About 80% of families in 

West Africa have been affected one way or the other by regional conflicts. To 

avoid the ·occmTence of the regime-types experienced undér Babangida and 

Abacha a proper legislation should be enacted to try those involved. This can only 

be doue un der a mass (not elite) democratic regimes. It may take time but ail ·the 

same it will happen. 

.. 
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